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STA!IEMENT OF SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ROBERT S. MclWIARA
BEFORE A JOmT SESSION OF
THE Sl!:NJU$ ARME:D SERVICES CO~lNITlEE IU'ID
THE SENA~ SU:SCOM!-m'm ON DEPAR'JMENT OF IlEE'ENSE APPROPRIATIONS
ON THE FISCAL IEAR 1965-69 DEFENSE PROGRAM AND 1965 DEFENSE BC'DGET

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee:

This is the tlU.rd Defense progralll and budget it has been J1I1f privilege
Again, my prepared statement is arranged
in the same mazmer in which the Defense progrBlll is developed, name~, in
terms of the principal missions of the Defense establisbment, rather then
by organizational component or by budget category. Attached to each copy
is a set of related tables which you may wish to follow as we proceed
thrC'Jgh the statement.

to present to this Committee.

Upon CaJipletion of my statement, General Ta¥lor, the Cha.irman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, is prepared to present the custaoary military
posture briefing together with his analysis of the military situation in
certain critical areas of the world and to discuss certain recent changes
in our CCIIIIIlalld arrangements.
J1y and large, we have projected our forces and prograliiS through fiscal year 1969, five years beyond the current fiscal year. As I pointed
out last year, the :f'urther into the :f'uture we project these prograliiS the
more provisional they should be considered. Changes v1ll inevitab~ have
to be made as we move along, and entire~ new projects 'Whose need we cannot now clear~ foresee will have to be added. I have attempted in this
statement to note the more important changes that have taken place since
I appeared here last year and to expla.in the reasons vlJy they were made.

Throughout the statement I v1ll be discussing costs in terms of
"total obligational authority" (TOA), i.e., tbe :f'ull cost of an annual
increment of a progralll regardless of the year in which the :f'unds are
authorized, appropriated, or expended. These costs v1ll differ, in llleiiY
cases, from the alllounts requested for authorization and e,ppropriation,
especi~ in the Procurement accounts where certain prior year :f'unds are
available to finance 1965 prOg1'aliiS. Moreover, most of J1IIf discussion will
deal with the total cost of a progralll, including the direc~ attributable
costs of military personnel and operation and maintenance, as well as
procurement, research and developnent, and military construction.

0
I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

APPROACH TO THE FISCAL YEAR 1965-69 PROGRAM AND THE FISCAL YEAR
1965 BUDGET

Throughout the preparation of the fiscal year 1965-69 program
and the fiscal year 1965 budget, we have been guided by the same two
general instructions given to me originally by President Kennedy and
re-~hasized so strongly by President Johnson, namely, to develop the
force structure necessary to meet our military re~uirements without
regard to arbitrary budget ceilings or pre-determined financial limits,
and to procure and operate this force at the lowest possible cost.
As I have pointed out in previous appearances before this Committee,
in adding to a Defense program as large as the one ve noo have, ve soon
encounter the lav of diminishing returns, vhere each additional increment
of resources used produces a proportionately smaller increment of overall
defense capability. \fuile the benefits to be gained from each additional
increment cannot be measured vith precision, careful cost/effectiveness
analyses can greatly assist in eliminating those program proposals vhich
clearly contribute little to our military strength in terms of the costs
involved.

This principle is just as applicable to ~ualitative improvements
in "eapons systems as it is to ~uantitative increases in our forces.
The relevant ~uestion is not only "Do ve vant the very best for our
military force?", but also, "Is the additional capability truly re~uired
and, if so, is this the least costly vay of attaining it?"
Let me give you one hypothetical example to illustrate the point.
Suppose ve have tvo tactical fighter aircraft vbich are identical in
every important measure of performance, except one - Aircraft A can fly
ten miles per hour faster than Aircraft B. However, Aircraft A costs
$10,000 more per unit than Aircraft B. Thus, i f ve need about 1,000
aircraft, the total additional cost vould be $10 million.
If ve approach this problem from the vie"Point of a given amount
of resources, the additional combat effectiveness represented by the
greater speed of Aircraft A vould have to be veighed against the
additional combat effectiveness vhich the same $10 million could produce
if applied to other defense purposes - more Aircraft B, more or better
aircraft munitions, or more ships, or even more military family housing.
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And if ve approach the problem from the point of viev of a given amount
of combat capability, ve vould have to determine vhether that given
amount could be achieved at less cost by buying, for example, more of
Aircraft B or more aircraft munitions or better munitions, or perhaps
surface-to-sL~rface missiles.
Thus, the fact that Aircraft A flies ten
miles per hour faster than Aircraft B is not conclusive. \le still
have to determine vhether the greater speed is vorth the greater cost.
This kind of determination is the heart of the planning-programingbudgeting, or resources allocation problem vithin the Defense Department.
Through the rigorous application of these policies, principles
and techniques and through the Cost Reduction Program vhich I vill
discuss later, ve vere able in our program and budget revievs to reduce
our fiscal year 1965 budget request, including Military Assistance,
from about %61 billion proposed by the Services and Defense Agencies
to approximately $50.9 billion, a reduction of about $10 billion.
Thus, as shown on Table 1, our fiscal year 1965 NOA request is $2.8
billion less than the $53·7 billion requested in January a year ago for
the current fiscal year. And expenditures in fiscal year 1965 are
estimated at $51.2 billion compared vith $52.3 billion for the current
year.
B.

ASSESSMENl' OF THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION AS
POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

rr BEARS ON

MILITARY

When I appeared before this Committee tvo years ago, our attention
vas focused particularly on the Berlin crisis, vhich had been precipitated by the Soviet Union in the Sl.IIIlmer of 1961. Last year vhen I
appeared here, the Nation and, indeed, the entire vorld had just
experienced perhaps the gravest crisis in recent history, again
precipitated by the Soviet Union, this time in Cuba. And, on the other
side of the vorld, Communist China had created still another crisis
vith its attack on the northern frontiers of India.
This year, although the struggle for ideological, political,
economic, and military advantage continues in many parts of the vorld,
ve have not been confronted vith any new crisis provoked by the Soviet
Union and no nev armed aggression has been undertaken by Communist
China. Indeed, as fer as the Soviet Union is concerned, the Cuban
crisis of October 1962 seems to have marked the crest of the latest in
the series of crises cycles engendered by that country since the end of
World War II. l-Ie nov appear to be on the dowmterd slope of this latest
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cycle and tensions in our relations with the Soviet Union are easing.
Within the last twelve months, all of the Soviet combat units in
Cuba have been removed, although several thousand training and
technical personnel still remain there; after years of negotiation,
agreement has finally been reached on a limited nuclear test ban; and
just last December Chairman Khrushchev announced a four percent cut
in the 3oviet Defense budget and hinted at reductions in military
personnel. Far leGs tangible but perhaps just as significant is the
change in the demeanor of Soviet diplomacy.
What do these developments presage for the future? Has there
been a basic change in Soviet policy toward the United States and the
free world, or do these developments simply reflect a change in tactics
forced upon the Soviet Union by events beyond its control? The answers
to these ~uestions are of crucial importance not only to our foreign
policy but to our military policies and programs as well.
I do not believe we can reasonably assume that these manifestations of a change in policy reflect a change in the ultimate objective
of the Soviet leadership, which is to extend the sway of comruunism
over the rest of the world. Their dispute \lith the leadership of
Communist China is not over the ultimate objective but hm1 it is to be
achieved and who is to control the world-wide Communist movement.
Expansionism is so deeply engrained in Communist doctrine that it
would be naive for us to expect any Communist leadership to repudiate
it.

l-!uch more likely, these apparent cha.ngeo in policy were brou~ht
about by forces and pressures beyond the control of the Soviet leadership. \·lhat are some of these forces?
First and foremost smona them, I would list the substantial
build-up in our mm militur; strength durin.:; the last three years, both
for

ge~erul

and for limited war.

Here are a few specifieD:

A 100 percent increase in the number of nuclear weapons
available in the strategic alert forces.
A

h5 percent increase in the number of combat-ready .l!;rrny

divisions.
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A one-third increase in the number of tactical fighter
squadrons.
A 60 percent increase in the number of tactical nuclear
weapons deployed in Western Europe.
A 75 percent increase in airlift capability.
A 100 percent increase in general ship construction and
conversion.
A six-fold increase in counterinsurgency forces.
Second, I would list our demonstrated willingness to risk using
these forces in defense of our vital interests. Here are some
examples:
The call-up of about 150,000 reservists and the deployment
of 4o,OOO additional men to Europe in the summer of 1961.
The confrontation of Khrushchev on the issue of Soviet
offensive missiles in Cuba in October of 1962.
The dispatch of 16,000 U.S. military personnel to South
Vietnam to assist that country 'Ti th logisti.cs and training
support in combatting the Viet Cong insurrection.
The prompt response of the United states in sending Army
and Marine Corps units to Thailand in Hay, 1962, when it appeared
that the Comm~~ists might overrun Laos.
Third, I would list our continuing efforts to assist other free
nations in defending their sovereignty and in building a better future
for their people. Our military and economic aid to such nations,
particularly those on the periphery of the Communist Bloc, has given
them a more desirable alternative to communism and has made them less
vulnerable to Communist penetration and subversion.
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Fourth, I would list the economic difficulties being encountered by
both the Soviet Union and Communist China, particularly the failure of
their agricultural programs. The recently announced reduction in the
Soviets' defense budget and the slowdown in their foreign aid and space
programs are, no doubt, related directly to the recently announced massive
investment in their chemical industry. As I pointed out last year, the
resources and capabilities of the Soviet Union are by no means unliJnited.
The stress and strain imposed on the economy by their. military and space
programs, their e!!orts to raise the standard of living of the people and
c~te with the United States in foreign aid were becoming increasingly
apparent even then. That is why we concluded a year ago, " ••• that the
strain of so many competing claims on the Soviet economy will tend to
limit the size and help determine the character of the Soviet military
program at least over the next fev years."
Finally, I would list our ovn policy of holding the door vide open
to proposals for lessening world tensions, for reaching agreements on
nuclear tests, and for bringing the armaments race to a halt. This policy
has presented the Soviet Union an alternative to the cold var. Hov far
the Soviet leadership will go in accepting it is still to be seen.
If this analysis is correct, then our future course is clear. We
must continue to maintain powerful and ready military forces. We must
continue to demonstrate our willingness to risk their use where our vital
interests are at stake. We must continue to hold out a helping hand to
those nations directly exposed to Communist aggression and to those nations
which are striving to provide a better life for their people. And ve must
continue to keep open the door to peace.
As President Kennedy said at the time the limited test ban treaty
vas signed in Moscow: "This treaty is not the millenium. It will not
resolve all conflicts, or cause the Communists to forego their ambition,
or eliminate the dangers of war. It will not reduce our need for arms, or
allies, or programs of assistance to others."

Nothing has occurred in the intervening months to change that
assessment. Notwithstanding the economic difficulties nov being
experienced within the Communist camp, as long as political and economic
instability continues to exist in so many countries around the world, both
the Soviet Union and the Chinese Communists will find many low-cost
opportunities to carry on their assault on freedom and to spread the
doctrine of communism. The fact that they are nov competing vith one
another in trying to win the allegiance of uncommitted nations may
actually increase our difficulties since it may vell stimulate them to
even greater efforts in penetrating the more vulnerable areas of the world.
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Thus, the struggle against comm\Uli.sm is far from over and although
the prospects for peace look somevbat more encouraging than they he.ve for
.ma.rzy years, this is not the time to rela.x our efforts and cut be.ck our
ne.tiona.l security programs.
1.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Comm\Uli.st Bloc

One of the most significe.ot developments of the past year he.s been
the public airing of the dispute bet~een the rulers of the Soviet Union
and Communist China. While ~e he.ve been fully mtare for some time of the
grwing cleavage bet~een the t~o pwers, this public discussion has
revealed much about the nature of the dispute e.nd its underlying causes.
It is nw quite evident that ~e are ~itnessing more tbe.n a disagreement on
ideological matters and on strategy in opposing the free ~orld. What is
involved is a direct clash of national interests. The Chinese Communists
have made clear their determination to possess a modern armament industry
and nuclear ~eapons, ~hile the Russian Communists have quite plainly revealed that they believe their security interests call for definite limits
on Chinese Communist military power. The bitterness ~ith ~hicb the dispute
has been ~aged bas already led to almost total cessation of economic
cooperation and bas split the ~orld-~ide Communist movement. And, ~hile
~e do not have any hard evidence, it ~ould not be surprising if both
countries ~ere to take some actions to strengthen their military forces
along their common frontiers.
Both the Soviet Union and Comm\Uli.st China insist that they favor
peace; both affirm that COJmDunism must and inevitably ~ill triumph throughout the ~orld. The Soviet Union maintains the.t the victory of camm\Uli.sm
need not require "~orld" ~ar, that a "peaceful" transition to a Communist
world is possible. During this transition they assert that the ideological
battle must continue while armed insurrections by Communist or pro-Communist
rebels are
the.t
struggle, a call which
appeals to certain Communist groups ~bo are hungry for pwer ~hich they he.ve
little or no hope of achieving by legitimate means.
Actually, both the Soviet Union and Communist Chine. have shown that
they are as eager as ever to create difficulties for the free ~orld ~hen
ever and wherever they can do so safely; but both he.ve shown a rea.listic
appreciation of the power opposing them and a desire to keep crises from
going beyond their control.
a.

The Soviet Union

The strains upon the Soviet economy ~hich ~ere evident a year ago
are now even more apparent. To the difficulties resulting from the drain
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of scarce, high-grade resources into military and space programs plus the
introduction of a shorter workweek has been added the burden of an
unusualzy bad year for agriculture. The large Soviet purchases of wheat
have revealed the depths of the crisis in agriculture, a condition which
can by no means be blamed entirezy upon the adverse weather of the past
season. These purchases are forcing the Soviet Union to dip more deeply
into reserves of gold and hard currency than would normally be prudent.
Recent calculations indicate that the growth in Soviet GNP during
the last two years has been well below three percent per annum. This
compares with a five percent increase in 1961, six percent in l96o and
eleven percent in 1958. Agriculture was the biggest millstone with a
four to four and one-half percent decrease in output below the previous
year, both in 1962 and 1963. Production of consumer goods grew during the
period but at a slowing pace. Industrial production, however, has grown
at an average annual rate or about seven percent for the last four years,
which is somewhat lower than earlier years but better than that in sane
of the NATO countries. New fixed investment since 196o has dropped far
below the 12-16 percent annual growth rates of the 1950's, to a level of
just under five percent, much of which has gone into the heavy industry
sector.
The Soviet leadership bas selected expansion of the chemical
industry as the key to the solution of the agricultural problem and to
the improvement in the general standard of living. Premier Khrushchev
is calling for the investment of more than 42 billion rubles (nominalzy
about $46 billion) over the next seven years in plants and equipment for
the chemical industry, with increases in production of chemicals, plastics,
synthetics and fertilizer of from three to seven times current levels.
It is of interest to note that the Soviets have had plans for the
rapid expansion of the chemical industry since 1958. The goals now being
set for 1970 are quite comparable to 1970 targets established in 1961.
lo!any are, in fact, somewhat reduced. The significant departure from
former programs appears to be the emphasis on foreign credit requirements.
Even though the Soviet planners insist that they can meet their goals from
their own resources, this change in emphasis seems to be an implicit
admission that help will be needed from the nations of the free world.
The prior claims on Soviet gold and foreign exchange resources arising
from recent grain purchases complicate their problem.
The shift in emphasis to agriculture and the chemical industry has
brought to a head the very severe resources allocation problem which I
spoke about last year. ~lhile there is always the chance that the announced
reduction of 600 million rubles in defense expenditures is simpzy a shift
from one part or the Soviet budget to another, I believe some sort of a
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reduction is being made in favor of other demands. What this reduction
may mean in terms of military personnel strength, procurement, etc., is
not yet clear. The significant point 1 however 1 is that the competing
demands on the Soviet budget are serving as a restraint on the size of
the military forces.
Another evidence of econcmic pressure is the sharp reduction in
neY military aid commitments to non-bloc countries in Africa and Asia
during the past t"'o years. Actual deliveries 1 however 1 are still at a
fairzy high leveL The falling-off in commitments mey prove to be
temporary, since the Soviet Union continues to be alert to all possibilities for extending its influence through the export of military equipment.
the European satellites show
increasing signs of individuality and autonomy. Moscow no longer
automaticalzy takes its European clients for granted. Their independent
ties \lith Yugoslavia are becoming closer; and Western Europe's prosperity
exerts an ever stronger appeaL Although coercion by the open use of
force is, as in the past, still a possibility, the Soviet Union obviously
prefers more indirect and subtle forms of influence over these countries.
This preference allo\ls same freedom for maneuver. The Soviet effort to
impose integration on their economies through the Council for Economic
Mutual Assistance has been notably less successful than Western Europe's
freely taken moves along parallel lines.

Not\lithstanding their economic difficulties and their dispute \lith
Colll!llunist China, the Soviets still present a formidable threat to the
United States and the free \IOrld. Their large ground and tactical air
forces, supported by hundreds of medium and intermediate range ballistic
missiles, pose a serious threat to Western Europe; and their growing force
of ICBM's and missile-launching submarines together \lith their long-range
air force constitute a direct threat to the United States. (I \lill discuss
these forces in greater detail later in~ statement.) And, the Soviet
Union still has a great capacity for subverting freedom in man.v other
\lays - through propaganda, political intrigue, subversion, etc. But their
internal problems and grO\Iing need for credit assistance from the Western
powers mey serve as a brake on Soviet trouble-making proclivities during
the next fe"' years.
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b.

Communist China

The Chinese Communist leaders' doctrinaire approach, the curtailment of Soviet aid, and a succession of agricultural disasters brought
the shaky Chinese economy close to collapse in 1961-62. After months of
groping, the regime has apparentzy made a small beginning to;;ards a
recovery of sorts. Continuing massive grain imports prevent outright
starvation but use up most of China's hard currency earnings. Earlier
grandiose industrial plans have been set aside. The basic goal no;; is
to achieve and maintain agricultural self-sufficiency. Years are likely
to pass before Chinese industry - largely obsolete and still half-idle can recover from the setbacks it has suffered.
Shortages not;;ithstanding, the Chinese Communists still persistently
divert important and scarce resources to a nuclesr program that ;rill not
produce ·.1hat I ;rould consider meaningful results in ;;eaponry during this
decade. On a selective basis they also invest in politically motivated
foreign aid programs, often in competition vith the Soviets as vell as
vith the free ;;orld.

••

The Chinese Communist armed forces continue to be vell-trained and
led, but outfitted by the standards of a decade or tvo ago. Much of their
best e~uipment and weapons is Russian-made, spare parts and replacements
are not forthcoming, and inventories accordingzy are aging and diminishing.
Their air force feels the pinch most. Little if aoy modernization has
been accomplished in the past tvo years, and the aircraft inventory has
shrunk by some 15 percent.
Moreover, as a result of the Sino-Soviet split, the Chinese must
certainly feel considerabzy less confident of Soviet support in the event
of a military clash ;;ith some other major pover. Already in the economic
field, the Chinese are attempting to reorient their trade away from the
Soviet Bloc to Japan and Western Europe.

o engage
hostile actions
penetrations along the frontiers and they vill certainly continue to support subversion and insurrection in Southeast Asia and attempt
to gain control of revolutionary movements else;;here in the ;;orld.
om•~~.uw
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2.

Southeast Asia

No region is more vulnerable and exposed to Communist sUbversion
than Southeast Asia. Living in the shadov of the Cormnunist giant to the
north, the far smaller nations in this region are torn between their desire
to be free and independent o.nd their fear :>f beinc :>verrW1 by the Chinese
hordes. It is quite understandable therefore that a policy of neutralism
should look very attractive to some of them. Yet most of the governments
in that area realize the danger of placing themselves at the mercy of
Communist China and have sought to retain some ties with the Western
powers, particularly the United States.
The principal objective of U.S. policy in Southeast Asia is simply
to maintain the integrity and independence of the non-Communist nations in
that area. We do not require that they be allied with us, but we do
attempt to convince them that any tendency to be neutral on the side of
Communist China will inevitably lead to Communist control. Accordingly,
we have tried in every possible w~ to s~ort the independence of the
non-Communist nations in Southeast Asia wherever our help is wanted, and
we have respected the positions of those nations which prefer to see!'
their security in neutrality. Thus we have a small military program in
Burma in addition to a commitment to build a road in that country. Hovever,
we have terminated both our military and economic aid programs for Cambodia.
In the case of South Vietnam, our help is clearly wanted and we are
deeply engaged in supporting the Vietnamese government and people in their
war against the Communist Viet Cong. In addition to large-scaJ.e economic
and military assistance, we are also maintaining a very stibstantiaJ. training and logistics mission in that country. Including the Military
Assistance Advisory Group, there are nov about 15,500 U.s. military
personnel in Vietnam providing training, airlift, communications and
advice to the Vietnamese forces and administering the Military Assistance
Program.
But the situation there continues grave. Last September we had
hoped we could bring sufficient pressure to bear on the Diem government
to persuade it to abandon its oppressive measures against the Vietnamese
people and get on with the task of winning the war against the Viet Cong.
Although the military situation in the Delta region was still very bad,
good progress had been made in the northern areas and especiaJ.ly noteworthy
work had been done in the key coastal provinces where Viet Cong strength
had once threatened to cut the country in half. In the centraJ. area and
the highlands, progress had been steady, though slaver. The situation was
still difficult in the provinces to the west and north of Saigon itself.
Throughout the northern two-thirds of ~he country, the strategic hamlet
program had developed very well and freedom of movement in the rural areas
12
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had grown steadizy. We concluded then that top priority should be given
to the Delta region \rhich contains approx:!Jnatezy 40 percent of the
population. This region has traditionalzy resisted central authority.
It is the center of Viet Cong strength, and the swampy nature of the
terrain makes it the most difficult area to pacify.
The first step in that direction had already been taken by September
vhen a third division vas moved to the Delta. But ve felt that additional
measures were needed, particularzy: the consolidation, rather than the
fUrther spread, of strategic hamlets; the elimination of many fix~d outposts; better hamlet defenses; and more trained hamlet militia. vie also
felt that the regular Republic of Vietnam ~ units should be reserved
for use in mobile actions and for "clear and hold" operations in support of
the strategic hamlet program.
With these further measures in view, we felt that a start could be
made in reducing the number of U.S. military personnel in Vietnam as their
training missions vere completed. Accordingly 1 ve announced that about
1,000 men were to be withdrawn by the end of 1963, and expressed the hope
that the major part of the U.S. military task could be c~leted by the
end of 1965, although ve recognized that there might be a continuing requirement for a limited number of U.S. advisory personnel.
In this connection, ve must recognize that the U.S. advisory effort
cannot assure ultimate success. This is a Vietnamese var, and in the final
analysis it must be fought and won by the Vietnamese. To leave our
advisers there beyond the time they are truzy needed would delay the
development of Vietnam's initiative. Therefore, it has been our policy
to transfer U.S. responsibilities to the Vietnamese vherever this can be
done without impairing the total war effort.
Unfortunatezy, the DiP.m government did not choose to follow the
advice we offered. In November that government was overthrown and replaced
by a new government made up of military officers and civilians. The Viet
· Cong was quick to take advantage of the growing opposition to the Diem
government and the period of uncertainty following its overthrov. Viet
Cong activities \Tere already increasiiJ6 in September and continued to increase at an accelerated rate in October and November, particularly in the
Delta area. And I must report that they have made considerable progress
since the coup.
The new government, however, has considerably more popular support
than its predecessor and the Military Revolutionary Committee is beginning
to take action to intensify military operations and to improve civil
administration. The strategic hamlet program which had been overextended
in the Delta area is now being built more solidly. And the new government
is now appzying "clear and hold" tactics in that area.
13

We hope that, with our full support, the new government can take
hold nnd eventually suppress the Viet Cong insurrection. The dry season
will give us a firmer bazis for this j\rlgment. However, the survival of
an independent government in South Vietnam is so important to the
security of all of Southeast Asia and to the free world that I can conceive
of no alternative other than to take all necessary measures within our
capability to prevent a CollllllUilist victory. We must prove that Communist
aggression cannot succeed through subversion, but will fail as surely as it
has failed in direct confrontation.
The situation in Laos has a direct bearing on our problems in Vietnam
and is also crucial to the security interests of the free world in the rest
of Asia. In terms of ',/estern interests, the position of Laos, as it has
developed over the past year, can only be characterized as extremely
precarious. Although the Communist-supported Pathet Lao have not yet
launched a major military attack against the non-Communist factions, they
are taking every opportunity to sabota.-;e the coalition government headed
by neutralist Prince Souvanna Phouma. The Communists continue to control
the key border areas adjacent to Vietnam plus the provinces in the north
bordering on China and continue to jockey for tactically advantageous
positions in the important Plaine des Jarres.
On the favorable side, although we did withdraw our military advisors
under the terms of the Geneva Agreement of 1962, we have succeeded in
re-e~uipping some of the non-Communist forces with conventional arms
allowing then to discard obsolete and unsupportable Communist-Bloc e~uip
ment. Moreover, these forces are now better trained and in a better state
of morale than they were a year ago. I believe it is of utmost importance
that we continue our limited assistance to this country and be prepared to
take all possible measures to thwart a complete Communist takeover of this
keystone nation in Southeast Asia.

The new Thai government which took over at the recent death of Prime
Minister Sarit has yet to prove itself". l-Ie are engaged in a major effort
to assist Thailand in improving its capability to meet the threat of
Communist ini'iltration and subversion and in strengthening its internal
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military communications and logistic facilitien. Although these efforts
are progressing satisfactorily, we do not expect them to enable Thailand
to stand alone aeainst an attack by Communist China. But they should
provide Thailand with sufficient strength to cope with Communist-inspired
ins-.rrgency as long as the surrounding countries remain independent. The
north o.nd northeast portions of the country are those most vulnerable to
infiltration and insurrection, and there we are assisting the government
by road building, installation of communications and the improvement of
medical and sanitation facilities. These preventive measures are producing good results.
For the United states, Indonesia is a dilemma; it is of great
and
of view, but
Indonesia, now
n"rsc>ns whose

••

seek a neutralist
of the

course
economic problems
3·

Far East

To the north in the Pacific, Communist China is also the principal
threat, it being quite unlikely that the Soviet Union would initia:te
hostilities in the Pacific, separate from a war in Europe. The situation
in this area has been fairly stable during the past year. However, the
Chinese Communists continue their "Hate America" campaign at hO!lle and
abroad, and we know frO!ll experience that they can quickly shift their
pressure from India or Southeast Asia to the Northeast, end we must
continue to help the countries in that area.
Our principal commitment is still in Korea where we maintain two
of our own divisions end help to support 18 Korean Army and Marine
divisions. Korea is one of the largest recipients of U.S. military
assistance and also receives substantial amounts of economic aid. We
believe that in the coming fiscal year it may be possible to make SO!lle
reduction in the size of both the u.s. and the Korean forces and to reduce
our aid programs to that country.

We also have specific responsibilities to assist our other friends
and allies in the Far East - the Philippines, the Republic of China, and
Japan. The relative strength of these countries continues to improve.
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Japan, particularly, is now ready economically to support her own forces
and is capable of expanding her forces to contribute to the security of
the entire area. The economic strength of the Republic of China is growing rapidly and some reduction in our aid programs to that country should
be possible in the coming fiscal year. Although somewhat less dramatically,
the Philippine economy is also improving steadily. By and large, our
contribution to the joint defense of these countries, in the event of
attack, would be in the form of naval and air power which lie within the
capabilities of our present and planned forces.
4.

South Asia

To the west, in South Asia, the threat bas changed in focus and
intensity since I appeared before this Committee a year ago. Although
there is continued danger that the Chinese communist~who are indeed
increasing their logistics base, might repeat their performance of 1962
and attack India, we do not anticipate a new outbreak of fighting in the
immediate future. We should, however, anticipate increased Chinese
Communist political activity throughout the SUbcontinent. Indeed,
examples of this are already in evidence as the Chinese increase the tempo
of their political relations with all countries neighboring India, particularly Pakistan, where they are trying to drive a vedge between that
country and the United States. It is also quite possible that the Chinese
will attempt to exploit anti-national feelings among India's dissident
northern tribesmen.
has stopped, the Indian military forces remain
and in need of considerable help in almost all
the aid we and the British Commomrealth nations have
already furnished them. As you know, we have given India $60 million in
military assistance, as part of a $120 million U.S.-Commonwealth emergency
aid program agreed to at Nassau in December 1962 and we are providing an
additional $50 million in military assistance from fiscal year 1964 funds.
1-/e see o. very real need for India to improve the quality of its defenses
acainst the Chinese Communist threat, and we believe it is in our own
nation's interest to assist them. We hope the United Kingdom and other
Commonwealth countries will continue to do likewise.
l~<Jol..oru<

Over the next few years, we plan to help convert more of India 1 s
infantry divisions to mountain divisions, improve the air defense radar
and communications network, continue support of the air transport capability, and, if requested, provide both ~and air force training. We
are also considering modest defense production assistance, although we
have not completed our studies in this field as yet.

Our military assistance to India has deeply troubled Pakistan, as
you are well aware. Nevertheless, it is important to the entire free
world, including Pakistan, that India should be able to defend itself
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against Chinese Communist aggression. As I indicated to you last yem:,
the U.S. has taken great pains to assure the Goverzunent of Pakistan that
our aid to India will not be at the expense of Pakistan 1 s security, to
which we are committed under our mutual defense agreements. General
Taylor, during his recent visit, again endeavored to reassure Pakistan
of our continued interest in and support of its national integrit
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The Chinese Communists also pose a grave threat to Nepal and could
easizy overrun that country with their forces now in Tibet. More
probabzy, in our opinion, the Chinese Communists 1 aim is to infiltrate
and subvert Nepal. They have provided the Nepalese both economic and
military assistance, although the latter has been confined to a few radio
sets and cloth for uniforms. The Nepalese have reportedzy rejected other
military assistance, including arms and ammunition.

ty
of Nepal having an internal security capability, which we estimate can be
achieved with their existing 11,000-man ar~, provided it receives at least
a small amount of external assistance. We are studying the possibilities
now.
In Afghanistan, the situation has changed slightzy for the better.
Afghani stan 1 s new government is attempting to formulate and implement a
number of basic reforms, and to reduce its reliance on the Soviet Bloc.
In this attempt, it has turned to th~ U.S. with requests for both military
and economic assistance to promote this more independent line. Although
we do not have sufficient funds to accommodate these requests, we have
continued, on the military side, a small training program.

5.

Near East

The Near East is another area of great political inStability and
uneven economic development. While some of the nations in this region Greece, Turkey, and Iran - border on the Soviet Bloc and are thus directzy
exposed to Communist military power, the more immediate danger to the peace
and stability of the area is internal, and stems from: the deep-seated
animosities existing between the Arab countries and Israel; the power
struggles and rivalries among the Arab countries themselves; and the existence
of powerful minority groups within most of these countries, such as the
Kurds in Iraq, as well as inequalities which require social and economic
reforms.
Thus, we are actualzy confronted in that area with two sets of
problems: ( 1) to provide a sense of security to the three nations directly
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exposed to Soviet pover; and (2) to help create an envirolllllent in which
each of the nations in the area can maintain internal stability and
develop its econ~ and society in its 0'110 v~ without fear of attack
from its neighbors or infiltration and subversion by the Communist Bloc.
To meet the first set of problems, we long ago made certain military
commitments to Greece, Turkey, and Iran, and have for maoy years provided
them with military and economic assistance. Since Greece and Turkey are
members of NATO and will be dealt with in that conteA~, I shall not discuss
them any further in this section.
\-lith respect to Iran, our objective has been to help build up their
military forces to the point where they could ensure internal security and
provide at least an initial defense against a Soviet attack across borders.
Although the Iranian military forces, with our aid, have improved significantly during the last decade, they are still not and never can be a match
for even those Soviet forces presently deployed along the Iranian borders,
even though the terrain favors the defense. Tbus Iran could not be
expected to stand alone for very long against a major attack from its
northern neighbor and would require immediate assistance from the United
States; and in this event, the defense of Iran could not be separated from
the larger problem of the collective defense of the free world.
Despite the strategic vulnerability of Iran, it seems quite unlikely
that the Soviet Union would, in view of our mutual cooperation agreement
with Ira.~, deliberately undertake a major aggression against that country
in the near future. In fact, if Chairman Khrushchev's pronouncement of a
few years ago regarding Iran can be taken at face value, the Soviet Union
does not believe that military aggression is necessary to bring Iran into
the Soviet orbit. Given the economic and social conditions prevailing in
Iran a few years ago, Chairman Khrushchev said that Iran would in time "fall
like a ripe fruit" into the Soviet lap. Recent vigorous Soviet efforts to
improve relations with Iran and Communist efforts to take credit for the
Shah's reforms indicate that Chairman Khrushchev~ not be so sure tod~.
Regardless of the validity of that statement, it is certainly clear
that the more likely contingency is a covert or ambiguous aggression,
using dissident elements in Iran or neighboring nations to pave the v~
for ultimate Commu.n1st takeover. In Iran, as elsewhere in the world, the
best defense against the spread of communism is a steady improvement in
economic and social conditions, which is the primary aim of our economic
aid efforts. These efforts are meeting with considerable success in Iran.
The modernization of Iranian society under the leadership of the Shah is
in full swing and the economic and social reforms generated by the Shah
are making Iran an eXWl!Ple for other underdeveloped nations.
In the rest of the Near East, our Military Assistance Program is
essentially confined to training, with the exception of Jordan where we
have a small materiel program. Although we do not share with the other
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Near East
tion, our
been vell
countries
extremely

countries membership in aQY formal regional military organizainterest in supporting stability and peace in the area has
established and, ve believe, is clearly understood by the
involved. But the maintenance of stability and peace there is
difficult.

In Yemen, small-scale tribal varfare against the YAR and UAR forces
continues. With a United Nations mission established, Saudi Arabia has
suspended support for the royalists and efforts continue to broaden the
base of the Yemen regime and
vithdrerwal of UAR combat forces.

Iraq and Syria are still rent by struggles for pO'o'er. The only
ostensible objective vhich all of these Arab nations appear to share in
common is the destruction of Israel. And here violence mey flare over
Israel's plan to divert the vaters of the Jordan River.

.f)

The U.S. objective has long been to keep the Arab-Israeli feud from
escalating to overt hostilities. Realization of this objective has been
made more difficult by the injection of sUbstantial Soviet Bloc aid - both
economic and military - into the region, and particularly into the UAR,
Syria, Ira~, and Yemen. For this reason, the U.S. has, on a very selective
basis, provided some assistance in the form of sales of military materiel
to Israel and the smaller Arab states, including Saudi Arabia and Jordan.
And it is in this context that the U.S. sold HAWK anti-aircraft missiles
to Israel to
an effective defense against modern fighters and

In addition to our grant aid materiel and training programs, and
selective arms sales, ve have taken other steps to underscore our interest
in arresting aQY deterioration in the security of that area. Our military
forces have engaged in military exercises with those of such friendly
countries as Iran and Saudi Arabia in order to demonstrate our capability
and determination to lend support when and if re~uired. We have also made
our military presence visible through judicious and periodic deployments
of elements of our awn forces.
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6.

Africa

Africa is a continent in transition and flux where the Communists
have and may be expected to continue to exploit fully all opportunities
for the extension of their influence. Africa is also of considerab:..:l;,;e~~~~
;;~~~~~~~~~own~ broad national
interests.
~

Within the frame1o1ork of an Africa of emerging or newly independent
struggling to achieve economic and political viability the ,.,,.,._..,.
~~~~~~~~~f~o'r~Communist penetration
self-evident.

r~~~~~~~~
~

,

ve are extending our
conjunction
friendly pavers, to the important
"nation-building" tasks that are peculiar to virtually all of the emerging
African societies. Our support, in terms of economic, technical and modest
military assistance is designed to contribute to the development of viable
societies, including the capability to maintain internal security.
assistance

programs elsewhere in Africa are very small and all our programs in Africa
are geared to internal security.
We are well aware of the dangers inherent in the buildup of unnecessary
military forces in Africa and the burden they would place on the still
inadequate economies of ·the nations involved. But our military assistance
program does provide the means for increasing the vestern orientation of
20

some of the area's military forces and, to a small extent, contributes
to the economic and social development of countries concerned through
support of civic action type projects.
The most significant program in Africa, South of the Sahara, is
for the Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville). Since 196o we, together with
other nations, have been supporting the UN effort to promote stability in
this centrally located and potentially rich, but strife-torn, country.
During the past year we have provided limited amounts of materiel and
technical training to the Congolese Arrey in an effort to improve its
ability to maintain internal security and morale. The re-establishment
of law and order in that chaotic country is. the essential prerequisite to
ultimate political and economic stability.
Again, I wish to emphasize that the U.S is carrying a small part of
the total free world burden in assisting the Africans to develop their
societies. other nations, particularly the U.K. and France (and Belgium,
in the case of the Congo), with interests and responsibilities in that
part of the world, are aupporting much larger programs of aid to their
former dependencies. Our programs, by and large, are designed to supplement
their efforts.
7.

Latin America

Latin America is another area where, much closer to home, the
Communists are trying to exploit their foothold by taking advantage of
political and economic instability. While Cuba nOll' presents a diminished
direct threat to the u.s., the continued existence of a Communist regime
there poses an increasing threat to many Latin American nations, since it
serves as a base for Castro-promoted Communist-led subversive activities.
These activities
Latin Americans
monetary aid, and open propaganda
support
of revolutionary groups in other Latin American countries. Indeed, there
is now solid evidence that weapons also are being sent from Cuba to
dissident groups in other Latin American countries. The recent discovery
of a cache of Cuban supplied arms in Venezuela, which is nOll' being
investigated by a committee of the Organization of American States, is a
case in point.
Several actions have been taken to isolate this threat. In March,
1963, President Kennedy met with seven Presidents of Central American
Republics, in San Jose, Costa Rica. The Presidents, in their joint
declaration, agreed to arrange for Ministerial meetings to develop and
put into immediate effect common measures to restrict the movements of
their nationals to and from Cuba and to limit the flow of materiel,
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and funds from that country. The first meeting at Managua,
Nicaragua in April, 1963, set forth in f"urther detail the recommeooations of'
the Ministers to their res:pecti ve goveroments. Fol.loW'-up conferences are
scheduled to revim; the threat and to discuss additi0Il8..1 measures vhich
participating governments can take to improve their security. While much
remains to be done, a start has been made to isol.a:te the subversive threat
from Cuba.
In Cuba itself, the Castro government is struggling vitq a grave
economic crisis, but its grip on the :people through the use of police-state
methods is still unbroken. We are continuing our efforts to isolate Cuba
from the free world, thus increasing the Soviets 1 burden of supporting the
Cuban economy.

The present :political and economic turmoil in ma.tzy' nations of Latin
America may be expected to erupt :periodically in acts of violence, ranging
from flag burnings to mass demonstrations, terrorism, kidnapping, and
:perhaps even guerrilla warfare. These disorders, especially vhere they
are aided and abetted by Communist leadership and supplies, pose a threat
to the internal security of the nations involved a00 must be countered by
force if necessary, and by collective action vhere appropriate. In coping
vith these problems, the internal security forces require prompt knowledge
of where disorders are developing, the ability to get to the scene rapidly,
and the skill to restore order. The largest part of our military assistance
for
is therefore specifically tailored to help
and internal

The successful co~letion of the Presidential election in Venezuela
last December in the face of Communist-inspired violence vhich failed in
its efforts to intimidate the elltire populace and disrupt the electoral
processes is an example of a nation and situation vhere the v111 to defend
democratic government is strong. While terrorism vill probably continue,
the military, in backing President-elect Leoni, v11.1 remain the key to
survival of constitutional government.
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In Argentina, the political-military situation appears somewhat
brighter, at least for the short term. Although there is no serious
threat to the internal stability of Argentina at this time, extremists
and ultranationalists and Peronistas may be expected to create disturbances
if the security forces show weakness.
In the field of civic action, the programs supported by the U.S.
have contributed notably to the construction of several hundred miles of
rural roads, to railroad construction, to school construction and literacy
programs, to health and sanitation, and to transportation service to
remote areas. U.S. support has encouraged the expansion of civic action
in the few countries which already had programs and has led the armed
forces in other countries to initiate programs of their own. These have
helped to give indigenous military forces a sense of mission and participation in evolutionary social and economic reforms, a greater interest in
the welfare of their countries, and of particular importance in many
countries, a better relationship with the civil population. Finally, the
military assistance program has reinforced, and has been reinforced by,
U.S. efforts under the Alliance for Progress.
We desire to use the collective arrangements permitted through the
Organization of .American states to deal with threats to the hemisphere.
In furtherance of this objective, we have continued to support combined
training activities of the armed forces of the U.S. and Latin American
nations, including: Operation UNITAS, a naval exercise; Operation
Fraternidad in Honduras; and, most recently, Operation America conducted
in Colombia last December. Annual field training exercises and naval
exercises involving the armed forces of as many as six South American
nations simultaneously are planned.
But, as I noted last year, military programs alone will not solve
the problems of political instability which arise from the continued
economic difficulties in much of Latin .America. The Alliance for Progress
which was launched by President Kennedy two years ago has met with some
success in some of the smaller Latin .American countries, but the results
elsewhere have so far not met our expectations. The level of self-help
is still not sufficiently high and the conditions necessary to encourage
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private investment, both domestic and foreign, have not been established.
one caref'ul student of this problem recent~ poiDted out, economic
growth is primari~ a national eDterprise. The amount of resources made
available from outside the country can provide the critical margin of help,
but that margin of help will be effective o~ to the extent that those
receiving the aid are wholeheartedly committed to the goal of economic
development and can effectively mobilize the human BDd material resources
to do the job. The ~iance for Progress cannot succeetl as a U.S. Government enterprise. The ~iance must be a cooperative venture within the
hemisphere, in which aid from the u.s., as well as fran other free world
countries, is merged in an orderlt way with the potenti~ great resources
of the Latin American nations themselves.
As

As a nation, we are necessarily concerned in sane degree with the
security and welfare of free nations all over the world. Certainly, we
must be even more deep~ concerned with the security and welfare of the
peoples of our own hemisphere. The ~iance for Progress, notwithstanding
the difficulties involved, deserves a high place in our national priorities
and the American people should be willing to carry the financial burden
of streno~hening the foundations of the collective security of the Western
Hemisphere.

8.

NATO

Again, I have deliberate~ deferred to the last the discussion of
Europe and the NATO area. The crucial importance of Western Europe to the
collective security of the free world cannot be stressed too often. The
six Common Market nations and the United Kingdom, alone, have a total
population, a total military manpower pool, and a total gross national
product well in excess of that of the Soviet Union. The strength of
Western Europe is growing steadily year by year. IDdeed, except for the
United States, European NATO represents the greatest source of economic,
political, military and ideological strength opposing the Communist c~,
and it constitutes the bastion of free world power closest to the center
of Soviet military strength. The loss or neutralization of any part of this
area would be a disastrous blow to our own security.
Therefore, if for no other reason than our own self-iDterest, we
must maintain within the NATO Alliance the closest kind of cooperation at
all levels and in all spheres, and we must seek to focus and harmonize our
efforts no matter how great the difficulty. The basic principle of the
Alliance - that each nation regards an attack upon ~ member as an attack
upon itself - rests on far firmer foundations than sentiment or altruism.
ft~ainst the whole range of threats which might be posed by the Soviet Bloc,
neither the U.S. nor any other member of NATO, nor ~ regional group
within th~ Alliance, can provide adequately for its security in isolation.
24
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It is not surprising therefore that our new President bas again
unambiguouszy reaffirmed the commitment of the United states to the
principles of the North Atlantic Alliance and to the defense of its
member nations.
Hawever, much has happened since NATO vas first conceived more than
a decade ago. Then, its purpose vas to provide time and assistance to
our European partners to rebuild their economies and their military capabilities against the imminent threat of a Communist takeover. Although
ve are far from satisfied with what has been accomplished in the military
sphere, the original objectives have been stibstantialzy achieved. In the
economic sphere, Western Europe is more than a match for the Soviet Bloc
and, even with respect to relative military capabilities, NATO forces
(including our ovn) naw deployed in Western Europe are more evenl,y matched
with the Soviet Bloc than has commonzy been su;pposed. Indeed, with but
relativezy small increases in the current level of effort on the part of
our European partners, and, especialzy with greater efficiency in the use
of the financial and manpower resources naw being made available, the NATO
forces in Western Europe could adequatezy deal with a vide range of
possible Soviet aggressions, both with or without the use of nuclear
weapons . I will take up this facet of the problem in greater detail when
I discuss the General Purpose Forces in Section IV of this statement.
But these same developments which have so favorabzy altered the
position of Western Europe vis-a-vis the Soviet Bloc, together with the
tremendous advances made in military technology, have also given rise to
a need for a reassessment, not of the basic objectives of the Alliance,
but of the ways and means by which these objectives are to be achieved
over the next decade.
We have presented our views on this matter to our NATO partners
and have offered a number of alternatives, particularzy in the nuclear
area. As you knaw, ve have significantzy increased both the nuclear and
non-nuclear capabilities of our armed forces. We have liberalized the
dissemination of nuclear information to our Allies and have increased their
participation in nuclear planning. We have supported the concept of a
sea-based multilateral missile force for NATO, which vas first advanced
by Secretary of State Herter in 1960. We have assigned POLARIS sUbmarines
to the Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR), and ve have agreed to
assist the United Kingdom in developing a POLARIS force of its ovn. And,
ve are participating with our NATO Allies in studies of medium range
ballistic missiles for use by the Alliance.
We have encouraged the North Atlantic Council to undertake a comprehensive and systematic study which would relate strategy to force
requirements and force requirements to resources, so that realistic force
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goals can be developed which all of the members of the Alliance would
consider attainable vith the resources they are willing to commit to
~
the common effort. And we have made it clear to our NATO partners that ye
we are prepared to discuss changes in the present arrangements for the ·
direction of the Alliance.
At the Paris Ministerial Meeting last December, Secretary Rusk and
I reaffirmed the United States' commitments to NATO, including President
Kennedy's affirmation that the U.S. will keep its divisions in Germany
as long as they are needed. We emphasized the importance we attach to
the achievement of a better balance and greater readiness from the resources
already being devoted to the defense of the NATO area. We cautioned our
colleagues that the American people will become increasingly restless vith
a situation in which the U.S. maintains qualitative standards - manning
levels, combat stocks, and force readiness - generally higher than those of
the other llATO member nations. And we urged on them the importance of our
being able to place before the American people a clear-cut assurance that
our NP.TO partners are cooperating vi th. us in meeting our balance of payments
problem and that they are carrying their fair share of the load - in short,
that the Alliance is truly a successful mutual endeavor.
Our European NATO partners have, in fact, made significant increases
in their defense efforts. Collectively, their defense expenditures have
risen by almost 22 percent between 1961 and 1963: The Federal Republic of
Germany has increased its defense expenditures by 50 percent, Italy by 29
percent, the United Kingdom by 14 percent, and France by 8 percent. The
smaller NATO nations have made increases ranging from 10 percent in the
case of Greece to 33 percent in the case of Denmark.

Some of our NATO Allies have also contributed importantly to the
solution of our balance of payments problem, notably Germany, which has
agreed to continue to offset our dollar expenditures there by purchases
of goods and services from the U.S., and Italy, which has promised to
purchase in fiscal years 1963 and 1964 a total of over $200 million. Our
NATO Allies have also made a small start in providing financial assistance
to Greece and Turkey, and Secretary Rusk, at the NATO Ministerial Meeting
last December, strongly urged them to expand that effort.
The present situation on the southern flank of NATO poses a number
of special difficulties. Turkey faces a very serious economic problem of
in 1964 and Greece is also hard pressed. Both will continue to need
financial assistance from other members of NATO. During fiscal year 1963
the United States provided a total of $85 million in grant military aid
to Greece and $166 million to Turkey.
It is particularly
oUJnci~l es be maintained.

inrom"1:
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To c~licate the situation further, relations between Greece and
Turkey have again been strained by the outbreak of civil violence in
Cyprus. Although pr~t action by the United Kingdom has helped to contain
this latest outbreak, the situation remains serious. The basic problem
of how to distribute political power e~uitably between the Greek majority
and the Turkish minority in Cyprus, which precipitated the recent flare-up
in the first place, has still to be resolved. We hope ·that the problem
can be resolved through negotiations.
The Cyprus problem demonstrates anew the political as well as the
military value of NATO to the security of the free world. Greece and
Turkey consulted with their Allies in the political forum NATO offered
rather than allow their national concerns to flare into open warfare.
Internal disagreement among the Allies should not obscure the fact
that NATO, now in its 14th year of existence, has indeed achieved its
primary objective, i.e., the military security of the member nations.
Deficiencies exist, but as has been noted, they can be overcome by
rather minor increases in the present level of resources being devoted
to defense, or possibly by the more efficient utilization of those
resources. Differences in concepts and strategies can, with patience and
perseverance, be worked out within the councils of the Alliance, since
we are all agreed on our basic objectives. The success that NATO has
already achieved in preserving the peace in Europe and the ~ortaoce of
the security of Western Europe to our own security leaves us no choice
but to make every effort to maintain and enlarge the strength and unity
of the Western Alliance.

*****
In summary, we see a strong Soviet Union and a far weaker Communist
China, both beset with economic difficulties, seriously divided and competing for leadership of the international Comonmist movement. Both
continue to support large military forces, though Communist China's
aspirations for great-power status have received severe setbacks. The
overall power balance is such that the COilllliUDist nations can be expected
to avoid situations in which they would risk war with the United states.
We must expect, however, that they will use their military pO".rer to support
their political objectives in a variety of places and to encourage and
support subversion and rebellion against non-Communist governments.
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C.

THE DEFENSE PROGRAM AND THE ECONOO

As I pointed out last year, a program as la:rge as Defense, commanding nearly ten percent of our total llB.tional output, is bound to have an
:important :impact on the econOllzy' - interllB.tiollB.lly, ll8.tioll8.lly, and
locally. And, indeed, at the local level this :impact is usually intensified
by the uneven geographic distribution of defense-related industry and
our own military activities, by the disproportiollB.tely la:rge claims made
by the defense program on some occupational categories and on certain sectors
of industry, and by the rapidly changing composition of the defense program as technological innovations create the need for new weapons and
facilities and make obsolete the old.

1.

Impact on the National EconOllzy'

The Department of Defense is vitally concerned vith the economic
:impact of the Defense program both on the llB.tion as a vhole and on the
individuals, communities, companies and industries involved. We recognize
our obligation to do everything ue properly can to rnin.imize the disruptive
effects of changes in that program and to assist, insofar as we are able
and the law permits, those who are adversely affected by these changes. It
is most important, hovever, that there be the widest possible swareness of
the very real limitations on what ve believe is the proper role of the
Department of Defense in this area. The Defense Department cannot and
should not assume responsibility for creating a level of demand adequate to
keep the economy healtlzy and graving. Nor should it, in developing its
programs, depart from the strictest standards of military need and
operating efficiency in order to aid an economically distressed c~any
or community. The Congress has regula:rly underscored this lirn1tation by
explicitly forbidding in our annual appropriation act "the payment of a
price differential on contracts •••• for the purpose of relieving economic
dislocations".
In this regard I can only reiterate what I have assured congressional
committees on many previous occasions. Defense Department policy, as in
the past, is to buy what we need, when ve need it, at the lowest cost to
the Government, quality and delivery schedules considered.

Recognizing these limitations on our actions, there are, nevertheless, a number of things that the Defense Department can usefully and
properly do in this area:
a. We can give certain limited preferences to chronically depressed
surplus labor market areas and take certain steps to ensure an
equitable participation by small business firms. Along vith other agencies
of the Government, we have active and vigorous programs in both of these
fields.
and

b. We can try to forecast aDd to give advance warning to coramunities
aDd industries liable to be affected by major changes in the defense program aDd, drawing on our own experience in siJDilar situations, offer such
advice aDd assistance as we can in facilitating the necessary readjustments. To this end, I established two years ago an Office of Econanic
Adjustment to serve as a focal point for mobilizing the capabilities of
both our own Department and other Government Agencies in giving such
advice and assistance. This office works direct~ with local cC121111Unity
leaders whenever its advice or help is sought.
c. We can try to learn more about the specific ecoDOIDic effects
of the Defense program in order to be in a better position to anticipate
the ~act of possible changes. During the past year we have taken a
number of actions to improve our knowledge in this area. Chief among
them is what we call the Economic I:aq>act Project, wbich is designed to
provide the basic data aDd ana~ical framework needed to assess the
impact of changes in the Defense program on the econOIJtY, by industry and
geographic area. As a part of this project, the Bureau of the Census is
undertaking a special survey of Defense aDd ather Gove=ent work in the
mB.Dufacturing industries as a supplement to its regular 1963 Annual Survey
of Manufactures. When these data are collated, we will be in a much better
position to determine both the broad regional as well as the "industry"
impacts of Defense programs. Armed with this new im'ormation on the
"structure" of the "Defense" industry, aDd the ~ical framework which
is now being developed, we hope in time to be able to project, at least
in broad fashion, the economic impact of the five-year Defense program.
d. We can encourage our major defense contractors to do the necessary long-range industrial planning which anticipates chazlges in military
procurement and makes the needtod corporate provisions for them. For
example, we are studying revision of the Armed Services Procurement
Regulations to allow, as indirect costs chargeable to Defense contracts,
the reasonable costs of such planning for overall development, diversification to non-defense production, etc.
e. We can work with other interested agencies of the Executive
Branch and the Congress in all aspects of the "economic ~act" problem.
To this end, President Johnson on December 21, 1963, ordered the formation of the Committee on the Economic I:aq>act of Defense and Disarmament,
chaired by a member of the Council of Economic Advisors and having
representation from Commerce, Labor, AEC, NASA, ACDA, OEP, BoB, aDd
Defense. This Committee will be responsible for the coordination of all
Federal activities in this field. President Johnson has expressed his
personal interest in the Committee's work and has directed that the public,
the Congress, and he be kept informed of its activities.
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One final point, while there are several opportunities open to the
Defense Department for helpful work in this area, we can do little to
mitigate the adverse effects of Defense program changes unless we have
a strong and growing economy.
2.

~act

on the Balance of

P~ents

A chronic concern in recent years has been the continuing deficit
in the nation's balance of international payments and the impact of our
Defense expenditures abroad on that deficit. Since 1958, the deficit in
the total u.s. balance of payments has averaged well over three billion
dollars annually. During this same period, our gold stocks declined by
nearly $7~ billion to a level of $15.6 billion and liquid liabilities to
foreigners {a substantial part of which represents a potential claim on
our remaining gold stocks) rose more than $9 billion to a level of over
$25 billion.
While gross defem;e expenditures entering the international balance
are not the only, or even the primary, factor causing the current deficit,
they did amount to $18 billion over the six-year period, averaging about
$3 billion annually. Therefore, we have been making a special effort
during the last three years to reduce the impact of the Defense program on
our balance of payments without adversely affecting our combat capabilities or creating hardships for our military personnel and their
families.
We have attacked the problem both from the payments (U.S. defense
expenditures abroad) and receipts (sales of u.s. military goods and
services to foreign countries) sides of the ledger, and as shown in the
table below, we have succeeded in reducing the net adverse balance of
payments on "military" account by $1 billion, between 1961 and 1963.
( $ Billions)
F:l

u.s. Defense Expenditures
u.s. Forces & Their Support

2.4
.3
....:]
3.0
.3
2.7

Military Assistance
other (AEC, etc.)
Total
Cash Receipts From Sales
Net Adverse Balance

~

1961

F:l

1962
2.4
.2

__:1
2.9
- _:.2
2.0

F:l

1963
2. 5
·3
.2
3.0

- ~!Y
1.7

ApproximateLy $300 million of this amount is an abnormal, one-time,
receipt.
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You will note that we were able to hold our overseas eXpenditures
relatively constant despite increased deployments abroad acd sUbstantial
increases in prices and wages in foreign countries. Cash receipts from
the military sales to other countries were increased from $320 million
in fiscal year 1961 to $1,335 million in fiscal year 1963.
Last July President Kennedy in a message to the CoJJgress, announced
a new Government-wide program designed to cut our overall paymeiits
deficit. Included in this program were measures intended ultimately to
reduce the net adverse balance on military account to approximately $1.4
billion annually. Here are some of the w~s we plan to achieve the new
goal:
a. Insofar as possible, the military assistance offshore procurement program will be limited to the ful.fillment of prior commitments.
Implementation of this policy should, in comiJJg years, result in a sharp
cut in the foreign exchange costs of this program, which are still runniJJg
about $100 million. annually.
·
b. Certain fUnctions now being performed by U.S. forces will be
shifted to indigenous forces as soon as they are capable of assuming
them. For example, in the next few years, we hope to transfer some of
the air defense responsibilities we now carry in Spain and Japan to the
forces of those countries, thus permitting us to withdraw some of our
forces back to the U.S.
c. Several steps have been taken to reduce U.S. overseas headquarters and logistics s~port activities. In maqy cases these actions
will permit significant reductions in personnel with concomitant savings
in foreign exchange costs. I will have more to say about these reductions
when I discuss overall employment and manning levels in the section of my
statement dealing with the Cost Reduction Program.
d. We are making a very intensive effort to increase our receipts
from military sales. While a number of countries have made or are contemplating purchases of U.S. military goods and services, by far the most
important in value in our agreement with the Federal Republic of Germany
which I mentioned earlier. Last fall this agreement which is producing
about $650 million a year in receipts was extended to cover the period
through the end of calendar year 1964. Italy bas purchased over $200
million of U.S. military equipment as the first step in a longer-range
plan to offset U.S. military fQre~gn exchange costs in that country. We
expect that our current world-wide sales effort in cooperation with U.S.
defense manufacturers will result in still more agreements.
e. Finally, in addition to the results being obtained from direct
measures such as those described above, we have additional reasons for
expecting that the net adverse balance on the "military accouiit" can be
31

held to manageable levels in the future. The far more capable weapon
systems and equipment now becoming operaticlnal1 especially in the
tactical air and airlift forces, should permit additional redeployments
to the United States. In view of the pressure on our balance of payments,
we are vigorously searching out these opportunities.
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II.

STRATEGIC RETALIATORY FORCES

The Strategic Retaliatory Forces are designed to carry out the
long-range strategic mission and to carry the main burden of battle in
general nuclear var. These forces include the long-range bombers, the
air-to-ground and decoy missiles, and the refueling tankers; the landbased and submarine-based strategic missiles; and the systems for their
command and control. They do not include certain other U.S. nuclear
forces capable of reaching targets vell inside the Communist Bloc - namely,
the deployed tactical air units and carrier-based attack aircraft.
Although the targeting of these forces is coordinated vith those of the
Strategic Retaliatory Forces, they are not taken into account in computing
the requirements for the latter because they are intended primarily for
other purposes.
A.

THE REQUIREMENT

The size and character of the Strategic Retaliatory Forces are
influenced importantly by the basic strategy they are designed to support.
This strategy has been the subject of a great deal of pUblic discussion
during the last year - as it most properly should be, considering its
grave importance. But the vide differences in perspective that this discussion has revealed would seem to indicate that we have failed to convey,
at least to certain important sections of the American public, the basic
fundamentals of the strategic problem confronting our Nation in this nuclear
age.
At one extreme there are the proponents of the "overkill" theory vbo
argue that the United States already has enough nuclear weapons to destroy
all of the major cities of the Soviet Union several times over, even
after absorbing the first blow and that, therefore, no further investments
in the Strategic Retaliatory Forces are required or can be justified. At
the other extreme there are the proponents of vhat one might ce.J.J. the "full
first strike" theory vho believe that ve should build a strategic force
that would enable us, if we struck first, to so reduce Soviet retaliatory
power that the damage it could then do to U.S. population and industry
would be brought dovn to an "acceptable" level, vbat ever that might be.
The proponents of the "overkill" theory would, in effect, restrict
our strategic forces to those required for retaliation against cities only with the calculation assuming near optimum conditions. This is not a nev
concept. I understand that it bas been debated within the Defense Department for ma~ years before I came to the Pentagon, but I know of no
responsible official within the Department who would support it today. To
serve as a maximum deterrent to nuclear var, our Strategic Retaliatory
Forces must be visibly capable of fully destroying the Soviet society under
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all conditions of retaliation. In addition, in the event that such a
war is forced ~on us, they should have the power to limit the destruction
of our own cities and population to the ~ extent practicable.
It is quite likely that the Soviet Union, in an attack .~on the
and Western Europe would not fire all of its strategic nuclear
weapons in a "salvo launch". Regardless of whether the Soviets struck
first at our cities or first at our military installations or at both
simultaneously, it is probable that the launching of their bombers and
missiles would extend over a sufficient period of time for us to receive
the first blow, to strike back not only at Soviet cities, if that be our
choice, but also at the elements of their forces that had not yet been
launched. To achieve this capability, we must have a force considerably
larger than that which might be needed simply to destroy Soviet cities.

u.s.

Believers in the "overkill" theory, however, argue that the u.s.
would have already been gravely damaged by the initial attack, that it
would be very difficult to destroy the enemy's residual force, and that
in any event we could not know which of their missiles had not been fired
and vhich were the "empty holes". Therefore, they conclude that ve should
not even try to destroy the enemy's residual forces.
Certainly, the U.S. would be greatly damaged by the initial wave of
a nuclear attack. ADd certainly, as time goes on and the Soviet Union
continues to harden its missile sites and continues to build missile-firing
submarines, it vill become increasingly difficult to destroy a substantial
portion of the residual forces. I have made no attempt in any of my statements to the Congress to "ougar-coat" these hard facts of life in the
nuclear age. Indeed, I was chided in some quarters for applying the term
"grim prospect" to this reality. But it is one thing to recognize the
facts of life; it is quite another to throw up one's hands and not even
make the attempt to save what we can of our Nation and our society.
Over the last tvo and one-half years we have made many comprehensive
studies of alternative U.S. strategic retaliatory force structures employed
in a nuclear exchange vith a vide range of possible Soviet forces and
under a wide variety of assumptions pertaining to the outbreak of war and
U.S. and Soviet operational factors. In every pertinent case we found that
forces in excess of those needed simply to destroy Soviet cities would
significantly reduce damage to the U.S. and 1-lestern Europe. ADd the extent
to which damage to ourselves can be reduced depends importantly on the size
and character of our ovn forces, particularly the surface-to-surface missiles
such as Mit~ that can reach their targets quickly. I will discuss this
latter aspect in greater detail later in the statement in connection ,.rith the
analysis of the overall adequacy of the Strategic Retaliatory Forces ve
recommend for the fiscal year 1965-69 period.
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But even an assured and persuasive "cities o~" capability vould
require forces much larger than those implied by the "overkill" theory.
It is not simpzy a matter of calculating the number of "Hiroshima
equivalents", i.e., 20 kilotons equals 100,000 fatalities and, therefore,
10 megatons equals 50 million fatalities. Carried to that extreme ve vould
need just one B-47 loaded vith one 10 megaton veapon. Obviouszy, ms.zzy
other factors must be taken into account: numbers of targets and their
defenses, numbers of weapons required to saturate defenses or to assure
penetration, damage to our forces from e~ attack, the readiness acd
reliability of our own weapons, etc.

Each of these factors involves varying degrees of uncertainty,
particularzy vhen ve are projecting our forces into the :ruture. And, to
cover these uncertainties, extra insurance must be provided in the program.
We must be completezy sure, and the Communists must be completezy sure,
of our ability at all_times to retaliate decisivezy against Soviet cities,
even under the verst of circumstances.
While a "cities onzy" strategic retaliatory force vould, in our
judgment, be dangerouszy inadequate, a "full first strike" force, as I
defined it earlier, is, on the basis of our estimates of the Soviet
nuclear strike forces in the fiscal year 1967-69 period, simpzy unattainable. Moreover, I know of no responsible Pentagon official, certai~
none of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, vho proposes such a force.
As I pointed out last year, the Soviets are hardening some of their
ICBM sites and are building missile-launching submarines. Although ve
could have an effective capability to sink ene~ submarines in a protracted
var of attrition at sea, ve do not appear to have any realistic prospect
of being able to destroy the major part of a Soviet submarine missile force
in one quick first strike. Neither could ve count, vith any reasonable
degree of assurance, on destroying all or almost all of the Soviet's
hardened missile sites, even if ve vere to double or triple our forces.
Furthermore, it is highzy doubtful that ve vould be able to achieve the
necessary tactical surprise in the kinds of crises in vhich a "first
strike" capability vould be relevant.

Finalzy, a "full first strike" capability vould have to be acCO!JIPanied
Even
then our calculations shov that u.s. fatalities vould still run into tens
of millions vhile in Western Europe fatalities vould be very much higher.
Thus, the paramount conclusion supported by all of our studies is that
for any level of force ve might practicabzy build, and even under the most
favorable circumstances to us, a nuclear exchange between the U.S. and the
Soviet Union vould do enormous damage to both sides.

by vast programs of anti-missile, anti-bomber, and civil defense.
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Thus, a "damage-limiting" strategy appears to be the most practical
and effective course for us to fell~. Such a strategy requires a force
considerably larger than would be needed for a limited "cities only"
strategy. While there are still some differences of judgment on just
h~ large such a force should be, there is general agreement that it
should be large enough to ensure the destruction, singly or in combination,
of the Soviet Union, Communist China, and the Communist satellites as
national societies, under the verst possible circumstances of var outbreak that can reasonably be postulated, and, in addition, to destroy
their war-making capability so as to limit, to the extent practicable,
damage to this country and to our Allies.
The forces recommended to provide this capability through fiscal
year 1969 are sho;m on Table 2.
B.

PRESENI' U.S. STRATEGIC RETALIATORY CAPABILITIES

By June of this year the number of ICBM and POLARIS missiles will,
for the first time, just about equal the number of manned bombers in the
force. During the three-year period from end fiscal year 1961 through
end fiscal year 1964, the number of weapons in the alert forces will have
been increased about two and one-half times and the megatonnage of
these weapons almost three times, even though 450 B-47's will have been
phased out of the force during the same period .

IIIThe

Soviet Union by mid-l96~ected tQ have a total of between
on launchers, ~submarine-launched ballistic
missiles, .
heaVY bomber and tanker aircraft, and 940-975 medium
bomber and tanker aircraft, plus a b o u t - IRBM/MRBM missiles on
launchers. The Soviet Union is just beginning to harden its ICBM's, IRBM's,
and MRBM's. Most of our land-based missiles are installed in hardened
sites and our POLARIS missiles, of course, have a much greater range than
the Soviet submarine-launched missiles, most of which are in diesel-p~ered
boats, and all of which presently have to be fired while the submarine is
surfaced.

•

On the basis of these data, I can again tell this Committee--"There
is no question but that today our strategic retaliatory forces are fully
capable of destroying the Soviet target system, even after absorbing an
initial surprise attack."
C.

FUTURE STRATEGIC RETALIATORY FORCES

One of the major determinants of the size and character of our
future Strategic Retaliatory Forces is, of course, the size and character
of the strategic forces and defensive systems our opponents are likely to
have over the next several years. As I pointed out last year, because of

the long leadtimes involved in bringing strategic weapon systems to
operational status, we must plan our forces well ill advance of the time
when they will be needed and, indeed, ve n~ project our programs at
least five years ahead. For the same reason, we must also project our
est:ill!ates of the eneJey' s forces over at least the same time period. These
longer-range projections of eneJey' capabilities must necessarily be highly
uncertain, particularly since they deal with a period beyond the production
and deployment leadtimes of enemy veapon systems. We are estimating
·
capabilities and attempting to anticipate production and deplqyment
decisions vbich our opponents, themselves, may not as yet have made.
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With these estimates of Soviet forces as the background, I would now
like to discuss the Strategic Retaliatory Forces we propose to build and
maintain thrQUKh fiscal year 1969.
1.

Bomber Forces

As you can see from Table 2, we plan to continue a mixed force of
missiles and manned bombers throughout the entire planning period, fiscal
years 1965-69. Although most of the aiming points in the Soviet target
system can best be attacked by missiles, the long-range bombers will continue to be used in the follow-up attack, parti.cularly against hard missile
sites and against the targets which need not be attacked within minutes,
e.g., weapon storage sites.

The present B-52 and B-58 forces will be continued through at least
fiscal year 1969 with only a slight reduction in the number of B-58's,
reflecting expected attrition. The B-47 force will be phased out by the
end of fiscal year 1966 on the same schedule I presented to you last year.
All available HOUND DOG's would be retained in the force through at least
fiscal year 1969 on approxilllately the same schedule presented to you last
year.
Althoush no new B-52 bombers have been procured since fiscal year
1961 (with last delivery in fiscal year 1963), substantial funds have been
and will continue to be required for those aircraft modifications needed to
keep the force both safe and effective. Through the current fiscal year,
$1.6 billion will have been invested in this program for structural
strengthening and newly developed equipment designed to enhance the B-52' s
ability to perform its combat mission and adapt to new tactical concepts,
e.g., low-level penetration. An additional $3o6 million is requested for
such modifications in fiscal year 1965 and we are tentatively programing
about $270 million more for this purpose in fiscal year 1966. The fiscal
year 1965 B-52 modification program includes correction of strength and
fatigue deficiencies in all the aircraft (except, for the present, the B-52B)
and the installation of new electronic countermeasures equipment.
Thus, by the end of fiscal year 1969, we would still have a total of
about 700 operational bombers in the force and almost 500 HOUND DOG missiles.
Half of the bombers will continue to be maintained on a 15-minute ground
alert with a small number on airborne alert. As you know 1 we already have
an on-the-shelf capability (engines and other spare parts) to fly one-eighth
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of ~he B-52 force on airborne alert for about one year, but ve vill continue to need the special provision contained in Section 512B of the
Fiscal Year 1964 Defense Appropriation Act to pay for the operating costs
if ve have to do so. This is the provision vhich authorizes the Secretary of Defense, upon determination by the President that such action is
necessary, to provide for the cost of an airborne alert as an excepted
expense.
Although ve have yet to use the financial provisions of this Section,
ve have from time to time, notably during the early phases of the Cuban
crisis in the fall of 1962, temporarily increased the scale of airborne
alert operations. The importance of this provision to the survivability
of the manned bomber force vill increase as the Soviet Union acquires more
nuclear-pOI<ered missile-firing submarines since ve could expect to receive
very little, if any, tactical varning of a submarine-launched missile attack.
This provision should certainly be retained in the lav.
2.

Surface-to-Surface Missiles

Our strategic missile forces, vhich almost tripled in fiscal year
1963 and vill have more than doubled again in fiscal year 1964, vill
increase more slm<ly during the fiscal year 1965-69 period vhen ve vill be
modernizing the force and replacing first generation missiles.

a.

A!I'LAS and TITAN

Last year ve had planned to phase out gradually the first three
squadrons of ATLAS ICBM's (27 ATLAS D missiles) during the three-year
period, fiscal years 1966-68. All the TITAN's vere to have been retained
in the force throughout the programed period. As shovn on Table 2, ve
nm< propose to phase out all of the ATLAS D's in fiscal year 1965, all of
the ATLAS E's (three squadrons, 27 missiles) in fiscal year 1967, and all
of the TITAN I's (six squadrons, 54 missiles) in fiscal year 1968.
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Since the MINUTEMAN force is increasing rapidly, the need for these
slcrw reacting and highly vulnerable older missiles is declining. Their
contribution to the planned force will no longer be worth their very high
cost of operation and maintenance, estimated at about $1 million per year
per missile, compared with only about $100,000 per year for a MINUI'EMAN.
b.

MINUTEMAN

We had also planned last year a program of 1,300 MINUTEMAN by the
end of fiscal year 1968 consisting of 800 MINUTEMAN I' s and. 500 MIIllJTE!.IAN
II's. The first 160 MIIiUTEMAN were in place at the end of fiscal year
1963. By June of this year we expect to have 600 in place, and by June,
1965, 800. Funding for the first increment of 150 MINUTEMAN II's was
included in the fiscal year 1964 budget and these are scheduled to be in
place by the end of fiscal year 1966.
With another year of experience behind us, we are ncrw proposing a
major revision in the planned MINUTEMAN force, a revision which we believe
of'·ror•+iveness, in terms of "kill" capability' by
and which will cost about $510 million more through

MIN1JI'EMAN I and MINUl'EMAN II squadrons will be integrated into a
single system through the "internetting" of their communications and
control systems, thus greatly enhancing the targeting flexibility of the
force as a whole. This will be achieved both by retrofitting 400 of the
800 I missiles in the first five wings with MIN1JI'EMAN II, and by co-locating
an additional 250 MINUTEMAN II with those five wings, as shcrwn in the table
belcrw:

authorized in fiscal

The first wing of the MINUl'EMAN II
year 1964 is being separately sited.
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launched by radio from an airborc•n~e~c~crnma~~n~rl:..Jp~o;:s~t~;~e::!o~d~a~h~ar~d~e~n~e~d~p~crw:::e~r:_,
supply permitting a post-attack r
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To get these major revisions in the MINUTEMAN program uoderw~
promptly and in an orderly fashion, we pr9p_9_se to start only 50 new silos
in fi seal year 1965 [
~- !planned last yea:r. Essentially,
the choice is between: (1) a faster build-up with a slower rate of
retrofit of the earlier model with the MINUl'E!>!AN II; and (2) a slower
rate of build-up with a faster rate of retrofit.

r

We have tentatively programed the (

/ new MINIJTEMAN silos
I

,,
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a little later on in connection with ~ evaluation of the adequacy of
the proposed strategic Retaliatory Forces.
One final matter concerning the MINUTEMAN program - last year I
informed the Committee that the Air Force had called to ~ atterition
very late in our review of the fiscal year 1964 budget a possible cost
increase of as much as $400 million in fiscal years 1963 and 1964. We
have now determined that this cost increase will amount to about $175
million. Reprograming actions covering fiscal year 1963 increases were
approved by the Congress last spring. Reprograming actions covering
fiscal year 1964 increases are being forwarded to the appropriate
committees.
c.

POLARIS

The POLARIS forces shown on Table 2 are on nearly the same schedule
discussed here last year. The more rigid inspection procedures put into
effect after the loss of the THRESHER have delayed the actual and
estimated operational dates of SSBN's numbers 10 through 23 for an average
of about 2t months. As a result, we now estimate that there will be 256
POLARIS missiles in the operational force at the end of the current fiscal
year, compared with 288 missiles estimated a year ago. However, this
modest slippage will be fully made up during fiscal year 1965 and by the
end of that year we will be back on the origir91 schedule.
The last six of the planned fleet of 41 submarines were fully funded
in the fiscal year 1964 budget. Nine POLARIS submarines carrying 144
missiles were deployed at sea by the end of fiscal year 1963. Sixteen
submarines carrying 256 missiles will be in the operational force by June
of this year and the entire force of 41 submarines and 656 missiles will
become deployable by the end of fiscal year 1967.
The first five POLARIS submarines are equipped with the 1,200 n.m.
A-1 missile. The 6th through the 18th submarine will be equipped with
the 1,500 n.m. A-2 missiles, and the 19th through the 41st, with the 2,500
n.m. A-3· Last year we had planned to equip eventually all 41 submarines
with the A-3 missile and to begin this summer with the replacement of the
missile tubes of the first five submarines in order to accommodate the
larger missile. We still plan to replace the A-1 missile with A-3's but
we do not now believe that it will be necessary to replace the A-2 1 s with
A-3's, at least before 1970. While the range of the A-3 is considerably
greater than the A-2, a large fraction of the Soviet Bloc targets are well
within the range of the latter. Thus a force consisting of 28 submarines
equipped with A-3 missiles and 13 submarines equipped with A-2 missiles
should be able to handle effectively the targets assigned to the POLARIS
force.
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During 1970 the POLARIS force will commence its second overhaul
cycle. At that time, if conditions warrant, the A-2 could be replaced
with the A-3· We estimate that a tote.l of about $425 million can be
saved through fiscal year 1969 as a result of the postponement of the
A-2 retrofit.
The presently planned POLARIS force will require a supporting
fleet of six tenders, six resupply ships, and a number of floating drydocks and other support ships. A total force of six teDders has been
programed in order to ensure that at least five of the six will be available for continuous deployment for the support of the five squadrons into
which the POLARIS force will be organized. Five tenders and four supply
ships were funded through fiscal year 1964. The fiscal year 1965 program
contains $63 million for the sixth tender and $8 million for the conversion of another resupply ship. The last resupply ship is programed
for fiscal year 1966. This program is the same as presented last year.
d.

Dependability of Strategic Systems

I want to drsw a sharp distinction between mechanical reliability,
in the sense of the incidence of mechanical malfUnction, and the
dependability with which a vehicle in the Strategic Retaliatory Forces
reaches the target area with a weapon which will detonate. Reliability
in this sense is only one of the factors determining system dependabilit,y.
Equally important are the factors of system alert, survivability, and
penetration. The system alert rate is the proportion of the unit equipment that can be maintained on alert at all times; the survival rate is
the proportion of the force which can be expected to survive, in operating
condition, an initial enemy attack; and the penetration rate is the
proportion of the launched force which can be expected actually to reach
the target area.
All of these factors must be taken into account in measuring the
system dependability of the various elements of our Strategic Retaliatory
Forces. Shown in the table below is a simplified calculation which
applies the four factors of system alert, survivability, reliability and
penetration to B-52 and MINUTEMAN missile forces of approximately equal size
in order to estimate the number of each weapon system which may be expected
to reach the target area under both optimistic and pessimistic assumptions.
To reflect this range of circumstances we have used, in most cases, a
range of operations: factors; the greater the uncertainty, the greater the
range.
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B-52

Unit Equipment of the Force
System Alert Rate
Number on Alert
Survival Rate
Number Survi viDg
Weapon Sys. Reliability
Rate
Number to Target Area
Penetration Rate
Number Penetrating Target Area
System Dependability
As sho-.m on the table ve start vith a total of 630 B-52' s.
Bovever,
only 50 percent or 315 of these aircraft can be expected, under normal
conditions, to be maintained on ground alert ready to be launched vithin
15 minutes, the varning time ve can expect from BMEWS. While sane of the
non-alert aircraft may survive the initial attack, ve cannot count on them
for the initial retaliatory strike.

In the case of the solid fuel, quick reacting MJliU'l'no!AN, ve must also
expect that at any given time some missiles vould be in.training or undergoing maintenance or modification. Accordingly, ve have used a system
alert rate of - · p e r c e n t . This is a reasonable range of estimates.
During a recent unannounced operational readiness inspection of tbe
MINIJl'EMA.N
I'
undergoing technical order changes
The
ready missiles, the combat crews
or scheduled maintenance.
POLARIS,
another solid fuel
vere actually able to count
missile, statistics drawn from
submarine patrols indicate that. or
more of the 16 missiles aboard each sUbmarine o~ patrol vere ready for
launch at all times.

But much more important, ~ missiles are dispersed, one to a
site, in silos hardened t o _ . . , and are, therefore, far less
vulnerable to a surprise nuclear attack than the aircraft on the ground.
And this, as I have pointed out on previous occasions, is one of our
greatest concerns vith respect to manned bombers. If the enemy vere

Under certain circumstances this number might be higher, particularly for the bombers, but the higher rate cannot be depeDded upon.
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successfUl in placing its ballistic missile-firing submarines on station
or if the BMEWS malfunctioned and did not provide the 15 minutes of
warning we expect, a substantial number of even the alert bombers might
be caught on the ground and destroyed in the initial enemy attack. A
single H-bomb on a SAC base will destroy all the bombers on that base.
This great uncertainty is reflected in the wider range of survival rates
we have applied to the B-52's in our calculation, as compared with
MIN\Jl'D!AN.

With regard to reliability, the B-52's have, of course, been in the
force for many years, and we have acquired a considerable amount of
operational experience. Therefore, the reliability rate of the ~u·rvlvi
alert force can be established within a
narrow r""="

hand, is just Com:Jlng
little operational experience with this missile. As of late January,
we had
operational test firings w i t h - successes, which would
indicate an in-flight reliability rate o f . percent. Hovever, this is
far too small a number of firings upon which to base a firm estimate of
reliability. A~, for purposes of our calculation we have used
a wide range oflllllllll_percent.
.
-

Even though the Soviet Union may be deploying an anti-missile defense
at two cities, we can be sure as a result of our penetration aids and
numerical superiority that once our missiles are launched and on their
way they would penetrate their targets. We do not have this same assurance
with regard to the B-52's. The Soviet Union, as I indicated earlier, has
very extensive anti-bomber defenses and we must assume that our B-52's
would suffer some losses in penetrating to their fargets. Reflecting the
uncertainties involved here, we have used for this calculation a range of
llllllllrpercent.

am
missiles can
made on the basis of
dependability alone. Each of these systems has advantages and disadvantages
that are not reflected in dependability calculations. The bombers, for
example, can carry multiple weapons and have the opportunity to destroy
more than one target if they penetrate. Surface-based missiles, however,
can reach their target far more quickly, and this is of critical importance
in attacking some types of targets.
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But t..o striking conclusions emerge from these calculations. The
first is that in both the optimistic and pessimistic cSBes a higher proportion of the MlliUTEJ.!IIN force than of tbe B-52 force can be expected to
reach its targets. Whil.e this conclusion depends upon tbe particular
ranges of rates assumed, I believe the assumptions made are realistic.
The second striking conclusion is that we can predict the results
of a MINUTEMAN attack with greater confidence than the results of a B-52
attack. I believe that tbis conclusion has general applicability to comparisons betw-een aircraft and surface-based missiles, The survivability
of the soft bombers and tbeir ability to penetrate enemy defenses are intrinsically more difficult to estimate in advance than tbe factors affecting
missile dependability.
of reliability rates of
we believe the.t
the upper
is
along than MIIruTEMAN, has had
successi'uJ. shots out of a
total of
The MIIruTEMI\N at tbe present stage
of operational testing compares favorably with tbe POLARIS A-2 experience
at the comparable stage of its test program. Most ne'\1' weapon systems have
a low reliability when tbey first become operational - aircraft as well as
missiles (you will recall our recent difficulties with the B-58 and the
"Century" series fighters), However, the MINUTEMAN and tbe POLARIS A-2
appear to be exceptions to this rule.
As we continue our operational teats of the strategic missiles we
plan to maintain in the force beyond fiscal year
we
these
rates to increase still further.

ensure that these reliability goals
results fully established, we are allocating a large number of missiles for operational test firings, principally
during the next 18 months, as shown below:
ATLAS F
TITAN II

25
25

MINUTEMAN WlliG I
MINUTE!Wl WDjG II-V
MINUTEMAN WlliG VI

25
50
50

POLARIS A-2
POLARIS A-3

24
50

Moreover, to assure continued reliability of the systems during
operational deployment, follow-on operational tests are planned. We
tentatively estimate that up to 10 percent of the MlNUTEMAN and POLARIS
inventory will be expended annually in this follow-on operational test
program.

We should not expect and, indeed, we shoul.d cot attem;pt to aeh.1eve
100 percent reliability in our strategic missiles or, for that matter, in
axry other weapons system. The cost of doing so, if it could be done at
all, would be prohibitive, and beyond a certain poiiit not vorth the cost
in vie"' of the other important factors at'fecting systems dependability. ·
Instead, we simp:cy buy more missiles and thus provide a combat reserve,
just as we do in the case of aircraft, to cover the targets of those
vehicles which abort for any reason whatsoever. In this respect, the
MINtJ.l'EMAN II with its multiple target nexibility will contribute great:cy
to the overall combat effectiveness of the force, as I indicated earlier.
Therefore, on the basis of the evidence already in hand and our
plans for the future, I have no hesitancy whatsoever in saying that the
missile force we have programed can be depended upon to carry out its
present:cy assigned military mission under all of the conditions we can
foresee, and indeed, that we can predict the results of a missile attack
vith greater confidence than those of a bomber attack.
e.

Penetration Aids

A great deal of progress has been made during the last three years,
particular:cy in gainiDg a better understanding of the physical effects which
accampa.ey the re-eiitry of ballistic missile warheads into the atmosphere
and various methods which might be used to simulate these effects and to
confuse the anti-ballistic missile defense system in other
nUinbE•r of differeiit
s which can be used
Each has its particular advantages and
shortcomiDgs can be overcane to a considerable extent by employing these
techniques in appropriate canbinations, and this is vhat we are doing
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The penetration aids research program is a costly one re~uiring much
sophisticated instrumentation at the test ranges. Accordingly, we have
made every effort to take advantage of related work being done in connection
with our own R&D efforts on anti-ballistic missile defense, particularly
the NlXE-ZEUS, the NlXE-X, and DEFENDER projects. Obviously, the problems
of the offense are the converse of those of the defense, and information
obtained from our penetration aids research has greatly influenced our
thinking on the anti-ballistic missile defense problem, which I discuss in
the next section of my statement.
3.

other strategic Retaliatory Forces Programs

Shown in the next to the last block of Table 2 are a number of other
systems supporting the Strategic Retaliatory Forces. Except for the RB-47,
RC-135, and REGULUS, these forces are the same as those presented to the
Committee last year.
a.

RB-47

Last year we programed three s~uadrons of RB-47' s through fiscal
year 1965. One of these s~uadrons (15 aircraft) was utilized for weather
observation for the RB-47 bomber force. other systems now available have
eliminated the need for this s~uadron and it was deleted from the force
last year. The remaining 30 RB-47's will be phased out in fiscal year 1966,
as originally scheduled. By that time we will have the full planned force
RC-135' s in operation.
b.

REGULUS

We now have five operational REGULUS submarines with a total of 17
missiles aboard. Three of these submarines (8 missiles) will be phased
out in fiscal year 1965 and the remaining two in fiscal year 1966.
D.

COMHAND AND CONI'ROL

Achievement of our overall national objectives re~uires that our
Strategic Retaliatory Forces be kept continually under the control of the
constituted authorities, from the President on down to the commanders of
the forces - before, during, and after a nuclear attack. To support this
re~uirement, we are developing a world-wide military command and control
system, both on the national level and within our deployed military forces.
The National Hilitary Command System provides intelligence and communications
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for the high-level command nt all levels of crises as vell as a number
of alternative locations for the President or others in the national chain
of command. These alternate facilities include videly separated and
protected land sites, dispersed command ships, and aircraft.
At this point I would like to discuss only those portions of the
system included in the Strategic Retaliatory Forces program. I will discuss
the overall system and other elements in the section of my statement
dealing with General SUPport.
Two years ago we initiated a study of the feasibility of building a
deep undereround support center for the Strategic Air Command. Initially,
we proposed $31 million in the fiscal year 1964 budget to begin construction
this year. Subsequent study indicated that the center would cost more than
previously estimated ($220 million vs. $85 million) and that serious
operational problems ,.,ere lil,ely to be encountered. As a result, last
April the Air Force and the JCS advised me that the project should not go
fo:v[!.!'d at this time, a judgment in which I concurred. The funds were not
includeC. in the fiscal ye;,;r 1964 !·::ilita.ry Construction Appropriation Act.

.f)

\:e do intend to continue development of imProvements to the airborne
cor.""'lD.nd systen which is already in operation. This system, shmm on Table
2, consists -specially equipped KC-135 Command Post aircraft and 36
B-47' s equipped as co:nmu.''lications relay aircraft. -Command Post
aircraft are being re-equipped ''i"ch an improved integral electronics svf;tem
enhance their overall eff•ec1G1,rerles~

of these Command Post aircraft is kept in the air at all times.

E.

NE'w STRATEGIC SYSTE!·IS

In addition to the ~liNUI'El·!AU II which I described earlier, we also
have in the R&D program a number of other strategic missile projects - for
example, studies and an exploratory development program of an advanced I~1
which was initiated last year. lie have been worki113 on such a proc;ram
related to an advanced sea-based deterrent system since fiscal year 1961.
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We are also studying the possibility of an improved version of POLARIS beyond
the A-3 and are doing a great deal of work on improved propulsion,
guidance, etc., for land-based missiles which will contribute to
mPro·v~oer~ of exist
missiles or the design of new advanced missiles,

system is being
European sea-borne force or elsewhere in the world

Also, the Medium Range
for possible use in a

We have also included in the fiscal year 1965 budget $5 million to
examine the technical feasibility and military value of possible new advanced
strategic aircraft which would serve as airborne missile platforms.
Despite the delay in the B-70 program, caused by technical difficultieE
encountered with the sealing of the fuel tanks and with the fabrication of
the wing-fuselaee joint, we plan to continue the test program. The first
flight has already been delayed by more than one year; and the cost lrill
be increased by at least $200 million, from $1.3 billion to at least $1.5
billion for the three test aircraft.
·
Together, all of these projects, which I shall discuss in greater
detail later in connection ~rith the Research and Development program,
provide for the development of a broad base of technology for future
strategic retaliatory weapons systems. One or more may actually reach the
production and deployment staee before the end of the programed period,
fiscal year 1969, but until a decision is made to produce and deploy
these systems 1 they are sho'llll only in the R&D program.
F.

ADEQUACY OF THE PROPOSED FORCES
The Strategic Retaliatory Forces programed
in our judgment
to

u-theJrmc>re, a rapidly increasing portion of
force will consist of hardened and dispersed ICBM's and submarine-based
missiles, all with very high probabilities of survival under nuclear attack.
The effective offensive power of the force will be further enhanced by the
addition of penetration aids and the introduction of the greatly improved
MTI-TIJI'EHA1~ missiles.
Further quantitative increases in the large forces
already programed would provide only marginal increases in capability in
relation to their additional cost.
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These conclusions, as I pointed out before, have been tested by
a careful analysis of a vide range of alternative U.S. and Soviet forces
empl~ed under a vide variety of different assumptions as to the manner
in which a strategic nuclear exchange might take place and the operational
capabilities of U.S. and Soviet weapon systems, i.e., readiness, survival,
reliability and penetration rates. In all such studies, of course, the
situations assumed have to be defined by simplifying the assumptions.
There are innumerable variables and uncertaintieG involved in these
situations; and, relatively, only a few, although the major ones, can be
taken into account in any one analysis. Nevertheless, these studies do
provide as good a measure as possible of the relative effectiveness of
different size forces under different sets of circumstances.

As I noted earlier, our strategic Retaliatory Forces under all
foreseeable conditions, including a well-planned and executed surprise attack
on the United states, must have such an unquestionable capability to inflict
destruction on the Soviet Union, that no Soviet planner could ever conclude
that such an attack could be other than disastrouG to the Soviet Union.
This is the ultimate deterrent to a calculated, deliberate Soviet nuclear
attack and we must be certain that at all times and under all foreseeable
conditions we have at least this minimum capability. Accordingly, we
have tested a number of alternative forces against the most pessimistic set
of assumptions we could reasonably postulate for the end of the programed
period, 1969. I want to emphasize that these assumptions are so pessimistic
that it is most unlikely that they would ever occur simultaneously. For
example, the pessimistic case assumed:
( 1)

( 2)

( 4)

( 5)
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Even so, our conclusion is that the recommended forces would still
the capability of inflictiDg very heavy
Soviet industrial
and

As shown in the table below, the results do not vary to any
significant degree for alternative MINUTEMAN forces greater than those I
am recOimnending.
SOVlEI' FATALITIES AliD INDUSTRIAL DESTRUCriON

(Mid-1969)

Thus there is the highest degree of assurance that the recommended
forces will have the capability to inflict very heavy damaee to the Soviet
Union and will provide an extremely strong deterrent against a deliberate
first strike attack on the United States.
But, as I noted earlier in my discussion of "The Requirement", our
Strategic Retaliatory Forces should also be large enough to destroy the
Co=unists' war-mal:ing capability so as to limit, to the extent practicable,
d!ll!l&3;e to this country and to our Allies. There are many facets to this
problem, including not only the size and composition of our offensive forces
but also the defensive measures available to us, which I will discuss in the
next section of the statement.
All of these facets have been considered in our analyses and our
conclusion is that, given the size and kind of strategic offensive forces
we project both for the Soviet Union and for ourselves, grave damaee to
both sides in an all-out nuclear exchange could not be avoided under any
conceivable circumstances. This would be true no matter how maey MINUTEMAN
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missiles (within practical limits) or, for that matter, hOil many of a:ny
other offensive or defensive weapon systems, we were to add to our forces;
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An interesting and important result of these studies was the clear

demonstration of the great contribution that an adequate fallout shelter
program could make to our damaee-limiting capability. The analyses
indicated:
(1)

That a properly planned nation-wide fallout shelter program
would contribute far more to the saving of lives per dollar
than an increase in MINtJI'El.!AN missiles beyond the level we
recommend.

( 2)

That even if the Soviets were to attack only our military
installations, without an adequate fallout shelter program,
fatalities from fallout would be very high - ahout three times
higher than they would be with an adequate civil defense program.

Obviously, these judgments are based on our present estimates of the
probable make-up of Soviet forces during the program period. As I noted
earlier, for the more distant years these estimates must be considered quite
tentative since, in part, they rest on assumptions regarding decisions which
the Soviet leadership may not as yet have had to make. Our presently planned
program retains for us sufficient flexibility to make changes in time to
meet any Soviet program shift. \,Te have ample manufacturing capacity for
POLARIS and MIN1.il'EHAN1 both of which will be in production for some years to
come. If more are needed in future years, we should be able to procure them
in time.
G.

FINANCIAL SUJ.M'W

The Strategic Retaliatory Forces I have outlined will require Total
Obligational Authority of ~5.3 billion for fiscal year 1965. A comparison
w1 th prior fiscal years is shO'Ii'Il belm1:

($ Billions, Fiscal Years}

1962
Original
Total Obligational
Authority

7.6

1962

1963

1964

1965

Final

Actual

Estimated

Proposed

9.1

8.4

7·3

5·3
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III.

CONTINENTAL AIR Alill MISSILE DEFENSE FORCES

The Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces include those weapon
systems, warning and communications net-.rorks and ancillary equipment
required to detect, identify, track, and destroy unfriendly forces
approaching the North American Continent. A substantial part of the antisubmarine forces are organized for continental defense, but all of these
forces are included in the Navy's General Purpose Forces.
A.

THE DEFENSIVE TASK

I believe it is apparent from my discussion of the Strategic
Retaliatory Forces that there is a very close relationship between those
forces and the Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces. To some extent
Strategic Retaliatory Forces can substitute for defensive forces since in
carrying out their own mission they can reduce the weight of an enemy
follow-on attack upon the United States.
The requirement for defensive forces is also closely related to the
size and character of our Civil Defense program, and while I will discuss
the details of that program separately, its interaction with the
defensive forces will of necessity have to be discussed in this section •

. f)

In my past appearances before this Committee I noted that the weight
of the strategic threat against the U.S. was steadily shifting from manned
's
launched missiles. As I indicated earlier
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Thus our principal concern in the years ahead continues to be the
danger of an ICBM and submarine-launched missile attack, and the main
thrust of our defensive efforts should be redirected to meet this rising
threat.
Our present continental air and missile defense forces were, for the
most part, built during the 1950's and were designed primarily to defend
against the manned bomber threat. As a result, today, they provide only
a limited capability to reduce the damage of a nuclear attack in which
long-range strategic missiles are used. Clearly, we should be recasting
our defensive programs to recognize the change in the nature of the threat.
We have made a start in this direction as shown on Table 3. A
manual backup to the SAGE system was reconstituted two years ago and is
now being replaced with the semi-automatic Backup Interceptor Control
(BUIC) system. The manned interceptor forces have been dispersed to
additional bases and funds were included
are being
being modified to give them a
capability to detect missiles launched from submarines
The
air defense of southeastern United States has been considerably reinforced
by the addition of an interceptor squadron, seventy-two NIKEHERCULES, 576 HAWK surface-to-air missiles' and 7 radar aircraft available
for offshore surveillance. We have also initiated the development of a
new missile defense system, the NIKE-X,
With respect to Civil Defense, we have underway a broad program to
create a system of shelters, equipped and provisioned to protect the
population from the fallout effects of nuclear attack. This program has
already produced shelter space for some 70 million individuals.
At the same time we have phased out six SAGE direction centers and
one combat center, a number of radars, and five radar picket ships. I
will discuss the SAGE centers and land-based radars a little later in
connection with our future plans for the Surveillance Warning and Control
System. The five radar picket ships (DER) previously in the continental
defense forces were required to maintain one ship on station in the
Atlantic. However, the heavy seas in the Greenland-Iceland-U.K. barrier
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area caused continuous damage to the DER's and seriously reduced the
effectiveness of their radars, and their role has been taken over by radar
aircraft.
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But these adjustments represent only a beginning on the much larger
task of adapting our defensive systems to the future threat. The more
fundamental changes hinge on decisions which we have yet to make with
respect to the NIKE-X and on congressional action on our Civil Defense
Program. Thus there would be little point in further improving our
defense against manned bombers unless we concomitantly improve our
defenses against the ICBM and submarine-launched missile threat, including
the defense of our population against fallout. The Continental Air and
Missile Defense Forces Program which we are proposing for the fiscal
year 1965-69 period, therefore, must be considered an interim program pending fundamental decisions on the hJJCE-X and on Civil Defense.
B.

DEFENSE AGAINST MANNED BOMBERS

As long as the Soviet Union continues to maintain a force of
manned bombers capable of reaching u.s. targets, we must continue to
support a defense against them. Moreover, since we must assume that the
Soviet Union in an attack on the u.s. would strike first with its missiles
and then with its manned bombers, our prime concern must be to ensure that
the anti-aircraft system has a capability to survive the Soviet missile
attack.
Semi-Automatic Ground Environment System (SAGE)

l.

As I pointed out last year, the heart of the entire aircraft
control and warning network has been the semi-automatic ground environment
(SAGE) system, which at that time consisted of 21 direction centers in the
United States and one in Canada. None of the U.S. centers were hardened,
seven were co-located with SAC forces and two were located in close
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Since it was highly impractical to try to harden the entire SAGE
system, particularly its communications links, we had no alternative but
to construct a backup system which could operate independently of SAGE in
the event the latter was seriously damaged or destroyed. Accordingly, we
first reconstituted a manual backup to the SAGE system by establishing
NORAD control centers at 27 prime radar sites, thereby enabling those
facilities to identify enemy aircraft and direct our interceptors against
them, in addition to performing their normal search and surveill~~ce
functions. Another group of prime radars was provided with a more
limited ground control intercept capability and all the u.s. prime radars
were linked by a new communications system, so that they could support

each other even if the SAGE system were destroyed. This effort entailed
additional manpower, and fallout protection and shielding for the crews,
as well as additional communications and emergency power facilities.
The manual backup phase was completed two years ago and we
immediately started the construction of a more effective, semi-automatic
Backup Interceptor Control (BUIC) system consisting of 34 stations
co-located with prime radars, three of which will be in Canada. The 31
stations in the u.s. will include 20 of the 27 NORAD control centers which
will be converted from manual to semi-automatic operation by furnishing
them the necessary computers and related equipment. This program was
funded in fiscal year l962-63 and, as shown on Table 3, the first nine
centers will become fully operational in fiscal year 1965 and the balance
in the next fiscal year.
When the BUIC system is operational, four more SAGE direction centers
will be phased out, leaving eleven in the U.S. and one combined combat and
direction center in Canada. It should be noted that we are simply
providing the necessary backup to SAGE in the form of BUIC rather than in
the form of overlapping or redundant SAGE centers. The twelve remaining
SAGE direction centers would permit the system to operate, without overlap
of sectors, which will be adequate for the essential peacetime and prestrike control functions. In peacetime we must maintain continuous
surveillance of our air space in order to check out all intrusions, and
this the SAGE system can do quite well. In the pre-air battle period
SAGE could also prevent a Soviet manned bomber or a simultaneous manned
bomber-missile attack from catching us by surprise, since the Soviets
would have to hold their bombers beyond the perimeter of our radar warning
system until after their missile attack was launched. These fUnctions can
be performed as well by the twelve SAGE direction centers operating in
Mode II, as by any larger number.
But for the trans-attack and post-attack periods, the SAGE system
alone would be of questionable value because of its concentration and
vulnerability. The twelve SAGE direction centers backed up by the 34
BUIC stations, however, will present a much more viable system, since the
BUIC stations will be widely dispersed away from other prime targets and
would not offer very profitable targets for ICBM attack. Furthermore, the
crews will be provided with fallout protection needed to enable them to
function in the post-missile attack environment. The phase-out of the
four additional SAGE direction centers will save around $30 million a
year, which, together with the six previously phased out would produce
total savings of $82 million per year.
in fiscal year l968,
The air defense of
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Currently, the existing system ofiiiJsearch radars provides double
or triple coverage over most of the country. For the time being, we
propose to retain this system pending the integration of the Defense radar
net with that of the Federal Aviation Agency, and fundamental decisions
regarding other elements of the future mar~ed bomber defense system.

As shown on Table 3, we reduced the total number of search radar
in fiscal years 1963-64 by 7 through the elimination of 23 old
(including the 17 I mentioned to you last year) and the addition
new ones to round out the needed coverage.
new radar sites being established
•lliiiFE in order to provide radar coverage :ror the BOMARC air de:f"ense
missiles deployed along our northern border. These 7 radars were planned
quite a :rew years ago but will just be coming into operation during the
current fiscal year.
sites
sites
of 16
are 7

DEWLINE radars,
announced last year. By making certain
'~t·.mP·nts in equipment configuration, it was possible to close down.
intermediate nEWLINE stations in Canada and eight in Alaska and still
provide for adequate early warning. No change is now contemplated in the
DEV~INL extension radars or in the off-shore radars during the program
period.
As I have indicated previously the radar programs I have described
must be considered tentative because we are now working with the Federal
Aviation Agency (FAA) on a plan to coordinate our radar coverage with
theirs. We believe that an internetting of the two systems may permit a
sizeable reduction in the total number of radars the Defense Department
and FAA have to support. Some redundancy in radar coverage is obviously
necessary to enhance the survivability of the system as a whole, but this
redundancy should not come about simply because there are two Government
agencies requiring radar coverage. The FAA must have a radar network to
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carry out its peacetime function of air traffic control. There appears
to be no good reason why these radars cannot also be used by the Defense
Department in carrying out its responsibilities.
2.

Manned Interceptors

As shown on Table 3, the manned interceptor force consists of about
all-weather aircraft in the active units committed to the defense of
the North American Continent.
In addition there are about 550 Air
National Guard aircraft, of which a few from each squadron are maintained
on runway alert, and a number of Canadian squadrons committed to NORAD.

Boo

Funds were requested in the fiscal year 1964 budget to provide
additional facilities at 21 existing United States airfields to permit
the dispersed deployment of around 25 percent of the active interceptor
force for extended periods of time. These dispersal bases now have only
a limited capability for the support of interceptor aircraft.
We still plan to retain all available interceptor aircraft in the
force throughout the fiscal year 1965-69 period. As shown in Table 3,
the number of aircraft will decline gradually because of attrition although
by.the end of fiscal year 1969 we will still have about 750 interceptors
in the active force. The Air National Guard during this period will be
considerably modernized by the replacement of the F-86•s, F-lOO's, and
some F-89's with F-102's. By the end of fiscal year 1968 the continental
defense aircraft elements of the Air National Guard will consist of
200 F-89's and about 350 F-102's and these will be continued through fiscal
year 1969.
We believe that this force is appropriate for defense against what
we presently foresee as a declining Soviet manned bomber threat. However,
if the Soviets should deploy a new long-range bomber, which the intelligence
community as a whole does not consider likely, we would have to re-evaluate
the size and character of our interceptor force and particularly the need
for modernization.
3.

Possible Future Manned Interceptors

I informed the Committee last year that whether or not the Soviet
Union actually deployed a new long-range bomber we intended to make a
thorough study of the entire problem of modernizing our manned
interceptor force. Such a study was completed by the Air Force last year.
There are actually a number of aircraft already in production,
under development, or in operation which could be adapted to the interceptor
role, including the F-4, the A-5, the F-lll (TFX), and the C-135B, the
last serving as an air-to-air missile platform. Still another possibility
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would be a completely new interceptor (IMI) based upon some of the latest
work done on airframes and engines. One of the surprising conclusions
of the Air Force study is that any one of these five systems would, for
the same total program cost, provide roughly comparable defenses against
a fairly wide range of possible bomber threats.
Thus, the selection of an advanced interceptor would most likely
have to be based on other considerations, for exampl~ availability, the
degree of confidence in system characteristics and in the cost estimates,
vulnerability to no-warning and an intensive defense supression attack,
dependence on ground control, usefulness in a TAC role, effectiveness
against a supersonic bomber threat, etc. Each of the five alternative
systems has its own particular strengths and weaknesses in terms of these
"secondary" criteria. Selection of any one of these systems involves
some kind of uncertainty. A mixed force of IMI's and C-135's would probably
provide the most effective air defense against a large bomber threat, but
deployment of both systems would hardly be justified in terms of cost.
Against a supersonic bomber threat, the IMI would clearly be superior.
Thus we have a number of good choices for a "follow-on" interceptor
and we will continue to have these choices for some time. But until we
can better discern the character of the future manned bomber threat and
determine the proper balance among the three basic elements of our
defensive posture, i.e., defense against manned bombers, defense against
ICBM's and submarine-launched missiles, and civil defense, it would be
premature to make the choice. Meanwhile we are proceeding with the
production and improvement of the F-4 1 the development of the F-lll and
development of a number of subsystems which might be needed by a new
interceptor.
4.

Surface-to-Air Missiles

As I pointed out last year the Air Force's BOMARC missiles are
concentrated on just eight soft bases and therefore are highly vulnerable
to an initial ICBM attack. The present BOMARC force is made up of 195
BOMARC-A and 188 BOMARC-B's on launchers. Six of the eight BOMARC bases
are partially equipped with the BOMARC-B. The BOMARC-A 1 s have a much
shorter range than the BOMARC-B's - 200 miles vs. 400 miles; the A's
have no low altitude capability while the B's do. Accordingly, we now
propose to phase out the "A" missiles in fiscal year 1965 with a saving
in annual operating costs of $10 million. We propose to retain the "B"
missiles in the force through the programing period, as shown on Table 3.
The 188 BOMARC-B's will be distributed over six bases.
NIKE-HERCULES continues to be a very useful air defense weapon
system. Together with the Missile Master and Birdie control systems,
NIKE-HERCULES can operate independently of SAGE and will also be able to

operate together with the BUIC semi-automatic backup system, Accordingly
we plan to continue the HERCULES force intact through at least fiscal
year 1969, but with the Army National Guard taking on an increasing share
of the on-site operation. By the end of fiscal year 1965 theGuard will
be operating- NIKE-HERCULES missiles and the active Army
I and we
tentatively plan to continue this division of responsibility throughout
the program period, as shown on Table 3.
The older NIKE-AJAX operated by the Army National Guard will be
completely phased out this fiscal year.
In the fall of 1962, in response to the Cuban crisis, we added 72
NIKE-HERCULES to the Continental Air ~~d Missile Defense Forcesfor
deployment in Florida, raising the total number of NIKE-HERCULES from
!, at the end of fiscal year 1962 to
by the end of fiscal year
1903, the number we now plan to c
At the same time
we added
of the HAWK
to the Continental
Air and Missile Defense Forces for deployment in
orida and these
missiles will also be continued in the forces through the programing
period.
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I informed the Committee last year that we proposed to re-locate
20 NIKE-HERCULES batteries either to the Midwestern part of the U.S. to
defend our hardened ICBM forces and military control centers, or to the
Southeast to protect cities in that area. These units are now located
at soft SAC bases and at Thule, Greenland. Since the soft SAC aircraft
bases would be prime targets for Soviet ICBM attack, NIKE-HERCULES
batteries would not be very effective at such installations, but they
could be of considerable value in defending hard missile sites and
control centers against a follow-on attack by Soviet manned bombers.
We now plan to redeploy 22 HERCULES batteries during fiscal year
1965 ru1d fiscal year 1966, mostly for the protection of our hard missile
sites. Multiple launch areas will be prepared for all of the fire units
in order to reduce their vulnerability to a defense suppression attack.
The initial cost of this redeployment is estimated at about $50 million
in fiscal year 1965. However, the contribution these NIKE-HERCULES
batteries can make to the defense of our hard ICBM and control sites is
well worth this cost. At the very least, they would force the Soviets to
program either a large number of strategic missiles or a combination of
missiles and aircraft against each of the hard sites - thus making the
cost of destroying any one of them extremely expensive. The specific
re-siting plan is still under study, but a decision will be reached soon.
C.

DEFENSE AGAINST ICBM ATTACK

A defense against ICBM attack continues to be the most difficult
problem confronting us in the Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces

~
~

Program. The problem involves both varning and an active defense against
the attacking missiles.
Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS)

1.

B~ffiWS is our primary varning system against ballistic missile
attack. All three stations of this system - at Thule, Greenland; Clear,
Alaska; and Fylingdales, U.K. - are now in operation.
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While it is conceivable that the Soviet Union could "end nm"
BME'dS by launching an ICBM attack over the Antarctic, it is not a very
likely contingency since both the accuracy and the a load of the
missile would be si nificantl reduced.
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Against an attack from a more likely
direction, i.e., across the Arctic, with or without an attack across the
Antarctic, it is reasonable to assume that the BMEWS as now planned would
be able to provide adequate warning.
2.

Missile Defense Alarm System (MIDAS)
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Over-The-Horizon Radar
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In fiscal year 1963 we started a new program for the development
of an over-the-horizon radar e:;,::.·
'· ,;
;·, ·:;: ~:. $,; :.· :,J
launches.
A prototype system is already in operation. Seven million
dollars was applied to this project in fiscal year 1963, $10 million in
fiscal year 1964, and $10 million more is included in the fiscal year 1965
budget. If successful this development could serve the purpose
p,;;;:; · ::.. ,;;;,, o.e;:;•
namely, a backup to BMEWS. Such a radar
would also be able to detect missiles launched in any direction, for
exam~le! over. the South Pole. C"i\/;;.~ 1f~:::+x-- · ·- · -m:--,<t, ·: ,.--"-~-~: .-.:#f-*M!!' )ltom·4§4tiiH4W"iP_E· ,'>,/;:·•::;,,;,;\!'f..)ii;c$;:iE<J and could provide earlier information on missile
raids than BMEWS. It would also provide reater confidence by confirming
B~-~warning ••.
··.~x-~';.·,
.. ,.
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4.

Bomb Alarm System

The Bomb Alarm System is designed to provide automatic detection of
nuclear detonations at selected sites in the NORAD area of responsibility
and to relay this information immediately and automatically to the central
display centers, both for military and civil defense use. The system has
been in operation now for about a year and a half with continuing costs
of about $4 million annually.
Another, more sophisticated system, NUDETS (Nuclear Detonation
Detection and Reporting System) has been proposed. NUDETS would be
designed to provide timely information to elements of the National
Military Command System (NMCS), to other military commands and to civilian
agencies on the yield, height of burst and ground zero of nuclear
detonations in the United States for purposes of damage assessment and
fallout prediction. The first phase of the system - a four-site complex
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centered on the Washington, Baltimore, Norfolk area - should be completed
by the end of the current fiscal year. Depending upon the results of
tests of this complex during fiscal year 1965 and further technical
studies to be conducted under the direction of the Defense Communications
Agency, a nationwide system is a future possibility. The cost of these
studies in fiscal year 1965 is estimated at $0.5 million.

5.

NIKE-X and NIKE-ZEUS

Last year, for the reasons which I outlined at the time, the
Department of Defense initiated a major program for the development of a
new anti-missile defense system, NIKE-X, in place of the NIKE-ZEUS then
undergoing test and evaluation. At the same time, the NIKE-ZEUS program
was limited to the study of re-entry phenomena and defense techniques,
The NIKE-X is designed to provide three improvements over the NIKEZEUS system: (a) A high acceleration missile, SPRINT, which would be fast
enought to pro-ride time for
discrimination
re-entering objects
before the SPRINT has to be
quire and track
thus reducing
system's ra
ted by saturating
radar; and
(c) Components which could be sufficiently hardened to make direct attack
on the system unprofitable.
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A small proportion (about 10 percent) of the missiles in each battery
would be NIKE-ZEUS i11 order to provide a capability for above atmosphere
and extra range interception, where circumstances.permit. This capability
would complicate the enemy's problem, since he could not depend on his
missile being intercepted only after it had re-entered the atmosphere.

The continued testing of the NIKE-ZEUS and preliminary studies of
the NIKE-X system's characteristics and effectiveness provide grounds
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for believing that the technical problems of at least a partial defense
against a ballistic missile attack may be solved within the next several
'The NIKE-ZEUS test program has met with considerable success. Of
actual intercepts attempted at Kwajalein Island,lllllllllsuccessful
successful. While such tests do not accurately simulate combat
tions, they are sufficiently realistic to establish confidence in the
c
system's major components. Developmental missile firing and co~onent
testiP~ have also continued at the White Sands Missile Range and a
~ll3-ZEUS tracking radar installed at Ascension Island has been collecting
data on ICml re-entry bodies launched do;m the Atlantic Missile Range.
Analyses of the NIKE-X system completed to date provide some basis
for the belief that the three critical characteristics required of the
system, which I described earlier, can eventually be satisfied. However,
major problems have yet to be solved before we will have sufficient data
upon which to consider a decision to produce and deploy the system. Three
projects, already underway, will contribute importantly to this end: (a)
A ZEUS discrimination radar was installed at Kwajalein in September 1963
and over the next year should produce a considerable amount of information
concerning discrimination techniques against various types of penetration
aids; (b) A proto-type Multi-function Array Radar (MAR) will be installed
at White Sands Missile Range in June 1964, and several other phasedarray radars will also be tested during the next year, thus contributing
i.Thportantly to our knowledge of this type of radar technology; and (c)
Components of the SPRINT missile will be static-tested in 1964; the first
full-scale SPRINT test is scheduled for late 1965.
By next year, therefore, we should have considerably more
information upon which to base a judgment on the technical feasibility
of the NIKE-X system. A large number of detailed technical, strategic
a~d economic problems, however, must still be solved before an effective
ballistic missile defense system can be deployed. Components must be
developed to withstand very high accelerations and temperatures.
Manufacturing techniques must be devised for the
efficient reliable tubes and comp<on•~n,~s.

none of these problems
delays and increases in
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Far more important: the effectiveness of an active ballistic missile
defense system in saving lives depends in large part upon the existence
of an adequate civil defense system. Indeed, in the absence of adequate
fallout shelters, an active defense might not significantly increase the
proportion of the population surviving an "all out" nuclear attack.
Offensive missiles could easily be targeted at points outside the defended
area and thereby achieve by fallout what otherwise would have to be
achieved by blast and heat effects. For this reason, the very austere
civil defense program recommended by the President, which I will discuss
later, should be given priority over procurement and deployment of any
major additions to the active defenses.
Moreover, before we make the huge investment required for the deployment of an anti-ballistic missile defense system, we must carefully
consider what additional civil defense measures might be required for the
population. The effectiveness of the NIKE-X system against attacks
employing decoys would vary with the altitude at which the incoming warheads
must be engaged. The lower the altitude, the better the chances of
discrimination, but the greater the chance that the weapon might be
detonated before it is intercepted. But, the lower the altitude at which
the weapon is detonated, the higher the blast and thermal effects on the
ground for any given yield. Thus, to the extent that we can protect the
population against the blast and heat of a nuclear explosion, we can wait
longer before engaging an enemy missile and can thus be surer that we
engage the warhead, not a decoy.
Finally, we would have to continue and perhaps improve our defenses
against manned bombers since the NIKE-X alone could not defend cities
against a bomber attack or cruise missiles.
Accordingly, we propose to continue the NIKE-X as a high priority
research and development program without any commitment at this time to
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its ultimate production and deployment. A decision to commence
procurement in fiscal year 1966, if such a decision is found warranted at
that time, would permit the deployment of the system beginning in 1969-70,
with complete deployment by 1972-73. The NJXE-ZEUS test program will be
completed in fiscal year 1965.
D.

DEFENSE AGAINST SUBMARINE-LAUNCHED MISSILES

Second only in importance to defense against ICBM attack is the
problem of defense against submarine-launched missiles. The solution to
this problem entails three different types of capabilities:
(1)

The detection and tracking of enemy submarines.

(2)

The destruction of these submarines before they have an
opportunity to launch their missiles.

(3)

The detection, tracking, and destruction of the missiles
once they have been launched.

To help provide the first capability, we have an undersea
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Recognizing the growing seriousness of the missile-launching submarine threat, we are continuing a very ambitious research and development
effort in the submarine detection area. This effort, known collectively
as TRIDENT, is included in the Research and Development Program. f
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We are also supporting a large-scale experimental effort in the long
range active detection of enemy submarines. This project, known as ARTEMIS,
is directed at extending our basic knowledge of sonar techniques, particularly in acoustics, a science which is vital to the long range detection
and surveillance problem. The 1965 Research and Development Program will
also support continued work on the development of aircraft-monitored sanabuoys, still another approach to the difficult surveillance and tracking
problems.

[·' '·
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~;.
the detection systems under development, can only
provide information on the presence and location of enemy submarines.
Destruction of the submarines, the second capability, must be accomplished
by the ships, aircraft, and submarines of the Navy's anti-sUbmarine
warfare forces which I will discuss in detail under the heading of General
Purpose Forces.
With regard to the third capability, we do not now have any
significant defense against missiles once they are launched by enemy
submarines. Our principal active defense capability against submarine-
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launched missiles lies in our system~r detecting, tracking, and destroying the submarines before they can launch their missiles.
We have, however, been studying and testing the feasibility of
modifying certain radars to give them a capability for detecting missiles
laQ~ched from submarines.
These tests were successful and we are now
about to modify selected air defense radars on the East, West, and Gulf
Coasts to give them some
ty against shorter range missiles launched
from submarines
thereby providing at least a few minutes of
warning. About
million was included in the fiscal year 1964 budget for
this purpose, $15.9 million is included in the 1965 budget, and $5.5
million will be required in fiscal year 1966, making a total of about
$28 million. The NIKE-X system, if we decide to deploy it, would then
provide the primary capability against submarine-launched missiles.
E.

SPACE SURVEILLANCE

Although attack from enemy satellites is not a very likely threat
for the immediate future, it is a possibility and we must develop the
necessary techniques and equipment now so that we could quickly provide a
defense if the need should ever arise. The first element of such a
capability is to be able to detect and track all objects in orbit, which
is now being done through the Space Detection and Tracking System (SPADATS)
under the control of NORAD. SPADATS is a combination of the Navy's Space
Surveillance (SPASUR) system and the Air Force's SPACErRACK. D3.ta from
this consolidated system, plus additional information from scientific
centers, other military systems such as BMEWS and
and Alaska, are fed to the surveillance center at NORAD where a
catalog of all space objects is maintained.
A new large phased-array prototype radar will be installed this
spring at Eglin Field, Florida, thus greatly increasing the capability of
the system to track and classify large numbers of orbiting objects. For
detecting objects beyond effective radar range
search system
at Cloudcroft New Mexico
Further improvements to SPADATS are proposed for fiscal year 1965,
including initiation of research and development on high accuracy radar
tracking techniques which would improve our ability to identify and
intercept satellites.
Work will also be continued on the Satellite Inspector project
designed to develop equipment and techniques for inspecting objects in
space in order to determine whether they are friendly or hostile Because
of the potential importance of a workable satellite inspection system, we·
are also providing funds to explore other possible approaches. The

Advanced Research Projects Agency's (ARPA) budget for the current fiscal
year includes funds for the study of the feasibility of developing groundbased techniques for determining satellite characteristics, Much of the
technology that would be required for such a capability is closely related
to ARPA' s Project DEFENilER and the studies will be carried out in
conjunction with that project.

F.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

The Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces I have outlined will
require Total Obligational Authority of $1.8 billion in fiscal year 1965.
A comparison with prior fiscal years is shown below:
($Billions, Fiscal Years)

Total Obligational
Authority

1962
Original

1962
Final

2.2

2.1

1963
Actual
1.9
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1965
1964
Estimated Proposed
1.9

1.8

IV.

GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

The General Purpose Forces include most of the Army's combat and
combat support units, virtually all Navy units, all !oBrine Corps units,
and the tactical units of the Air Force. These are the forces upon
which we rely to perform the entire range of combat operations short of
general nuclear war.
A.

THE REQUIREMENT

Although we have made a great deal of progress during the last two
years in exploring and defining the broad requirements for General Purpose
Forces, the size and character of these forces are more difficult to
determine than that of strategic forces. This is so for several reasons:
1.

The wide variety of possible contingencies they must be prepared
to meet - ranging from counterinsurgency operations in such
places as Vietnam to a large-scale conventional or tactical
nuclear war in Europe.

2.

The many uncertainties regarding the size, disposition,
readiness, and effectiveness of the opposing forces they may
have to engage.

3.

The close interdependence of our General Purpose Forces with
those of our Allies around the world, particularly in the NATO
area.

4.

The relatively more important role that the reserve components
play in the General Purpose Forces.

5· The interaction between the size of the forces

and the ability to

deploy them rapidly to wherever they may be needed.

6.

The sheer number and diversity of the units, capabilities, weapons,
equipment, and supplies involved.

Although one of the major objectives of our General Purpose Forces is
to keep open as many useful military options as possible, we must recognize
that we cannot hope to be fully prepared to meet every conceivable contingency and, for that matter, neither can our opponents. Moreover, the record
shows that our ability to predict contingencies is quite limited. Accordingly, we must build into our General Purpose Forces a capability to deal
with both the kind of contingencies we judge to be most likely and the kind
we judge to be most vital to the security of the United States and the free
world.
For example, a large-scale Soviet attack on Western Europe, while not
one of the most likely contingencies, would be extremely dangerous to our

SMHti fi 7
0\itl security, and would compel us to respond 1mmed.iately with whatever force
was needed to halt the onslaugbt, even with tactical nuclear weapons, if
necessary. Thus, we must continue to provide in our General Purpose Forces
a capability to participate with our Allies in a large-scale war j_n Europe,
both with and without nuclear weapons.

But the capability to deal with the largest and most dangerous contingency does not necessarily give us the capability to deal effectively
with the more likely ones at the lower end of the scale. We learned that
lesson in Vietnam. The kinds of forces, equipment, training, and tactics
required for counterinsurgency operations, which appear to be the most
likely type of contingency we are apt to encounter during the balance of
this decade, are quite different from those needed to fight large-scale
conventional wars, not to speak of wars involving the use of tactical
nuclear weapons. This capability, too, must be provided in our general
purpose forces, both for our own use and to assist in training the forces
of other free world nations.
Falling between these two extremes is the wide range of contingencies
which stem from overt armed aggression by a Communist state against a
neighbor. Forces to deal with such contingencies must also be available.
As I informed the Committee last year, we studied a large number of
limited war situations and examined the specific ground and air tactical
forces we would need to deal with them. While we recognize the limitations
of these studies, they were of great assistance to us in assessing the
capabilities of our ground and air tactical forces to cope with such
situations in various parts of the world, and in some cases in more than
one place at the same time.
On the basis of these analyses, we concluded last year that:

1.

Readiness and mobility can greatly reduce requirements for general
purpose forces, in the sense that they increase the effectiveness
of available forces.

2.

Modern equipment, weapons, and munitions in sufficient quantity
to support the existing forces in sustained combat are more
important at this time than more military units.

3·

In many cases, proper support of indigenous forces on the scene
can give a greater return to collective defense than additional
U.S. forces.

4.

The presently programed force, in general, could by non-nuclear
means alone, counter a wide spectrum of Sino-Soviet Bloc
aggressions j_n regions other than Europe.
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5· With regard to Europe, the presently programed U.S. forces,

toccther with the present forces of other llP.TO countries, would
not be able to contain = all-out conventional Soviet attacl~
without invoking the usc of nuclear weapons.

Our continuing study of this problem during the last year bas not
significantly altered these conclusions, with one important exception. An
intensive study of the size and character of Communist ground forces bas
convinced us that our ability to deal with conventional attacks in Europe
is greater than had previously been supposed.
I have been convinced for
some time, as have many members of Congress, that we have been overestimating the size and capability of the Communist ground forces. These
inflated estimates have led, in turn, to an unduly pessimistic view of our
prospects in non-nuclear war. Actually, the problems we face in this area
are related more to readiness, deployment capability and certain shortages
in equipment and stocks than they are to overall manpower levels or defense
budgets .

••
It is clear, therefore, that numbers of divisions, alone, are not a
good measure of combat effectiveness. Manning, non-divisional combat
support forces and levels of equipping and supply must also be taken into
account. These are the factors which give the divisions their "staying
po·.·er". U.S. mechanized divisions, for example, are backed up by about
two and a half times as many non-divisional combat support personnel, e.g.,
corps artillery, combat engineers, etc. as their Soviet counterparts. The
U.S. divisions have far more personnel in maneuvering units, more engineers
and signal units, and more light armored personnel carriers, and far more
organic aircraft available in support than Soviet divisions.
Because of the wide differences in the manning, equipping, support,
etc., of the various national forces, it is extremely difficult to make any
direct comparisons between the NATO and Warsaw Pact forces, or even among
the national forces of each of the alliances. Moreover, many other important
factors including esprit de corps and leadership must be taken into a•count.
Nevertheless, it is clear that U.S. divisions and their combat suppcrt forces
have about twice as many men as their Soviet counterparts, and they are better
equipped.
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Our most recent studies support the general conclusions reached last
year, name1Y, that: (1) The forces envisioned in NATO plans for the end
of 1966, fully manned, trained, equipped, and properlY positioned, could
hold an initial Soviet attack on the Central Front using non-nuclear means
alone; (2) Until these requirements are met
•
.
__,l the defense of Europe against an all-out soViet

c. . _:.. __________
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attack, even if such an attack were limited to non-nuclear means, would
require the use of tactical nuclear weapons on our part.
AJ.though the current force goals are well 'W'itbin tbe capabilities
of NA'I'J, ;re are still some distance frC!ll achieving them. We be~ieve that
the present U.S. contribution of five
and three separate
regiments, p~us
divisions, is a
fair share of the
requirement, considering ou;t" responsibi~ities for
furnishing the strategic nuclear forces for NATO and for supporting al~ies
in other parts of the wor~d. Accordingly, we still bold to the position that
the balance of the liA!I'O force requirements should be provided by our NATO
partners. And this was the view I reiterated to the IiATO Council of
Ministers last December.
Some progress has been made in this direction. Within the last year
our 1000 partners have increased their defense budgets by about $1. 3 billion,
from $18.7 billion to $20 billion. However, it is becoming increasingly
clear that the real problem is not so much an overall increase in defense
budgets as it is a better balance of effort, particularly in the deployment
of available forces and in the provision of combat consumables.
One final point: most of our non-nuclear requirements studies to
date have concerned themselves with the military requirements for defending
Europe against the Bloc's major capability, a massive attack. I believe it
is at least equally important that NATO have strong conventional forces for
use in contingencies which may arise over Berlin, or in other contingencies
whose course is hard for us now to predict. In either case, our ability to
put pressure on the Soviets - a crucial element in crises of this sort - ~
depend on our ability to make limited military moves without using nuclear
weapons. In this connection, what matters most is not the size of the
available forces but their readiness, their disposition and their mobility.
For this reason we are making every effort to improve the capability of our
forces for rapid transport and deployment. I shall outline these efforts in
detail in connection with my discussion of our airlift and sealift forces.

As I informed the Committee last year, we are in considerably better
IiATO area than we
shape with regard to land-based
are vith
to

These totals do not reflect the definite qualitative edge on the side
of NATO. For example, the bulk of Allied tactical aircraft can carry twice
the payload farther than their Bloc counterparts. In fact, most Bloc aircraft could not reach many important 1000 targets from available bases,

Sttiili
especially at the low altitudes at which our air defenses would force
them to fly.
The NATO tactical air forces, however, have several serious weaknesses which, if not corrected, would tend to degrade NATO's other
advantages. NATO aircraft are presently concentrated on too few airfields
and in unprotected parking areas where they are highly vulnerable to
attack. Also, non-U.S. NATO forces are still short of combat supplies and
properly trained personnel. We have undertaken a number of measures to
overcome the deficiencies in our own forces, which I will discuss later in
context with the Air Force general purpose forces. Air superiority in the
NATO area is essential to our defensive strategy, since we depend upon that
superiority to disrupt enemy supply lines. and prevent reinforcement of Bloc
ground forces in Europe.
In our judgment, resources allocated to the Navy general purpose
forces are adequate to meet limited war requirements in Europe and elsewhere in the world. The principal problem here is to ensure that the composition of the Fleet is such as to provide us with a capability to deal
with important contingencies. I will discuss this particular problem when
I talk about the shipbuilding program.
In summary, our requirements studies indicate that, except in the
case of a massive attack by the Soviet Union or Communist China, we,
together with our allies, have sufficient active forces for the initial
stages of a conflict, without immediately resorting to nuclear weapons. It
\Wuld, however, be necessary to mobilize reserve component units rapidly at
the start of a conflict in order to provide the additional forces needed to
sustain combat and to reconstitute the strategic reserve. And, in all
cases, it is clear that ultimate allied success would be heavily dependent
upon achieving early air superiority and upon having adequate air and sea
lift.
Our capability for dealing with Communist aggression will be
importantly influenced by congressional action on the Military Assistance
Program. Our general purpose forces, to a large extent, are designed to
support our Allies around the world •. Thus, the size and quality of the
forces of our Allies have an important bearing on our own requirements for
general purpose forces. Indeed, in the NATO area and the Far East, the
forces of our Allies clearly outnumber our own, although they lack in many
respects our readiness and combat power.

Host of our European NATO Allies are now in a much better position to
support their military forces, but our Allies in the Hiddle and Far East,
and particularly those close to and immediately threatened by Communist
power, still need substantial amounts of both military and economic
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assistance. These countries have the manpower, but they do not have the
needed weapons and materiel; and, in some cases, they cannot even meet
their military payrolls from their own resources. For these countries,
military assistance -- and in selected cases, economic assistance as well
is absolutely essential if they are to continue to play their proper
role in the collective defense of the free world.
There is no question in my mind that where the nations involved have
the Will to defend their independence we can help them best by providing
the required materiel, training and budgetary support for their military
forces, instead of increasing our own general purpose forces. While we
must always be prepared to meet our military obligations to our allies, it
is in the interest •)f the entire free world for nations threatened by
Camnunist attack or subversion to defend themselves insofar as possible
without direct intervention by u.s. military forces. Thus, from every
point of view, it is in our own national interest to help provide these
nations with both the military and the economic means to defend themselves.
Indeed, we are still convinced that dollars spent for military assistance
can often make a much greater contribution to the collective defense of
the free world and thus to our own security than an equal number of dollars spent for our own forces.
The requirement for active duty general purpose forces is also influenced by the size and character of our reserve forces. To the extent
that our reserve units can be brought to bear in a timely manner, therequirement for active forces is reduced. But to be fully effective, certain
portions of our reserve forces must be maintained at a high level of
readiness, since as we have seen, a quick response to actual or threatened
Conmunist aggression can do much to forestall the need for a much greater
milit~y effort later when the situation has already deteriorated.
Thus,
there is a great premium on highly ready reserve forces which can augment
quickly our active forces.
Because the time element is so important in limited war situations,
we must also take into account other means for reducing reaction time in
our evaluation of the general purpose forces requirements:
(l)

The deployment, in advance of aggression, of suitable U.S.
forces to potential trouble areas;

(2)

Jieasures to maintain the readiness of the forces held in
strater;ic reserve in the u.s. for quick deployment overseas;

(3)

Adequate airlift and sealift to move additional forces to
the place of need; and

(4)

The prepositioning of equipment and supplies in potential
trouble areas overseas.

8o
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In some of the situations we have studied, we have found that our
ability to move forces promptly and support them in combat overseas is
the limiting factor and not the number of divisions available.
All of these considerations -- the broad range of military capabilities re~uired, the coordination of our efforts with those of our
allies, the close relationship between our own military program and the
assistance we give our allies, the abilities of our reserve components,
and the various alter1.atives we have for increasing our readiness -must be taken into account in determining the re~uirements for general
purpose forces.
B.

ARI-!Y GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

1.

Active Forces

The United ::;tates Arnry, during the last three years, has beer.
increased in size but even more in combat effectiveness. The active duty
strength was raised from about 858,000 at the end of fiscal year 1961 to
about 972,000 planned for the end of the current fiscal year. The number
of combat-ready divisions was increased from 11 to 16 by bringing three
training divisions up to full combat strength and by creating two ne1-r
divisions. In addition, a provisional air assault division was established
to test new concepts in air mobility. B,y June of this year all of the 16
regular Army divisions >rill have been reorganized on the ROAD concept,
thus greatly increasing their non-nuclear firepower ana tactical mobility,
and significantly increasing their organizational flexibility.
Major increases were also made in non-divisional support units
artillery, surface-to-surface missiles, and air defense battalions. All
of the li~uid fuel REDSTONE and CORPORAL battalions will be phased out by
this summer and replaced with solid fuel SERGEANT and PERSHING battalions.
The number of Special Forces Groups including those currently employed in
counterinsurgency operations has been more than doubled and their overall
personnel strength ~uadrupled. In addition, Army procurement has been
substantially increased.
The Arnry General Purpose Forces proposed for the fiscal year 1965-69
are sho.'Il on Table 4. The number of combat divisions remains at
16. One mechanized division is now being converted to an armored division,
and the provisional air assault division lrill be continued to pennit
completion of the test program nO'..r undenray. The 971~, 000 end strength
planned fo~ fiscal yenr 1965 includes 15,000 men for this division and
related snaller vnits. The division was forned in FebruLUJ' 1963 vith ::m
infantry b~ttalion size force and a reduced air transport brigade. The
battalion size force 1-rus expanded to a brir>ade last fall. The reduced
stren(lth air transport bri3ade also has been increased in stren.:;th. Fullscale division tests are scheduled for late in fiscal year 1965. Joint
pe~iod
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exercises with the Air Force will also be conducted UDder the auspices of
the Strike Command. We Will then be in a position to decide on the
fUture implementation of the air mobility concepts recommended by the
Hovze Board two years ago.
There are a number of other minor changes in the non-divisional
forces as compared with last year. We had pl.a.n.ned, as part of the ROAD
reorganization in Europe, to use some of the resources freed by the phaseout of the inf'antry battle groeys to create a new airborne brigade. This
is no longer necessary, inasmuch as the contingency for which this
brigade vas re~uired can be covered by the rapid deployment of forces nov
in the u.s. Moreover, we intend to retain the airborne capability now
provided within one of our divisions in Europe. This capability vould
have been eliminated had the additional brigade been formed.
Another change from last year is the addition of the seventh Special
Forces Group in fiscal year 1964. The total strength of these units Will
be increased to
_at_the end of fiscal year 1961.
In the surface-to-surface missile category, the only change from last
year is the elimination of the six battalions of LACROSSE. It vas decided
that in view of the rapid introduction of other veapons such as the improved
HONEST JOJ'm, the 175mm gun, the new 8" howitzers, and the potential savings
in manpower and other operating costs that might be applied to higher
priority programs, these units should be phased out earlier than originally
planned.

A number of important changes have been made in the Arley's air
defense program. As I mentioned earlier in connection vith the Continental
Air and Missile Defense Program, one battalion of HERCULES and tvo battalions
of HAWK were transferred from the Pxmy General Purpose Forces to the
Continental Defense Forces for the defense of southern Florida. The
number of HERCULES battalions, however, will increase by tvo as previously
pl.a.n.ne d .
Last year we had planned to introduce the MAULER air defense missile
into the force beginning in fiscal year 1966, and provide one battalion
per Army division by end fiscal year 1968. However, the MAULER development
program has slipped badly as a result of unforeseen technical problems and
we have decided to leave it in development status for another year. Meanwhile, we are exploring alternative systems to meet the air defense re~uire
ment in the forvard battle area. I will discuss this effort in greater
detail in connection With the Research and Development Program.
2.

Army

Reserve Components

Two years ago ve initiated a major realignment of the Army's reserve
camponents to enhance their ability to augment the active Army during periods
of grave international tension or during limited vars. This realignment vas
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iff PITcompleted last summer and, in fact, the units completed their summer
training under their new designations. All of the Army Reserve and
Guard divisions are now organized under the new ROAD concept.
But, as we anticipated last year, the Army's reserve components
have suffered a heavy turnover of personnel and their paid drill training
strength as of December 31, 1963 (about 618,100), is no greater than it
was at the end of fiscal year 1962, when 78,200 reservists called up in
1961 were still on active duty. However, there is one significant
difference - the condition of the reserve component units is superior to
what it was two years ago, because: (a) All units must now maintain at
least 90 percent MOS qualified personnel; (b) The reserve components must
apply the same high recruiting standards used for enlistment in the active
Army; (c) No units are permitted to exceed their authorized strength; and
(d) Personnel on paid drill training status are required to meet specific
standards of attendance and performance.
In accordance with the desires of the Congress, we programed for
the Army'·s reserve components a paid drill strength of 700,000 for end
fiscal year 1964, but we budgeted for only about 665,000, the level which
we thought they could actually achieve by the end of that year. We now
estimate that they will reach a level of only about 640,000 by the end of
the current fiscal year. For end fiscal year 1965, therefore, we again
propose to program a total of 700,000, but budget for a total of 68o,ooo 395,000 for the Army National Guard and 285,000 for the Army Reserves - the
numbers ve believe can actually be attained.
Although the Army's reserve components have not reached the paid
drill training strength estimated last year, the realignment of the forces
has gone well. They have now a larger proportion of their drill pay
strength in the higher priority categories - the on-site air defense units,
the units to reinforce the active ~' the brigades, the training and base
units, and the six hiGh priority divisions and their support, as shown on
Table 5. A much smaller proportion of the total strength is now in the
lower priority divisions. In terms of readiness, the reserve components
have made less progress, but there has still been a distinct improvement.
Faster progress towards the achievenent of the readiness goals will be
one of our major objectives in the coming fiscal year.

3.

Arnlf

Procurement

One of our major General Purpose Forces objectives in the last three
years has been to build stocks of weapons, equipment, ammunition, and
supplies to balanced levels which would enable the Army to engage in combat
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for sustained periods of time. Until the Contingency War Plans can be
tulzy translated into logistical requirements, we have decided to provide
initial equipment for a 22-division force (16 active and 6 reserve component divisions) plus sufficient combat consumables (attrition of equipment, replacement spares, ammunition, etc.) to maintain 16 divisions and
their supporting forces in combat for the entire period between D-Day and
the time when our production lines would be able to catch up vith the
rate of combat consumption (D toP). This objective '11111 be substantialzy
met by the fiscal year 1964 procurement progrmn. In the three fiscal years
1962-64 we will have applied about $8.1 billion for Army procurement
compared with about $5.0 billion in the three preceding fiscal years.
In fiscal year 1965 we propose oO eliminate the remaining major
deficiencies and, wherever feasible, to adjust production schedules to
minimum sustaining rates in order to keep the production lines going.
We have also continued our intensive review of combat requirements and
we have found a number of places where reductions can be made in estimated
consumption without exry adverse impact on canbat effectiveness. For
example, we found that the schedule for the deployment of forces which the
Army used to compute requirements was far too optimistic. As a result, total
combat consumption needs were inflated. The more realistic rates of deployment now being used have permitted some reduction in requirements for both
fiscal years 1964 and 1965. other chai)BeS in the fiscal year 1964 procurement program presented to you a year ago have been caused by delays in
completion of the R&D phase of certain items, by the availability of more
recent consumption data and by changes to our request made by the Congress.
Army proposals for the procurement of items for replacement or modernization
have been scrutinized with particular care in order to ensure that the
resultant gain in combat effectiveness would be fully worth the cost. As
a result of these adjustments the fiscal year 1964 procurement program now
totals about $2.9 billion and Total Obligational Authority required for fiscal
year 1965 is about $2.1 billion.

Because of the large number and variety of individual "line items"
in the Army's procurement list I will again limit myself to a discussion of
the broad categories shown on Table 6, mentioning onzy the most ~ortant
items within each category.
a.

Aircraft

The fiscal year 1965 budget provides $443.6 million for procurement
of 1,182 aircraft (and spares and repair parts), about 13 percent less than
fiscal year 1964 but about 30 percent more than fiscal year 1963.
Again the largest single item in this category is the purchase of 900
more UH-1 B/D ( IR();tUOIS) helicopters. The IROQUOIS is replacing older
helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft in the general utility role (e.g.,
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transporting troops, cargo and casualties). The fiscal year 1965 purchase
"Will bring the A:rrrry' s inventory to 2, 350 compared "With an inventory
objective of 3,200 aircraft.
The fiscal year 1965 procurement of 72 CH-47B CHINOOK medium transport helicopters "Will bring the total inventory of this aircraft, together
vith its predecessor, the MOJAVE, to 68 percent of the objective of 425
aircraft.
Three manufacturers are currently building light observation helicopter (LOH) test vehicles for the A:rrrry to be delivered this year. After
comparative tests are conducted one design will be selected. We then
propose to procure 88 helicopters of the winning design and $19.9 million
is included for this purpose in the fiscal year 1965 budget. This new
observation helicopter will be used to modernize the inventory which is made
up primarily of OH-13/23's.
We also propose to procure 55 fixed-wing and 67 rotary-wing trainer
aircraft in fiscal year 1965, at a cost of $8 million.
After reviewing the Army's requirements for fixed-wing aircraft it
vas determ~ned that there was no need for further procurement of the
CARIBOU after fiscal year 1963, and MOHAWK, after fiscal year 1964.
b.

Missiles

A:rrrry procurement of missiles vill decrease by $164.9 million, from
$447.5 million in fiscal year 1964 to $282.6 million in fiscal year 1965.

No additional HAWK or HERCULES surface-to-air missiles will be procured
in fiscal year 1965, the entire requirement for these weapons having been
bought j.n previous years. However, we are requesting about $10 million for
HAWK ground support equipment and related engineering services and about
$2 million has been included for HERCULES general support equipment and
related engineering services. Last year we requested, but Congress did not
approve funds for the initial procurement of MAULER, an air defense weapon
designed for use in the forvard battle area. We are now undertaking a
complete reappraisal of MAULER. Pending the results of that study, we are
not proposing any procurement for that missile.
iDg
5 \Te win be sharing the PERSHING missile production with
the Federal Republic of Germazzy. Inasmuch as we are so close to our inventory
objective, this joint program enables us to stretch out procurement of our
remaining-PERSHING needs, thereby assur
line through
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· refore,
the,re1lv b ... ~u-'~""'antzy
quick reaction capability of the PERSHING force.

We have decided to initiate procurement of 139 of the REDEYE mancarried missiles in fiscal year 1964 using the $7·9 million appropriated for
this purpose by the Congress in fiscal year 1963. In fiscal year 1965 we
propose procurement of
missiles and associated ground
While we noted development problems
equipment at a cost
with this missile last year, recent tests indicate that sufficient improvement has been accomplished to warrant starting procurement and leaving the
decision on total inventory objectives for later.
Last year, I indicated that adequate numbers of HONEST JOHN rockets
would be available to meet the inventory objective, thereby impzying that
the 1964 procurement would be the last. During the past year, as a result
of an Army study of fire support requirements in h'urope, we increased the
number of HONEST JOID<'s provided to the Seventh Army, and we have therefore
planned a further final procurement - r o c k e t s in 1965. These missiles,
together with a number of other HONEST JOHN's being released to the Army
by the Marine Corps should t'ulzy satis:f'y the inventory requirements.
The Army's budget also includes a request for funds to initiate procurement of two new missile weapon systems. The first, SHILLELAGH, is a
la1cm<:he•r anti-tank ueapon system using either a --·--··--' and will be used on the General

The second new missile, LANCE, is an economical, lightweight weapon
for division support. It is intended to replace the HONEST JOHN and possibly
the UTTLE JOHN. No decision bas yet been made to deploy it, but iri order
to shorten the procurement leadtime, we are requesting $4. 3 million for the
first 8 missiles and $6.7 million for necessary initial preproduction
engineering.
About $24 million is included in the budget for missile spares.

c.

Weapons and Combat Vehicles

The $236.8 million fiscal year 1965 request for weapons and combat
vehicles is $159.4 million less than the $396.2 million budgeted in fiscal
year 1964.
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\le :1ave ciecided t::> diEc::>nti::~ue all rifle pr::>curerJent f::>r the !.r-..ry in
fisce.2. years 1964-65 e~cept f::>:' the 85 1 OO::l AR-15' s (nov tcesie;nated J.!-16) 1 the
5. 56rn !"ifle now included in the fiscal year 1964 pr::>(;'.i'aJll, The A:r!!ly' s current
i:1'renwr;,· ::>bj ecUve is nb:::>ut 1. 8 r.Ulli:::>r. rifles. On hand or due f'r::>m the J.l-14
lJr::>sran a!"e 1.1 nilli:::>n rifles; 85,000 l-!-16 1 s have been ::>rdered; 8!1d there are
stiD. ab:::>'.lt 1.1 million 1·1-1 rifles a•:ailable in invent:::>r'J. In vim< of the
u::~c::>ninc; field evaluation of the M-16 1 the expected completion of service tests
of the Special Purpose Individual Heapon (SPIH) in fiscal year 19t'i5, and our
relatively ~::>::>d overall rifle invento!";,· position, I believe we Cal'! safely termi!!nte ~·1-14 pr:>curenent.
With respect to the M-60 machine gun, another member of the 7.62mm
family of small arms, Ye plan to stretch out the fiscal year 1964 production
quantity through fiscal year 1965 in order to maintain an active production
base for this Yeapon. Sufficient stocks will be available to meet initial
equipment objectives for the entire 22-division force.
Technical difficulties have caused some slippage in the production
program for the M-73 7.62mm machine gun. We plan to reduce the fiscal year
1964 procurement to 2 1 4oo (compared Yith 3,175 previously plaruled) and spread
this quantity over fiscal years 1964 and 1965. This amount will be adequate
to equip all related vehicles and precludes the necessity for any fiscal
year 1965 financing.
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An additional 193 M-578 Light Recovery Vehicles will be purchased in
fiscal yea!" 1965 for about $16 million. This will bring stocks to about
85 percent of the inventory objective.
\le B!"e also prop::>sin[; ab::>ut $14 nilli::>n for the initial procure:Jent of
l::>n.:; lead time i tens f::>r the new aiT.l:::>red reconnaissance airb:::>n1e assault vehicle,
popularly called General Sheridan '\Thich is designed f::>r reconnaissance operations in the field =~·· These vehicles equipped with the new SHILLELAGH
Yeapon system, mentioned earlier, will replace the !1-41 light tanJ• and the
J.:-56 self-propelled 90r:lm gun.
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The fiscal year l~ the M-113 armored personnel carriers
originally provided foriiiiiiiiiiiiiiJ This vehicle shares a common
chassis with the T-257, self-propelled mortar carrier and the M-577
command post vehicle. In order to sustain the production base for a longer
period of time, we now plan to reduce the 1964 procurement of M-ll3's to
and adjust the fiscal year 1965
for the three t~~es
of carriers to the minimum sustaining rate of
Thus
for 1965 we propose procurement of 175
mortar carriers and 850 M-113 personnel carriers at a total cost of about
$37 million which will essentially complete all of the initial equipment
requirements for the M-113 and the M-577 vehicles.
For M-60 tanks we

a procurement of
Together with the programs
vehicles and the armored vehicle launched bridge, both of which use the
M-6o chassis, this procurement will enable us to keep a production line
operating at a minimum sustaining r a t e - tanks or tank chassis through
the fiscal year 1965 procurement.
d.

Tactical and Support Vehicles

About $250 million is provided in the fiscal year 1965 proposed program for the procurement of almost 58,000 trucks, trailers and other noncombat vehicles, about 12,000 less than the number requested in fiscal year
1964.
In terms of cost, the more important items in this category are same
25,000 l/4, 3/4, 2-l/2, and 5-ton trucks for which about $156 million has
been requested. The proposed 1965 procurement would bring stocks of these
items to an average of about 87 percent of the inventory objective. However,
it should be noted that the present inventory includes a number of trucks
which are well beyond the expected useful age of 6-10 years.
e.

Communications and Electronics

We are requesting $259·1 miLlion for the procurement of communications
and electronics equipment in fiscal year 1965, about $176 million less than
fiscal year 1964, reflecting to a large extent the substantial correction
of our most serious shortages. The Arm:! strategic Communications System,
STARCCM, does show a substantial increase, however - $73.0 million compared
with $63.4 million in fiscal year 1964. This increase is needed to raise
the effectiveness of these vorld-wide strategic communications links.
About $38 million is requested for an additional 10,000 AN/VRC 12
vehicular radios. This vill bring us to about 53 percent of our present
goal. (The inventory objective for this item bas been increased during the
last year.) Also included in our proposed fiscal year 1965 program is

about $27 million for the purchase of communications security and
intelligence communications equipment, for functions vhich are included
in the General Support Program.
As shavn on Table 6 for 1964, $81. 2 million (to be derived by
reprograming) is provided for the procurement of Automatic Data Processing
equipment. Where a particular piece of equipment vill continue to be used
and can be amortized in six years or less, we believe it should be bought
outright rather than leased. Accordingly, I instructed the Services to
draw up shopping lists of all equipment meeting this standard. In the case
of the Army the procurement of $81.2 million of equipment in fiscal year
1964 vill reduce rental costs by $7.1 million in that year and $20.2
million per year thereafter.

f.

Ammunition

The 1965 request of $408 million is about $35 million less than the
amount requested in 1964, again reflecting the effect of past procurements
in filling the worst of the shortages in ammunition inventory requirements.
million, is for the procurement o f .
We also propose continued procurements
of several varieties of 175mm and 8" projectiles. Another large item is the
purchase of 762 million rounds of the 7. 62mm l!ATO cartridge for about $55
million. This is 64 million more rounds than purchased in fiscal year 1964.
The inventory objective for this cartridge is about 993 million rounds.
g.

other Support Equipment

We are requesting $129 million for other support equipment, about half
our request for 1964, reflecting the elimination of shortages through past
procurements. These funds will be used for such items as electric field
generators, road graders, amphibious lighters (such as the ~'~C), br~dce co~
r::>nents, s~:>:? equipment, fo::·:: li~-~t. t.:·t~~::s, etc.
h.

Production Base Program

The $71.9 million requested for production base support is $34 million
less than that requested for fiscal year 1964. Again, this decrease reflects
the lessening need for the expansion of facilities as stocks of many items
begin to approach their objectives.
C.

NAVf. GENER/',L PURPOSE FORCES

Since I a:ppeared before this Committee last year, we have made considerable progress in analyzing the need for naval forces. Each category
of force was examined separately - the attack carriers and their aircraft,

the ASW surveillance ships and aircraft, mine warfare, IIII!Phibious assault,
etc. As a result of these analyses, we nov have a better idea of the forces
required to carry out these fUnctions. Requirements studies scheduled for
the coming year will include some new analyses of such problems as the
tactical obsolescence of existing ships and nuclear pr~ulsion for surface
warships.
With regard to fleet obsolescence, there has been a tendency to focus
attention on the wrong set of facts. What we should be concerned vi th here
is not the chronological age of a particular ship but whether it is able
to perform its mission in the face of the expected threat, that is, whether
it is ''tactically obsolescent". This question must be approached on a
class-by-class, ship-by-ship basis. I believe that we are now all in agreement in the Pentagon that obsolescence based on age alone is not a useful
concept, and that we should convert or replace ships when so doing would
permit us to obtain more overall effectiveness out of the defense dollar
than we would get by continuing to operate the old ships. It is not
necessarily chronological age per ~ that makes a ship obsolete, provided
it is properly maintained.
For example, it nov appears that an "Essex"
class CVS will be good for at least 30 years of effective service, possibly
more. Some World War II ships are not large enough or fast enough to meet
today's requirements. These we are replacing with new, more effective ships.
other World War II ships are still adequate for their missions and these do
not need to be replaced nov.
The key to the problem of nuclear power for surface ships still appears
to be the availability of a more efficient power plant. The issue here is
both the cost of the nuclear pover plants, and their size and weight, which,
in turn, set a lover limit on the size of the ships in which they can be
ir~talled.
The true potential for the application of nuclear pover to
surface ships, is, in my judgment, not the few new aircraft carriers that
we may build over the next decade, but the large number of other major ships
that we will need. That is why I place so much emphasis on continued research and development on nuclear reactors for surface ships. The successful
development of more efficien~ lightweight reactors might well lead to a
truly nuclear-povered Navy. The cost/effectiveness of a nuclear-powered
fleet is another problem we will be exploring in great depth during the
next twelve months.
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MeB.D'W'hile, we are -cen"tl9."tlLVe:.L
period, the construction

For end fiscal year 1965 we plan a General Purpose Forces fleet of 840
ships, 3 more than we expect to have at the end of the current fiscal year
and 15 more than we had programed for that date last year. For the fiscal
year 1968-69 period, we have programed a level
50 more
than we planned last year. This increase is one of the results of our more
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comprehensive analyses of naval requirements and will be discussed in
greater detail in connection with each of the various force categories.
1.

Attack Carrier Forces

a.

Ships

As shown on Table 7, we plan to maintain 15 attack carriers throughout the program period. We now have one nuclear-powered carrier, the
ENTERPRISE; six "Forrestal" class, three "Midway" class, am five "Essex"
class carriers. One "Essex" class ship will be replaced by a "Forrestal"
class in fiscal year 1965 and another in fiscal year 1969, at which time
the force will consist of the ENTERPRISE, eight "Forrestal", three "Midway",
and three "Essex" class carriers.

We plan to reduce the number of attack carriers to 14 in fiscal year
1970 and to 13 in fiscal year 1972. Therefore, in the fiscal year 1965-69
program the new investment in aircraft and ships is limited to that which
;muld be required by a 13 CVA force.
This judgcent is supported by four major considerations:
( 1)

The "l'orrestal" class carriers are much more effective than
the "Essex" class they are replacing. A "Forrestal" class
costs between one-third to one-half again as much as an
"Essex", but this differential does seem justified. For
example, the area available for spotting aircraft is about
50 percent greater; overhead clearances in the hangar bays
are about 40 percent greater, permitting larger aircraft to
be stowed; aviation fuel and ordnance storage spaces are
greater, allowing longer periods of sustained combat; etc.

( 2)

The capabilities of carrier-based aircraft are improving
steadily. In the attack aircraft field, we are replacing the
early A-4's with the A-4E's, and an entirely new all-weather,
large payload aircraft, the A-6, is being introduced. In the
fighter field, we are replacing the F-8 low supersonic, fair
weather day fighter armed with SIDEWINDER missiles, with the
Mach 2.2 all-weather F-4, armed with SPARROW air-to-air
missiles. Further gains in combat capability will be realized
when still more effective aircraft, such as the new VAL (which
I will discuss presently, and the F-111 (TFX), become available
later in the planning period.

( 3)

By fiscal year 1966, when we will have almost 1, 750 strategic
missiles in place, the CVA forces will be relieved of their
strategic retaliatory mission, thus releasing additional
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capabilities for the carriers' limited war mission. Assignment of carriers to strategic missions restricts their
flexibility in terms of areas in which they can operate
and the kinds of operations they can conduct. If pilots
and tlircraft must be held on nuclear alert, limited war
capabilities are reduced.
( 4)

The increasing range of land-based
reduced our

aircraft has

TFX will be able to deploy to
without any inflight refueling.
Although a precise analysis of the optimum number of carriers is
difficult to make, it seems clear on the basis of these factors that some
reduction in the number of attack carriers will be possible by the end of
this decade.
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We have deleted from the shipbuilding program the previously planned
fiscal year 1965 carrier but have tentatively programed a new carrier in
fiscal year 1967. This carrier would replace the last of the "Essex" class,
leaving in 1972 a force of ten nuclear-powered and "Forrestal" class and
three "Midway" class carriers.
b.

Carrier Aircraft

The air complement of the attack carrier force consists of 15 attack
carrier groups and two replacement pilot training groups. By the end of
the current fiscal year these units will total about 1,775 aircraft, as
shown in the middle of the second page of Table 7. The number of aircraft
associated with the carrier air groups will continue to decline during the
program period, primarily because of a reduction in the number of aircraft in
the replacement training groups, reflecting an anticipated decline in the
training loads as the wide variety of older aircraft are retired from the
active forces.
There will also be some adjustments in the aircraft complement aboard
the carriers. In the fighter category, all the F-3B's, and early F-8's will
be phased out by end fiscal year 1965 and the F-8D's in fiscal year 1967,
leaving only F-8E's and F-4's. The F-8E's will be retained for use aboard
the "Essex" class carriers which have only a marginal capability for the
safe operation of the larger and faster F-4B's. The decline in the totul
number of fighters in fiscal year 1965 to 360 reflects a planned reduction
in the number of aircraft per squadron from 14 to l2 in ord~r to provide
more space for light attack aircraft. Since many types of Navy aircraft are
procured to satisfY a number of different missions, I will discuss the aircraft procurement program in more detail later in this statement.
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F-lllll should offer a
over the F-4B and may replace them on less than a one-to-one basis.
In the attack category, the number of light attack ai_·craft will be
increased while the number of heavy attack aircraft vill b~uced.
As I noted
carriers vill
~
mission in fiscal
year
thus sharply
the
for
attack aircraft.
All but a few of the A-5's will be converted to RA-5C's by fiscal year
1966. Thirty-nine A- 3B' s will be retained to provide a long-range nuclear
capability for the "Essex" class and "Midway" class carriers.
nUinbe•r of attack aircraft aboard the carriers vill increase from
by the end of fiscal year 1969. The number of light attack
aircraft per squadron will be increased f r o m - in fiscal year 1965
and the nUIDber of squadrons per FORRESTAL carrier will be increased from
(He had previously programed 3 light attack squadrons for
the slightly larger ENTERPRISE). Two types of attack aixcraft are now
being procured, the A-4E and the A-6A. Both are subsonic, the latter being
especially designed for low-level bombing at night and in bad weather.
Last year we had planned to continue procurement of A-4E light attack
aircraft into fiscal year 1966. However, last May the Navy completed an
extensive study of the entire sea-based air strike system vhich indicated
convincingly that the A-4 series vould not fully meet the Navy's needs. As
originally conceived in the late 1940~-4 vas designed to deliver,
at the least possible cost, a single ......... nuclear veapon. But, as I
indicated earlier, the carrier's role in a nuclear var has been decreasing
while its non-nuclear role bas been increasing. The A-4 has been modified
over the years to improve its non-nuclear capabilities; yet the fact remains
that its original design characteristics significantly limit its capabilities
in that role. Thus, the Navy study recommended the immediate development of
a new light attack aircraft to be built around an existing Navy airframe
using a modified version of the TF-30 engine now being developed for the
F-111 ( TFX).
The performance requirements established for this nev aircraft, called
the VAL, vill provide an airplane slightly larger than the A-4E but vith
approximately twice the bomb load
us and an even 'll"•~at;er
in loiter time on station.
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Once ve were satisfied that the re~uirement for a nev light attack
aircraft vas f'ully justified, it was simply sound management to plan to
proceed With its development as soon as possible and to terminate the
procurement of the older aircraft. Accordingly, we propose_ to begin
development of VAL this fiscal year, by reprograming $16 million within
the Navy's RDT&E account, by using $3.4 million in fiscal year 1963 unobligated funds, plus the transfer of $15 million from the DoD Emergency
Fund. To delay the development of the VAL to permit its inclusion in the
fiscal year 1965 budget would mean up to an additional year before it would
be available to the fleet. Moreover, by last September, the Bureau of Naval
Weapons had already received firm fixed price proposals from four contractors
anxious and capable of beginning work on the VAL. If we were to wait until
fiscal year 1965 funds became available, it would be necessary to obtain
new (and probably higher) cost proposals from the various contractors
_ inasmuch as their earlier fixed price bids would have already expired.
We estimate that the first VAL could be deployed with the fleet in
fiscal year 1967. Although additional A-4E 1 s procured in fiscal year 1965
could be delivered to the fleet somewhat earlier, they would soon become
surplus to our needs when the new VAL gets into full production. Accordingly, we are accepting a small deficit in our attack inventory in the
fiscal year 1965-67 period, instead of b~ing more A-4E's. The full light
attack aircraft complement would be available by fiscal year 1968.
As shown on Table 7, the number of reconnaissance aircraft will
continue to increase over the next few years, reflecting the growing
importance of this function. As I informed the Committee last year, we
intend to meet future re~uirement s of this mission by pro curine; RA-5C 1 s
and by modifying most A-5A 1 s to an RA-5C configuration. We had planned
last year to b~ another eight RA-5C' s but that program has been marked by
a continuing series of cost overruns. I have therefore decided to cancel
the eight RA-5C' s scheduled for procurement in fiscal year 1964 and apply
the funds thereby made available to offset these cost increases. The
revised program will still provide six RA-5C' s aboard each "Forrestal" claGs
carrier which, in our judgment, is an ade~uate reconnaissance capability.
The number of Fleet Early \·larning aircraft will decline somewhat
as the much more effective E-2A enters the carrier
through fiscal year
aircraft

change will be effected in fiscal year
as increased quantities of the E-2A become available. The previously
approved E-2A procurement program has been revised downward in accordance
with the new requirement.
2.

ASH -

Surveillance and Ocean Patrol Forces

Although we have done a great deal of work on the anti-submarine
warfare problem during the last year, there are still major uncertainties
to be resolved. We lmm1 that the Soviets are building nuclear-powered
submarines, both missile-firing and attack, and we also know that their
nuclear-powered submarines now in operation are not as good as ours. But
we do not know how long it will take them or how successful they will be
in catching up to us. Accordingly, the ASW force structure shown on Table
7 must be considered highly tentative beyond fiscal year 1967.
n.

AS\/

Carriers

He now have nine CVS's, all "Essex" class. These ships are still
highly serviceable as ASW carriers, since they have the speed, range, and
space required for all PSo/ weapons systems now current or likely to be
developed in the next few years. Moreover, the older CVS's will be
gradually replaced by the more up-to-date "Essex" class CVA's, as they
are in turn replaced by new "Forrestal" class ships in the attack carrier
force. As a result, we have deleted the previously programed CVS from the
fiscal year 1968 shipbuilding program.
The ASW carrier forces will continue to be equipped with both fixed-wing
We ore now buying the S-2E
long-range search aircraft for the fixed-wing requirement and the SH-3A
for the helicopter. As these aircraft are delivered they will replace the
older types. In fiscal years 1967-68 we plan to provide each carrier with
a few A-4C's released from the attack carrier forces in order to give them a
limited intercept and air defense capability.

and helicopter aircraft as shown on Table 7.

b.

Attack Submarine Forces

By the end of the current fiscal year, the submarine forces, excluding
POLARIS and REGULUS, will number 103 ships including 23 nuclear-powered. This
total number will remain relatively stable over the program period, and of
the total of 102 by fiscal year 1969, more than half will be nuclear-powered.
This reflects the program I presented last year which called for the construction of six SSN' s a year during the fiscal year 1965-68 period. Six
more have now been added for fiscal year 1969 as shown on Table 8.
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e missions in the earl,y
s
as I mentioned earlier, depend importantl,y on relative progress in improving
our ASW capabilities. Until we kn~ more about these matters, we should not
f:reeze our SSN program.
Of the conventionall,y-powered submarines in the active fleet, 12 were
delivered to the Nav-J during or after the Korean War. We are planning to
modernize these ships in fiscal years 1967-68, which should enable them to
serve well into the 1970's. Nine submarines built at the end of World War
II have already been modernized, and last year I told you that we planned to
modernize an additional 15 of these submarines, starting in fiscal year 1965.
However, further study of the problem convinced us that this planned modernization would not give these World War II submarines a significant combat
capability against nuclear-powered submarines. Since the conventional
submarine threat is declining, it now appears that there is little to be
gained by modernizing additional rlorld War II submarines.
c.

Destroyer Escorts

There are now 23 destroyer escorts in the fleet. The program I presented to you last year would have provided 86 by end fiscal year 1971,
and I said at that time " .•• we are all agreed that a substantial number of
new escorts must be built if the ASW capabilities of the Navy are to keep
pace with the growing submarine threat". Anal,yses ccmzpleted during the
last year fUll,y support that conclusion and indicate that a further increase
in the program Will be required. The number previously planned would be
sufficient to protect our naval forces, but would not be enough to convoy
merchant shipping in time of war. We propose, therefore, to increase our
p~,ed construction program for fiscal years 1965-68 by 10 ships, 8 more
in fiscal year 1965 and 2 more in fiscal year 1966, as shown on Table 8.
"e also propose to continue the development of the SEA HAWK, the Navy's new
escort which is being designed from the keel up as an integrated ASW weapon
system. Con5truction of a prototype is scheduled for fiscal year 1966. For
fiscal year 1969 we now envision a tentative program of 26 DE's or 17 SEA
llA'<IKS, depending on the success of the development program.

B,y end fiscal year 1964, there will also be 195 other destroyer types
in the active fleet, including multi-purpose and ASW ships. To improve our
Am'l capabilities, we now plan to retain in the active fleet 22 DD' s previousl,y scheduled for retirement to the Reserve Training Program. Though
their ASW capabilities are modest, they are available now and in a high
state of readiness and can be continued in the force at a sma.ll additional
cost.

d.

Patrol Craft

Last year we programed the construction of six small patrol craft
in fiscal year 1965 and ten more in fiscal year 1966, and I still recommend t~. However, we nmr propose to provide increased speed
(up t o - by the addition of a gas turbine to the diesel propulsion
system.
e.

Patrol Aircraft

As shown on Table 7, the number of basic patrol aircraft will decline
somewhat during the fiscal year 1965-69 period as the older shore-based
SP-2's begin to phase out and the new P-3A comes into the inventory. ~e
propose to reduce the number of patrol squadrons from 30 to 29 by phasing
out one squadron of obsolescent SP-5 seaplanes in fiscal year 1965. A
force of 29 squadrons in 1970, most of which will be equipped with the new
P-3A, should provide sufficient aircraft for surveillance operations and
escort duty as well as for fleet support and other uses. In addition, 120
Naval Reserve ASW patrol aircraft will also be available.

3.

l

I

f
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Hu.l.ti-Purpose Ships

On Table 7, under the heading "Hulti-Purpose Ships", we have grouped
those ships which possess a variety of capabilities including anti-submarine
warfare. There will be 255 such ships in the fleet at the end of the current
fiscal year, the bulk of which will be destroyer types. Fifty-four of these
ships will have a guided missile capability - 12 cruisers (one nuclearpowered), 20 frigates (one nuclear-powered) and 22 guided missile destroyers.
Two guided missile frigates and one guided missile destroyer will join the
fleet in fiscal year 1965 and seven more guided missile frigates in fiscal
year 1966.

The program I presented to you last year provided for the conversion of
two DL's (Gun) to TARTAR DW's and five Class-931 IlD's to TARTAR DDG's in
fiscal year 1964, plus 15 additional TARTAR conversions in fiscal year 1965,
and on~ TERRIER conversion in fiscal year 1966. Congress authorized and
appropriated $183 million to carry out the fiscal year 1964 phase of the
program. HO"wever, the Navy now wishes to install on the Class-931 DD' s a
new, more elaborate radar which has recently become available, thus increasing the conversion costs. It nmr appears that the $183 million provided for
1964 will cover the costs of the two DL and only four of the Class-931 DD
conversions, but with sufficient funds remaining to provide the fifth DD
with more modern ASH equipment - an improved sonar and a stand-off weapon.
As for the remaining 16 conversions, we believe they should be deferred
until we are confident that the TARTAR improvement program has been successfu.l.ly accomplished or a better missile system is available.
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Last year we had also planned to construct a number of TYPHON
:frigates {one nuclear-powered) in the fiscal year 1965-68 period. Hovever,
the TYPHOll, which was intended to remedy ma.ey- of the limitations illherent
in the present "3-T" systems, has, upon further study, turned out to be
far too large, COIIIPlex, and expensive to be deployed. For eXBl!G>le, the
radar alone contains about 40,000 active elements and the antenna system
uses l, 700 travellilJG \rave tubes. Even if a 3, 000-hour life expectancy
could be achieved for the tubes (currently about 1,000 hours) one tube
would fail, on an average, every 1-2/3 hours. Accordingly, we have decided
to delete the TYPHOH Dl.G' s from the program and terminate the development
of the TYPHON weapon system, although we will complete the Phase I tests
of the radar abo:u-d the IlORTON SOUND in fiscal year 1965 because of the
potential applicability of same of its principles to other systems.
The cancellation of the TYPHON should not be interpreted as reflectins less concern for the development of improved fleet air defense. To the
contr~-y, 11e now propose to :progrem about :J;lfOO million over the fiscal year
1965-69 period for further improvements to existing ship-to-air missile
syste~, for the development of a new standardized missile to replace TARTAR
&."1d TERRIER, o.nd for the development of a completely new surface-to-air
fleet missile system. Almost $63 million has been included in the fiscal
year 1965 request for R&D alone on fleet missile systems.

4.

Mine Harfare Forces

The mine warfare program proposed for the fiscal year 1965-69 period
is essentially the same us that presented to the Committee last year. A force
of about 88 ships will be maintained throughout the period. Sixteen new
ships will be constructed in fiscal years 1966-68 as replacements for older
ships, the same number as planned last year. Same additional :f'ul:lds will
be spent for mine procurement and R&D to provide still further significant
increases in overall effectiveness. For example, the development of a minesweeping helicopter will be accelerated. Such a vehicle would have the
advantage of speed, relative safety, and lower cost over present minesweeping methoC.s .

5.

Amphibious Ships

Three years ago we increased substantially the amphibious lift capacity
from 1-1/2 division/wing teams to two, and increased the number of ships from
111 to 131. However, most of these ships are slow - 8-l/2 to 13 knots.
Furthermore, a recent analysis discloses a shortage of combat vehicle lift
"hich seriously limits our present amphibious assault capability. While we
do have ships in the reserve fleet, it would take up to 8 months to
reactivate a sufficient number of them to overcame this deficiency and these
ships would still be in the slow 8-l/2 to 13 knot class. Ye, therefore,
propose another substantial increase in our amphibious lift capabilities,
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both in modernization and in number; and we are nov programing a force
ships for fiscal years 1968-69 as compared with our previous
program- ships.
This increase would be achieved: (1) by retaining in the active
fleet ships which had previously been scheduled for retirement; and (2) by
increasing the construction/conversion program from 37 ships previously
planned for fiscal year 1965-68 to 54 ships, plus 13 more in fiscal year
1969. Specifically, construction of the LSD's (Landing Ship Dock) would
be doubled and that of the ne·• LST 1 s (Landing Ship Tank) would be tripled.
These types are currently the slovest in the force. The previously proposed LPD (Amphibious Transport Docks) and LPI! (Amphibious Assault Ship)
construction program would be reduced by half to bring it into balance with
the other programs. A total of 11 ships would be constructed or converted
in fiscal year 1965 at a cost of $427 million.
These new ships, together with the modernized ships naolvliinillth~e~flljeet
c" unde" construction, would provide by fiscal year 1972 a •
...
Lift for the remaining l/2 division/wing
ceam would be provided with older ships.
.·····.~·-·~-.J'-

'
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•
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Logistic and Operational Support Ships

There are now about 160 logistic and operational support ships in the
force and we plan to maintain about that number throughout the program
period. I had hoped last year that we would be able to phase more of the
older ships out as new and more efficient ships were introduced. However,
our latest analyses show that the previously approved program falls somewhat short of the requirement. l-Ie now propose a construction/ conversion
program of 12 logistical and operational support ships in fiscal year 1965
a.:::J. a total of 72 such ships over the fiscal year 1965-69 period. Finally,
in ~rd~r to provide an interim capability, we propose to retain a small
number of AE's (ammunition ship) and AO's (oiler) in the active fleet beyond
their previously scheduled retirement dates until the proposed acceJ~rated
construction program makes new ships available.
The total Navy General Purpose Forces shipbuilding program is shovn
on Table 8.
7·

Other Navy Aircraft

As shown on Table 7, the Navy will maintain 81 Fleet Tactical Support
Aircraft during fiscal year 1965-69, 31 heavy transports, 14 medium transports and 36 C-lA' s. These latter aircraft are used to deliver high
priority items directly to the carrier forces.
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By end fiscal year 1965 and for the remainder of the program period,
the Navy will maintain about 270 Fleet Support Aircraft, slightly above
the number as planned last year. Of this total, 30 are used :for operational development of fleet tactics, 91 for CVA/CVS sea rescue, a.~ for
use aboard icebreakers, underway replenishment ships, etc. and 149 as
:fleet utility support.

The inventory of other Support Aircraft is scheduled to decline
about 16 percent over the fiscal year 1965-69 period.
8.

!-Iarine Corps Forces

1\s shown on Table 9, during :fiscal year 1965 and throughout the
program period, the Marine Corps will continue to maintain three combat
divisions and three air wings plus combat and service support units, manned
by about 190,000 active duty personnel.

The major realignment of the Organized !-Iarine Corps Reserve that I
described to you last year has now been accomplished. The drill pay Reserve
now includes, with the exception of certain headquarters elements which
will be formed by the active forces upon mobilization, most of the elements
of the :fourth division/wing team in addition to certain elements required
to auement active forces upon mobilization. The Reserve battalions, as well
as every other Nu.rine Reserve unit, have regular commissioned and noncommissioned officers who serve as advisors. These regular personnel will
accompany their Reserve units upon mobilization. Additional regular
personnel, prilna.rily technicians, would be added to the fourth division/air
wing upon mobilization, up to about 10 percent of the total strength.

As shown on Table 9, all Marine Corps forces will remain stable
throughout the program period, except for HONEST JOHN missile batteries.
1Uth respect to the HONEST JOHN, three batteries have been phased out of
the Marine Corps force this fiscal year and the missiles returned to the
Army. The HONEST Jom; has proven to be too umrieldy :for the kinds of
amphibious operations that the Corps would most likely be called upon to
undertake, and it was :felt that the new HOWTAR 4.2" mortar and the new
self-propelled M-109 howitzer being delivered this year, together with such
new high performance aircraft as the A-6A, would provide sufficient artillery
and close ground support capability.
At the end of the current fiscal year, the three Marine Air Wings will
have about 1,155 combat and combat support aircraft. The number of :fighter
and attack aircraft will decline during the fiscal year 1965-69 period as
more effective aircraft, such as the F-4B, the A-6A, and the VAL, replace
the aging F-8• s and older A-4' s. However, the number of helicopters \?ill
increase by nearly 20 percent during this period reflecting the greater
emphasis on vertical envelopment capability.
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To meet Marine Corps fighter req_uirements, ve vill continue to buy
the F-4 and by end fiscal year 1968, all 15 fighter sq_ua.drons vill be
equipped solely vith F-4' s armed vith SIDE\U!IDER and SPARROW air-to-air
missiles.
For the attack squadrons, ve vill continue to buy the A-6A to provide the Marine Corps vith an all-veather, close-air support and interdiction capability. \~e also plan to introduce the nev VAL aircraft, nou
under development for the Navy, into the Marine Corps inventory by fiscal
year 1968.
For the photographic reconnaissance mission, ve vill continue to
buy the RF-4B, which vill begin replacing the obsolescent RF-8A in fiscal
yew: 1966.
For the vertical envelopment mission, we are buying large q_uactities
of CH-46A medium helicopters, a tandem rotor, t\lin turbine-povered helicopter, with a normal payload of 4,000 lbs. or 17 men. This aircraft vill
be used to replace the single rotor, reciprocating engine UH-34D vhich has
a cargo load of only 3,500 lbs. or 12 men. The first CH-46A squadron is
scheduled to be operational in fiscal year 1964. By fiscal year 1966 the
~Iarine Corps ;rill receive the first deliveries of the CH-53A all-veather
cargo and troop transport helicopters.
9·

Navy and Marine Corps Reserve Forces

In addition to the ships in the active fleet, the Navy also maintains
in fUll operational readiness a force of nearly 4o destroyers and escorts
and 12 mine varfare vessels, as shown on Table 10. As more modern ships
become available from the active forces, some of the older ships vill be
phased out.

The Marine Corps Reserve, as discussed earlier, supports the elements
of the fourth division/ving team. By end fiscal year 1965 ve will have
about 805 Navy and Marine Corps Reserve aircraft as sho;m on Table 10. This
number vill remain quite stable through fiscal year 1969.
10.

Navy and

~Im-ine

Corps Aircraft Procurement

Last year I informed the Committee that the Navy and the Marine Corps
aircraft requirements ;rere in need of .further study. Such study has nov
been completed and a number of changes, vhich I vill discuss specifically,
have been made in the procurement programs presented last yew:. As shown
on Table 11, we propose to buy 584 aircraft of all types in fiscal year 1965
at a cost of $1,389 million to continue the moderni~ation of the Navy and
!-Iarine Corps aircraft inventories.
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To meet the fighter req_uirements of both the Navy a.zrl Marine Corps,
\Te propose the procurement of._F-4 1 s in fiscal year 1965, COI:JPS.red vith
125 last year. F-4's vere also programed for each year, through fiscal
year 1968. However, our reviev of the llavy o.nd Marine Corps aircraft
requirements has led us to the conclusion that the number of fighter aircraft per Navy squadron should be reduced from 14 to 12, and that the
capability of the F-4 to o:;:>erate frotl "Essex" class carriers is marginal.
~ccordingly, the previously prograt1ed fiscal year 1967 quantity has been
reduced to 96 and the 1968 program has been eliminated.
The fiscal year 1965 budget also includes $27 million for the AJ.I/APG-59
missile control system to improve the SPARR0\-1 missile system effectiveness
of the F-4 1 s to be
in the latter
of fiscal
1965 and

The procurement schedule shown in Table ll for the F-lllB (TFX) is
the same as that presented last year, but vith increased procurement nrnr
planned for fiscal year 1968, o.nd vith the first deliver-.r still in fiscal
year 1966.

'
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For the attack role, ve had planned to continue the procurement of
the A-4E at the rate of 120 aircraft a year in fiscal year 1965 and 1966.
However, as I noted earlier, we have now decided to proceed vith the
development of the nev VAL light attack bomber and no additional A-4E 1 s
vill be procured after fiscal year 1964. We have req_uested the reprograming
of $19 million in fiscal year 1964 funds and $15 million in DoD Emergency
Fund to initiate the development of the VAL. Another $39 million to complete development and $lo6 million to start production (35 aircraft) is
included in the fiscal yeru: 1965 budget. As shown on Table 11, ve vill be
buying this aircraft in relatively large numbers through fiscal year 1969.
Funds are also included for the procurement o f . A-6A 1 s in fiscal
year 1965, -more than previously programed for that year. Our aircraft
requirements reviev indicates that an additionallllf of these aircraft vill
be required in the fiscal year 1966-68 period, instead of the
ve
programed last year for fiscal year 1966. As I noted last year our plans
for this aircraft vere highly tentative.
For the reconnaissance
role 27 RF-4B 1 s vill be procured
in fiscal year 1965, 3 more than previously planned.
This vill make up the
congressional reduction of 3 aircraft in the fiscal year 1964 program and
complete the Narine force requirement. .As I noted earlier the procurement
of 8 RA-5C 1 s in fiscal year 1964 has been cancelled.
Last year I informed you that ve planned to procure. E-2A 1 s for the
fleet early varning mission in the fiscal year 1965-68 period,- them in
fiscal year 1965. Hovever, this aircraft is still in the development stage
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and large cost increases amounting to about 75 percent of the original
estillla.te are now indicated. On the basis of a study of the air early
warning mission, we believe that we can complete our req_uirements with
about 32 more of these aircraft. Twenty have, therefore, been included
in the 1965 budget and the remaining 12 are scheduled for 1966.
For the ASW carrier forces we had planned last year to buy. S-2E
fixed-~ aircraft a..'1d. SH-3A helicopters in fiscal year 1965, Our
review of this req_u.irenent indicates tr.at the number of SH-3A 1 s can be
reduced to 24 in 1965 but that a.'1other ·S-2E 1 s 'Ifill be req_tti.red in 1966,
AccordinGly1 we have included funds in the 1965 bud(let for •
S-2E 1 s a..'1d
1
•
SH-3A s. And in addition we are req_uestiP-ll funds to improve the
electronics and sonar capabilities of the SH-3A helicopter for tracking
hich-speed, dee~-divinG submarines.
For the ASW patrol mission we have included. P-3A 1 s, the same
number previously programed. Howe~indicated earlier, the m.nnber
of sq_uadrons is being reduced f r o m - and of these. sq_uadrons, we
now plan to eq_uip. with the P-3A by end fiscal year 1969. The other.
sq_uadrons will be eq_uipped with older but still serviceable aircraft.
Accordir~ly,
of P-3A's to be procured in 1966-68 is being
reduced from
per year. A total o f - utility and cargo helicopters
is included for the Navy and Marine Corps in the 1965 bud(let - . UH-1E 1 s,
.CH-46A's, and. CH-53A 1 s.
We have included 12 C-2A 1 s in the 1965 budget for the CVA/CVS carriers.
Eleven more in 1966 >rill complete the req_uirement. In the trainer category
we propose to procure 36 T-2B's in fiscal year 1965, based upon revised
pilot training req_uirements.

11.

Other Navy Procurement

the Navy in 1965 is to acq_uire
The tentative logistics
of combat consumption with
sufficient stocks -to support
Here specifically, we
an average of two-thirds of the force
propcse to provide ship fills and initial q_u:i)?Dler.tt allowance for the active
cOlloba.t con:sUI!lP1;J.cm for
fleet and for selected reserve ships,
the active fleet and high readiness reserve llill
a n d - for other selected reserve ships
Hovever, with respect to anti-aircraft missiles, the q_uantities provided have
been adju~ted to conform to the estimated number of aircra.~ targets that
might be engaged.
With respect to attack carrier aviation, our tentative objective is
to provide initial ~a.t consumables to support. __carrier
months of operation~
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To achieve these materiel objectives we are requesting about $900
million for rlavy missiles, ordnance, a=unition, and other combat consuoables - a decrease of about $78 million over the amount provided last
year.
Last year we had planned to procure-SPARROW III air-to-air
missiles in fiscal year 1964 for the Navy. It now appears that the combat
and training requirements are far less than previously thought necessary.
Therefore, we can dispense with the fiscal year 1964 buy, and procure
-SPARROW III 6-B missiles in fiscal year 1965. Moreover, we intend
to transfer several thousand SPARROW III 6-A missiles from the Navy to
help fill Air Force requirements. Futwe inventory adjustments will be
directed toward achieving the best joint inventory position consistent with
each Service's requirements.
We also plan to procure -SIDEWINDER I-C (IRAH) air-to-air missiles
in fiscal year 1965, a quantitylllpercent higher than this year.
In fiscal year 1965, we will continue development work on the PHOENIX
air-to-air missile at a cost of $73 million. We plan to initiate procurement of this missile in phase with the F-111 (TFX) delivery prr.gram.
The procurement of TARTAR, TERRIER, and TALOS :f'unded through the
ent fis
will
by end fiscal year 1965 an average inventory
for all ships using these missiles. For fiscal
difficulties the Ilavy continues to experience with
missiles, I propose that TALOS, TI~AR and TERRIER procurement be
limited to that required to keep production lines open until the new
missile is available,
1n fiscal

The current year 1 s program for air -to-surface ordnance originally
included- BUUJ>UP short-range supersonic tactical missiles, _
each of the A and B models. However, a recent study of inventory requirements indicates that the llav-.r's present stocks are high enough to permit
cancellation of the BULLPUP A's in the fiscal year 1964 program. Part of
the savings of this cancellation would be used to offset a $4 million cost
increase in the "B" missile. For fiscal year 1965, we propose to procure
another _ _ of the B missiles at a cost of $36.8 million.
Our continuing review of ordnance requirements had also resulted in
lower Navy inventory objectives for the CBU type bombs and SADEYE/GLADEYE

weapon dispensers. As a result we have decided to cancel the fiscal year
1964 procurement of o v e r - CBU' s, but we propose to buy- more SADFYE/
GLADEYE' s than had previously been planned for this year. For fiscal year
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We also propose to undertake the cunversiuu of nearly l4o,OOO of
the 500 lb. and 250 lb. bomb~ nmr in the inventory by equipping them with
a simple retardation device designed to increase the safety and accuracy
of low level delivery, and to procure a large number of nev SNAKEYE I
500 lb. bombs. The fiscal year 1965 elemtnt of this program is estimated
at about $35 million.
The 1965 program includeG large sums for the procurement of mines
and torpedoes. Last year we made our first substantial procurement of the
MK-46 torpedo, which has much greater effectiveness against high speed,
deep submercence, nuclear-powered submarines than the MK-44. We now plan
to increase our fiscal year 1964 buy of the MaC-46 from the 4oO previously
planned to 550, at an increased cost of $7.2 million (to be obtained by
reprograming) and to double our previously planned fiscal year 1965 buy from
800 to 1,600, at a total cost of $86.3 million.
We are also planning major increases in electronics procurement over
the current fiscal year. Additional computer capacity will be provided for
the National Emergency Command Post Afloat (NECPA) which will be discussed
in the General Support section of the statement. We also propose to continue procurement for the Navy Tactical Data Gysttm (!iTDS), the general
purpose fleet command and direction system. In addition to improvement~ in
!.PC.-! and /lSi'/ electronics equipment, the Navy's shipboard radio communications
modernization program vill be accelerated. The latter program is desisned
to secure a modern, compatible communications system for all ships, lm·ge
w~ small, and will be compressed within a single overhaul cycle durinG
fiscal years 1965-68, at a procurement cost of about $53 million in fiscal
year 1965. The resultant improvement to overall fleet communications by
1969 >:ill be at least 100 percent.

j

The proposed 1965 program alGo provides for substantial procurements of
sono'buoys - JULIE JEZEBEL Bathythermoo:raph etc
- at a cost of about

j
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Approximately $!f3 million is included in the 1964 Navy progrc11ll fo:·
the procurement of automatic data processing e~uipment. Reductions in
rental costs are estimated at $4.8 million in 1964 and $17. 4 million per
year thereafter.

j

j
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12.

Marine Corps Procurement

Our tentative logistics objective for the Marine Corps ground forces
is to provide sufficient materiel to
and sustain the four divisions
in combat
air wings, our tentative ob 1e''"1~ve
materiel to e~uip and sustain all 4
\lith two-thirds of the force engaged of combat consumption.
A total of $203 million is recommended for Marine Corps procurement
in fiscal year 1965, about 7 percent less than was provided for fiscal year
1964. The accelerated rate of e~uipment modernization and the build-up
in mobilization reserve stocks in the fiscal year 1962-64 period permits a
some-•hat lower level of procurement nou.
For 7.62rnm ammunition $9·9 million is re~uested. About $38.4 million
is proposed for other ammunition primarily for artillery. About $8.3
million is included for the procurement of 280 of the M-102 lightweight
105= hmdtzers \lhich are intended to replace the 1~orld War II type l05mm
hod tzers and provide substantial increc.ses in ranee and killing power. We
also propose procurement of 1,505 REDEYE ground-to-air missiles for air
defense ).n fon1a.rd battle areas.
The 1965 re~uest provides for procurement of sUbstantial numbers of
tactical vehicles, although fewer than last year, including 1,200 1/2-ton
"Hechanical Mules" and additional 1/4-ton, 3/4-ton, and 2-1/2-ton trucks.
In the electronics category, the ~rerine Corps would buy, in fiscal
year 1965, a variety of radar, radio, and other cammunications e~uipment,
including' $16.5 million for 11 PJI/TPS-32 helicopter transportable, high
data rate, hei3ht-finding radars for use with the Marine Tactical Data
System (l·fi'DS). The MI'DS is composed of a ntlllber of Tactical Air Operations
Centers (TAOC'
sible for an air defense sector of the beach-

Tactical Air Control Centers
the various TAOC's and integrates the MI'DS with the air control systems of
the other three Services. In fiscal yeur 1965, we propose to procure two
TAOC' s and h10 TACC' s at a cost of about $39 million.
D.

AIR FORCE

GD~

PURPOSE FORCES

Our principal concern with regard to the Air Force tactical forces during
the last three years has been the urgent need to build up ade~uate air support
for the Army ground forces so that they could engage, if needed, in a
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sustained non-nuclear conflict. As I noted earlier, superior tactical
air power is essential to our position j_n Europe and vould he of great
importance in local var situations in any part of the world vbere our
forces might be involved.
A substantial improvement in tactical air power has already been
achieved.
fighter forces have been increased from 16 vings
vith about
aircraft at the end of fiscal year 1961, to 21 wings
vith about
aircraft. The rate of procurement of Air Force tactical
fighters and l·econnaissance aircraft has been increased from 180 in fiscal
year 196~scal year 1964. In addition, a Special Air Warfare
Force of .............. aircraft is being created for counterinsurgency
operations.
1.

Tactical Fighter Forces

Last year we had planned to maintain the fighter force at 21 ~
and -_aircraft. We had also tentatively planned to retain s a m e F-102 interceptors deployed overseas. For a number of reasons, ve now
think it wise to withdraw the F-l02's during the next few years. In
Japan the erowing capability of the indigenous air defense forces should

Accordingl~~ow propose to increase th~ tactical fighter force
to 24 wings withllllllaircraft by fiscal year 1968, as shown on Table 12,
principally by retalnir~ the F-lOC's in the force longer than planned
last year. The F-lOC's have ground attack capability, vhile the F-102's
have none; and the F-100 can be refueled in the air ard thus can be
ra}'idly deplo;,•ed overseas, while the F-1C2 cannot. Moreover, as I noted
le.st ~·car, tnco ra:pid buildup of the multi-purpose F-4' s duri111; the next
fe'·' years '!ill :;reatly i11crease our ~.ir-to-air combat capability.

Three squadrons of F-102' s will be phased out of the· active forces
durinc t'1e current fiscal year, four more during 1965, and the remaining
squadrons in fi sea1 year 1968. The F-102' s thus released will be
transferred to th~ Air National Guard for Continental Air Defense, as I
noted es.rlier: and some may be used for the ~11litary Assistance Prc--a;ram.
He did consider the alternative of increasing procurement of F-4' s
in order to permit the phase-out of the F-100 's and F-105's as planned
last year. However, considerine the marked qualitative superiority of
our tactical aircraft and the many studies now in progress which may
change our present concepts, I do not believe we should increase F-4
procurement at this time. Rather, we should continue with the very
substantial program proposed last year, totaling a b o u t - aircraft
. .wings).
·
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Through fiscal year 1963, 337 F-4' s were funded 1 and - w i l l be
bought this year. The first F-4•s were accepted by the Air Force last
November and the first wing will be equipped early in fiscal year 1965.
For 1965 we propose to procure- F -4' s at a cost of $506 million.
While we do not propose an increase in the number of F-4•s, it does
appear desirable to initiate an avionics illlprovement program for this
aircraft. Althoush
F-4c is the best fighter
rceptor available
today, it does have
weaknesses which can be
remedied
improved

This improvement program will necessitate a temporary reduction in
the previously planned production rate of Air Force F-4' s 1 fromper month, which was to be reached by July 1964, t o . per month, and will
have the effect of deferring
aircraft ($178 million) from the fiscal
year 1963-65 period to fiscal year 1967. The . • per month rate will be
reached in May 1966.

Ill

The tentative procurement schedule for the F-lllA, as sha.n on
Table 13, remains the same as last year with initial procurement to be
made in fiscal year 1965. About $233 million has already been provided
for the development of this aircraft and $321 million more is included
in the fiscal year 1965 budget request. In addition, about $159.6 million
is included for the procurement of the first ten aircraft, initial spares,
and long leadtime components.
2.

Tactical Bombers

He have decided to transfer the l'ernaining B-57 wing ( 48 UE aircraft)
to the Air National Guard about six months sooner than planned last year,
with the result that it drops out of the active force structure during
the current fiscal year.
3.

Tactical Reconnaissance Forces

Gurren"~y, cne tactical reconnaissance force is composed of 14
squadrons with about 235 aircraft, RF-lOl's and RB-66•s, as shcllm on
Table 12. As planned last year, we intend to increase this force to

lo8

20 squadrons with 360 aircraft (plus one RB-66 ECM squadron of 12 aircraft)
by the end of fiscal year 1967.
As a result of congrebsional action on the fiscal year 1964 request
and the need to provide aircraft for a new combat crew training school
(CCI'S), there will be a slippage from last year's program of two squadrons
of RF-4C's in fiscal years 1965-66. To help offset this slippage, two
additional squadrons of RB-66•s will be held in the force through ~iscal
year 1965.
For fiscal year 1965, $396 million is requested for 144 additional
RF-4C's bringing the total funded to 278. While we had intended last year
to procure 164 of these aircraft in fiscal year 1965, I believe it would
be more economical to hold at 12 aircraft per month and defer funding of
tbe remaining 20 RF-4C's until the following year.
4.

KB-50 Tankers

The reduction of 20 KB-50 tankers from tbe force structure in the
fiscal year 1964-65 period stems from a decision to phase out one of the
squadrons about two years earlier than previously planned.
5·

Special Air Warfare Forces

These forces include
such aircraft as the
,
, and the U-10.
During fiscal year 1965 we propose to increase the force by transferring
B C-123' s frcm the Airlift/Sealift forces to this mission where, based on
our experience vi th this aircraft in Vietnam, they can be put to much
better use.
6.

Tactical Hissile s

Presently, we have five MACE-A (MGM-13B) and one MACE-B (MGM-13C)
tactical missile squadrons in Europe, and two MACE-B squadrons in Okinawa.
Although these older missiles are vulnerable to surprise attack, they do
provide a relatively cheap nuclear delivery potential, and we propose to
keep them in the force for the time being.
Currently under development is the Medium Range Ballistic Missile.
accurate
quick reacting theater strike weapon with
being designed for deployment either on
or at sea. Filling the range gap between the 4oO-mile PERSHIDG and
the long-range POLARIS and ICBM' s, this l.ffiBM will, we believe, prove an
extremely valuable insurance program.
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1.

Air National Guard Forces

The Air National Guard General Purpose Forces at the end. of
fiscal year 1964 will consist of 19 fi£hter squadrons, 13 reconnaissance
squad.rnns, 3 squadrons of B-57 tactical bombers and 3 squadrons of KC-97·
tankers - a total of about 700 aircraft. The inventory of Guard aircraft
is expected. to increase to about 820.
There have been a n~~ber of changes in the composition of the P~r
National Guard's force structure from that planned last year, principally
as a result of decisions made in connection with the active force
structure which I discussed. previously. Thus, the Air National Guard
will not receive the F-lOO's and F-105's as soon as previously planned.,
but they will receive the 45 B-57's and will retain their F-84•s
sooe·•hat lol1[;er. i·!oreover, after fiscal yee.r 1966, we now :r>lan to bui.ld.
the Gur.rd' s F-J.OO force to 550 ai.rcraft - e.bout 175 more than prevj.ously
scheduled.
':?it:~ respect to tn.ct:!.cal reco:onaissancc, the .~~r llational Guard
;;::mJ.d ~u:;oport 12 squadrons throughout the prograr:. period with the RF-101
tentatively 3cheduled to phase-in during fiscal year 1969. The KC-97
fleet maintainecl by the ·Guard for in-flight refueling training will rise
from thre2 squadrons to five during fiscal yee.r 1965.

8.

other Air Force Procureme:1t

As I have pointed. out aver the past few years, an adequate stock of
non-nuclear ordnance is one of the most critical elements of our overall
non-:-mclear readiness posture. However, until very recently Air Force
stocl:s of modern non-nuclear ordnance were in very short supply.

llO

Accordingly, we have included in our 1965 budget request a total of
$254 million for tactical non-nuclear ordnance, compared with $303 million
for 1964, $242 million for 1963 and $255 million for 1962. Only about
$98 million was procured in 1961. Included in the 1965 procurement
program a1"e-BULLPUP-B missiles, o v e r - BULLPUP trainer missiles,
aboutJIIIIIrSHRIKE anti-radar missiles, another increment of CBU-type
bombs and the first procurement of the SNAKEYE bomb. The fiscal year 1965
program also provides for the continued procurement of SPARROH air-to-air
missiles, fire bombs, fuel tanks, pylons, rocket pods and other consumables.
As mentioned earlier, Air Force SPARRO:·I stocks will be further increased
by the transfer of several thousand missiles from the Navy.
Also, about $61 million is included in the fiscal year 1964 Air
Force program for the procurement of automatic d~ta processing equipment.
Reductions in rental costs are estimated at $ll million in fiscal year
1~64 and $21.8 million per year thereafter.

9·

Tactical Aircraft Shelter Construction

Last year I pointed out that our tactical aircraft deplqyed overseas
are highly concentrated on a few bases and are therefore extremely vulnerable
to destruction on the ground by a surprise enemy attack, either nuclear or
non-nuclear. ':lhile it appears excessively costly to provide these aircraft
protection against a nuclear attack, substantial protection can be provided,
and provided cheaply, against the threat of enerny non-nuclear attack. A
test program for an earth-covered, steel shelter with an armor plate door
costing about $100,000 each has now been successfully completed.
Last year 'Ire requested $30 million in order to permit the earliest
possible initiation of work on the highest priority requirements. The
item was eliminated from the fisr.al year 1964 l~litary Construction
Authorization Bill, apparently because a test program had not been
completed and the belief that a ru1111ay repair capability had to be
developed before the shelters would be useful. As I noted, the test
pro3ram has now been ccrnpleted. \-lith regard to the
the
Air Force now has a program u!lderway to develop
repair capability 'rhich ve e>:pect vcn.lld be fully
the shelters are constructPd.
~ve are now studying >'lans for reducing the vulnerability of
expensive heavy maintenance facilities in Europe by consolidating such
maintenance on rearward bases. Besides improving our chances of being
able to repair battle damaged aircraft, ve hope that this action, if it
proves feasible, will also result in manpower, spare parts and foreirn
exchange savings.

The essential element of this overall effort, however, must be the
aircraft shelter ~rogram which all of our ~tudies show would greatly
lll

increase the numbers of our tactical
surviving a surprise nonnuclear attacl;. \le believe that about
of these shelters vill be
the Pacific. This should
needed, approximately~ and
be sufficient to protectlllllllllll of our aircraft overseas, provided some
protection for aircraft deployed in an emergency and protect rurNay repair
e~uipment and other critical items essential for combat.
He are again requesting funds for this proeram in fiscal. year 1965,
this time in the amount of $20 million for the first incremen" of shelters
and I most strongly urge your support of this ~ortant program.
E.

TACTICAL EXERCISES

Tactical exercises for elements of the general purpose forces serve
many important objectives:
(1)

They enable the units involved to maintain a high stat~ of
combat readiness by fre~uent practice of their skills.

(2)

They provide an opportunity for elements of one Service to vork
closely with other elements of its own or other Services or
those of our Allies upon whom they vould have to depend in
wartime.

(3)

They enable Defense planners to test nev military concepts
and to discard those which prove bad, and give us confidence
in those which prove successful.

(4) They show the world, including our potential enemies, that our
limited var capabiiity is both great and real.
During the last year we began a series of large-scale tactical
exercises. Big Lift, the deployment by air of an air ving plus the
personnel of the entire 2nd Armored Division from the United States to
Germany was the first of these. During fiscal year 1965, additional
exercises of this type are planned and provision for them has been made
in the "joint exercise" budget of $109 million.
All of the Services, of course, will also conduct extensive prosrams
of unit exercises not involving other Service participation, or combined
exercises which fall outside of the definition of the joint mobility
exercises directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Navy and Marine
Corps have scheduled a full program of training and readiness exercises
As in recent years, these will emphasize amphibious, ASH, mine warfare,
strike, and anti-a"l.r warfare capabilities. Finally, we will also participate
in a large number of joint exercises with elements of allied military
establishments, incl\lding those of NATO, SEATO and Latin American
Countries.

F.

FD<AllCIAL SUMMARY

The Ge~eral Purpose Forceti Progrnm which I have outlined will
require total obligational authority of $18.5 hillion in fiscal year
1965. A compariso~ with prior years is shOW':o belOW':

($ Billims,

Total Obligat 1 onal
Authority

~i'iscal

Years)

1962

1962

1963

1964

J965

Origi!1al

Final

Actual

Estimated

Pro,posecJ.

14.5

17.5

17.8

18.1

ll3
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V.

AIRLIFT AND SEALIFT FORCES

Closely related to the General Purpose Fbrces are the airlift and
sealift forces required to move them promptly to wherever they might be
needed. Included in the airlift forces ere both the MATS transports
and the Air Force Tactical Air Command troop carrier aircraft. The sealift forces include the troop ships, cargo ships and tankers operated b~
the Mili tery Sea Transportation Service anil the "Fcruard Floating Bases '.
A.

THE REQUIREI·!ENT

The requirements for Airlift and Sealift Forces ere not susceptible
to precise calculation.
First, they are subject to most of the same uncertainties which afflict
the General Purpose Forces - the wide variety of possible contingencies,
the uncertainties concerning the military strength of our opponents, etc.
Second, the quick reaction capability which these forces help to provide can be achieved in a number of ways: by forward deployment of military
forces, by the prepositioning of equipment and supplies either on land or
in ships, and by the deployment of both men and equipment from a central
reserve in the United States. Each of these alternatives, and variations
of them, has certain advantages and disadvantages. And, as I pointed out
last year, our present program is based on using a combination of these
various methods, but we still have much to learn about the proper balance
among them.
Finally, while we have a vast background of experience in the sealift
area, we are only now just beginning to test realistically the potentials
of ai~lift. As has been pointed out before, it has long been recognized
that a rapid deployment capability can, to a significant if imprecisely
known extent, substitute for additional forces. Once having invested in
this capability, however, it may also become economical to shift even
more of the logistical burden from other modes of transportation to airlift. J~oreover, such unanswered questions as the future theater air
mobility requirements for Army units, the concepts for which are now being
tested, raise other uncertainties about the entire lift problem.
Nevertheless, the requirements determination problem is by no means
unmanageable and, during the past year, our studies and exercises have
added considerably to our knowledge.
With respect to sealift, our studies indicate that, generally, our
present ocean-going cargo capability (including the large available Merchant
Marine) is sufficient to meet wartime needs. Presently available troop
sealift 1 while not completely adequate for every possible contingency, is
not a matter of serious concern inasmuch as there appears to be a concurrent
surplus of passenger airlift capability in every case we have examined.

Inde.,d, our ch).cf problem in this area appears to be q_ualitative, and I
wi) l discuss this aspect later.
B.

AIRLIFI'

Hith respect to ti1e pla!,ni~ of .airlift, our critical requirements.
appear to be those occurring in the first 30 days of a large-scale limited
war in a remote area. Up until !1m! it has not been necessary to determine
pea.". deployme:Jt req_uireme:Jts with any precision, since we were obviously
far short of any reasonable goal. HO\o!ever, as shwn on Table 14, by 1968
our airlift capability will be about four tines that of 1961 and a better
measure of our ultimate needs and goals is now necessary.
year,
req_uired to
move a:1d support various size forces to this area under a variety of
ass~~ptio~s.
Based on the results of these studies, we now
we clearly rQ0'lire an increase in deplO'JlTient capability
about 20,0G~ tons a:1d perhaps as much as 65,000 tons over the amount previac~sly pro<,ramed to be achieved by fiscal year 1968 ( 60,000 tons) -depend:ing upon the amount of prepositioning which proves to be economically
and mili tariJ.y feasible. Prepositioning (particularly of non-air transportable items) will have to be greatly expanded in a~ event, but it cannot
completely substitute for airlift.
Accordingly, we n01,• propose to increase the airlift program by adding
seven sq_uadrons (112 UE aircraft) of C-14l's to the force structure at the
e:Jd of the program period, raising the total nwnber of UE C-14l's from 208
previously planned for end fiscal year 1968 to 320 by end fiscal year 1970.
T'nis increase "ould permit the cancellation of the last two sq_uadrons of
C-130' s ( 32 UE aircraft) with a savings of about $15 million per year in
operati.nc; costs, in addJ tion to the reduction in investment costs. Ten
of the 112 additional UE C-14l's would replace the capacity lost by this
cancellation.
:;e nO\< have 40 C-135 • s in the force. These aircraft were not designed
for the sustained, heavy duty operations typical of lol.~S and were procured
to provide only an interim modernization of our airlift capacity pending
the delivery of more capable aircraft. To continue them in the MATS role
wrruld require expensive wing modifications costing as much as $50 million.
Such an outlay would not be .justified inasmuch as these C-135' s are
virtually ideal aircraft for use in other Air Force missions (e.g., Air
Heather Service and test bed aircraft for R&D projects) for which aircraft
mieht otherwise have to be procured. Twenty-four of the additional UE
C-14l's could do the work of these 40 C-135's, with a savings in annual
operating costs of about $10 million a year.
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The net increase of 78 UE C-14l's in the force would provide a 20

:c.::· cent increase in our airlift capability in fiscal year 1969 over that
now programed for fiscal year 1968, and at about the same annual operating
cost as the previously approved program.
The additional C-14l's, however, would not be delivered until fiscal
years 1968-70. To make up the temporary loss of capacity resulting from
che cancellation of the C-l30's and the phase-out of the C··l35's, we
propose to keep the C-124's in the active forces about two years longer
than previously planned. This, in turn, creates a problem for the Air
Force Reserve, as the C-l24's were scheduled to replace about half of the
present C-119 force. To alleviate this problem, we propose to delay the
previously planned reduction of Reserve C-ll9's by about two years.
Finally, as I noted earlier, all of the C-123's now in the airlift
forces will be transferred to the counterinsurgency forces (COIN) in fiscal
year 1965, two years earlier than previously planned. The transfer of these
aircraft will not appreciably reduce our airlift capacity.
As shown on Table 14, by the end of fiscal
would be

l
1

l.

Airlift Aircraft p_·ocurement

The revised airlift aircraft procurement program is shown on Table 15.
T:'le fiscal year 1964 procurement of C-1 's has
from
I
a reduction o f . aircraft·
The saving of
$131 million is to be
cost increases
in the C-141 progran;
increases on the RF-4C; $34 million far the one percent overall reduction imposed by the Congress in
acting on our fiscal year 1964 budget req,uest; and the remainder for a
\ride variety of cost increases in other aircraft programs.
The fiscal year 1965 budget req,uest includes .:;51'; million for the
procurement of 84 C-14l's, the same n~ber planned last year. The additional 139 C-14l's (112 UE and 27 command support, training, and attrition)
are added to the end of the procurement program, 66 more in fiscal year
1967 (raising the total to 84) and the balance of 73 in fiscal year 1968.
2.

Future Airlift Aircraft

I stated last year, in connection with ~~e problem of finding areplacement for the "outsize" cargo capability of the C-133, that we might
soon have to undertrute the development and procurement of a new l~ge cargo
transport. Despite the significant augmentation in cargo capability provided by the C-141, our latest studies show that about 25 percent of our

peacetime airlift traffic consists of such items as radars, communications
vans, aircraft wings, large Army vehicles, ICBM' s and space equipment which
are too large for the C-141 and must be transported by C-133's or C-124's.
!~ore importantly, a large proportion of our wartime cargo would also be
outsize to the C-141; for example, over one-third of the equipment of an
infantry division would be too large for this aircraft. Moreover, the
new air assault division may pose additional outsize cargo problems with
its large complement of helicopters and its need for ultra-rapid deployment.
The C-124's nov average about 11-1/2 years of heavy service and are
scheduled to be phased out of the active airlift force completely by the
end of fiscal year 1969. By that time only 4o C-133's are expected to be
available and these will have become very difficult to maintain because of
age and structural fatigue problems. Hence, by the end of the decade, our
airlift capability will be limited pretty much to what can be carried in
C-130' s and C-141' s. \lhile there are a number of partially effective solutions to the outsize cargo problem, such as dismantling large items, prepositioning them, and redesigning them, each has its costs and disadvantages.
The capability to move outsize cargo would not, of itself, justify the
cost of developing a new transport. However, preliminary design studies
indicate that a large transport in the 6oo,ooo lb. class (the C-14l's
maximu~ take-off weight will be about 316,000 lbs.) could not only carry
all of the outsize items we are concerned with but would also be very
economical to operate at full load for most types of military cargo.
For example, in deploying Army forces 1 such an aircraft would be about
three times as productive as the C-141, yet its operating costs would be
only 50 percent greater. It would achieve these advantages chiefly because
of a much better balance between maximum payloads and available space in
the aircraft fuselage. Moreover, some of the proposed configurations would
be able to use runways nov considered suitable only for the light, twin
engine C-123.
The economic operating advantages of such a transport, as compared
with the C 141, suggest that if a sufficiently large unmet airlift requirement exists to permit amortization of development cost, that requirement
ought to be met with the new transport. As I mentioned before, while we
are studying the problem intensively, we are not now in a position to
deten~ine the exact extent to t<hich future requirements will exceed 0\1:'
currently planned capability. Jlevertheless, our analyses thus far indicate
that there is still a substantial amount of airlift needed and that the
~otential gains from the new transport are sufficiently attractive and
realizeabl0 to t·ra:rrant an iimr.ediate a'"lc' comprehensive study effort on all
of the crucial aspects of the problem. We, therefore, plan to undertake
a number of "in-house" studies, using the military departments, OSD staff
offices, and the Ueapons System Evaluation Group (HSEG). Other matters
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such as special design features, performance characteristics, etc., will
be studied by selected aircraft manufacturers under contract to the
:tefense :tepartment. With this information in hand, I should be able to
recommend at this time next year whether we should commence a full-scale
development program in fiscal year 1966 which would cost, eventually,
between $350 and $500 million. The investment cost for a three-squadron
force (48 UE aircraft) would amount to about $1.2 to $1.5 billion.
To finance the necessary studies, I propose to use about $10 million
in fiscal year 1964 from the Emergency Fund. If by September, it appears
that full-scale development is warranted, it will become necessary to
provide additional funds for design competition expenses. I have included
$7 million in the fiscal year 1965 budget request for this purpose.
If we were to decide to go ahead with development and procurement of a
new large transport, we would most likely want to make some adjustments in
the procurement and deployment schedule for the C-141 in the latter part
of the period.
3.

Reserve Component Airlift

In addition to the large airlift capacity being built into our active
forces, we will continue to maintain and improve the airlift capability in
the Air Force reserve components, as shown on Table 14. As additional
C-l24's become available for the Air Force Reserve, the number of C-ll9's
will gradually be reduced. The airlift capability of the Air National Guard
has already been significantly increased by the receipt of additional C-97's
(converted KC-97's phased out of the active force) and C-l2l's.
By the end of fiscal year 1969, the Air Force reserve components will
have a total of 828 aircraft of which 500 will have a long-range airlift
capability. All of the reserve airlift aircraft are maintained in ready
condition and are ready for deployment in 24 hours.

4.

Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF)

Finally, upon the declaration of a national emergency by the President
or the Congress, the :tefense :tepartment could call upon some 255 commercial
aircraft, about half of which are modern jets, in the Civil Reserve Air
Fleet (CRAF). While the cargo-carrying capacity of these aircraft is
limited by their configuration, their passenger-carrying capacity is very
substantial. The CRAF force could be available Within 48 hours after the
declaration of a national emergency and could be counted upon for the
movement of personnel, particularly those personnel brought in to utilize
prepositioned equipment. CRAF could also be used for resupply purposes,
where packaged high density items represent a large share of the load and
would fill the gap on routine overseas runs left by MATS aircraft called
away for other more urgent missions.
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C,

SEALIF'l'

As I noted earlier, our most recent studies of sealift requirenents
indicate the current combined military/civilian capabilities are gene1·ally
adequate to our requirenents. Accordingly, no important changes have been
made in the sealift forces presented to the CO!!Ir.littee last year. These
fo1·ces are shmm 0:1 Tuble 14.
1.

T1·oop Ships

Last year ~1e decided to retain the 16 HSTS troop ships in the active
fleet two years loncer than previously planned, and to start phasing them
out in fiscal year 1966, instead of 1964. \k did this to provide some
extra insurance durin(l the period uhen Olll' passenger airlift would still
be in the buildup stage. I see no reason to alter that schedule now.
Ho.,eve1·, durine the coming months a m.unber of recent studies dealing with
the troop ship requirement and airlift/sealift generally, as well as the
results of the exercises Dis Li~t and Quick Release, will be undergoing a
thorough evaluation, both by ny office and by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Ti1ese studies and analyses >~ill provide a basis for a decision on the
disposition of these troop ships in fiscal year 1966.
2.

Car eo Ships

Our nain concern with respect to cargo sealift is not so much with
the number of ships as with the qualitative characteristics of the small
l-ISTS fleet of cargo ships and tankers. l-Ie did consider a new construction
prO(lraw for general purpose cargo ships in the fiscal year 1966-69 period,
but the requirement for these ships is not urgent enough to warrant a
decision at this time.
With respect to the Roll-on/Roll-off ships, three had been authorized
throU(lh fiscal year 1963 and two are already in the active fleet. He
proposed last year to construct one additional Roll-on/Roll-off ship in
each fiscal year, 1964 through 1967, for a total of seven. The Congress
eliminated the funds requested for the fiscal year 1964 ship, pending the
completion and evaluation of tests involving the roll-on/roll-off concept
as compared with conventional loading practices. These tests have no"
been completed and preliminary results suppo1·t the roll-on/roll-off concept.
I have therefore included $19 million in the fiscal year 1965 budget for
the construction of a roll-on/roll-off ship and have tentatively proi>I'amed
one additional ship in fiscal year 1966, and two in fiscal year 1967.
We are also studying a ne\1 type of roll-on/roll-off ship which promises
perhaps twice the capacity, additional speed, and lower procurement and
operating costs. If our analyses over the next few months bear out the
advantages of this new type, I will propose a change-over to the new design,
beeinning with the fiscal year 1965 ship. At that time I may also uish to
propose a change in the total force objective.
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3· Tankers
In order to increase our tanke~ capacity, we propose the rehabilitation and lengthening of four J.:STS tanlters, two in fiscal year 1965
and two in 1966. These MSTS tanke~s are much smaller than their commercial counterparts and, hence, are uniquely suitable for operation
in shallow ports and estuaries characteristic of many areas of the
world. However, of the 25 tankers now in the active fleet, 19 were
built during 1-/orld War II and a beginning must be made on modernizing
these ships so as to lengthen their service life and increase their
efficiency.
Our increasing dependence on airlift will undoubtedly result in a
requirement for greater POL storage capacity in forward areas and an
increased requirement for tanker resupply. This will be particularly
true in the Pacific area and at the enroute island bases. I have therefore directed that a study be made of our world-wide requirements for
POL storage and tanker resupply in relation to our anticipated deployment requirements,

4.

Forward Floating I:epots

One of the major determinants of airlift/sealift requirements is the
anount of equipment and supplies which can be feasibly maintained overseas, either in land-based or sea-based depots. There are, of course,
many factors that must be taken into acco~~t in assessing the contribution that prepositioning can make to our "quick reaction" capability.
Land-based prepositioning depots have certain inherent limitations:
reloading facilities may be limited or political restrictions imposed
by the host country may jeopardize the immediate availability of the
stocks. Also, this type of prepositioning almost inevitably involves
foreign exchange costs and thereby affects our balance of payments.
Moreover, there is the absolute cost of maintaining the materiel overseas
in a ready-to-use condition. In Southeast Asia, for example, this cost
can run very high for certain types of equipment that are especially
susceptible to deterioration in hot and humid climates.
For these reasons, we are continuing to test the so-called "floating
depot" concept that I talked about last year. We now have three ships
converted for this purpose on station at Subic Bay in th•e. Phlilllilplplilnlelsl.ll
.
These
ture and
controlled and •
They can move quickly
days,
troops can be airlifted
them well Within the time the ships require to get to their
destination. The upcoming troop deployment exercises to Southeast Asia
Will give us an opportunity to test operationally the forward floating
base concept, e.g., reaction time, condition of material, etc. If these
tests are successful, 'We Will propose a major eJ..-pansion in the forward
floating base program for fiscal year 1966.
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D.

FINANCIAL stJW.lARY

The Airlift and Sealift Program I have outlined will require Total
Obligational Authority of $1.4 billion 1n fiscal year 1965. A comparison
with prior fiscal years is shown below:
($ Billions, Fiscal Year)
19()2
Orig.
Total Obligational
Authority

.9

1962
Final

1963
1964
Actual Est.

1.2
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1.4

1.3

1965
Proposed
1.4

VI.
A.

RESERVE AND NA!l'IONAL GUARD FORCES

GENERAL

In the preceding sections of this statement I have discussed most
of the important issues involved in the Reserve and National Guard Program. In this section I would like to summarize the numbers of men on
paid status and the costs of the program. The numbers of Reserve and
national Guard personnel in regular paid training for fiscal years 1961,
1962, 1963, 1964, and 1965, are shown on Table 16.

As shown at the bottom of the Table, we have budgeted for l,065,4oO
Reserve and National Guard personnel on paid status at the end of 1965.
This compares with 1,050,400 at end 1964 and 964,400 at end 1963. Of
these numbers, 987,500 personnel would be in regular paid drill training
status at the end of 1965, compared With 947,500 at end 1964 and 896,500
at the end of 1963.
B.

ARHY RESERVE

We hsve again programed a total of 300,000 &-my resPrvists on paid
drill training for end 1964, but it now appears that the Army Reserve
Will end the current fiscal year With a participating paid drill strength
of about 264,ooo. The shortfall below the programed strength is the result primarily of the exceptionally large losses we have been experiencing
over the past two years. In order to offset these losses we have budgeted
for an increase in six-months trainees to 61,800 in fiscal year 1965 compared With 48,000 in the current fiscal year and 28,900 in fiscal year
1963. For end 1965, we plan again to program 300,000 on paid drill status,
but we have budgeted for a participating paid drill end strength of
285,000, the munber we estimate can be actually attained. The budget
also provides two weeks annual active duty training for 58,4oo reservists,
compared With about 8o,4oo in the current year and 47,200 in 1962.
C.

ARHY NA!l'IONAL GUARD

In the case of the Army National Guard, we have programed a total paid
drill training strength of 400,000 for the end of the current year. We
currently estimate a participating paid drill strength of 376,000 at end
1964, compared With 36o,700 at end 1963. The exceptionally large turnover
of personnel is the principal reason for the shortfall. As in the case of
the Reserve, the Guard's fiscal year 1965 six-months training program would
be raised to a level of 86,4oo, compared With 81,500 in the current year and
59,200 in fiscal year 1963. 'tie plan, again, to program 4oo,ooo for end
1965, but have budgeted for a participating paid drill training end strength
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of 395 1 000, the number we estimate can be attained by that time.
D.

NAVAL R&SERVE

For the Naval Reserve we have programed a total of l.26,ooo men on
paid drill training status for end 1965, the same number estimated for
the end of the current fiscal year. The comparable fiscal year 1963
strength was ll9,6oO. In addition, about 8,6oo Naval Reserve officers
and enlisted men are expected to perform active duty training in fiscal year 1965, ccmpared with 101 100 in the current year and 9,8oo in
fiscal year 1963. The difference of 1 1 500 (all enlisted men) between
fiscal year 1965 and the current year is based on a reduced estimate
of the number expected to participate in this phase o:f' the progr8111.
E.

MARlliE COR!'S RESERVE

The 1965 budget provides regular paid drill training far 45,500
Marine Corps reservists, the same number progr811led for 1964. In addition 3,4oo reservists will be provided two weeks or thirty days training,
the same as the current year's progr8111.
F.

AIR FORCE RESERVE

For the Air Force Reserve, the 1965 budget provides a total of
61,000 on paid drill training status, the S811le number estimated for the
end of the current year. An additional 7 1 500 reservists Will receive
two weeks active duty training, compared with shout 9,000 planned for
the current year. We are now restudy:Lng the entire Air Farce Reserve
progr8111 for recovery groups and squadrons with a view to reorganizing
the present structure in order to fit it better to our changing req)lirements. Consequently, until our plans are firm, we ere proposing only
a nominal increase in the strength of these un1 ts in fiscal year 1965
{from about 13,000 at the beginning of the year to 141 900 at the end),
to be achieved within the 61,000 end strengths.
G.

AIR NATIOHAL GUARD

The budget provides paid drill training for 75 1 000 Air National
Guard personnel, the s811le as provided for in the current year and about
700 more than the number receiving paid drill training at the end of
fiscal year 1963 •
H.

RESERVE OFFICER PARTICIPATION IN THE CIVIL

DEFE!~SE

PROGRAM

I described to you last year our progr8111 to encourage certain reserve component officers to volunteer as Civil Defense instructors and
administrators on a non-pay basis. These officers, who must have
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discharged their obligated service, do receive retirement point credit
for stated periods of service with regional, state, a.nd local. Civil
Defense activities. At present, there are about 4,500 officers participating in this pro3I"am.
I.

OFFICERS EDUCATION PROGRAM (ROTC)

A bill to reorganize the Reserve Officer n-aining Corps program
of the three military departments is nov before the Congress and pending
final. action on that legislation, the fiscal. year 1965 program proposed
in the budget request is essentially the same as the current year.
In the junior (high school) division of the Ar111y program, we expect
a training load of about 67(000, about 1,000 more than the current year.
In the Ar1!zy senior (college} division an estimated 158,000 are expected
to participate, about 5,000 more than the current year. Production of
commissioned officers, hovever, is expected to remain stable at about
ll, 8oo per year.
Participation in the Air Force senior division program in fiscal.
year 1965 is expected to be about 101,000, about 3,000 more than the
current year. Production of officers will rise by about 1,000 to approximately 4,6oo. In fiscal. year 1965, both the Navy's contract end reGUlar
ROTC programs are expected to remain at the current year levels of about
5,300 and 5,500 respectively. Total. number of officers to be commissioned
is estimated at about 2,000, about 300 more than the current year.
The strengths of the reserve officer candidate programs of Navy end
Marine Corps will be about 2,8oo, about l,lOO fewer than the current year.
Production of cdmmissioned officers is estimated at about 1,000, about 200
fewer than the current year.

J.

FINANCIAL S\JM!.IARY

The Reserve and National Guard Forces I have outlined will require
Total. Obligational. Authority of $2.0 billion for fiscal. year 1965. A
comparison with prior years is sh::>wn belov:

($ Billions, Fiscal Year)

Total Oblieational
Authority

1962

1962

1963

1964

1965

Original.

Final

Actual

Estimated

Proposed

1.7

1.8

1.8
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VII,

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

This program includes all the research and development effort not
directly identified vith elements of other programs. In my discussion of
the mission-oriented programs, Strategic Retaliatory Forces, General
Purpose Forces, etc., I have already touched on a number of R&D projects.
At this point I vould like to round out in a more systematic fashion the
content of the Research and Development Program as a vhole,
Last year I described the steps being taken to improve the management
of the Defense Department's Research and Development Program. This program
has grovn rapidly during the last fev years and nev techniques for its
management have had to be developed. The R&D Program is nov divid.ed into
six broad categories: Research; Exploratory Development; Advanced
Development; Engineering Development; Management and Support; and
Operational Systems Development, the research and development costs of syste~s which have been approved for production and deployment.
The first four broad categories of the R&D Program reflect, in a very
general sense, phases of the evolutionary process by which ideas are eventually translated into useful military hardvare. Each category or phase
requires a somewhat different management technique. Thus, in the first two
phases, Research and Exploratory Development, we do not as a general rule
attempt to prescribe goals, milestones and time schedules. Projects included in these categories are usually controlled on a "level of effort"
basis.

As ideas progress to the development of hardvare for experimental
tests, i.e., the Advanced Development stage, ve begin to identify each
project with a specific military application or technique, and ve begin to
question in depth its potential military utility. During this phase ve
also begin to explore the costs of the most likely applications in order
to determine whether the potential operational benefit vould be vorth the
cost of development, production, and deployment.
In the fourth stage, vhere a system is to be engineered for service
use and for operational employment, large commitments of resources must be
made to single projects. Accordingly, before full-scale development is
initiated, the specific operational requirements and the cost effectiveness
of the system must be confirmed, and goals, milestones and time schedules
must be established. It is at this point that ve require vhat ve call a
"project definition phase" for all large endeavors. And, it is in this
phase that all the aspects of a development are tied together into a single
plan vhich defines, for Government and industry alike, vhat is vanted, how
it is to be designed and built, how it Yill be used, Yhat it Yill cost, and
vhat systems and techniques will be used to manage the program.
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Thus, the first three categories provide the "teclmical building
blocks" that we need for the fourth or fifth category, engineering or operational systems development. We realize, of course, that it is impossible
to "plan" technolog'ical evolution. We know that some of our research and
engineering efforts in these earlier stages will not lead to any useful
products and we know that we will encounter some needs which have not been
anticipated. But unless the basic ''building blocks" are provided in a
timely manner, our efforts to define and manage the large-scale system developments will suffer, and we will be inviting the costly and inefficient
crash programs and telescoped development-production efforts we wish to
avoid. Moreover, by planning the "non-system" part of our Defense research
and engineering effort without trying to tie it to a particular systems development, we should be able to achieve a greater degree of standardization
which, through repeated use of the same or similar components, should increase reliability, reduce costs and help to simplify the logistics problem.
Having restructured the R&D program and developed the techni~ues reto manage it efficiently, we addressed ourselves this year to a comprehensive review of the on-going program. In a research and development
effort of this sort, exploring, as it should, new frontiers of knowledge and
new avenues of technology, some false starts must be expected. furthermore,
military re~uirements are always changing and new techl1ological and scientific discoveries are continually being made. Thus, there will always be some
projects which appeared to be sound and useful - three, two, or even one
year ago - but which, today, are no longer worth their cost. These projects
must be culled out of the program promptly if we are to make the most effective use of the resources - men, money, and facilities - devoted to research and development. To do this re~uires a very thorough and comprehensive review of a great number of individual efforts, many of which are interrelated.
~uired

Such a review was completed last year and a sizeable number of R&D
projects have been eliminated from the program or completely reoriented.
The net effect has been that for all RDT&E appropriations, our fiscal year
1965 budget re~uest is $6,722 million, $540 million less than the amount
re~uested for fiscal year 1964, and $227 million less than the amount appropriated by the Congress for fiscal year 1964.
Although I cannot promise that there will be no further change in the
detail of the Research and Development Program over the next year and a
half, I can assure you that the total amounts re~uested are austere and that
an extensive job of pruning has been done. I am, of course, fully aware of
the growing congressional concern with Government R&D programs generally,
and I welcome a thorough analysis of our work. But I do want to caution
that "across-the-board" cuts could be very damaging to our future security •
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We expect you to continue to scrutinize our budget proposals very
closely and we are prepared to explain them in any level of detail you may
desire. We have taken into account the fact that the Research and Development Program has increased relatively rapidly in the last few years and on
the basis of our detailed review we believe that some reduction from 1964
is warranted - but not a sharp step downward. The near revolutionary progress in science and technology has been opening up an ever-increasing number of technological choices. While we need not try all of them, we certainly must continue to explore at least the most promising prospects, and
this means the continuous initiation of new research and development projects, as well as the continued support of promising lines of. investigation
started in previous years.
We must be certain that we are always covering the most critical areas
of new technology. The time it is taking us to catch up with the Soviet
Union in the development of large space boosters is but one example of what
can happen when we fall behind in any major area. Fortunately, we are ahead
of our competitors in the fields most important for our security, but we
will be able to stay ahead only if we continue a broad, well-balanced and
vigorous research and development effort, an effort which is sufficiently
comprehensive and challenging to retain the interest and support of the most
capable technical talent available.
Before I turn to the specifics of the Research and Development Program,
there are two general areas which might usefUlly be discussed as entities,
rather than in terms of the separate projects which they comprise. These
are Nuclear Testing and Test Detection, and Space Development Projects.
A.

NUCLEAR TESTING AND TEST DETECTION

In testifying on the test ban treaty before the Senate Armed Services
ComMcttee, the Department of Defense committed. itself to four specific safeguards:
1.

The conduct of comprehensive, aggressive and continuing underground nuclear test programs designed to add to our knowledge and
to improve our weapons in all areas of significance to our milita~ posture for the future.

2.

The maintenance of modern nuclear laboratory facilities and programs in theoretical and exploratory nuclear technology which
will attract, retain, and ensure the continued application of
our human scientific resources to these programs on which continued progress in nuclear technology depends,

3·

The maintenance of the facilities and resources necessary to institute promptly nuclear tests in the atmosphere should they be
deemed essential to our national security or should the treaty or
any cf its terms be abrogated by the Soviet Union.

4,

The improvement of our capability, within feasible and practical
limits, to monitor the terms of the treaty, to detect violations,
and to maintain our knowledge of Sino-Soviet nuclear activity,
capabilities, and achievements.

The Defense Department's portion of this joint undertaking with the
Atomic Energy Commission is shown in Table 17. For fiscal year 1965 we are
budgeting a total of $279.2 million for our share of this program, as compared with $223.6 million in fiscal year 1964.
In support of the first safeguard, underground testing, the Atomic
Energy Commission is carrying out weapons development tests to meet the
needs of the Defense Departoent for new and improved weapons. The Defense
Department, which has the responsibility for weapons effects tests, is prefor a series of
ve tests to be conducted at the Nevada Test

fiscal year 1965 Defense budget includes about $23 million for underground testing.
In support of the second safeguard, maintenance of laboratory facilities and programs, our 1965 budget includes about $53 million for nuclear
weapons effects research and the Department of Defense's share of the cost
of research, development, test, and evaluation associated with nuclear
weapons development.· The "effects" research program includes laboratory
and theoretical investigation of air blast and ground shock, water blast
and shock effects, thercal and nuclear radiation, electromagnetic phenomena
and biomedical effects. The Department of Defense's portion of the weapons
development effort includes work on fuzing and firing systems, retardation
systems, ballistic cases, aircraft compatibility testing and vulnerability
tests.

With regard to the third safeguard, maintenance of a standby atmospheric test capability, we have budgeted approximately $77 million in fiscal
year 1965. Improvement of the test facility at Johnston Island was, for the
most part, financed in fiscal years 1963-64 at a cost of about $37 million.
Other preparations for.atmcspher~c testing will include: research, development and procurement of long leadtime instrumentation and instrument carriers; the mainten~uipment; and the support of a joint task
force in-being. ~we should have a capability to begin
atmospheric and underwater effects tests within six months of notice,

stockpile proof tests within about two months, operational systems tests
within about two to three months and weapons development tests within about
three months.
In support of the fourth safeguard, the monitoring of Sino-Soviet actions, we have included about $127 million in the 1965 budget compared with
$101 million in 1964. More than half of the increase is for the augmentation of the Atomic Energy Detection System (AEDS). About $34 million has
already been invested in this system and operating costs currently run
about $29 r.:.illion per year. We now propose to invest a:cother $100 million
during the fiscal year 1964-69 period, about $28 million in 1965. During
the same period, the apnual operating cost of the AEDS will increase to
about $40 rr.illion. To continue development of seismic and other groundbasecl detection systeos, and particularly to develop further a satellitebasec systeo, we propose that the VELA program be increased to $61 million
in fiscal year 1965 as co!!!pared with $51 million in fiscal year 1964. This
aug::.e!":te2. prcg:-SJ::

·~-.rould.

provide for the latmch:i.ng of another experimental

cletecti 0::1 satellite in addi tier: to the t·,ro launched this fiscal year.
:0.

SPACE DEVELOP! ill?: PROJECTS

Because of the importance of the Defense Depart:r.ent's space program
ancl its re~ation to the national space ~ffort, I believe it would be useful
at this point to cliscuss that progr~ as a whole. The program proposed for
fiscal year 1965 is s~~arized on Table 18. Certain projects, particularly
these i!: the first t·,:o categories, Spacecraft Mission Projects and Vehicle,
Engine, a:,d Cor.lponent Developoents, are clearly id~ntifiable as part of this
program. Other activities, particularly ground support, supporting research
and develo:p2ent, and general support, cr~st be prorated to the space program
si:·.ce they also contribute to other Defense programs. In total, we estimate
that about $1,474 million of our fiscal year 1965 budget request is for
space, about $140 million less than fiscal year 1964, but almost double the
fiscal year 1961 level.
Last year I told the CD'"..c::;i ttee that we considered it essential that
the Defense Department's space program meet two fundamental criteria.
!'irst, it must mesh with the efforts of the National Aeronautics and Space
hdr.linistration (NASA) in all vital areas; that is, the Defense and NASA
programs, taken together, must constitute an integrated national program.
t-zJ!j second, projects supported by the Defense Department Jmlst hold the
clistinct promise of enhancing our military power and effectiveness.
Speaking broadly, approximately half of our space effort is directly
related to relatively well recognized and understood mil~
such as satellite communications and navigation systems,lllllllllllllll.
etc. The balance of our effort, however, is
at creating a
base of new technology, devices, and in some
cases, systems for possible future application. Space technology is still
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very new and its implications, especially for the military mission, can not
be f'ully foreseen at this time. This is particularly true with regard to
the potentials of a "man-in-space". That is why we have been pursuing, up
to now, a relatively wide range of efforts related to space technology.
But the time has come when, in our judgment, these efforts should be more
sharply focused on those areas which hold the greatest promise of military
utility.
1.

Spacecraft Mission Projects

As you know, I had been concerned for some time about the role of the
D¥NASOAR (X-20) program in our overall space effort. The principal objective of this program was to explore the feasibility and practical value of
pilot-controlled, maneuverable re-entry and recovery from orbit at a time
and place of the pilot's own choosing.
The X-20 was not contemplated. as a weapon system or even as a prototype of a weapon system. Its distinguishing feature, as compared with
MERCURY and GE!ffiU, was to be its substantial lifting maneuver capability,
which would have enabled it to operate in the Mach 5 to Mach 25 regime and
to de-orbit and land at any number of points within a very large area.
But, because of its very limited flight endurance and payload capacity (75
cubic feet/1,000 lbs. ), D¥NASOAR's value in exploring man's military usefulness in space would have been relatively small.
Yet, from the military point of view, the determination of man's
al: ili ty tc perform usef'ul military missions in space is the more immediate
problem, and for this purpose DYNASOAR was so limited as to make it a very
poor choice. The maneuverability feature of D¥NASOAR, while of great interest, is not needed. now, and will not be needed until man's unique capab~li ties in space have not only been demonstrated, but are actually being
used in a semi-routine manner. And, even when that point is reached, it is
highly questionable that a vehicle of the D¥NASOAR type would be desired.
If it should develop that there is indeed a substantial military role for
''mar,-i."l-space," we would need a much more capable vehicle than D¥NASOAR
(which as conceived could carry only one passenger) to get them there, permit them to operate there effectively, and then bring them back when their
mission is accomplished.
With regard to the aerodynamic exploration of the Mach 5-Mach 25
flight regime, the desired. technical data may be obtained more economically,
and for a wider variety of materiels and conditions, through the use of
small unmanned vehicles such as "ASSEI'". This is one of several vehicles
to be included in our augmented Re-entry and Recovery Program, which, as
shown in the second section of Table 18, would be expanded by over 50 percent in fiscal year 1965, as compared with the two preceding years.

Our most immeQiate problem, therefore, is to develop a space vehicle
which will enable us to explore the contribution which man might make to
military space operations. We began to move in this direction early last
year when we reaahed agreement with NASA to use its GEMINI program for
Defense Department space experiments. A joint GEMINI Program Planning
Board was formed to administer that agreement, and last June I approved a
program of "piggy back" Defense experiments on NASA flights, along the
lines recommended by the Board. An Air Force field office has been established at the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas, to manage the integration of these experiments with the NASA program. The active Defense
participation in the GEMINI Program has already facilitated the flow of information between the two agencies. Furthermore, it ensures the full use
of experience gained in manned space flight activities and minimizes any
possibility of duplication within the national space program.
Now we propose to take a much more important step in that direction
with the initiation of an entirely new project, the Manned Orbiting
Laboratory (MOL). This system will be made up of a modified GEMINI capsule
(G~~I B) coupled to a pressurized cylinder equipped as an orbiting laboratory. The MOL would be launched by a TITAN IIIC, with the GEMINI B capsule
on top, the pressurized cylinder next, and the TITAN IIIC at the base. The
two astronauts will be seated in the GEMINI capsule during launch and then
move into the pressurized cylinder, or laboratory, once the vehicle is in
orbit. For the return to earth, the astronauts would re-enter the GEMINI
capsule, detach the capsule from the pressurized cylinder, fire the retrorockets and de-orbit back to earth, leaving the laboratory in orbit.
The pressurized cylinder, or laboratory, would be large enough to
permit the installation of a considerable amount of military equipment and
provide sufficient room for the astronauts to move around and operate, adjust, or repair equipment without the use of special space suits. Thus,
the MOL will penni t man to function both as a test pilot and a scientific
experimenter in space. It will enable man to develop, test, and evaluate
both the equipment and himself and their combined ability to discriminate,
evaluate, filter, and dispose of data. These are the functions required
for the possible missions contemplated for man, such as space and earth observation, satellite inspection, maintenance and repair and others.
In accordance with our policy of conducting an integrated national
space program, NASA may also use the MOL for whatever experiments bearing
on its own progrhlns can best be done in MOL. The joint planning for NASA's
use of MOL will follow the same line as that established for Defense's use
of the present GEMINI program, but in reverse. The Manned Orbital Laboratory will be under the management of the Air Force with extensive technical
support provided by NASA. NASA control facilities and NASA/DoD tracking
facilities, which have been set up for the MERCURY, GEMINI and other space
programs, will be utilized wherever possible. Actual design of the system

snd experiments in orbit vill be based on studies now in progress as well
as a carefully planned program of experiments using ground snd airborne
si!Uulation snd experience' derived fran the orbiting of equipment in the
present GD1INI vehicle.
Detailed studies of MOL have been underway since last September when
I signed an agreement with Mr. Webb, the Administrator of NASA, to explore
the feasibility of a new national orbital space station. We now plan to intensify this effort during the balance of the current fiscal year, and I am
allocating $10 million from the fiscal year 1964 DoD Emergency Fund for this
purpose. As shown on Table 18, another $75 million has been included in the
fiscal year 1965 budget to continue this work. First flight in the manned
conf~guration is tentatively planned for late in calendar year 1967 or early
1968. Up to six flights could follow in the succeeding 18 months.
We also plan, as part of our overall "man-in-space" program, to continue our participation in the NASA G:;;Iffii!I program, both for the basic
f"_.-,o·dedge and experience we will gain and for the contribution it should be
able to make to the MOL program. For this purpose $1.4 million was reprcbramed in fiscal year 1963 and an additional $13.6 million was reprogramed in fiscal year 1964. For fiscal year 1965, $6 million more is incl·clC.ed in the pending request.
As part of the decision to initiate the new HOL program, action has
been taken to terminate DYNASOAR (X-20). We estimate that around $70 million <till be required in fiscal year 1964 to cover costs already incurr.ed
and for termination charges, raising the total spent on this program since
its inception to about $400 million. The balance of the $125 million apprc~riated by the Congress for DYNASOAR in fiscal year 1964 will be applied
to the B-70 program in accordance vith the language of the appropriation,
"Rffi&E, Air Force", which provides "that of the funds available for obligation in this appropriation account, $125,000 1 000 shall be available only
fer the DY11ASOAR or Mach 3 aircraft program". The net effect of the cancellation of DYNASOAR and the addition of MOL will be an expenditure saving
cf approximately $100 million during fiscal years 1964 and 1965.

As I informed the Committee last year, the responsibility for the
next item, the Communications Satellite Program, has been reallocated within the Department of Defense. The Department of the Army retains
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responsibility for the development of the ground environment system. The
Department of the Air Force is responsible for the development, production,
and launching of all space systems, and the Defense Communications Agency,
for integrat~ng the space and ground elements of the Communications
Satellite System into the Defense Communications System.
Last year we had planned to develop a medium altitude, random orbit
system which is well within the demonstrated state of the art and which
could become operational at a relatively early date. This system would
ha,·e involved 20 to 30 satellites randomly distributed in several orbits at
approximately 6,000 nautical mile altitudes. The first R&D launch was
planned during the second half of calendar year 1964 and a significant
operational capability for late in 1965.
There is a clear requirement for a military satellite communications
capability, particularly to provide an effective means of communications
with re~ote areas. We believe it may be possible for the new Communications
Satellite Corporation to provide this capability through the system which
it is planning to build and o~erate. The idea is being actively explored.
Najor problems related to global service, security of the military circuits,
and location and control of the ground stations have yet to be resolved.
Ho<:ever, even if these problems cannot be worked out satisfactorily, close
cooperation between the Defense Department and the Corporation might still
make poss:'.t.le the joint development and production of the satellites,
boosters, and other elements of the system.
We intend to continue the Department of Defense medium altitude communications satellite program in the research and development phase; but no
operational capability will be in~tiated until we have had an opportunity
to determine to what extent it is possible to integrate our plans with those
of the Communications Satellite Corporation. The $44.7 million requested
for fiscal year 1965 would permit the completion of the R&D evaluation of
system feasibility, i.e., the feasibility of the satellite communications
syste~s as a whole and its compatibility with the Defense Communications
SysteCJ.
The neo~ item on Table 18 is the nuclear test detection satellite,
v!cich is part of the VELA program, a joint fl.EC/DOD research and development effort concerned with the detection of nuclear tests. The satellite
portion of the program is designed to provide data on the operation of
nuclear test detection sensors in space and in the natural radiation environment in •1hich the sensors must function. Two identical experimental
satellites >~ere launched in tandem last fall and placed into virtually
identical near-circular orbits about 100,000 miles apart. Large amounts
of data on radiation background have already been received and will be used
to design improved world-wid.e test d.etection systems .for the future. Additional launches, each with two satellites, are scheduled. About $26 million
is included in the fiscal year 1965 budget to continue this program.

About $25 million ($7 million for RDT&E) is included in the fiscal
year 1965 budget for the continued development and operation of the
Transit Navigational Satellite System, which is designed to provide, under
all veather conditions,
fixe
the earth's surface.
the system
prove suit-

The Satellite Inspector Program, for which $2 million is req_uested
in the fiscal year 1965 budget, has been completely reoriented within the
last year. It was originally designed to provide a capability to rendezvous •~th and inspect potentially hostile orbiting objects with various
sensors and transmit the data to ground stations. This and other "inspace" techniq_ues thus far suggested look extremely expensive, if not
tech~ically impractical.
Accordingly, current efforts in this area are now
bei~g limited to the development of the necessary fundamental technologi~s
fer co-orbital interception and inspection. Some of the experiments planned
fer incorporation in the G~ll program will support this effort and the
re"dezvo'.lS portion of the GEHINI program if and when undertaken will, of
co·u.rse, also have application to this problem.
There is a good possibility that we may be able to develop groundbased systems which can perform the identification and classification function, and ve are ~~ding ex~loratory work in this area. Ground-based systems suf!h as SPACErRACK and SPASUR are alre
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2.

Vehicle, Engine and Component Developments

The largest item in the second category, Vehicle, Engine and
Collipcnent Developments, is $205.6 million for the TITAN III, which I described to the Committee in considerable detail last year. This vehicle
is designed to ser~e NASA as well as Defense Department purposes and is
planned as a standardized launch vehicle for a wide range of manned and unm~~~ed missions, including the Manned Orbital Laboratory which I described
in the previous section. I pointed out last year that the TITAN III is
justified. primarily on a cost-saving program and that its continued development would depend upon achievement of the cost objective, then estimated bet',;een $80C and $900 million. It now appears that the cost of the development progrem will be about $810 million. The amount requested for 1965
would leave about $30 million to be financed in fiscal year 1966. TITAN III
should pay for itself in a lower "cost per launch" over its expected operational life and, in addition, provide us with a very versatile booster of
great importance to our future space capability.
I have already dis,cus.sed the next item, Re-entry and Recovery, for
which about $21 million has been included in the 1965 budget.
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The next project, Solid Propellant Motor Development, for which $12
million is requested in 1965, is designed. to provide the technological base
for the accelerated development of large solid propellant motors. This
project is still Qeing restricted to the development of the basic technological building blocks and is another one of the joint DoD/NASA efforts
designed to meet the potential needs of the national space program.
Defense is managing the overall program on behalf of both agencies. Since
we do not envisage any potential military requirement for a motor larger
than 156 inches, DoD will finance the $12 million for fiscal year 1965 for
the 156-inch program, and NASA has agreed to fund the 260-inch motor project.
Liquid Rocket Engine Development, for which we are requesting $10 million in fiscal year 1965, includes three projects. The first, for which
$6.5 million is requested, is concerned with testing new concepts in liquid
rocket component technology. In the second, $2.5 million would be allocated
to a program to define the design criteria and performance parameters for a
new high energy upper stage. The remaining $1.0 million would provide for
ground testing of advanced propulsion concepts which would be applicable to
the development and design of a space maneuvering propulsion system.
3·

Other Defense Activities Supporting the Space Program

The Ground Support category, shown on Table 18, includ.es the prorated cost of the missile ranges and test instrumentation, as well as the
satellite detection and tracking systems. The last two categories shown on
the Table are self-explanatory.

******
I would now like to turn to the details of the Research and Development Program for fiscal year 1965 7 which are summarized in Table 19.
C.

RESEARCH

This category may be thought of as the realm of ideas and theory from
which advanced devices and inventions eventually emerge. As used here, the
Research category includes both the basic and some applied research directed
toward the expansion of knowledge in such fields as the physical and environmental sciences, mathematics, psychology, sociology, biology, and medical
sciences, as well as "in-house" laboratory independent research. As shown
on Table 19, $376 million is included in the fiscal year 1965 program for
research, compared with $337 million in fiscal year 1964, 0316 million in
fiscal year 1963 and $295 million for fiscal year 1962. This is an average
annual increase of about 8 percent from fiscal year 1962 through fiscal year
1965. We estimate that, on the average, research costs have been increasing
at the rate of about 5 percent per year. Thus, the amount requested for
fiscal year 1965 would provide a small increase in the level of the research
effort for each of the Services and for ARPA.

The importance of research to our future military strength cannot be
overstated. Many of the basic breakthroughs in military technology originated in laboratories. A large share of these funds are used to support
basic and applied research in our universities. We consider it extremely
important that our vital contacts With the creative research people in these
institutions be continued. These are the people who in the past have bee~
responsible for some of the most important technological improvements in the
e~uipment now used by our military forces, and we should not deprive our national defense of the benefits of their creativity.
·
D.

EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENTS

This category consists of activities directed toward the solution of
specific military problems short of the development of hardware for experimental or operational testing, ranging from fairly fundamental efforts to
sophisticated "breadboard" hardware. Along with basic research, exploratory development forms the pool of technical knowledge from which future
weapon systems will be devised and designed. A total of $1,126 million for
exploratory developments is included in the fiscal year 1965 program for
the three military departments and the Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA), as shown on Table 19. This amount represents a reduction of $3 million below that provided for fiscal year 1964.
I am convinced that substantial increases in the effectiveness of the
Exploratory Development Program are possible. Dlring the coming year we intend to seek out and identify those management conditions which have in the
past proven to be highly productive of useful military results. We then intend to initiate new policies which •~11 make these favorable conditions
u.~iform throughout the Defense Department in the hope that this will permit
a greater return for each dollar spent for exploratory development. For
this reason, I am reducing exploratory development funding below that of
fiscal year 1964.
1.

Arey

The Pxmy's exploratory development effort provides for studies and
analyses and fabrication, test, and evaluation of various components to establish their feasibility, practicability and relative advantages for use in
fttture major development programs. This effort includes: new and improved
propulsion systems for Army aircraft;
for greatly improved
night viewing e~uipment; applied re
designs
applied research directed toward improved surface mobility,
in remote areas; mine warfare and barrier research; and mapping
and geodetic research directed toward overcoming the limitations of current
e~uipment and techniques with respect to speed and extend of area covered.

..
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2.

Navy

The Navy's exploratory development effort is planned to produce improved ''know-how" for the performance of all important naval functions. Included are the detection and localization of underwater, surface, and air
targets; environmental surveillance with emphasis on the air-ocean interface; navigation; ca:mna.nd-control; weaponry; ship and aircraft construction;
~~d personnel and logistics.
The overall program on surveillance and command-control includes work
on radar, ASW detection devices, data correlation techniques, navigation devices, communications, etc., for both ships and aircraft. In the field of
or~~ance, emphasis will be placed on non-nuclear air launch systems.
Missile
propellants, guidance systems and countermeasures will also be studied.
Several projects involve advanced aircraft concepts, with emphasis on simplicity, endurance and low-speed characteristics. Work related to ships
~~d submarines will concentrate on hull structures, integrated controls, and
fatigue characteristics of deep-diving submarines, as well as advanced propulsion systems and measures to reduce underwater noise levels. About onethird of the $337 million requested for the Navy in fiscal year 1965 will be
devoted to problems directly related to ASW.
3.

Air Force

About one-fourth of the $308 million requested for the Air Force's
1965 exploratory development program will be devoted to space or spacerelated subjects. Included are studies) experimentation and component developments in such broad fields as guidance, flight control, propulsion,
life sciences, surveillance and electromagnetic techniques.
In other areas, emphasis will be given to improving technology related
to advanced tactical and strategic missiles, new propulsion cycles for hypersonic manned systems, V/STOL aircraft, the feasibility of laminar flow
control in supersonic flight, new materials and structural concepts, technology related to reconnaissance, communications, command and control, intelligence techniques, computer and data processing, electromagnetic warfare and advanced weapons.
4.

Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)

A total of $238 million is included in the 1965 program for ARPA's exploratory development projects, compared with $237 million provided in 1964
and $224 million in 1963.

••
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a,

Project DEFENDER

We have included $128 million for Project DEFENDER, which is concerned with the development of the scientific and technical knowledge
needed for the design of U.S. defenses against ICBM's and IRBM's and for
the assessment of the ability of u.s. ballistic missile systems to penetrate Soviet defenses. The project involves the making of precise measurements of ballistic missile flight phenomena which are of importance to the
operation of a ballistic missile defense, the development and application
of new ballistic missile defense techniques and the study of advanced defense system concepts. About half of the amount requested for DEFENDER
will be devoted to the study of missile re-entry phenomena, including fullscale experiments in the Pacific. This work will be particularly helpful
in defining the Army's NIKE-X development program. It will also be important for the Air Force and Navy programs concerned with the development of
penetration aids for our strategic retaliatory missiles.
b,

Project VELA

As I noted earlier, $61 million has been included in the fiscal year
1965 budget to continue work on Project VELA, $10 million more than the
amount provided for fiscal year 1964. The objective of this project is to
obtain an improved capability for detection of nuclear explosions both underground and at high altitudes. I have already discussed the detection of
nuclear tests in the atmosphere, in connection with the Space Program. The
underground test detection program involves monitoring and evaluating data
from nuclear and chemical explosions as well as associated research in
seismology and propagation phenomena in order to develop improved nuclear
detection techniques.
c.

Project AGILE

This project is designed to provide research and development support
for remote area conflict problems with primary emphasis on requirements of
indigenous forces in guerrilla warfare situations. The technological problems involved in this type of warfare include the requirement for greatly
improved communications and surveillance, and new methods of achieving mobility and logistics support, as well as significant advancements in firepower. Up to now Project AGILE has been oriented to Southeast Asia, and
ARPA centers have been established in Bangkok and Saigon. This effort is
now being gradually extended to other areas of the world. In view of the
importance of this project, $30 million is being recommended for fiscal
·year 1965, compared with $11 million in 1962, $19 million in 1963 1 and $24
million in the current fiscal year. Counterinsurgency warfare presents the
kinds of problems which require new ideas and concepts and we are making a
major effort to enlist the support of the u.s. scientific research and development community in an effort to find the right solutions.
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E.

ADVANCED DEVELOR>!ENTS

This category includes projects which have advanced to a point where
the d.evelopment of experimental hardware for technical or operational testing is re~uired, prior to the determination of whether the items should be
designed or engineered for eventual service use.
We do not re~uire that a particular and immediately specifiable military re~uirement exist for each of these projects, but rather, the reasonable expectation that the engineering knowledge which we are buying will be
applicable to a specific problem at a foreseeable time somewhere in the
Defense program.

Tri-Service V/STOL aircraft: The $11 million shown on Table 19 for
the Army for this project represents approximately one-third of the total
amount of funds we plan to devote to it dllring fiscal year 1965. The balance is shown under the Navy and Air Force headings, bringing the total to
$39 million, compared with $33 million in 1964 and $36 million in 1963.
The purpose of this joint program is to develop experimental prototype vertical or short take-off and landing aircraft suitable for operational testing by the three Services. The V/STOL will provide the vertical
take-off and landing features of a helicopter, but also permit a much greater speed, on the order of 250 knots or more, in level flight.
There are actually three distinct projects under this program:

(a)

XC-142A - The aircraft receiving primary emphasis in the TriService V/STOL program is a large prototype tilt-wing transport
aircraft being developed under Air Force management. This aircraft Will have a gross weight of 37,000 pounds, cruise speed of
more than 250 knots, a combat radius of 200-300 nautical miles
with a four-ton payload and ten minute hover. It is planned to
produce five prototypes for flight test and for the Army, Navy
and Air Force e\~uation of operational problems and suitability,
at a total estimated cost of about $118 million. First flight
is scheduled for July 1964.

(b)

X-22A - a twin-tandem tilting ducted fan-powered flight research
vehicle being developed under Navy management. Two prototypes
are being built at a total estimated cost of about $18 million.
First flight is scheduled for mid-1965.
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(c)

X-19A - an aircraft with twin T-55 turbines and four tandem
tilting propellers is being developed under Air Force management. Two of these aircraft are being procured at an estimated
cost to the government of $ll.6 million as flight research vehicles.' First flight is scheduled for early this year.

The next item, New SUrveillance Aircraft, for which $8 million is requested, consists of three aircraft projects, the most important being the
P-1127 HAWKER. The HAWKER is a British designed V/STOL development which
the U.K., the U,S. and Germany are supporting on a tripartite basis. The
United States' share for fiscal year 1965 is planned at $12.8 million. The
Army, which has the predominant interest (for a less vulnerable, more versatile successor to the MOHAWK surveillance aircraft), is managing the U.S.
participation and is funding half of the U,S, cost, The Navy and Air Force
are funding about one-quarter each, (In addition $29 million has been included in the budget to support the development of propulsion systems for
this type of aircraft.) The balance of the Army program is for continued
work on two research aircraft; a turbine-driven lift (fan-in-wing) and an
augmented thrust concept aircraft now being fabricated and tested.
The Air Force also has a number of separate projects in the V/STOL
area. Including all of these projects, a grand total of about $86 million
has been budgeted for V/STOL technology in fiscal year 1965,
The $18 million shown for the communications satellite for 1965 represents the Army's share of this project, which I discussed in context with
the Department of Defense space program.
The heavy lift helicopter project was started in fiscal year 1963 by
reprograming $15 million within the "RDr&E, Army" account for the purchase
of six heavy lift "flying crane" type helicopters. These machines will be
used to test the feasibility of the design requirements for heavy lift
helicopters to move heavy Army equipment in support of combat operations
over otherwise impassable terrain. If proven practical, such vehicles
could greatly enhance the Army's mobility. Two million dollars is requested
for 1965 to continue the test phase of this effort.
The next item, Anti-tank Weapon aystems, includes through fiscal year
1963 the advanced development effort on·the SHILLELAGH combat vehicle
weapon system. SHILLELAGH has been committed to production and deployment
and ~ts cost, therefore, is included in the General PUrpose Forces Program.
The amount shown for 1964 includes work on a heavy anti-tank assault weapon,
known as TOW, which in 1965 will be advanced to the Engineering Developments
category. I will discuss TOW und.er that heading. The $4 million shown for
1965 would finance feasibility studies, supporting research and component
investigations for a longer range improved SHILLELAGH.
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I already touched on the Air Defense System of the 1970's in connection with my discussion of the Army General Purpose Forces. The $5 million
requested for 1965 will finance continuing studies and development of high
risk components of an air defense system designed to replace, eventually,
the NIXE-HERCULES &~d HAWK in the field army and possibly in the continental

u.s.
2.

Navy

The first two i terns in the Nav1 list of Advanced Developments are the
Navy's share of the Tri-Service V/STOL and Tri-Service HAWKER project, both
of which I have already discussed.
The $89 million shown in the 1965 column for undersea warfare represents an aggregation of various projects. In addition to ARTD1IS and
TRIDD~, which were covered earlier in Section III in connection with the
defense against submarine-launched ffiissiles, this item includes work on
hydrofoils, detection by surface effects, acoustic countermeasures, etc.
It should be noted that the projects included in this category represent
o~ly part of the total ASW research and development effort which is also
fi~&~ced under other headings.
As shown on the table, our efforts in this
area arc being significantly eA~anded from year to year, reflecting the urge~cy of the ASW mission.
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The fiscal year 1965 budget request includes $2 million to determine
the ~ilitar.f usefulness, technical feasibility, and cost/effectiveness of
~~r Cushion Ships for the amphibious, mine warfare, strike, and ASW missions. The "air cushion" ship concept, because it provides for the physical
de-coupling of the hull from the ocean, has several potential advantages
including high speed, low magnetic signature, and internal ship arrangements
not li~ited by conventional hull forcs.
The next item, Special Warfare Navy Aircraft, for which $6 million is
requested for fiscal year 1965, is a new "state of the art", primitive area,
STOL aircraft known also as the "CODi." The proposed aircraft is intended
to be a combined weapons delivery and limited logistics support vehicle.
This is part of a dual approach to the developmental problem in which the
Air Force, at about the same inves~ent cost, is concurrently modifying the
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T-37 and T-28 aircraft to determine the degree to which they can be successfUlly reoriented toward counterinsurgency use. Comparison of the results of
the Navy and Air Force developmental efforts will determine whether it would
be cheaper and more effective to produce a new aircraft for this purpose,
rather than to modifY existing aircraft. Although design and pricing studies
indicate a new airplane would be more effective and cost less, we are putting
the COIN effort through a project definition phase to obtain formal industry
confirmation of our cost and performance projections. First flight would
take place about 18 months after initiation of full-scale development.
3·

Air Force

The first three items on the Air Force list are all part of the V/STOL
aircraft technology program, discussed earlier.
The fourth item, $22 million in 1965, is the Air Force share of the
DoD communications satellite program.
The next ten items have all been discussed previously in connection
with the DoD space program.
Eight million dollars is requested in the 1965 budget to continue the
X-15 project. This is a rocket-powered research aircraft which has contributed a great deal of useful knowledge, not only to aircraft design but also
to our space effort. At least another 40 major experiments remain to be
conducted with the X-15, many of which are expected to contribute significantly to our space effort.

Eight million dollars is requested to continue work on the Advanced
ICBM project which we started two years ago and which I discussed earlier
in connection with the Strategic Retaliatory Forces Program. Again I should
caution that this is not a development project but rather a program to investigate technological and operational concepts for ballistic missiles.
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I have already discussed the J'.irborne Warning and Control (AWACS)
project in connection with continental defense. The $9 million included in
the 1965 budget would permit the initiation of the radar development, which
is the pacing component.
The $12 million shown for TAC Fighter Avionics is for the development
of ~~ advanced air-to-air and air-to-ground delivery capability. It takes
state-of-the-art technology and develops hardware which would greatly improve nighttime and all-weather delivery when adapted to aircraft such as
the F-illA.
F.

ENGINEERING DEVELOIMENTS

This category includes those development programs being engineered for
Service use, but which have not as yet been approved for production and depl o:ymen t.

I have already discussed in considerable detail, in the section on
Continental Air and Missile Defense Forces, the first two items on the Army
list. The $40 million requested for laKE-ZEUS would complete the test and
evaluation program for that system. The $334 million requested for NIKE-X
would continue, on an urgent basis, the development of that new system.
As I noted earlier in my discussion of the Army General Purpose
Forces Program, MAULER has encountered technical difficulties and has been
put back into development status, for feasibility evaluation. Fifty-one
million dollars is included in the fiscal year 1965 budget to continue development of an advanced forward area air defense system. We anticipate
that the MAULER design difficulties will be evaluated within the next few
months but MAULER will not be ready for production during fiscal year 1965.
The next item, LANCE, is a light weight missile system designed as an
eventual replacement for HONEST JOHN and possibly LI'l'rLE JOHN. Its selfpropelled launcher and associated equipment are expected to have excellent

of the system was initiated with the
million provided in fiscal year 1963. Tne $58 million requested for
would permit continuation of full-scale development. Development flight
tests are expected to be completed by mid-1967.
I mentioned earlier that TOW, a wire-guided heavy anti-tank missile,
is being moved from the Advanced Development category to the Engineering
Development. The $24 million shown in the fiscal year 1965 column of Table
19 would provide for continuation of development effort on this missile,
which should have a very high kill capability against heavy tanks at a range
Guided test firings have already begun.
Last year I informed the Committee that we would begin actual developo
ment of a new main battle tank during the current fiscal year and that there
was some chance the Federal Republic of Germany might participate in the development. An agreement to this effect was signed last August. The cost of
the development, estimated at $80 million, will now be shared by the two
countries. Eleven million dollars is requested to finance the u.s. share in
fiscal year 1965. The program is directed toward obtaining a standardized
tank and an advanced weapon system for the 1970's. The present schedule
calls for completion of the development in fiscal year 1969 and initial deployment of the system in calendar year 1970. The new tank will have at
least triple the cross-country maneuver capability of the M-60 tanks, weigh
15 tons less, and present a lower profile, thereby making it a poorer target. Its design goals also call for much greater firepower, with a much
higher first round kill probability.
In the area of Combat Surveillance and Target Acquisition, the 1965
program, fUnded at $41 million, will continue work on both airborne and
ground-based systems. Efforts will be continued to improve airborne radar,
photographic, infrared and radiometric sensing devices and in-flight data
processing and transfer systems. One of the important ground-based systems
is the MPQ-32 radar, which will be able to locate enemy mortars and artillery
by traCking their projectiles. The A.~ will also support work on nuclear
surveillance and intelligence systems.
The Communications and Electronic Equipment program, for which $69
million is requested for fiscal year 1965, includes the development of the
automatic switching system which will form the heart of the Defense Communications s,rstem. In the area of tactical communications, work will be
continued on a number of improvements for radios used in forward area operations. In avionics, increased effort will be made on the development of
navigation and control systems for aircraft supporting the ground forces or
special operations.

The $23 million for Air Mobility will continue support of the Light
Observation Helicopter. Also included in this category is the aircraft
suppressive fire program, which is concerned with the adaptation of such
weapons as machine tms, 2.75" rockets, SS-ll anti-tank missiles, etc., to
Army aircraft.
Thirty-eight million dollars is included for the development of Army
artillery. Despite recent improvements in aircraft armament and tactical
missiles, artillery continues to be a highly effective weapon for many
missions. In order to improve performance and mobility, work will continue
light-weight self-propelled 155mm
of extende

The $15 million re~uested for Infantry Weapons will permit the continuation of work on special ordnance for guerrilla and counter-guerrilla
warfare; improved high explosive and illuminating shells for the Blmm mortar; a more effective vehicle mounted rapid fire weapon system; a new antitank weapon, and a 107mm mortar to replace the old 4.2-inch mortar. Also
included in this category is work on a special purpose individual
capable of engaging both point and area type targets
2.

Navy

The first five items on the Navy's list of Engineering Developments
are all associated with the ASW mission and in total would cost $86 million
in fiscal year 1965.
The first Navy item on Table 19 is the Advanced Design ASW Destroyer
Escort System (SEA HAWK). As I mentioned in my discussion of the Navy's
General Purpose Forces, this is the first ship to be designed, from the
keel up, as an integrated weapon system. This ship of about 3,500-4,500
tons is to be optimized for the ASw mission, and will incorporate a number
of advances which we have made in our surface ship ASW gear. We hope it
will succeed in countering the trend toward larger and more expensive shi.ps,
and that it will be significantly more capable and reliable and re~uire
fewer personnel. It will be ~uieter than existing ships and will carry a.
longer range sonar. These two features combine to permit higher speed operation with overall increased effectiveness. The $20 million requested for
fiscal year 1965 would continue the development effort.
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The next item, $6 million for ASW Rockets, would provide for work on
a new quick reaction ASW weapon to be installed in the SEA HAWK. This
weapon would have a considerably longer range than the present ASROC.
The fourth item, $20 million for Aircraft Engines, is for the continued development of a regenerative turbo-prop engine which was initiated
two years ago. Such an engine would have a significantly lower specific
fUel consumption than a straight turbo-prop engine at partial power and at
low altitudes, the typical conditions under which ASW aircraft have to
operate.

The fifth item, $23 million for Other ASW Engineering Developnents
wau.lC. provide for work on such projects as the development of new sonars
and work on l
./
The next item is $7 million to continue system development of an Airlo~~face -~eapon known ~s WALLEYE{
free-fall bomb with
..
_ WALLEYE would be carried by attack aircraft for use against tactical targets_ l'
·· .-·
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The $10 million requested in fiscal year 1965 for Marine Corps
Development would provide for engineering developments of interest to the
Marine Corps, including radar surveillance systems, weapons and vehicles.
Specific projects include an amphibious assault personnel carrier able to
transport infantry weapons and supplies through very rough surfs in the
assault phase of an amphibious operation, landing force amphibious support
vehicle for rapid movement of supplies and equipment from ship to shore and
overland, a family of lightweight helicopter-transportable high performance
ground radars, and various elements of the Marine Tactical Data System.
The SEA MAULER development, which was described in this section last
year, has been dropped from the program. This weapon system would be an
adaptation of the Army's MAULER, but until the MAULER difficulties are resolved we should defer other applications.
3.

Air Force

The first item on the Air Force list of Engineering Developments is
the B-70. Two years ago the Congress appropriated $363 million for the
B-70/RS-70 development program. Last year I informed the Committee that we
planned to apply $221 million of that amount to fiscal year 1963 and $81
million to fiscal year 1964 holding the balance of $61 million in reserve.
Actually, only $207 million was utilized in fiscal year 1963. However, the
B-70 has run into serious technical difficulties with the wing structure
and tank sealing, and first flight has already been delayed by more than a
year. This delay has greatly increased the cost of the project and instead
of $81 million in fiscal year 1964 the Air Force informed me it will need
$156 million. Accordingly, I have authorized the use of the $61 million
held in reserve for the B-70, plus the unused balance of fiscal year 1963
funds amounting to $14 million. Another $92 million will be needed in
fiscal year 1965 of which $55 million is available from the DYNASOAR program, as I indicated earlier. A final increment of $25 million has been
tentatively programmed in fiscal year 1966, bringing the total for the
project to $1.5 billion, $200 million more than my original goal of $1.3
billion for a program of three prototype B-70's.
The $1.5 billion, however, will support extensive flight testing of
only two of the three aircraft, provided that there are no further slippages in the schedule. If furth~r delays are encountered the cost will
exceed the $1.5 billion figure. The first aircraft is now in final assembly and if the remaining problems of fuel tank sealing and attaching
the wing to the fuselage can be overcome, the first flight is expected late
this spring. The second XB-70 aircraft is tentatively scheduled to fly
in October 1964.

The next item on the Air Force list of engineering developments is
Medium Range Ballistic Missile (MRBM) vhich vas mentioned in the discussion
of the General Purpose Forces Program and for vhich $llO million is requested in fiscal year 1965. While no decision has been made to produce
and deploy this system, I believe that ve should proceed Yith its development as an insurance program to fill the range gap betveen the PERSHING
and the ICBM' s.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff are convinced that such a veapon system is
The MRBM vould be a
flexible, survivable and accurate

The folloving item, $5 million for Advanced Strategic Manned Systems,
provides for the continued study of long-range aircraft systems capable of
penetrating enemy defenses and operating from u.s. bases. This program vas
discussed in the section on the Strategic Retaliatory Forces.
The next item, $7 million for vork on a Heavy Logistic Support Aircraft (CX), vas discussed in the section on Airlift and Sealift.

G.

MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT

This category provides for the support of research and development installations such as ranges, test facilities and laboratories, and - in the
case of the Air Force - specialized technical and scientific services performed under contract With outside institutions.
1.

Management of Defense Ranges and Flight Test Facilities

In April of last year I asked the Director, Defense Research and
Engineering to undertake a study to determine the extent of duplication and
to identify any excess of Defense range or test facilities and recommend
vhether any additional activities should be designated as national ranges or

national test facilities. This study vas completed last June and after reViewing it and the adVice offered by all interested elements in the
Department, I have ordered a number of changes. The most important of these
are:

2.

(a)

The Air Force vill be assigned responsibility for managing and
operating a world-wide satellite tracking and control facility
for all Defense space programs e x c e p t - . COMSAT and a limited number of other projects which may be exempted in the future. The Air Force vill provide a central authority for the
combined planning of ICBM and space vehicle launch area range instrumentation and satellite on-orbit control facilities, to include both Atlantic and Pacific Missile Range launches, as well
as remote stations world-wide.

(b)

Beginning in fiscal year 1965, the Air Force vill gradually take
over responsibility for custody, management and operation of Pt.
Arguello, and Pt. Pillar facilities, with full assumption to be
completed by the end of fiscal year 1966.

(c)

By the end of fiscal year 1966, the Air Force vill assume responsibility for the ICBM impact area stations atll~~~~~~~~~ill
as well as the space tracking stations. The 1u:TIJy vill assume responsibility for managing Kvajalein Atoll. The Navy, however, vill continue to proVide range serVices for all sea-based
Pacific launches.

1u:TIJy

As shown on Table 19, $93 million is requested for the support of the
White Sands Missile Range, one of the three National Ranges. The principal
activities conducted are the testing of Army, Navy, and Air Force missiles,
and other research tests for Defense and NASA. In 1965, White Sands vill
continue to participate in the Air Force Ballistic Missile Re-entry System
Program.
The remaw~ng $168 million prcVides general support for the operation
of a large number of 1u:TIJy research laboratories, test facilities, and proving grounds. It also includes the construction of new facilities and the
procurement of equipment for existing installations. Many Army research activities are tenants at larger Army installations and a portion of the cost
of maintaining these installations is borne by the research activity and is
included here.

3.

Navy

The operation of the Pacific Missile Range vill require $159 million
in 1965 and is funded in the Navy budget. As the Air Force assumes responsibility for the Pt. Arguello and Pt. Pillar facilities, funds will be

transferre>A from Navy to Air Force, under the authority provided in 10 u.s.c.
126. This range, consisting of a complex of instrumentation facilities along
the California coast and extending across the Pacific, supports Air Force,
Navy and NASA launches from Vandenberg, Point Arguello and Point Mugu, the
NIKE-ZEUS tests at Kwajalein and other missile and space prngrams. The
range is used in testing and crew training for Air Force strategic missiles,
and for Navy ship and aircraft missiles.
The next item, Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center {AUTEC)
will require $19 million in 1965, somewhat less than is provided in the current year. Among its important uses are the testing of various antisubmarine weapons and equipment, the measurement of noise levels of U.S. submarine and surface ships and the calibration of sonar equipment. Included
in the 1965 program are funds for the construction and instrumentation of additional facilities required to develop more effective systems for the detection and tracking of submarines, particularly nuclear-powered submarines.
The remaining $195 million is for general support of the extensive
system of Navy-operated laboratories, test centers, and other field activities associet.ed With the research, development, test, and evaluation effort.

4.

Air Force

For the Atlantic Missile Range, the third of the national ranges,
$231 million is provided. This range will continue to support the Air Force
strategic missile programs including penetration aids tests, and the
POLARIS development and operational test program. Increased support will
be required for the Defense Department and NASA space efforts, including the
manned space flight programs.
Funding for the Defense Documentation Center {formerly the Armed
Services Technical Information Agency) has been transferred in the fiscal
year 1965 budget estimates to the Defense Supply Agency (DSA), paralleling
an organizational change being made this year.
General Support, including ''Development Support", will require $666
million in 1965. This item carries the major support of the Air Force
Systems Command and its nationWide complex of research, development, and
test installations, the construction of additional research and development facilities, and other support programs. It includes about $100 million for the cost of services provided under contract by organizations such
as RAND, Aerospace Corporation, and the Space Technology Laboratories.

5·

Defense Supply Agency

As mentioned above, management of and funding for the Defense
Documentation Center has been shifted to the Defense Supply Agency. Inasmuch as this activity performs a Defense-wide function, DSA is a more
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logical organizational environment for it. In fiscal year 1964, a total
of $10 million has been required to support the expanded effort of the
Center which is charged with the acquisition, storage and distribution of
scientific and technical information for both the Defense Department and
our contractorb. For fiscal year 1965, a small increase to $ll million
will be required.
H.

EMERGENCY FUND

For the DoD emergency FUnd, as in prior years, we are requesting the
appropriation of $150 million and transfer authority of the same amount.
I.

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

The Research and Development Program I have outlined will require
$6.7 billion in New Obligational Autnority for fiscal year 1965. A comparison with prior years is shown below:
($Billions, Fiscal Years)
1962
Actual

1963
Actual

1964
Estimated

1965
Proposed

R&D- except systems approved
for deployment

4.2

5·1

5·4

5·5

R&D- systems approved for
deployment

2.6

2.5

~

1.8

Total R&D

6.8

y.6

7-6

7·3

-0.5

-~

-~

-~

6.3

7-1

7-1

6.8

-0.9

-0.1

-0.2

-0.1

2=2:

7-0

6.9

6.7

Less: Support from other
appropriations
Total R&D (TOA)
Less: Financing Adjustments
Total R&D (NOA)

l?llltth
VIII.

GENERAL SUPPORT

General Support constitutes an "all other" or residual category
of activities or programs and includes all costs not capable of being
directly or meaningfully allocated to the other major programs. Because
of the large number and wide variety of the functions encompassed by
this major program, it is best discussed in terms of its constituent
parts.
For purposes of convenience, the various elements of the General
Support Program have been divided into ten broad groupings: individual
training and education; intelligence and security; communications;
logistics support; military family housing; medical services; headquarters
and support services; the National Military Command System; the Defense
Atomic Support Program; and miscellaneous Department-wide activities.
These broad groupings are themselves further broken down into more specific
categories or functions, a selected list of which is shown on Table 20.
Much of the General Support Program, for practical management purposes,
represents "fixed charges." Moreover, elements such as recruit training,
are so influenced by other program factors such as the size of the forces
and personnel turnover rates, that comparatively little flexibility exists
in controlling their costs directly. But, wherever we have had some
discretion in the fiscal year 1965 program, we have ruthlessly eliminated
marginal items or activities.
I will briefly describe each element of the General Support Program
shown on Table 20, and highlight some of the illlportant trends and some of
the actions taken to reduce costs.

A.

INDIVIOOAL TRAINING AND EOOCATION

This portion of the General Support Program includes the cost of
equipment, base support, construction, instructors, students, and travel
directly related to recruit, technical, professional, and flight training,
as well as support of the Service academies.
1.

Recruit Training

Included, here, are the basic training programs for new recruits and
inductees, and certain advanced individual training courses for Army
personnel, conducted in recruit training centers. The costs of six-month
active duty training for Reserve and National Guard enlistees are allocated
to the Reserve and National Guard Program.
About two-thirds of the overall cost of recruit training is borne by
the Army, chiefly because of higher Army enlisted personnel turnover

.......
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as •nt P
rates stemming from reliance on the draft. Also, the recruit training
cycles of the Army and Marine Corps are longer and more costly since
these Services necessarily provide more weapons instruction than do the
other Services.
Recruit training loads and costs for active forces personnel will
be lower in fiscal year 1965 than in fiscal year 1964, mainly because of
lower estimated draft calls. Under current plans, inductions in the Army
will drop from about 159,000 in fiscal year 1964 - a high replacement
year - to about lll,OOO in fiscal year 1965. The reduced training
requirements for inductees will be partially offset by an estimated net
increase of about 11,000 in regular enlistments into the four Services.
2.

Technical Training

Technical training costs include those associated with developing
the hundreds of specialized skills required by our military personnel,
other than flight training or professional-level courses. In addition
to the costs of operating the technical training schools of the four
Services 1 and related training equipment procurement and construction
costs, the figures shown in Table 20 include the pay and allowances for
the active-duty personnel assigned for training to these schools.
A large majority of the one-half million new personnel who enter
military service each year require an initial period of formal technical
schooling before they can be assigned for duty to an operating unit. In
addition, advanced or specialized training is provided to many of our
career personnel to train them in new equipment or procedures and to
qualify them for higher levels of responsibility.
A major portion of technical training costs 1s concentrated in
those specialties associated with operation and maintenance of electronics
and missile guidance equipment, and other advanced weapons S';'Stems. In
spite of the relatively inflexible nature of a major share of technical
training costs, there are opportunities for ~roved cost effectiveness
in training without compromising quality. I have requested rey staff and
the military departments to closely review the programed technical training loads to be sure that they are closely geared to hard-core needs for
school-trained personnel. A recomputation of Air Force training requirements resulted in a reduction of 7,600 spaces in fiscal year 1965, with a
total cost reduction of $29.0 million.
We plan an intensive appraisal of the content of our more costly
training programs. Courses which go beyond the basic skills and knowledge
actually needed for the job will be pruned. In the less technical skills,
studies will be made to determine the desirability of more extensive use
of on-the-job training.
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Another aspect of our efforts to reduce technfcal training costs is our
effort to reduce the expensive turnover of highly trained enlisted specialists.
Last summer, I authorized a revision in the system of enlisted proficiency
payments, providing for a greater concentration of these incentive payments in our most costly technical specialties. The revised plan provides
for selective increases in rates of proficiency pay in the Army, Navy and
Marine Corps from the current rates of $30 and $60 per month to rates of
$50, $75 and $100 per month. The Air Fbrce with less critical retention
problems has not as yet revised its rates. The revised rates of proficiency
pay, for those specialties certified under the new plan, became effective
October 1, 1963. We intend to monitor the results of this new plan very
closely during the coming year in order to determine the extent of "pay off"
in terms of increased retention and reduced training costs.

3·

Professional Training

Professional training encompasses primarily college-level ana postgraduate level courses of instruction directed to the career development
and professional qualifications of officers and selected enlisted personnel.
Included in this category are the joint Service colleges, staff schools,
post-graduate schools, officer candidate schools, and the education of
military personnel at civilian colleges and universities.
Throughout the entire Defense Department, requirements for personnel
with a scientific or engineering background are rising every year. For example,
the Air Force estimates that within the next ten years some 22 1 000 officers
will have to receive additional professional training in order to develop,
procure, and employ the sophisticated weapons systems which it will have.
The Air Force's fiscal year 1965 professional training program vill be held
to about the current year's level, although there will be a small increase
in the SAC ~ education program in which launch control officers
earn degrees in needed specialties while still performing assigned duties.
In its first full year of operation, the Department-wide Defense Language
Program, managed by the Army, will conduct training in over 6o foreign
languages for more than 6,000 military and civilian personnel of the Department
of Defense and civilian Federal agencies. The Navy plans to increase enrollments in scientific fields of study at its post-graduate school at Monterey,
California, and in civilian universities.
4.

Flight Training

The principal cost elements of this category are the costs of operation
of flight training bases and the related costs of procurement of training
aircraft. The military pilot is the most expensive military specialist
in our Armed Services today. The requirement for pilot training has,
therefore, been subject to rigorous scrutiny.
The increase in cost shown on Table 20 reflects a planned step-up of
pilot training rates in both the Air Fbrce and Army. Much larger increases
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would have been required had not measures been initiated to curtail the
amount of time spent by pilots in non-flying assignments. The Air Force,
for example, bas directed that all new pilot graduates shall be assigned to
air crew duties for at least five years following their graduation, while
the Army has stepped up its output of warrant officer aviators who will be
assigned as pilot specialists to a wide range of Army pilot duties, other
than those involving command supervision.
The pilot training output for the Air Force is scheduled to increase
from 1,500 during the current fiscal year to about 1,700 in fiscal year
1965, 2,000 in fiscal year 1966, and about 2, 76o per year in fiscal years
1967-69. These increases are planned to avert a serious pilot shortage in
future years when large n1l!llbers of pilots who entered service during
World War II will retire or be separated from flying status. To minimize
the cost of these increased outputs, the Air Force has made a number of
significant modifications in its pilot training curricula which will enable
it to absorb the increased loads within its existing eight base structure
for under-graduate pilot training, without impairing training effectiveness.
The Army pilot training program has also been expanded from about
1,000 pilots per year to nearly 1,500 per year in fiscal years 1964-66,
after which the rate will return to slightly below 1,000 per year in
fiscal years 1967-69. This increase is necessary to meet the Army's pilot
requirements under its expanded aviation program.
The Navy pilot training rate, under current plans, is scheduled to continue in fiscal year 1965 at 1,700 per year, including allocations to the Marine
Corps, as well as a small number of pilots to meet Coast Guard requirements.
5·

other

The three Service Academies presently carry a total cadet training load
of nearly 8,900 men. However, there is now legislation pending before the
Congress to increase both Army and Air Force Academy enrollments over the
fiscal year 1965-68 period. Anticipating Congressional approval of these
increases, the Army and Air Force sUbmitted proposals for the construction
of new dormitories, classrooms, and other facilities to accommodate the
increased student load. I have, however, deferred recommending such construction pending Congressional action on the student enrollment bill.
For fiscal year 1965, we propose only a modest construction program for
the Academies, of about $3.4 million for the Navy and the Army for the construction of minor facilities, e.g., public works shops and utilities distribution lines; and nothing for the Air Force. other desirable, but deferrable, projects have not been included in our request in order to hold the
cost of our construction program for the next fiscal year to a minimum.
Also included under this heading are the costs of general training
devices, films, publications, testing activities, correspondence schools
and other miscellaneous training support activities, as well as the
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COl·~>MITCATIOIIS

The Communications category includes the costs of the Defense
Communications System (rx::s) and certain non-JX:S ccmmrunications operated by
the Hilitary Departments. JX:S elements include the long haul, point-topoint ~ire, cable, and radio communications facilities, both government
~naed and leased.
Non-JX:S elements include those tactical communications
operated by the Hilitary Departments ~hich are self-contained ~ithin
tactical organizations; self-contained information gathering, transmitting
and/or communications facilities ~hich are normally local in operation and
use; land, ship, and airborne terminal facilities, shore-to-ship, ship-toship, air-to-air, and ground-air-ground systems.
The cost of the Air Force Communications Complex in fiscal year 1965
is estimated at about $333 million, about $28 million less than for the
current year. Host of the reduction reflects a l~er level of overseas
construction, the result of eliminating projects ~hich ~e did not feel \Tere
essential in light of our balance of payments situation.
There ~ill be some increased costs associated ~ith the Air Force's
participation in rx::s, including additional leased lines and communications
equipment for the Automatic Digital Net~ork, ~hich provides transmission
of record data and teletype information, and for the Automatic Voice Net~ork
~hich provides voice communicationH~ever, these additional costs will
be offset by net savings in future years.
The costs of the Naval Communications System

~ill

increase by about

$26 million in fiscal year 1965 to about $192 million. The Naval Communications System provides the shore based elements of ship-to-shore communications, as ~ell as a portion of the long haul point-to-point DCS facilities.

a1Nhtl li 6
Ship-to-ship end air-to-ground communications equipments are funded
separately vith the ships end aircraft in vhich they are installed.
Increases over the current year's program are due to increasing operation
and maintenance costs and the procurement of higher paver transmitting
equipment and multiplex broadcasting equipment to modernize end improve
shore-based tactical communications facilities.
About $188 million is included for procurement ana operation and maintenance for the Army's STARC<lol system, about $5 million more than for
the current fiscal year. STARCOM provides vorld-vide high frequency,
multi-channel radio systems, microvave systems, svitching centers, relay
centers and terminal stations.
Communications costs display en inexorable tendency to rise vith
the mounting requirements for rapid end secure transmission of the groving
volume of data generated by modern military operations. Therefore, a
special effort has been made to hold additional communication programs to
the minimum essential and numerous Service requests vere denied or cut
sharply in our program and budget revievs. For example, the Navy's
original request for fiscal year 1965 operat~on and maintenance funds for
its communications complex vas reduced by $1 million. In addition, a
Navy proposal to spend $96 million to modify certain ships for the
installation of future communications equipment during their regular
fiscal year 1965 overhaul vas reduced to $23 million. The Army's proposed
operation end maintenance budget for its communications system vas cut
by some $44 million. Similarly, the Air Force's request for leased
communications circuits and equipments for its share of the Defense
Communication System vas reduced by $33 million.
D.

LOOISTICS SUPPORT

Logistics support comprises a vide variety of transportation,
maintenance, real property and centralized logistics activities vhich,
vhile essential to the military program, cannot be readily allocated to
other major programs or elements. Included in the amount shovn in Table 20
are: (1) the costs of moving cargo, freight and passengers - except for
first destination transportation of cargo - by commercial carriers, the
Military Sea Transportation Service, the Military Air Transport Service
and contract airlift services; (2) the costs of purchasing, storing,
varehousing, inventory, inspection end material management functions
performed by the Defense Supply Agency and the logistics elements of the
Services; (3) the costs of those parts of the industrial preparedness
program (i.e., the provision of nev industrial facilities, the maintenance
and protection of idle facilities, pre-mobilization planning with private
industry, etc.), vhich are not identified vith elements of other major
programs; (4) the costs of the major overhaul and rebuild activities for
items repaired and returned to a common stock and vhich, therefore, cannot
be related directly to military forces or veapon systems. The management
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of our logistics support activities Will be covered in the discussion of
the Cost Reduction Program in Section XI of this statement.
E.

MILITARY FAMILY HOUSING

A total of $719 million is included in the fiscal ;year 1965 budget
for family housing: construction of 12,500 units - $224 million; ilnprovements to existing quarters - $11 million; minor construction - $1.2
million; planning and rental guarantees - $2.4 millioo; operation and
maintenance - $308 million; principal payments on indebtedness - $72
million; interest payments on indebtedness - $90 million; and mortgage
insurance premiums - $11 million.
Two years ago we presented to the Congress what we believed to be
a sound program for meeting our most urgent needs for family housing - a
steady level of construction which would provide 70,000 units over a fiveyear period. To this end we proposed 15,000 units in fiscal year 1963
and 12,100 last year. The Congress, however, saw fit to fund only 7,500
new units in each of those years, leaving a deficit of about 55,000 units.
We have completely revalidated our family housing requirements and are
still convinced that they are both sound and urgent. I again strongly
urge the Congress to approve a program of 12,500 units in fiscal year 1965.
Even this would leave us one year behind our original long range plan.
We have made further progress during the past ;year in im,proving the
management of family housing. The provision of all family housing funds
in a single appropriation has significantly facilitated our administration
of the program. The cost accounting system for family housing operation
and maintenance, which was put into effect at the beginning of fiscal
year 1963 has helped to ensure the use of a uniform set of maintenance
standards at a considerable savings in maintenance costs. And an im,proved
information-gathering system is now in effect which allows us to monitor
occupancy and thereby ensure high housing utilization rates. A new uniform
policy for cont~olling furniture and furnishings is now in effect, and
pending a complete analysis of our current furniture inventory we are
requesting only minor amounts ($1 million total) this year for procurement
and repair of furniture in the continental United States.,
With respect to housing construction, a great many im,provements have
been instituted. For example, we have just completed a portfolio of
standardized designs, which we will introduce for our fiscal year 1965
program. We believe that this standardization Will significantly shorten
the period between congressional appropriation and occupancy, establish
common standards among the Services and achieve im,portant economies in
construction. For our housing needs in foreign countries we will continue
to employ the "USAHCME" concept 1 which we started in fiscal ;year 1963 as
a balance of payments measure, whereby we prefabricate housing components
in the u.s. for erection at overseas sites.

F.

MEDICAL SERVICES

This category includes the costs of those medical and dental
services, in the u.s. and overseas, not directly associated with
military units in other major programs, the costs of medical care of
military dependents at non-military facilities and other medical
activities such as the Armed FOrces Institute of Pathology and veterinary
services.
The major determinants of the cost of medical services are the
size of the active forces, the number of military dependents and retired
personnel, trends of medical services and equipment costs and the medical
facilities construction program. Because many of these factors are beyond
our direct control, the task of keeping the costs of this program from
rising rapidly is extremely difficult. For instance, while the hospitalization rate of active duty military personnel has reached an all-time
low of 7·5 beds occupied per thousand troops, there is a growing requirement for medical care for retired personnel and their dependents.
Presently, there are about 56,000 personnel retiring each year compared with
only about 35,000 as recently as 1960.
~~hermore, the number of dependents per military man on active
duty has increased from 1. 43 in 1961 to l. 48. Thus, while further small
reductions may be anticipated in the military in-patient load at military
hospitals world-wide, any savings will be more than offset by increased
costs for both in-patient and out-patient medical services for dependents.
Thus, with no significant changes in overall workload anticipated, it is
expected that the medical service personnel strength for fiscal year 1965
will have to be kept at approximately current levels.

G.

HEA~UARTERS

AND SUPPORT SERVICES

This aggregation is truly the "all other" category, and includes a
heterogeneous assortment of essentially unrelated activities.
l.

Headquarters

This comprises the headquarters activities of the Military Departments,
the unified and specified commands, the Military Assistance Advisory Groups,
data processing units, fiscal and audit activities, engineering and inspection services and a wide variety of other centralized administrative and
logistical activities. The scope and cost of these activities are generally
related to the overall size and pace of the total Defense program.
A major objective of our program and budget reviews last summer and
fall was to hold costs in this area to a minimum. To this end, we bave
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ordered substantial staffing cuts in both our overseas and domestic
headquarters operations which will be discussed later in connection with
the overall personnel levels programed for fiscal year 1965. The Services'
requests for departmental administration funds in fiscal year 1965 have
been cut by $7 mtllion.
2.

Weather Service

This program comprises the aerial weather reconnaissance, air
sampling, and weather observing and forecasting systems of the Navy and
Air Force. These weather service elements of the Department of Defense
compile and analyze meteorological and geophysical data affecting the
operations of both our military forces and government missile and
satellite activities. Some of the required data are available through
civilian weather forecasting services, and these are used wherever
possible.
Annual operating costs for this program will remain relatively
constant, at about $100 million. The balance of the costs stem from
requirements for new and improved weather forecasting and sampling equipment such as radars, computers and meteorological stations.
In fiscal year 1965 we will retire 12 obsolescent WB-50 aircraft
and return 5 C-130B's to TAC. As I mentioned in the section on the Airlift and Sealift Program, we plan to replace these aircraft with 10
C-135E's to be phased out of MATS and modified for the weather reconnaissance role. And to meet additional weather reconnaissance requirements for our test ranges, we plan to retain 4 WB-57's in the force
somewhat longer than previously planned.

3·

Air Rescue/Recovery

The air rescue and recovery program of the Air Fbrce comprises the
Air Rescue Service (MATS), which at present maintains and operates 7 Rescue
Coordination Centers, 12 air rescue squadrons, and 64 local base rescue
detachments.
At the end of the current fiscal year, our program calls for an
air/rescue fleet of 12 squadrons (94 UE aircraft - 30 HU-16's, 36 HC-54's,
and 28 HC-97's). Last year I described a program which would have eventually
replaced both the HC-97's and the HC-54's with HC-130's virtually on a
"one for one" basis, and which called for the procurement of 30 HC-130's
in the current fiscal year and long leadtime components for an additional
33 aircraft to be procured in fiscal year 1965. The Congress, however,
appropriated funds for only 19 HC-130's and requested the Air Force to restudy
its total HC-130 requirement. I further reduced the 1964 HC-130 program by
4 aircraft (to a total of 15). Pending completion of the BC-130 requirements
study, we are not requesting restoration of the 15 aircraft cut from the
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current year's program.

However, we are requesting funds in fiscal year

1965 for the 33 aircraft previously planned.

Operating costs for this program in fiscal year 1965 will remain
at about the current year's level; however, the substantial increase in
the number of aircraft we propose to procure will raise investment, and
thereby total program, costs about $35 million over the fiscal year 1964
level.

4.

Construction Support Activities

The next item, Construction Support Activities, includes the cost
of minor construction, restoration of damaged facilities, construction of
access roads, advanced planning, construction design and architectural
services.
Last year we reported that we had succeeded in reversing the previous
trend toward ever larger minor construction programs, which account for a
substantial portion of the total cost of this element. For fiscal year
1965, we have beer. able to decrease further the amount of minor construction
activity planned.
5.

DEEP FREEZE

Operation DEEP FREEZE is the u.s. scientific effort in Antarctica,
sponsored by the National Science Fbundation, with logistic support
provided by the NavY· In support of DEEP FREEZE, the NavY now provides:
one radar escort ship (DER) for weather service, search and rescue, and
air navigation; two icebre&kers (AGB) and four other ships; and one air
squadron consisting of 20 aircraft of various types. Last year I concluded
that Department of Defense support of Antarctic research ought to be funded
at a stable level, consistent, of course, with meeting national objectives.
In line with that concept, I am requesting about $20 million for fiscal year
1965 for the NayY's portion of this project, the same amount as in 1964.

6.

Other Support Activities

The amounts shown on the Table for this category cover a wide
variety of functions including: personnel centers; welfare and morale
services; transients, patients and prisoners; disciplinary barracks;
finance and audit services; the Naval Observatory; dependent schools
($48 million), commissary stores ($67 million including cost of military
personnel); official mail, Fleet Post Offices; and similar activities.
Also included under this heading are various classified projects.
H.

NATIONAL MILITARY CctJlMAND SYSTEM

The National Military Command System (NMCS) is the prime component
of the World-Wide Military Command and Control System. The other elements
lt53
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of the world-wide system- i.e., the headquarters of the unified and
specified commands and those of lower echelons of command, DASA 7 D[A 7 DCA
with their supporting communications, etc., that directly support the
command and control functions - are included elsewhere in General Support,
or as integral elements of other programs such as the Post-Attack Command
and Control System in the Strategic Retaliatory Forces Program.
The NMCS is made up of a number of separate elements, including
the National Military Ccamnand Center (NMCC) at the Pentagon, the Alternate
National Military Command Center (ANMCC), the National Emergency Command
Post Afloat (NECPA) 7 the National Emergency Airborne Command Post (NEACP) 7
and the various survivable CODD!Iunications networks linking these command
facilities, the unified and specified commands and the Service headquarters.
The NMCS vas established specifically to provide the national command
authorities, which include the President, the Secretary of Defense, the
Joint Chiefs, or their authorized successors, with the means to provide
strategic direction to the armed forces of the United States. The survivability of this command and control capability is critical. The primary
command center (NMCC) 7 the fiXed alternate (ANMCC) 7 and the mobile
alternates (NECPA, NEACP) are being operated as redundant centers to obtain
the required levels of survivability. In order to perform their required
functions, these centers are linked by reliable communications, warning and
sensor systems, and are continuously manned and ready for use. The NMCS
relies mainly on the Defense Intelligence Agency for intelligence, the
Defense CODD!Iunications Agency for long-line colll!llunications and other support,
and the Services for information relative to forces, deployments, etc. The
ultimate system as now conceived will provide a standardized, highly
survivable, non-interruptable command capability for a vide range of
possible situations, and will provi~e the national command authorities
with a number of alternatives through which they roB¥ exercise their command
responsibilities.
For fiscal year 1965, we will spend $161 million on construction,
equipment, Rhll and operation of the NHCS:
a.

National Military Command Center (NMCC) - This is the central
element of the NMCS and, as such, has certain unique functions
not required of the other emergency command posts: it is
responsible for the exercise of the overall system; and it
must support both cold and lilllited war operations 1n contrast
to the alternate centers, which are essentially oriented to
general war.
The Joint War Room in the Pentagon is now serving as the NMCC;
however, this 7,000 square foot area provides only an extremely
limited capability for gathering, processing, and displaying
information. We are now establishing an Interim National
Military Command Center 7 which will be operational by the

end of the year, of about 25,000 square feet in order to
provide in one place global intelligence, up to date status
of forces, and the other elements required for strategic
decision making. 'l'he M::>scow "hot line" also terminates
here. 'l'his expansion will use presently available space
and will integrate the Joint War Room with intelligence
facilities and consolidate many functions vital to a
coordinated information gathering effort. In addition
to providing an ~roved operational capability, it will
provide facilities for testing advanced techniques in
data processing, display, television, and secure
communi cations.
b.

Deep Underground Command Center (WCC) - Our continuing
examination of the problems associated with an adequate
national command and control structure for the contingencies
which could arise in the 1970-75 time period convinces us that
we should initiate the construction of a DUCC. A deep underground command facility would have two very ~ortant functions: to protect the command authorities and provide
them with enough staff and essential data to render
critical decisions, and to ensure the survival of the
communications systems needed to disseminate those
decisions.
Our studies and tests to date indicate that construction
of such a facility at a depth of 3,500 feet is technically
feasible. A DUCC at this depth should be able to withstand multiple direct hits with the very large nuclear
weapons which might be available to an enemy by the 1970
time period. We presently envision a very austere DUCC
capable of holding a relatively small number of people,
located generally in the vicinity of the Pentagon and
operationally available about 1970. To begin work we
are requesting $28 million in fiscal year 1965.

c.

Alternate National Military Command Center (ANMCC) - 'l'he
ANMCC is a fixed hardened installation. Construction at
this site was substantially funded in prior years' budgets
and the Center is nearly completed. We have included $16
million for operating costs and $1.6 million for construction in the fiscal year 1965 program.

d.

National Emergency Command Post Afloat (NECPA) - In order
to provide an interim seaborne alternate command post, we
now have in the fleet one cruiser type, which has been
converted to this purpose. In fiscal years 1963 and 1964
we received funds to "de-mothball" two escort carriers, and
convert them to command ships. Our proposed fiscal year

1965 program includes about $9 million for research
and development and procurement of the data processing,
display, and communications equipment for one of these
ships.
e.

National Emergency Airborne Command Post (NEACP) Presently we are maintaining a fleet of 3 NEACP aircraft (modified KC-135's), one of which can be kept
airborne at all times during an emergency to act as
a communications link for the command system or for
Visual reconnaissance of post-attack conditions in
key areas. For fiscal year 1965, we plan to begin
work on basic airframe modifications to one aircraft
in order to fit it with ~roved fan jet engines, which
will provide increased power to the airborne electronic
facilitie~and to provide improved communications and
surveillance capabilities. We intend to begin modification of a second aircraft in fiscal year 1966.

f.

Bomb Alarm System/NUDETS - Both these systems, which
were discussed in the section on Continental Air and
Missile Defense, are designed for detecting and evaluating nuclear detonations, and are integral elements
of the NMCS.

g.

Communications Systems - OVer $22 million is included
in the fiscal year 1965 program for the various com-

munications systems which are designed to serve the
NMCS, including: (1) the Secure Voice Communications
System for issuing commands, alert:tne;, interrogation,
and control throughout the NMCS. (2) the Digital
Communications System for exchanging record and data
communications between command centers of the NMCS
and the commanders-in-chief of the unified and specified
commands, the Service headquarters, and other Government
agencies. (3) the Visual Communications System for the
direct exchange of graphic and visual intelligence
within the NMCS and to the White House and the Department
of state.
I.

DEFENSE ATCMIC SUPPORT AGENCY

The Defense Atomic SUpport Pr~ram includes the activities of the
Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA}, which has responsibility for providing specialized staff assistance to the Secretary of Defense and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, 1. e. , operational and training support to the
Services, monitoring the AEC' s atomic weapons development programs,
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planning and conducting nuclear veapons effects tests, related
theoretical and
vork 1 and
the national atomic
production of fi66:lOI1atJ~e
of the AEC 1 in vhose budget
the corresponding funds appear. Substantial portions of DASA's program
vere discussed previously under the "Nuclear Testing and Test Detection"
portion of the R&D Program. At this :point, I vill discuss the funding
implications of this program.
I stated last year that for fiscal year 1964 ve vould require total
obligational authority of about $ll5 million for this program. Hovever,
the limited test ban treaty and the concomitant responsibility it imposed
for increased preparedness in case of a resumption of nuclear testing
increased our 1964 fund requirements to $133 million. Most of this
increase vas caused by the need to maintain a "ready" nuclear testing
capability vhich 1 in turn, required certain physical improvements at our
Johnston Island test facility. To provide the necessary additional land
for nuclear test facilities, ve have undertaken the addition of about
358 acres to the Island through a dredging operation at a cost of
approximately $27 million. In order to have the Island enlargement completed by the promised readiness date of June, 1964, ve had to begin
dredging before passage of the fiscal year 1964 construction authorization
and appropriation acts. To this end, I approved the reprograming of
$16.4 million of ARPA and Air Force fiscal year 1963 military construction
funds to cover costs incurred prior to passage of fiscal year 1964·
legislation. To continue the necessary improvements, Congress appropriated
an additional $20 million in fiscal year 1964. Another $4 million is
included in the 1965 budget.
For fiscal year 1965 ve are estimating Defense Atomic Support costs
at $164 million, $31 million more than the current fiscal year. All
DASA program elements remain close to the fiscal year 1964 level with
the exception of Nuclear Weapons Effects Tests. In this case, additional
funds are required primarily to achieve and maintain u.s. readiness to
conduct nuclear tests in environments nov forbidden by the limited test
ban treaty, to place greater emphasis upon the development of test
instrumentation, and to increase efforts in underground testing to
compensate in part for the restriction on atmospheric testing.
J.

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARI'NENT-WIDE ACTIVITll:S

Miscellaneous Department-vide Activities include the management
staff advisory functions of the Office of the Secretary of Defense
and the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; Departmental-vide
funding for claims; a contingency fund for military purposes controlled
by the Secretary of Defense; and the Armed Forces Information and
Education Program.
a~d
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1.

Contingencies

For many years DOl{, Congress has provided certain :funds which may
be used for confidential military purposes in unusual, unexpected situations, when speedy, but secret, action is required. Although use of
these funds is ~uthorized by the Secretary and accounted for solely on
his certificate, Congress is informed as to the status of these funds.
In fiscal year 1963, $14.4 million of the total of $15 million appropriated
was obligated, and in 1964 we estimate that all of the $15 million
appropriated will be used. For fiscal year 1965, we are requesting
$15 million, the same amount as providee in former years.
2.

Clailns

The appropriation for Claims provides for the payment of all noncontractual clailns against the Department of Defense. For fiscal year
1963, $19 million was appropriated, and another $3-3 million was transferred
by c'ongressional action from the "Retired Pay, Defense" appropriation
account to cover the high volume of clailns. Another $19 million was
appropriated for this fiscal year, and additional funds may yet be
required. For fiscal year 1965, we are requesting $23 million in
anticipation of a continuation of the higher rate of claims.
3.

All other

The Armed Forces Information and Education Program, which provides
world-wide radio, television and press services, together with a program
designed to promote a broad understanding of national goals and purposes,
will be continued in fiscal year 1965 at about the same level of activity
as the current year, at a cost of about $4.3 million.
Total obligational authority for the Secretary of Defense's own
office will support a staff slightly smaller than in fiscal year 1964.
Also included in the amount shown for this item on Table 20 is $5.0 million
which would be transferred to the Treasury Department to complete the
construction of the Eastern-Middle Atlantic chain of LORAN stations.
K.

FlNANCIAL SUMHARY

The General Support Program I have outlined will require Total
Obligational Authority of $14.8billion for fiscal year 1965. A comparison
with prior years is shown below:
(Fiscal Year, $Billions)
1962

.91:!6..
TOA

11.4

1962
Final
ll.8

1963
Actual
13.2

1964
Estimated
13-9

1965
Proposed
14.8

-sztkli
IX - RETIRED PAY

This section covers the pay, as authorized and prescribed by law,
of military personnel on the retired lists and provides for payments to
survivors pursuant to the Retired Serviceman's Family Protection Plan.
In fiscal year 1965 the average number of retired military personnel is expected to rise to about 466,000, an increase of about 54,000
over the current year's estimate. As shown below, a continuation of
that trend should see the average number of annuitants on the retired
roles reaching 706,600 and the annual cost exceed $2 billion by the end
of this decade.

Fiscal
Year
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

Number of
Retirees

Average
Cost

Total
Cost
~~ Millionsl

2,856
2,858
2,828
2,931
3,002
2,98o
2,961
2,943
2,930
2,920

788
896
1,015
1,229
1,399
1,535
1,670
l,Bo7
1,946
2,063

~ ~l

~Thousands l

275·9
313.4
358.8
412.4
466.1
515.1
564.0
614.1
664.3
706.6

While total costs of retired pay will rise in the future as increasing numbers of personnel become eligible and retire, the average cost per
retireeis expected to decrease (barring changes in the rate structure).
The vigorous efforts made over the past decade to enhance the attractiveness of a Service career has resulted in larger numbers of enlisted personnel staying on long enough to attain retirement eligibility. And as the
proportion of former enlisted men on the retired roles increases, the
average cost per retiree declines.
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X.

CIVIL DEFENSE

Civil De:fense is an integral and essential part of our overaJJ.
de:fense posture. I believe it is clear from my discussions o:f the
strategic Retaliatory and Continental Air and ~lissile Defense Forces
that a well planned and executed nation-wide civil defense pro&ram centered around :faJJ.out shelters could contribute much more, dollar :for
dollar, to the saving o:f lives in the event of a nuclear attack upon
the United States than any further increases in either o:r those two proe;rams. lndeed, our studies indicate that an effective civil defense
proGTam could increase the nUlllber of persons surviving a determined
soviet nuclear attacl: in the 1970 period by tens of millions, at a totaJ.
investment cost to the Federal Government of about $3~ billion.
An effective civil de:fense prOGTam requires two major elements:
a nation-wide system of faJJ.out shelters, properly equipped and provisioned,
to protect our population from the :fallout ef:fects of a nuclear attack;
and planning and organization o:f the capabilities essential to the e:ffective use of this system, includinc; the ability to carry out essential postattacl: energency operations.

Basicelly, there are !'our sources from which we can obtain our
ultimate goal of fallout shelters for the entire population. These
include: 1) Ir.depe:J.dent private initiative, re:flccted in the efforts of
thousands of home owners ana bus~ness organizations who have developed
their own :l'aJJ.out protection; 2) The national shelter survey, marking,
and provisioning proc;ram; 3) Fallout shelter protection in Federal buildings; and 4) The Dual-purpose Shelter Development Prosram desic;ned to
encourac;e the provision of low cost shelters in selected public and institutional buildings through Federal financial assistance,
The first source, independent private initiative, while least
expensive to the Federal Government, is not expected to yield more than
50 to 55 million spaces by 1970. The second source, vhich is already
being intensively exploited, is expected to supply more than 90 million
spaces by 1970. The third source, Federal buildings, could produce perhaps another 5 million spaces, providing that the Congress authorizes the
required work and eq:>propriates the required funds. The fourth source,
the Dual-purpose Shelter Development Program, ve estimate vill be needed
to provide the balance of the 24o raillion spaces required for the protection
of the entire population at home and at vorlt. The Civil Defense Prof>I'am
proposed for fiscal year 1965 is summarized on Table 21.
A.

SHEL'rER SURVEY AND MARKING

The purpose of the Shelter Survey Program is to locate, evaluate,
and mark usable public fallout shelter spaces in existing facilities.
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More than 100 million shelter spaces with a minimum protection factor of
4o or better have already been identified in some 125,000 existing facilities. Of this total we estimate that about 70 million spaces will eventually
be made available by their 0\lllers, i.e., licensed for public use. As of
December 25, 1963, almost 79,000 facilities containing more than 65 million
shelter spaces had actually been licensed or marked.

In view of the large return in shelter spaces for the cost involved,
we plan to continue this progra111 in the years ahead. The $9.2 million req_uested for fiscal year 1965 for the survey and marking of newly constructed
facilities shoul.d add more than four million licensed shelter spaces to the
national inventor:-~.
B.

DUAL-PURPOSE SHELTER DEVELOI'ME.ilT

The shelter spaces identified by the survey progr!llll are heavily concentrated in urban areas. We have foWld that suitable facilities are scarce
in the suburbs, smaller cities and towns 1 and rural areas. Moreover, as I
indicated earlier, the shelter survey progra111 1s expected to produce only
ab:>ut 90-odd million licensed spaces by 1970. Accordingly, we proposed two
years ago and again last year e. dual-purpose shelter development progra111 dedesigned to fill this gap. Af'ter extensive hearings last year, the House
Armed Services Comt11 ttee reported out and the House approved a Bill (H.R. 8200)
incorporating the major elements of our proposal. This Bill 1s nov pending
before the Senate.

Under the provisions of H.R. 8200, the Department of Defense voul.d
be authorized to make payments to states, their political subdivisions (or
instrumentalities of either) and to non-profit institutions which agree to
provide public shelter space through modification of existing facilities
0\llled by them or in new buildings constructed by them. The non-profit character of these institutions would be determined in accordance with criteria
established Wlder the Internal Revenue Code.
To be eligible for Federal payments, the space provided must meet
Federal shelter stendards e.-'1d criteria and the applicant must sign an agreement permitting the space to be marked, stocked, and used e.s e. public shelter
in an emergency. The rate of payment could not exceed an average cost of
$25 per shelter space, or actual cost, whichever 1s less.

The shelter survey he.s disclosed many opportunities for low cost
modifications of existing buildings, sane of which would involve no more
than illiprOvements in ventilation. We propose in the first phase of the shelter developnent progr!llll to co:ocentrate our efforts on these lov cost modifications.
On the basis of the engineerine estimates developed in the course of the
shelter survey, ve believe tbe.t the first increment of shelter spaces under
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the new program can be provided at costs well below the proposed max1mum
Federal payment. Most of these opportwlities for low cost shelter development, however, vould be exploited in the first full year of the program.
We have included $175 million in the fiscal year 1965 budget, again
on the assumption that H.R. 8200 will be enected in this session of the
Congress. Since we have not had an opportwli ty to acquire experience in
public acceptance or in the administration of the shelter development program, we do not contemplate any changes at this tilne in either the scope
of eligibility or in the degree or amount of financial assistance. The
$175 million req_uested for fiscal year 1965 is, in our judsment, the minimum amount required to maintain the momentum of the shelter program as a
whole and to initiate the new dual-purpose shelter development program in
all fifty states. As we exhaust the opportunities for low cost modifications,
the average cost per shelter space will increase. \o/e expect the initial
$175 million increment of the program to produce 10.7 million spaces vi th
an average cost of $17 per space. The next $175 million increment would
produce about 7-~ million spaces at an average cost of about $23 per space,
C.

SHELTER ll'l FEDERAL BUn.Dll'IGS

If we are to ask private firms and institutions to provide shelter
space for their employees and the general public, the Federal Government
should certainly be prepared to do the same. Some $17.5 million was appropriated for this purpose in fiscal year 1962 to provide about 500,000
shelter spaces in eXisting Federal buildings. However, the bulk of these
funds was transferred to the General Services Administration (GSA), and
because of the restrictive language included in the Independent Offices
Appropriations Act of 1963, most of these funds have not actually been
spent. These restrictions would be removed by enactment of H.R. 8200, at
which tilne the GSA plans to resume work on the fiscal year 1962 program.

The $20 million req_uested for this item in fiscal year 1965 includes
funds for one million shelter spaces in eXisting Federal buildings • Funds
for the provision of an additional 200 1 000 spaces in new Federal buildings
have been included in the fiscal year 1965 construction budgets of the military departments and other Federal agencies. Under present policies, the
cost of modifying existing Federal buildings to provide fallout shelter is
included in the Civil Defense Program. The cost of providing shelter spaces
in new Federal buildings is included in the construction budgets of the
respective departments and agencies of the Federal Government.
The shelter construction funds included in the Civil Defense Program
will be transferred to other Federal agencies and the military departments
for planning, design, and construction based on proposals for the modification of specific buildings.
We believe that this element of the Civil Defense Program is of great
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importance. We expect that many non-profit institutions eligible under
the Dual-Purpose Shelter Development Program, as well as many private
industries, will follow the Government's lead and incorporate shelters
in their own facilities. Furthermore, the program in Federal buildings
will exp-md the technical base for the evaluation of shelter design and
cost over a wide range of climatic and geographic conditions.
D.

SHELTER PROVISIONING

The Defense Department, under the Civil Defense Program, is responsible for providing stocks of food and water 1 medical and sanitation
supplies, and radiation kits for all licensed public shelters. The funds
appropriated by the Congress for fiscal years 1962, 1963, and 1964 will
provide sufficient stocks for approximately 6o million shelter spaces at
a cost of about $2.42 per space, including warehousing and transportation.
These provisions are procured and warehoused.under the direction of the
Defense Supply Agency and distributed to local governments through 79
Defense Department and GSA warehouses. Local governments are responsible
for storing and maintaining the supplies in the shelters. The $46.4
million requested in the fiscal year 1965 budget would provide stocks for
another 19 million shelter spaces, bringing the total to 79 million spaces,
the number anticipated to be licensed and ready for stocking by the end
of fiscal year 1965.
E.

WARNrnG

An element of the Civil Defense Program is timely warning to alert
the civilian population. In recognition of this fact 1 we have applied
approximately $10 million to the development and test of a new warning
system, the National Emergency Alarm Repeater (NEAR), designed to provide
almost instantaneous nation-wide warning to every home, office, and factory
served by electric power. Indications of an impending attack would be
picked up by the various warning networks, transmitted to Air Force sector
headquarters, and when the indication was verified, the NEAR system, using
existing power lines, would relay the warning throughout the country.
NEAR entered the engineering test phase in October 1962 and will
continue in that phase through fiscal year 1964 The $1.5 million provided for 1964 will permit completion of system testing and the survey of
about one-third of the more than 3,000 electric utility companies in the
United States. These surveys will provide data needed to select the best
signal converter locations so as to obtain the required signal coverage
at the lowest installed cost. Included in the $4.5 million requested for
fiscal year 1965 is $2.7 million to complete the utility system survey and
gather all the essential data necessary to plan the nation-wide installation
of an operational NEAR system when engineering testing is completed.
The balance of $1.8 million is for initial field testing of a low
frequency radio system designed to provide a means for alerting and informing State and local governments; for the provision of fallout
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protection for warning points of the National Warning System; and for the
. maintenance of the Washington Area Warning System.
F.

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS

A total of $15 .2 million has been included in the fiscal year 1965
budget for emergency systems.
1.

Radiological Monitoring

In the event of a nuclear attack on the United States, fallout radiation in varying degrees of intensity would be present in all or most areas
of the country. Protection of the people and early recovery of vital
facilities could be accomplished only through an organized capability for
detecting, monitoring, reporting and analyzing the fallout situation at
each affected locality. Radiation measuring and detection instruments are
the only known means of gaining reasonably accurate information of the
fallout radiation levels at a specific geographic location. For the continued development of this nation-wide radiological defense capability,
$7.4 million has been included in the fiscal year 1965 budget.
2.

Emergency Broadcast System

In a war emergency selected radio broadcast stations would be
required to operate in a fallout environment within the framework of a
national plan for emergency radio broadcasting in order to disseminate
civil defense information and directions to the public. To attain this
emergency capability, a national network of radio broadcast stations will
have to be furnished fallout protection for operating personnel, auxiliary
power backup and an emerge~cy radio communications link to local government
authorities. Some $5.6 million will be required to provide an emergency
capability to 450 stations in fiscal year 1965.
3.

Damage Assessment

Damage assessment responsibilities assigned to the Department of
Defense include the determination of the effects of enemy attack upon the
human and material resources of the nation. In the pre-attack period,
damage assessment provides the basis for planning, program evaluation,
and measures to reduce vulnerability. In the post-attack period, damage
assessment provides the information needed for directing emergency operations and rehabilitation planning. The fiscal year 1965 budget includes
$2.2 million for the development and maintenance of data on the location
of national survival resources, and for use of automatic data processing
equipment for both vulnerability analyses and post-attack damage assessment.
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G.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO STATES

As a result of the increased emphasis upon civil defense at the
Federal level, additional responsibilities have been assumed by State
and local civil defense organizations. Even before the full impact of
the responsibilities and demands placed upon State and local civil defense
under the shelter survey and provisioning activities has been absorbed,
we anticipate placing even greater demands upon them in connection with
the Dual-purpose Shelter Development Program. Accordingly, we have
included $35·7 million in the fiscal year 1965 budget to assist State
and local 30vernments by matching their expenditures on civil defense, an
increase of $4.7 million over fiscal year 1964.
H.

RZSEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

vie are requesting $15 million in the fiscal year 1965 budget for
civil defense research and development. Much of this work is accomplished
by arrangements vith other elements of the Department of Defense and other
Federal agencies. Included in the 1965 program is the provision for continuing work on low cost fallout shelters; investigation of the cost and
feasibility of providing peripheral blast and fire protection; studies on
fire spread and thermal effects of nuclear weapons; additional work on
various supporting systems such as warning and communications; a larger
effort on problems of the short-term post-attack environment; and analytical
studies of complete civil defense systems.

I.

MANAGU!ENT

For the overall management of the Civil Defense Program we are
requesting $15 million, $900,000 more than the current fiscal year. This
increase is required to support the 1,062 personnel authorized in the
fiscal year 1964 Appropriation Act under the new pay rates which became
effective January 1, plus a minimal increase of 29 positions associated
with expanded programs.
J.

RJBLIC INFORMATION

The fiscal year 1965 budget includes $4 million for civil defense
public information. Major emphasis will be placed on the development of
informational materials for direct use at the local level; on increased
use of radio and television to inform the public on emergency actions; on
materials needed to keep civil defense officials informed on the program;
and on technical guidance for professional architects and engineers, school,
hospital and welfare institution administrators and industrial and commercial leaders .
K.

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

Efforts to improve the civil defense operational capability within
each State through intensive training and use of education resources,
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expanded instruction, and improved training techniques will have to be
increased in fiscal year 1965 in step with our rising capability to provide shelter. Accordingly, $18 million has been included in the 1965
budget for this•purpose, $4.2 million more than 1964.
Nearly 5,000 civil defense leaders and training instructors received
training at three civil defense schools in the past year. A somewhat
larger number would receive a longer period of training in fiscal year 1965.
Civil defense training capability was enhanced in fiscal year 1964
by contracting with a State university or land-grant college in each State,
the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico to produce trained civil defense
instructors and for direct training of shelter managers and radiation
monitors. In addition, existing capabilities within the Services are
being exploited. For example, on a reimbursable basis, the Army is producing and distributing civil defense training films to support the
on-going State and local training efforts. Also, Army personnel are conducting classes for State and local radiological monitors.
Adult education, medical self-help and rural civil defense public
education activities will be conducted in all 50 States at increased levels
in fiscal year 1965. Filmed materials developed in fiscal year 1964 for
adult education and medical self-help courses will be available during
fiscal year 1965 for nation-wide television use.
As of the end of calendar year 1963, over 4,000 architects and
engineers had completed Department of Defense sponsored fallout shelter
analysis courses. In addition, nine protective construction courses,
seven workshops and seminars in shelter planning and an environmental
engineering course were conducted and activity in this area is scheduled
to rise in fiscal year 1965.
L.

FINANCIAL SUWIARY

The Civil Defense Program I have outlined will require Total Obligational Authority of $358 million in fiscal year 1965. A comparison with
prior years is shown below:

($

Millions, Fiscal Years)

1962

1963

Final

Actual

1964

1965

Est.

Proposed

Total Obligational Authority
Dual-Purpose
Shelter Programs
Other

Total

175
252

Jg2

112

183

252

125

112

358

XI.

THE FIVE- YEAR COST RE!XJCTION PROGRAM

Last year I reported to you that we bad launched a formal five-year
•
cost reduction program
with the objective of achieving by fiscal year
1967 recurring annual savings of $3.4 billion through improvements in
operating efficiency. We c~leted our first full year of operation under
this program on June 30, 1963. Originally, we had set a cost reduction or
savings goal of $750 million for fiscal year 1963; we actually realized
savings of almost $1.4 billion. Since the results of our program were so
superior to those which I bad predicted last January, I asked that still
higher targets be established by the military departments and Defense
agencies for future years. As a result, we now are aiming at a recurring
annual reduction in overall costs of $4 billion by fiscal year 1967. The
detailed goals and acc~lishments of our cost reduction program are shown
on Table 22.
Because of the accomplishments to date, and those now planned, the
fiscal year 1965 budget request reflects estimated savings of $2.4 billion
resulting from three principal categories of actions:
Estimated Savings
Reflected in
FY 1965 Budget
(Billions)
1.

2.
3.

$

Buying only what we need
Bu.fing at the lowest
sound price
Reducing operating costs
Total

1.2

0.6
0.6

$ 2.4

Savings Goal By
FY 1967

(Billions)

$ 1.7
1.1

1.2
~

1-lhile our fiscal year 1965 budget request already reflects anticipated
savings amounting to more than half of our total five-year cost reduction
objective, I do not want to leave you with the impression that this
objective will be easily acc~lished or that we can relax our efforts in
the slightest if we are to achieve it. Furthermore, President Johnson has
added even greater emphasis and urgency to our efforts, and to those of the
·7,500 principal defense contractors to whom he wrote on December 2, 1963
calling on them to seek ways of reducing defense procurement costs.
I would like to highlight for you some of the savings we have made and hope to make in the future - without sacrificing our essential military
readiness:
A.

BJYING ONLY WHAT WE NEED

1.

Refining Requirements Calculations
Procurement of weapons, parts, supplies, and services takes more than
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55 percent of each defense dollar. Thus our greatest potential for making
savings lies in reducillf.; the types and quantities of items purchased for
defense inventories. ~1ese inventories currently comprise same four
million different items. As shown in Table 22, we realized savings of
$769 million in fiscal year 1963 by our management actions in this area.
The fiscal year 1965 budget request reflects anticipated savings of
$1.1 billion as a result of more refined requirements calculations. For
example:
a.

Major equipment requirements have been reduced by more careful
analysis of the quantities needed to equip our forces. For
example, the Secretary and Chief of Staff of the Army have
examined the Tables of Organization and Equipment for each type
of Army division and have found ways of cutting quantitative
requirements on dozens of end items, including radios, guns and
vehicles, without detriment to combat capability. By increasing
the efficiency of its overhaul and repair depots, the Air Force
bas halved the out-of-service maintenance time for aircraft,
missiles and other major equipment, thus reducing the total
number of end items required. The Navy has significantly
reduced its requirements for certain air defense weapons by
calculating its needs on the basis of the specific mission to
be performed in each case. As a result, requirements for SPARROW
and SIDEWINDER in fiscal years 1964 and 1965 were adjusted downward by approximately 45 percent.

b.

Even more dramatic progress has been made in cutting both initial
and replacement purchase requirements for parts and supplies.
For fiscal year 1965, t~e Air Force's budget reflects a reduction
of about $476 million in total obligational authority because of
more precise requirements calculations for aircraft and missile
system spares, stepped-up actions to reduce stock levels, and a
better reporting system whieh enables a more effective utilization
of assets on hand and at operating bases world-wide. The Army
has introduced the new Uniform Issue Priority System permitting
reduction in order and shipping time by an average of 15 percent,
thereby reducing the size of the inventory that must be maintained.
The Navy was able to reduce its inventory requirements for spares,
establishing more realistic stock support of first line aircraft
by providing for priority processing of repairable items, and
cutting procurement leadtimes.

During the past year we have also added new projects to our cost
reduction program which are designed to reduce the cost of acquiring technical manuals and other technical data, and to minimize Government investment
in production equipment and facilities as shown on Table 22. This latter
cost reduction project is based on more vigorous application of our policy
of encouraging contractors to furnish their own general purpose equipment
and facilities.
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2.

Increased Use ot: Excess Jobteriel in Lieu ot: Procurement

Last year ve transferred to productive use over $1.2 billion of
excess and long supply inventories, $183 million more than in fiscal year
1961. The total of excess and long supply stocks on band vas thereby
reduced to $11.9 billion - the lwest level since the Korean emergency.
Our goal is to increase this rate to $1.4 billion annually by the end of
fiscal year 1965. Re-utilization of these stocks is a genuine avoidance
of cost since under our approved five-year force structure ve would othervise have to procure the same or similar items, either now or in the future.
Under the direction of the Defense Supply Agency 1 central screening
offices have been established to promote the re-use of all types of excess
equipment, machine tools and supplies among Defense activities. Recent
examples of re-utilization actions, chosen at random from among the
hundreds occurring regularly, are the follOYing:
- The I\Xr:;; received 31 aircraft en::;ines :from
the Air Force, savi:-1.3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

$

800,000

- The Uavy received from the Army we fire
control systems for use as components in the
manufacture of electronic countermeasure
equipment, avoiding additional procurement
of .•••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••.••.•

884,458

- The Air Force reclaimed parts from ten excess
missiles for use on another weapon, avoiding
additional procurement of .••••.•••.••....••.•
- DSA modified excess trousers to permit issue
in lieu of nev procurement, saving ...•.•.•...
3.

Eliminating Gold:plating Through Value Engineering

We know that procurement of excessive quality is just as wasteful as
procurement of excessive quantities. During the past several years, nev
parts and components have been entering our supply system - to support nev
weapons and other end items - at the rate of over 45,000 per month. Many
of these items are designed and specifications for them established before
ve have the benefit of experience in actual use. As a consequence, such
items frequently incorporate performnce features (e.g., capacity 1 strength,
durability, temperature resistance and light weight) in excess of those
necessary to the proper functioning of the item. This "gold-plating"
needlessly increases the cost of same items by as much as tvo to ten times.
To reduce the va.ste caused by "gold-plating", ve met nth 1,200
representatives of industry last fall, and I wrote personally to the Presidents of 7,500 companies, inviting them to give our procurement

specifications a most critical appraisal and to propose ideas for
eliminating unnecessary qualitative requirements. As an inducement, we
are offering our contractors a share of any savings resulting from
acceptable proposals. Our own technical, engineering and procurement
personnel are also being trained to search out such opportunities, and
their performance in this regard will be taken into account in making
future promotions. A mnual has been published and formal classroom
training is being conducted to assist in meeting these objectives.
In fiscal year 1963, the cost of military nardware was reduced by
$72 million, with no sacrif"ice in required performance, as a result of
the "value engineering" ideas developed by defense contractors and our
own technical staffs. D.lring fiscal year 1965 we hope to double these
savings to $145 million.
The potential for savings in this area is well illustrated by the
following examples of recent value engineering actions:
Unit Cost
Before
After
l.

2.

3·

4.

5.

Savings on
Annual
Procurement

Redesi~

Redesi~

$1,243 .oo

$253.00

$ 89,100

Oil seal for F-lo6 engine:
A one-piece seal substituted for a two-piece
magnetic seal

56.47

2.97

39,788

105 mm. cartridge case:
Steel substituted for
brass, and two parts
eliminated

10.43

6.8o

555,000

Diode used in test
equipment: commercial
diode substituted for
special military diode.

10.00

1.89

ll5,000

0.15

85,000

Cooling system on F8D
Crusader aircraft: Twopiece fan cooling device
substituted for sixpiece air conditioning
system

Tweezers for first-aid
kits: Plated carbon
steel substituted for
surgical stainless steel.

4.

Inventory Item Reduction

Another way in which procurerent requirerents are inflated is through
the unintentional addition of duplicate items to our stores catalogs as a
result of incomplete information on new items or unnecessary variations in
specifications such as color, method of packing, etc. These duplicate items
receive separate Department of Defense catalog mmlbers and are separately
procured and separately stored in our warehouses. This results in excess
inventory and adds at least $100 per item per year to our management costs.
During the past two years, the military departments have assigned special
task forces to screen out duplicate and unnecessary items, with the result
that 434,000 more items have been purged from our supply systems. At an
average savings of $100 per item, this achievement represents a cost
avoidance of $43 million per year. For example, in the case of band tools,
over one-third of the 25,000 items previously stocked in our inventory have
been marked for elimination. ~ aim is to continue a high rate of item
elimination during fiscal year 1965 and in future years. A special effort
will be made to ensure that whenever possible our design contractors choose
items already in the Defense catalog.
B.

BUYING AT THE LOWEST SClJND PRICE

The second major objective of the cost reduction program is to buy
at the lowest sound price. To this end, our efforts are designed: first,
to increase the degree of competition in the procurement process by shifting
whenever possible from non-competitive to competitive procurement; and
second, to maximize the incentives to us and to our contractors to increase
efficiency by shifting away from cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts to fixed
price or price-incentive contracts. As shown on Table 22, our goal is to
realize by fiscal year 1967 annual savings of about $1.1 billion through
these two basic improvements. Actions initiated in fiscal years 1962 and
1963 will, when completed, achieve over 6o percent of this objective. He
believe that our fiscal year 1965 budget is about $6oO million less than
it otherwise would have been had these shifts in the form of procurement
not been achieved since calendar year 1961.
1.

Shifting from Non-competitive to Competitive Procurement

In 1961, we studied a large number of General Accounting Office and
congressional committee reports which concluded that millions of dollars
were being wasted because of the failure to obtain price competition more
extensively in the procurement of spare parts and smaller end items. Our
own analysis of procurement procedures fully confirmed those conclusions,
and as a result, I instructed the military departments to increase the
proportion of the total value of contracts awarded on the basis of price
competition. The departments responded by:

Setting quotas for the improvement to be achieved by each
major buying office in fiscal years 1963, 1964, and 1965 ·

Planning the principal end items expected to be procured
during the three-year period, specifying the method of procurel:lent and the type of procurement contract to be used.
Such advance planning is essential to ensure that the draWings
and specifications required for competition are on hand when
needed.
Adopting standard procedures under which special research teams
select - up to one year in advance - high value parts and components which can be safely "broken out" from the end item for
separate competit~ve procurement.
Establishing tri-Service schools at Fort Lee, Virginia and
Dayton, Ohio to train personnel in improved procurement techniques. Over 19,000 procurement personnel will have been sent
to these schools in the three year period ending June 30, 1964.
As a result of these efforts, both the proportion and the volume of
competitive procurement have increased significantly:
Fiscal Year

Awarded by Price Competition
Volume
%~ Total

$ 8 .l billion
10.8 billion

32.9
37.1

By the end of fiscal year 1965, we hope to raise the proportion of
price competition to nearly 40 percent of total dollar awards, as shown
below:
CONTRACTS AWARDED ON BASIS OF COMPETITION
AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL CONTRACT AWARDS

0
FY'61

'62

'63

'64

'65

At the end of fiscal year 1963, we analyzed a large number of cases
where price competition had been obtained. We concluded that, on the
average, 25¢ of each dollar of procurement converted from "sole source"
to price competition was being saved - and that savings in fiscal year
1963 amounted to ~237 million:
Estimated Savings From Increased
__Pr:;.:ice Competition FY 1963
(Millions)
Aircraft Components & Barts
Missile Components & Barts
Electronic & Communications Items
Vehicles
Ships & Components
1'/eapons & Ainmunitions
Supplies & Services
Total

$ 50
34
52
28
58
7
8

$ 237

Here are some of the more dramatic exa.m.Ples of price savings actually
achieved:

I ten

Receiver Transmitter
Radio Receiver
Gasoline Engine
Radiosonde (high altitude
weather detection)
Fluid Filter
Missile Launcher Hoole

Savings on
First Competitive
Procurement

Non-Competitive
Price

Competitive
Price

$ 2,677 .oo
1,519-00
453-00

$ 1,091.00
1,034.00
325 .oo

$ l, 271,920

170.00
79-40
5-97

76-70
26.74

565,000
59,882
32,210

3-45

741,655
409,6oo

Another innovation in the past year has been the use, in selected
cases, of multi-year competitive contracts for end items on which there is
a firm requirement for continuous production over two or more years. This
technique produces additional price savings by avoiding annual "start-up"
costs and Giving the winning producer an incentive to offer a lower price
based on the efficiencies he can achieve over a longer production run.
Looking to the future, we are calling on our principal prime contractors to re-examine their own procurement practices and to set goals for
increasing the volume of subcontracts placed on the basis of price competition. vie believe that this may provide a fertile source of additional price
reductions to the Government - about half the value of all prime contracts
is subcontracted.
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2.

Shif'tin& ~'ram Cost-Plus-Fixed-Fee ( CPFF) to Fixed-Price and
Incentive Contracts

A major cause of cost overruns on major development programs has
been the lack of detailed advance planning which is an absolute prerequisite
for the close pricing of contracts and the close supervision of contractor
performance. In great part, this inadequate planning and control in the
past was made possible by the widespread use of CPFF contracts, under which
we pay a fixed fee and re:inburse the contract::>r for whatever allouable c::>sts lie
incurs. Such open-ended arrangements also encourage premature initiation
of development projects. Horeover, they provide no incentive for us to
define precisely in terms of performance characteristics, delivery dates
and costs what it is we wish to procure.
Between fiscal years 1955 and 1961 the volume of CPFF contracts
almost doubled, reaching a peak rate of 38 percent of the total value of
awards in the first nine months of fiscal year 1961. It was clear that
prompt and firm action would have to be taken to reverse this trend and,
accordingly, the military departments were directed to limit CPFF contracts
primarily to exploratory research and study projects. As a result the value
of such contracts dropped to 20.7 percent of total awards in fiscal year
1963, representing a shift of more than $4 billion of contracts from CPFF.
The trend this fiscal year is still downward, and our goal by the end of
fiscal year 1965 is to reach and maintain a rate of 12.3 percent, as shown
in the following chart.

COST PLUS FIXED FEE CONTRACTS AS A
PERCENT OF TOTAL CONTRACT AWARDS
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For every dollar shifted from CPFF to a fixed-price or priceincentive form of contract, we estimate that we save ten cents by increasing
efficiency and by reducing the huge cost overruns which have characterized
many development programs in the past. Thus we believe that the sharp
reduction in the use of CPFF contracts through fiscal year 1963 has made
possible a reduction of at least $400 million in the fiscal year 1965 budget.
Helping to achieve this sharp reduction in CPFF contracts are a number
of basic improvements in the management of weapons system developments
projects. These include:
The more extensive use of the "project definition" phase
during which as much as one year is spent in planning
projects prior to award of major contracts. For example, a
one-year "project definition" phase preceded the initiation of
the $800 million TITAN III program.
The use of Performance Evaluation and Review Techniques (PERT)
which identity the thousands of important events or decision
points which must be monitored continuously both by Department
of Defense and its contractors during the course of a major
development project. In the TITAN III program, for example,
bi-weekly reports are received from the prime systems contractor
on 2,500 key events indicating cost and time progress.
The organization of full-time project management offices within
the military departments to supervise the execution of large
weapons projects. Currently there are over 100 project management offices in the Department compared to only 50 in 1961.
The refinement of profit negotiation techniques which permit
target profits to be based on the actual effort and risk assumed
by the contractor, instead of on historical percentages which did
not vary appreciably from contract to contract.
~ new "performance scorecard" recording hew well a contractor
actually performs with respect to his contractual commitments
on major development projects. This record will be a significant factor in determining future source selections.

A 50 percent reduction in value of letter contracts outstanding
during the past 12 months - with a goal of a two-thirds reduction
to be attained by June 30, 1964. Accomplishment of this goal
would reduce such contracts from their peak level of $3 billion
to less than $1 billion.

C.

REDUCING OPERATING COSTS

The third key objective of the cost reduction program is to
increase efficiency of supply, maintenance, transportation and communications services.
As shovn on Table 22, our five-year goal in this area
is recurring annual savings of $1.2 billion. Actions initiated in fiscal
years 1962 and 1963, when completed, will achieve about half of this
objective. Our fiscal year 1965 budget request reflects over $600 million
of reductions resulting from the following kinds of actions:
1.

Terminating Unnecessary Operations

President Kennedy, in March, 1961, directed that I move pr~tly to
identify and eliminate bases and installations no longer needed for the
support of long-term military requirements and President Johnson has
strongly reaffirmed this directive.

As of the end of fiscal year 1963, we had made decisions and announced
base closing actions which, when c~leted, will produce $336 million in
annual savings. Since then, additional decisions have been announced which,
ultimately, will increase the level of savings to $479 million annually 80 percent of our fiscal year 1967 goal of $600 million. As a result of
our efforts to date, we were able to reduce the fiscal year 1965 budget request
for the operation of installations by $358 million. These are net savings which
reflect the absorbtion of one-time closing and relocation costs.
In addition to these savings, the termination of unnecessary operations
announced to date will produce the following results:
Real Estate Released
Industrial Plants With Commercial
Potential J~ade Available for Sale
Positions Eliminated

645,600 acres
58 plants
71,430

In 1961 we established a full-time Office of Economic Adjustment to
work with employees and communities affected by these reductions and base
closings. Based upon the experience gained in these efforts during the past
three years, we believe that, by careful advance planning end an extensive
freeze on new hiring, we will be able to assure a job offer to every employee
whose job is eliminated. If the new job requires a move to another Government
installation, our policy in the case of career employees and their families,
is to pay the expenses involved.
2.

Consolidating and Stondal·dizing Qreration.s

This project is concerned with eliminating unnecessary overhead and
personnel expense through: the consolidation of common support functions
previously performed separately by the military departments; and the
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standardization of procedures and operating practices among the military
departments.
a. Defense Supply Agency. The most notable savings :from consolidated operations have resulted from the creation in October 1961 of
the Defense Supply Agency ( DSA), to buy, store and issue common items.
The DSA by June 30, 1964 will have assumed central management of 1. 5 million
items with an annual sales of .$1.8 billion. In fiscal year 1963 DSA
operated with 3,475 fewer civilian employees than were formerly required for
these same fUnctions, saving .$31 million. In fiscal year 1965 1 DSA 1 s
civilian staff will be 7,514 fewer than that required for the same functions
prior to the establishment of DSA, producing a direct reduction in the fiscal
year 1965 budget of $54 million. In addition, by consolidation and better
management of its inventories, DSA1 by June 30 1 1965, will draw down its
total inventory investment by .$512 million from pre-DSA levels.
b. Simplification and standardization of procedures. Cost reduction
goals have been set by each military department for savings from other actions
to simplify and standardize procedures. These actions include the consolidation of 81 transportation documents into one, which became effective on
October 1 1 1963; the consolidation of 16 different requisitioning systems
into one uniform system on July 1 1 1962; the purchase of automatic data processing equipment for proven business applications in lieu of renting such
equipment; further mechanization of mass paperwork procedures, etc. ~
fiscal year 1967 recurring annual savings of .$101 million are expected to
accrue from these actions. The fiscal year 1965 budget request reflects
anticipated savings of .$20 million in this area.
c. We have just completed an intensive study of the contract administration services activities of the military departments. More than 400
field offices employing in excess of 43 1 000 people are presently engaged in
this wcrk throughout the Department of Defense. As a result of this study,
we are now revising the Armed Services Procurement Regulations to provide
for uniform policies and procedures covering many functions such as the
inspection and acceptance of materiel, the evaluation of contractors'
ability to perform under government contracts, the approval of contractors'
accounting and purchasing systems, the security clearance of contractors'
facilities and personnel, and the on-the-spot analysis of cost proposals.
We are also undertakinc a pilot test to evaluate the feasibility
of consolidating the contract administration services of the military departments in specific geographic areas. we hope by the middle of this year
to have gathered sui'ficient operational experience to determine the feasibility of consolidating these field activities throughout the system. I
feel confident that substantial operational and cost benefits, to both government and industry, can be derived from these efforts.

r

3.

Increasing Operating Efficiency

The final group of cost reduction projects is desi~ed to reduce the
operational costs of a variety of logistical support functions. The
following savings have been made in the fiscal year 1965 budget:
a. Communications systems costs - a reduction of $49 million,
attributable to the reduced cost of procuring leased lines services, and
more effective use of existing Defense and commercial communications
services. Recurring annual savings of $66 million are targeted by fiscal
year 1967.
b. Transportation and traffic management - a reduction of $12 million,
attributable to increased use of "econOIIzy'" class air travel, decreased cost
of household goods shipments, and more economical use of airlift for cargo
movements . Recurring annual savings of $24 million are targeted by fiscal
year 1967.
c. Equipment and non-combat vehicle maintenance management - a
reduction of $131 million, attributable to better management resulting from
improved cost accounting; improved planning and scheduling procedures; more
comprehensive analysis of failure data; and increased use of civil service
employees in lieu of contract technicians. Annual savings of $340 million
are planned by fiscal year 1967, to be obtained primarily by achieving
higher standards of productivity for the one million employees engaged in
these operations at over 2,000 locations world-wide.
d. Real property and housing management - a reduction of $18
million, attributable to improved cost accounting and employee performance
standards, reductions in the cost of purchased utilities, consolidation of
public works functions, and greater economy in execution of repairs and
alterations. Annual savings by fiscal year 1967 are targeted at $63 million.
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XII.
A.

~IILITARY

PERSONNEL COMPENSATION AND PERSONNEL CEJLINGS

)IILITARY CO)IPENSATIO!l

Last year in discussing the mllitary pa;y raise, I stated that it

was our conclusion that, in the f'uture, miUtary compensation rates
sboul.d be reviewed annually and changes proposed when necessary to keep
them in balance with increases in wages and salaries in the civilian

economy. This conclusion was underscored by President Kennedy when he
signed the p~zy bill last October:
"In supporting this legislation before the Congress,
this Adminis"tratinn pledged to use its best efforts to assure
that in the f'uture military compensation will keep pace with
increases in salaries and wages in the civiUan economy. I
think that I speak on behalf of all of us when I sa;y that is
a pledge we intend to lreep."
In accordance with this pledge, we have adopted the following
policy:
Annual Review of Mili taJ. :r Pa;y of

Active Duty Personnel

*

Except for periodic reviews or the ent:;.re structure of
mill tary compensation which mey be expected to take place
approximately every five years, mill tary compensation will be

reviewed annually and adjus-tments will be made according to
the following formula:
l. Subsistence All9K!!Ilce·
Tile Subsistence Allowance
will be adjusted annually to ensure that it retains a constant
rPlationship!Ht to the food element of the Constuner's Price
Index, except that no adjustment will be made until this
element moves three points •
2, Basic Allowance for Quarters. The Basic Allowance
for Quarters will be adjusted annually to ensure that it retains a constant relationship**to the housing elements of the
Consumer's Price Index, except that no adjustment will be made
until these elements move three points.

3· Basic Pa;y:
a. Officers. The basic pa;y of officers will be
adjusted annually to ensure that it retains a constant
relationship** to an index based upon the ms survey of the
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salaries of Professional, Administrative and Technical
employees, except. that no adjusilllent 'ldll. be made until
the index moves two points •
b. Enlls~, over 2 years of service. The basic
pay of enlisted personnel with more than 2 years of service 'ldll. be adju.:ted annually to ensure that it retains
a constant relationshipM+to an index of technical, clerical and wage board wages (the index shall be based on the
BLS National Survey of Technical and Clerical Pay- and the
A:rrrr:t-Air Force Wage Board pay scales), except that no adjusilllent 'ldll. be made until the index moves two points.
c. Enlisted, under 2 years of service. The basic
pay of enlisted personnel with less than 2 years of service will be adjusted annually to ensure that it retains
a constant relationshipM+to the Consumer's Price Index,
except that no adjus"bnent will be made until the index
moves two points •
4.

Retired Personnel. The rp·H':"ed pay- of personnel

'ldll. be adjusted annually, effective April l for tbose
personnel who were entitled to retired pay- before January 2

of that year 1 to reflect the increase in the annual average
of the Consumer Price Index for the preceding calendar year
over that for the calendar year for which the most recent
adjusilllent was made 1 except that no adjusilllent will be made
unless the index increases three percent or more.

*

The compensation of Reserve personnel will be reviewed

and adjusted at approx:l.mately five-year intervals,
concurrently with the periodic reviews of the total
military pay- structure.

**

The relationships to be maintained will be those of:
• Subsistence Allowance of October 1 1 1963, and the
Consumer's Price Index of July 1 1 1961 •

• Quarters Allowance of January 1 1 1963 and the Consumer's Price Index of January 1 1 1961 •
• Basic Pay- of October 1 1 1963 and the indexes of
July 1 1 1962. Adjusilllents of basic pay- to maintain the prescribed relationships 'ldll. take account
of the smount by which increases in base pay of
military personnel. raise the l.isbil.ities for

.,...,
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retirement el.lOW!lilces by more than ~om
parable a.djus tments for civilian personnel.
We should not o<:;ain permit military pay to lee for so long a
tir.le behind compensation levels in the civilian economy. The chart
below shows what has happened to officers pay over the last fifteen
y-ears.
INDEXES OF OFFICER ADJUSTED BASIC PAY AND ADJUSTED
EARNINGS OF PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL WORKERS*
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*BOTH INDEXES ADJUSTED TO REFLECT INCREASES IN RETIREMENT BENEFITS
ASSOCIATED WITH PAY INCREASES.
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The ~lication of these prqposed policies to the present compensation scales would now require an increase in basic ~ of 3 percent
for officers and 2.4 percent for enlisted personnel with aver two years
of service. No increase would be required in Brr1f of the other categories
of military per10onnel cc:mpensation. Accordingly, $143 million has been
included in the fiscaJ. year 1965 Defense budget under proposed legislation, on the assumption that these increases in basic ~would become
effective on October 1, 1964.

51 mil ar comparablli ty adjustments for civilian career employees
have been recommended by the :President and provision has been .cade on
a government-vide basis elsewhere in the fiscaJ. year 1965 budget.

B.

PERSCJmlEL REDUCTIONS

As a result of the Five-Year Cost Reduction :Program discussed earlier,
and other actions we have taken, the overall number of military and civilian
personnel is being reduced.

1.

Civilian Personnel

At the direction of both President Kennedy and President Johnson, the
De:par"b:lent of Defense during the last year and a haJ.f has made a major
effort to reduce civilian employment. Since the end of the K::>rean War,
the low point in the nlll!lber of civilians employed directly in the military
functions activities of the Department of Defense was about l,004,ooo in
December of 1960. As a result of the Berlin buildup, the number increased
to 1 1 042,000 by August, 1962. In the fiscal year 1964 bud~et sent to the
Congress a year aeo, civilian personnel strength was estimated at 1,033,000
for end fiscal year 1963; and 1,023,000 for end fiscal year 1964. Our goaJ.
for the end fiscal year 1965 is now 990,000 - about 33,000 less than the
:previously :planned end fiscal year 1964 strength. This vill be the first
ti.me since the beginning of the Korean War in 1950 that direct civilian
employment will total less than 1,ooo,ooo.
We are already well along toward the lower target. At the end of
November, 1963, civilian personnel strength stood at about l,Ol2,ooo and
the June 30, 1964, goal has been reduced to 1,007,000. Thus, civilian
ent'9loyment is already below the August, 1962 peak, and w1ll be 52,000 below that :peak by June 30, 1965.
This includes 9,900 foreign nationals
who are under Department of Defense ceilings. In addition, the number of
foreign nationals working under master contracts with foreign countries
will be reduced by 30,000 below the June 30, 1963, strength as a result
of redeployments and directed .can:power reductions.
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2.

Military Personnel

Total active duty military strength planned for the end of fiscal
year 1965 will be about 6,100 less than the number planned for the end of
the current fiscal year, and about 16,950 less than end fiscal year 1963. As
shown in the table belmr, Air Force strength will continue to decline
primarily as a result of the phase-out of the B-47's. Navy strength will
increase somewhat as additional POLARIS submarines are commissioned, and the
~ and Mariue Corps will continue at about their present levels.
End FY 1963

Actual
Arrey

Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force
Total DoD

975,155
664,207
189,683
868,644
2,697,689

End FY 1964
Estimated

End FY 1965
Planned

971,527
669,992
190,000
855,302
2,686,821

973,999
677,896
19o,o6o
838,766
2,68o,72l

Overseas Headquarters personnel will be reduced by 15 percent by
June, 1964, a reduction of over 2,500 p"rsonnel, primarily military. A
revitw of Military Assistance Advisory groups is expected to result in at
least a 9 percent reduction, about 1,113 personnel by June, 1964.
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XIll.

FINANCii :·, SUMMARY

The programs proposed for fiscal. yea:r 1965 including Militaey Assistance, Militaey Construction, Military Family Housing and Civil. Defense,
aggregate $52,4271 928,000 in total. obliga~;ional authority. A summary by
major programs, for fiscal. years 1962, 1963, 1964, and 1965 is shown in
Table 1.

Of the $52,427,9281 000 in obligational authority required to finance
the 1965 program:
• $l,l29,56l,ooo would be obtained frcm prior year funds
available for new programs, including baJ.ances brought forward
and recoupments anticipated during the year.
• $200,ooo,ooo wcrclld be obtained by transfer from the working ca,pi ta:. :f'.mo.s of the Depe.rtment of Defense in lieu of new
apprcpriations,and
• $218, 367,000 would be obtained from anticipated reimbursements which WO'.lld be available to finance new programs leaving,
therefore,
• $5o,88o,ooo,ooo of new obligational authority, the amount
requested in the President's fiscal. year 1965 budget. A detailed
ta:bula.tion relating the app...-opriation accounts to the major program accounts, and the total. obligational authority to the new
obligational authority requested of' the Congress in the 1965 budget,
is shown 0::1 Table 24 (comparable data for 1964 are shown on Table

23).
Of the $50,88o,ooc,ooo of' new obligational. autbority, $17,185,300,000
is requested to be a~t~orized for a,ppropriation under the provisions of'
Section 4l~(b) of Publ.i(: Lav 86-149, as amended. Of this amount:
$10,613 1 300 1 000 is for procureme..>J.t of aircraft, missiles, and naval. vessels;
and for the f'1rst time as required by last year's amendment, $6,5721 000 1 000
is fo::- all research, developnent1 test, and evaJ.uation.
The spe::if'ic amounts fat' each Service and each category are shown 1n
the Bill which the Senate Armed Services Committee will consider. Tables
27 through 34 provide detailed lists supporting the authorization for fiscal. year 1965. Table 25 compares the authorization amounts requested for
procurement in fiscal. year 1965, and the amounts authorized and a,ppropriated
for fiscal. year 1964.

With respect to the total. budc;et, of the $50,88o,ooo,ooo of new obligational. authority requested, the :following amounts will be presented
separately:

l,ooo,ooo,ooo for Military Assistance
1 1 1681 000 1 000 for Military Construction
7ll,000 1 000 for Military Family Housing
358,000 1 000 for Civil Defense, and
1721 000 1 000 for Military Compensation {including $29 1 000 1 000
for Uniform Ra.ti~}.

i

Provisi~n fer a. nuiJl:,er of ether items of proposed legislation - the
largest of which are the Uniform Ca.:-eer Mana8ement {$61 300 1 000) and the
Two-year ROTC Progra:n ($4,l0C;')C0) - total.ing $13,300 1 000 1 is made within
the Government.-wide ".Alloiran:::es for CO!l.tingencies,"

T!Ius 1 the bill now 'befo:oe the Senate SubcOIIIIDittee on Department of
Defense Apprcpriatio:u; WVU:.d provide $47,4711 000 1 000 in new obligational
authority &.Irl $200,000,00) t.c be derived by trBDSfer :f'rom working ca,pital.

:fU...i.ds.
!r. ad·ii t.ic•:_,. we az·;, r,;,q::t~.st:Ulg a fiscal year 1964 Supplemental. Appropriatio:: tc.te.ling $1,087,4--"0,000. We have carefully reviewed all of the
additional costs eridng frar. new legislation enacted by the Congress last
year and we will absorb as IIIIl-::h of them as possible, using available funds.
Of the $l,087,4oo,ooo:

$853,000,000 is to meet the costs of the increases in military
pay and allowan~es enacte:l. by the Congress, and made effective
October l, 1963. The Congress authorized the expenditure of funds
to cover the pay increa.ee, but no additional tunds were a;ppropriated
at that time ;
$234,4oo,ooo is to meet that part of the reduction made by the
Congress in the Military Personnel and Retired Pay a;ppropria.tions
which cannot be allsor'bed. The Congress cut $3621 000 1 000 fran the
budget estimates with the understanding that if the funds provided
were not &dequ.s.te to finan~e the progra:ned military strengths which
it had a;pproved, the Deper'tzllent of Defense vas to submit a request
for the ne~ess~~ additional ~~ds.
Again this year, we st::~ urge the Congress tc continue in the 1965
Appropriation Act the autr~ities provided by Sections 536 and 5l2{c) of the
1964 Appropria.~ior. A~t. Section 536 authorizes the Secretary of Defense to
transfer up t.::. an additiO!lS.!. $200,000 1 000 fran any a;ppropriation of the
Depa.r-ttner,t cf De:!'en.se to :Lu;prove further the readiness of the Armed Forces,
including the reserve COIIIpC::lents. Secticn 512( c) permits the Secretary of
Defense, upon determination by the President that it is necessary to increase
the number of military persO'.anel on active duty beyond the number for which
funds are provided, to treat the cost of such an increase as an excepted
expense. The continuing unce:-taill.ty that we face armmd the globe makes the
inclusion of these twc sections in the new appropriations act most important.
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We are also requesting the inclusion of a new provision which 'WOUld
permit cash transfers between the various revolving f'unds o This additional
f'lexibili ty 'WOUld perm1 t us to operate w1th a lower cash balance in each
:f'lmd by allowing us to meet emergency needs in sny one :f'lmd, t'ran the resources of the other funds o
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TABLE 1 - FINANCIAL SUMMARY
(In Billions of Dollars)
FY 61
Strategic Retaliatory Forces
Continental Air & Missile

FY 62
Orig.

FY 62
Final

FY 63

FY 64

FY 65

$ 7.6

$ 9.1

$ 8.4

$ 7.3

$ 5.3

2.2
14.5
.9
1.7
3.9
11.4
.9

2.1
17.5
1.2
1.8
4.2
11,8
.9
.3
1.8

1.9
17.8
1.4
1.8
5.1
13.2
1,0

1.9
18.1
1.3
2.0
5.4
13.9
1.2

I:efense Forces
General Purpose Forces

Airlift/Sealift Forces
Reserve and Guard Forces
Research and Development

General Support
Retired Pay
Civil Defense
Military Assistance
Proposed Legislation for Mili-

1.8

.l

.l

1.6

1.1

1,8
18.5
1.4
2.0
5.5
14.8 '!:/
1.4 a
.4
1.1
.2

tary Compensation, etc.

Total Obligational Authority ~
Less Financing Adjustments

New Obligational Authority
Adjustment to Expenditures
Total Expenditures
TOP. by Dept. and Agency
Army
Navy
Air Force

$46.1
3.0

$44.9
l. 3

Retired Pay
Defense Family Housing ~
Military Assistance
Proposed ~gislation

Total

E.

$52.2
1.1
$51.1
-1.1
$50.0

$52.5
1.5
$51.0
+1.3
$52.3

$52.4
1.5
$50.9
+ .3
$51.2

$12.7
15.0
20.5

$12.4
15.1
19.8
.4
1.3
1 4 -a/
.7
1.1

$liT.I

l'liT.7

-

-

-

$10,4
12.7
19.9

$10.4
12.4
18.5

$12.0
15.1
20.7

.3
.8
.5
1.5

.4
.9
.5
1.8

$12.6
14.8
19.8
.3
.3
.9
.5
1.8

.9
1.0
.7
1.6

1.1
1.2
.7
1.1

-

!2h2.

~

$52.5

$

$

+1.6
"$li4.7

+1.0
"$li4.7

Civil Defense
Defense Agencies

$51.0
1,5

f§.d

~

~

-1.2
"$4B:2

- -

.l

.l

.

.2

$52.4

Memo: Increases since FY 1961 in payments to retired personnel and in rates of
compensation included above:
Increased Compensation Rate:

Military
Civilia!"l
Increased Payments to

$ .l
.2

.1
$ .l

Retired Personnel

Total

,l

.2

$--:I

$ •5

-

$ 1.2
.3

$ 1.7
.4

.4

.6
$ 2.7

-

fT.9

'!:) The government's total "unfunded past service costs" of the military retirement
program at current pay rates is estimated to amount to $57.6 billion at July 1, 1964.
The proposed pay increase will increase this by $1.0 billion, In FY 65, it would
req_uire $2.2 billion to fund 11 Current service costs".
b/

Excludes cost of nuclear warheads.

~/

In 1961 and 1962 funds for this activity were appropriated to the military departments.
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TABLE 2 STRA.."'EXliC RJ:.~JJ..L\TORY FORCE'S
(End of Fiscal Year)

Bombers

B-52
B-58

Total Bombers

Air-Launched l·li.ssiles
HOUliD IXJG

63

FY

~

..

£1

•

•

28

80
100

l

57
21

•

126
67
160

65 !2..§£

FY

80
710

u6o _.w.
.
~

•

126
1o8
6co

144 ..-.£2§
19a --"'-'497 1090

• •

~

J

FY68

630

630

630

__:m_ __J§

74
1Q4

•

•

-

.

~

•

•

''

.

.
:

•

72
99
72
1o8
1o8
54
610
Boo
480
750
200
620
390
464 ___2.£Q
6;6
14T.' __g_u _3_
~ "]]S2

69

FY

708 __]£§

.

'

67

FY

630

630
225
80

630
450
80

~

•

64

FY

630
585
80
1295

615
810
80
1505

555
900
40
1495

B/3:8-47

Surface-to-Surface J:lsls
KJ'LJ.S
TITA.Ii
HUi1JTEI.w: I
J.ffii1JTEI.w: II
POLARIS
Total ICB!·;/POLARIS

61 ~

FY

EJ

t '

72
54

99

1o8

4oo

Boo

~2

Other
QU~.IL

KC-135 9:,/
KC-97
F.E-47

RC-135
REGULUS
PACCS

224
90

392
440
580
45

392
500
340
30

392
580
240
30

392
620
120
30

17

17

17

17

9

18

17
36

17
36

17
36

4oo
6co

KC-135
B-47

392
620

392
620

392
620

392
620

17
36

17
36

17
36

17
36

Ale~ Force Weapor.r ~

l;tu:lbcr of Heapons
1'-ie;;atons

r;:/

T.oe !1Jlti-Lateral Force is Etill under discussion with our NATO Allies. Assignment
o:' moderr. nucleer weapons of the U.K., France, or a 11 Mlllti-Lateral Force, 11 to NATO
in accordance with the te~ of the Nassau Pact, may lead to adjustments in the
U.S. force Etructure.
c/ !~~~Ders of aircraft do not include command support or reserve aircraft.
r;umbers of Polaris missiles show cun:ulative numbers which will have been deployed
as ships become operation~ and are deployed. The number on alert is reduced from
-:!:.is figure by overhaul ar.d retrofit scheC.ules end refit between patrols.
r?:./ ~eludes National Emergency Airborne Command Post and Post Attack Command and
aircraft.

£/

FOR?·!ERLY RESTP.ICTZf rJ<TA
F.PJIDLE AS REST?JCTED DATA m
FOP2:IGN DISSEMINATION
SECTIO!l l44b, ATOJ.!IC ENERGY ACT
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S

Ti.EL:; 3 - COll!'IlC!WJ... :.!R ;.:;n ::rsSILE IlE:FEISE PORe,...;.:;

(!!u;.-,bcr at ..;n£. o.~ Fiscr..J. Ye:--r)
FY 64

Sw·,reillance 1 \.larning &
Control
1\0RAD Combat Opn.s. Ctr.
Canbat Centers
Direction Centers ~/
BUIC Control Centers
Search Radars
DEW Radars
D~ Extension Radars
Aircre.f't !}
Ships
Offshore Radars
.IE"/ PJJ!I Aircre.f't
Ships
SAM Fire Coord. Sys.
Air National Guard
Search Radars

!J

l

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

6

6

l

7

7

7

7

5

5

'

-•.-

,.,~

•,

,

"

'•

"
\-.•

·,

.......
'" "

--.;-

'"'

.., .
,_'
..
.. . .
~

~

~·
~ '-'

-'}

-.....

~

...

·'·

"

Manned Interceptors pJ
J..ir Force
F-101

.

F-102
F-104
F-1o6

-~{~:.

~ '"

.·; •• '!,

~

.

....

,-, ~

•

F-4D
Air National Gus...""d

F-86

'.__',
·-·· .<-~ ~ :l

.s.J

•

F-89

F-100
F-102
F-104

'

Surface-to-Air Missiles

<::.

V

>

'- r._;

'"-~_;':~~~·-··:··,·~~';;("

'· . :·1

.,
~;,

-,-.

'"

\larnin;; (Missile Attack)
PlG'..'S Sites
't ::-"

'

,

"~-

KIXE-HERCUIXS (Reg) rj
llJXE- HERCUU:S ( ANG) ij
NIXE-AJAX (ANG) rj
BA\.11: (Reg) ~/

<>

2
\

I

.:.r·,

2
•'

;_r> .,

2
'•

~

....,

3
_.·.,.~··*'• ~

..

3
.l'j:

''

3

-

3

3
~~;,.

"

'

'<ri.

a/ I.ccludes CONUS,

'f)

-~

?:;2 ~~·::\~~
'..__..,.
..
..,.,

Navy

BOMA!lC

..

.....

0

3

' •. :.f
'

"

Alaska, Greenland, Iceland, and. Canada.
Numbers of aircre.f't are obtained by multiply in;; authorized squadron Un1 t Equipnent by number of
souadrons.

Posse~se~ ~ircraft.

BOMARC figures reflect missiles on launchers.
NDCE-HERCULES, A.JA::J.., and HAWK reflect number of missiles authorized.
Excludes 11 aircraft in fiscal year 1961 and lO aircrart in fiscal years
Excludes one combined combat ADd directioc ceuter ill Cet.nada.
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1962-66 in training

un.i ts.

TP.BLE 4 - GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES - P.RMY
(End Fiscal Year)

Divisions
Airborne
Armored
Infantry
Mechanized
Total
Combat Ready
Training

0:

.'

''

·'
i

;I •"

•,_.,•

''

·.'

Brigades
~

..

!>

Infe..."ltr:v Battle Grps
P:rnd Cavalry Regts
other

P~illerv

.

. ,<
...s·

,"f

""

.J.('., ' \

Ens
.' ·'·

Other Co:nbct Bn!:
·':.~

t.·:ietior: Cor::roc...11ies

~

"•

Soecial Forces Gros
."~

l•:issile CoiDI:lands

'

.
.

""

..

,;.

/.?..·

l·li!:sile Bnss'
REDSTO!ffi
CORPORP.L-Separate
CORPORPL-Orgenic
SERGEPJiT-Sepe.rate
SERGE.LJ'IT-Organic
PE?..SEIHG

..

0

,.

'
~

0

HOHE2!" JOID~-Separate
HOliEST JO!ill-Organic
LITTLE JO!ill-Sepm;te
LITTLE JO!ill-Org-cllic
Total
o"'

Btvs.9/

..

0

...

LACRO.S~E

Defense
HERCU'....ES

.,, •. ,r,,,

,}
-<.;,,

s-s

P.i~

'

·~

.

'

.,,

""

. ~.~ "1,_.,,

..

'

·'· ·~····

·;..

'

t ...

'

.,

·":•:~.'

• 1;" ,. ; ...

.'
:.._

.

.•· ~
·

'

....

'

0 ''

''

·'
' .t'

•

·':::b

I?\)

Hf.:.,n:

"•

Totti

,,
0

j;

, • .,

1----~-------L::------l.9C

!f',,,r.; .e,.&U?. 'f.\

o.

.. a

>

TABLE

Category
On-Site Air Defen1
Units to Reinforc<
Active A:rmy
Tvo Brigades
Nine Brigades
Training & Base U1

6 Divs.

& Their S1

2 Theater Reinfo~
Divs. & Their S1
Support for other
other Divisions
Nondivisiooal Uni·
Nine Ccmnand Hq.
Divisional
Priority Reioforc•
TOTAL

il Includes 78, 2<
~ Estimates. UJ
sf

v

~

status unt:
objective
Changes in au·
divisionS:
The actual reo
Personnel att•
for FY 19&

5 - .ARo!Y I!E3ERVE ClMPONENTS PROGRAM
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TABLE 7 - GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES - NAVY

(End Fiscal Year)

Attack Carriers
Enterprise
Forresta L

.'

.

-~

Midwa>·

,

Essex
Total

,"'

'

''
.;

'

:

.,.
~~- ...._··~t:".\'l

l

--~,,:,:,.

l

"

~'J·."'·

Attack Carrier Groups

.,
«'

J

;

~-

'

Fighter Bombers
F3B/F6A
F8A/B/C/D
F8E
F-4E
F-lllE

o·~

..
.

,·,"·

'

..;'

•

"'

Total

'

Attack
A-l

• ·- .
'·

~~<i': '

'

,..·

,..j

..

'"

.

·"

...·' ,,.,_,

'· " ' '>\
r·

'>i't

·'-_u

~"

A-4E
A-4C
A-4E
A-6A

'
··:+

'·

«·

. 'p . .,
,

".,-,.t

0

.

Total

~

:;

Hear; Attack

0

,o

:"1

'

'..

A-5A
A-JE

'.

-';;~

Total

.. -

'

Recon§fntelligence

..

,.

-~:

~..,

.

~"').

'

··''j:.,_-

'

,,

.

:<.,
., ;·.•"'
' ....

o'

RF-

Total

.
"'"

c ; , ·..

VAL

lRA-3B
EA-3B
EC-12l
RA-5C

.'

_,_,

.'

.·~. •.

:" -.;-'

...

-

-,
'
Fleet Early Warning
E-1/EA-1/EC-1

..

E-2A

~>"

::,

~'!"

....

¢

.,

V·i·,

. "r-

'·

Total
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TABLE 7 - GENERAL PIJRPOSE FCRCES - NAVY
(End Fiscal Year)

Replacement Groups
Fighter Bombers
F-61\/F3B
F-8A/B/C/D
F-8E
F-4A/B
F-lllB
Total

.

(Cont'd)

(

"-

..
"··"
-~·

,,'

'
".

Attack

"J•

;

..·

··•··

-

A-1

A-3
.0..-4A/B/C
A-4E

.... . ·.
~.

:>

A-fA
VA:L

Total
Recon/Intelligence
A-5A

RA-5C
RA-3B
Tctal

•

Traine~

Suunort Aircraft

Total

'

0

""'J

•

ASW-S'l.U"·•eillanc:e & Ocean Control
~

ASi·l Carriers
SSN

ss

Submarine Direct Support
DEG
DE

"

";

,,

DER

New ASW DE
Small Patrol
Aircraft Support Ships
Total
ASW Carrier Air Groups
SH-34G/J
S-'2A/B/D/F

•

q.· ·;,Q

-G.'t---'~-:.·----------------------..1
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7 - GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES-NAVY (Cont'd)
(End Fiscal Year)

FY 61 FY 62 FY 63 FY 64 FY 65 FY 66 FY 67 FY 68 ~

ASrl Carrier Air Groups

SH-3.4

(Co~'d)---------:~=--~----~~~~~,~~j~~

S-2E

A-4c

.....
.·

., .. ,

Station Supt A/C
Replacement Sqdns
Total

.,

,,

.,,.

,,

.
"

•. -"

·'.

''

dns

--

Sqdns

Ships

em;

CG/cv:,jGJ.G

,.

{~~,..

.....
"' .,

,,l._ "'.
'·

,.

?~_:.r~..> . .

·"

" . . ~;t·,_: ft··.' ,,,"''
'

",.

.

.

DDG

Other Combat
CA {gun)
DL {gun}

0

'.

·"

.~'

DW

•.'

..... ,..

DWl!

!

0

,o

..

,

."

P~trol

Ecl ti-Pu:rpose Ships

!

~

--..

Seaplanes

SA!·~

•
1

' '

.,.
Replacenent
Supt J.jc
Toto.l

•·,

-

'.

'

. i!•'

·,

~·'

0

DD/DDR
Direct Supt Tenders
Total

..

.
,

Rine i-larfare Ships
Hi:;.e War:.:.. are Ships

Direct S\Iflt

Total

~

-·

~;:·

. ·.· ~~.

.... ·.

ct.• ·.

' '

'

h::ohibious /.ssault Ships
Lor a!'ld Cryer 3upt ShiD!:

'

,.} ·;;
a''·

.-

0

'.

'

Underway Replenishncnt
Fleet Supt

··-"

Total

0

.

Fleet Tactical Supt A/C

'

Fleet Supt A/C Sgdns

.,

Other Supt A/C
,

Total:

Ships
Aircraft

!(Includes 33 DDE's.
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0

~ ,.;?

,.,..,

'

TABLE 8 - GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES - NAVY SHIP CONSTRUCTION AUl'HORIZATIO!I PROGRAM

Authorized !or start of Construction in Fiscal Year
F'f 61

Nev Construction
CVA Attack Carrier
SSN Attack Submarine
(Nuclear)
Escorts
Small Patrol
Frigates
Destroyers
Mine Warfare
Amphibious
Logistics & Qper. Support
Ships

~ ·l

.t?

.

F'f 62

~<:.f''·

::····

F'f 63

)z:.

F'f 64

F'f 65

F'f 66

F'f 67

F'f 68

!!.....§2

..

.."'_ , ..

>J!' ·,

>

'

j

P.-

. I.-'.' , ._,

'·."·"·,;:

'~

c'.,;,

~ ~ --:~

~~·

,

_,' ,-'

•

0

~·· '~,
'-

' ;_ 'i:

'-"'-.

'

Total Nev Construction

....

·

Conversions
SS!i Attack Submarines
SS Attack Submarine

T
"-~

.

.r

,.

,.

.: ;: .

DDG (DL & DD 931)
DD (DD 931 ASW MOD)

~~-~,-:, ...~~:;.~;\~-;· /'··:
"

Destroyers ( FRAM)
Mine Warfare
Amphibious
Logistics & Qper. Support
Ships

~-

..

'

'
0~-·

0 ..

I

Total Conversions
'.)

Total !lew Construction
and Comers ion

...

...

"'

"
'~

"' "
;'

~1
>

0

.'

-

'"

'

"''

.

•

·: '
;
·t' .:

Total Cost of Ships
(In Millions)

$927 $1,294 $1,691 $1,471 $1,848

!let Adv. Procurement

_:.2. _.:]2

TorAL

. _<i.

-

+28 _:!!!t _ 2

$922 $1,313 $1,719 $1,427 $1,847
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'!'ABLE 9 - GE!iEHAL I'UiU'OOB FORCl::l -IWUIIE CORPS
{End FiGcal Year)
FY 61

Marine Divisions

FY 6-:;
----

FY 62

Res Division/Wing Te~s

'._.,

.~>- ~

,. "''"

'·;~
•J
'.i<:''

"-~ •"'

'

' "

Marine Air Wings
Tank Battalions
Light AA Msle Ens (HAWK)
Hvy Arty Rocket Bns (HJ)
Amphibian Tractor Bns
Hqs Fleet Marine Forces

FY 64

'

~

FY 66

FY 65

·<··

FY 67

FY 69

FY68

.'

·';,

""

.:. '

..,

~ ;.~·.· .•.~--."«..;.,t'... . . . :; .

Harine Air Vangs

Fighter Squadrons

F-6A
F-8

.•.

F-4B
Total

.'

'·
~~
,.~.,

Attack Squadrons
AF-lE
A4E/C
A-4E
A-6A
VAL
Total
~ecor.

,:-f<.

..

Countermeasu~es

Ta~ker Tr~~sport

Sqns
•>f

-~·

Eelicopte~ Transport Sqns

CE-37C
uri- 34D
CH-46h
C?.-53A
Total

0

'

~.

~.:

..

'<> ,

'"

.;.

·.'._.

;..':1 '•

J

··"",.,

\

...
··' :.~· ~ ... :~

Light Helicopter/Cbs Sqns
0-1E/C/OH-43D
U"!i-lE

Total
!'lS.r.Air Wing Total A/C

.,· ·.;··~

..

:;(:, . ~

:. ,,

,.
S'..:.~-oo!'t

Aircraft

!;-

Harine Air Wings
Hqs Fleet Marine Forces
V~rine

Air Bases
Total Support Aircraft

Total Marine Aircraft
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TABLE 10 - liAVY 1\lill W.JUJlE CORPS RESERVE FORCES
(Znd of Fiscal Year)

FY
1961

Res Trnr, Shi-:>s ~I
DD-Destroyer
D3-3scort
HSC Hinesueeper
H3CO rmsvper (Old)
Totc.l

FY
1962

~

N3~,-.:

~

~

FY
1966

FY
1967

,

FY
196C

FY
1969

o'

'

Aircraft
F-9/li'-l

F-o.e_
Tot'll FitOhter

I

,.,

Total Attack

"';:."·

'

""-'

..

'·

,.

"'

.::..

_, -,-; -~ ' ~-'<..

'~.·

:r-·~

-. ..... -

..

,_

.•

-.

·-

0 ,·

•'f .

,_
-.

,

•

,<~',.•,-:.·-·

:

<;;',

- ,•,l

"' -~

-'

-·~. ,(>

'

_,_,

'

-. -··

-

'
_,.,-;-:;;. '•

Se-:1rch Units (VS)

>1't

~':.'

•

l
I
A-'+h./3
C

·'

'

..

~~;.;

F-8

ReCO:l,'I'hoto

FY

; '

'

A-12

... - ' .

FY
196h

FY

0-

"<,:1;. ·,,.

'•,

··t

.'

'-

0.

. ~!'

-.-.

.. ··i

-··

' & ~

JU,

•

Searcil Units (ES)

.)
0

F-2
SP-2

•
'

Total Fatrol
'.I'rar..::IJort Units

.. v"

•!,

Aircrai't
Total Aircraft

S'!.lppo~

·.

-·

·- -

,,~.

·"·

.

C:1tesor-.r

t.

C:J.tecor~~

B

'E./

... ~:

.,

'

''

·-~.

. .r:'·.-

·'

'·"'

Reserve Fleet
Shipz J.i::~intained by ];:lvy

,o

-,.

''

<'''.;

--.'

"

•. - ..

~

~

"

::i
0

'

""'

..,

~-- -

"''"'

--

'

Ot;1er
Ships I.:iaintained by
;.;o.:ci time Conl:Jis3iOP
I

£/

Includes only those shipz which maintain operational readinesz to pen'o:ru.
u:.rtime tasks.

E)

'1hese are u5ed as naval rese:;.ve trainine f:hips aho1·m above.
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TABLE ll Fist~ter

F-SE
F-4B
F-lllB

.."

Total

,-__

A"':.ts. =~:

..

A-"c
A-4E
A-6A

.:.J-

VAL

,,'1\fro

Total

, __ :

0:'•

. :~fA' "'·•
:.

.
-··~.

~

A-5A/C
l'1\-6A
F.F-43

Flee:

E~::" 2::

?.!
c,.!;,

,.

-•!/.}
-~~-

..

..

'·

..

Re:on/Co'J.nte::-

Tota:.

'

..

..
.:;,

.

.u
·•• b ; .. >.·-~
Wc.:-r.i. t.- :_., ..

E- 2.~.

,\

·±,--,;.

. ., ..

-~--

...

,;

-~3: .·.:.·- ~-~~~-~

,.

._,._

,.,.,
:.,.;_/1

5-2.:..
-

..,.
:·

''

P-3A
W.-34D
.

U!i-2A
C:-i-h6A
C"f.- 53J'.

,.
'

,..

'I':.ts.2.

.

?.iee: Thct::.ca:

. ie- ,

o'

:i'

-

:

C,l::-:- ::.3-'J

c-c;._

-!;:~_

···)i;

'

TC-2:::,
~

. ~·..

:,

~-

.1. -.::..::.

'I-33IJ

- "i,

.

'0

gi=:si:m. SupoJrt

c-4E

..

'!-

·.•
',

1 - . ,.:- -~ ~.'
0

U-~

~-

GV:2-U

'Ictal
P~oc

Cost (In
14illions)s/ $. ,279 $c,478 $1,420 $ ,176 $1,389
!/ Includes 27 aircraft to be procured from Air Force.
~ Excludes 4 aircraft financed unaer RDT&E in FY 1964.

EJ

I:-.cludes flya"'·ay aircraft, advance buy, peculiar AGE, and training device costs.

All spares and other support are not included.

TABLE 12 - GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES - AIR FORCE AND AIR NATIONAL GUARD
(End Fiscal Year ~)
F'i 61
Act1 ve l"orces

F'i 62

F'i

63

F'i 64

F'i 65

F'i 66

F'i

67

F'i 68

~

!/

Tact1 coJ. .!"1ghters
F-84

.,..,. ' . '
.• '>. •

F..a6
F-100

..

F-101

F-104

.;..

F-105
F-4C
F-4D
F-4E

,.,,

,

':.1-~

,'•-

. .. •,

"'

.

.....

~-~

'

.' •

I!.;;

'

•

·'

'"·

...

'"ii_'

'

~

<

"""'"

.

•.

.,

:~

F-lll
TotoJ. A1rcro.fi
llo. or lliogs
Tactical Bombers

"···

B-57
B-66
Tactical Recon.

0

..

RF-84
RF-101

RF-4
RF-lll
RB-66
Total A!rcra:t't
No.

..

1-• -....:.

..

·-·.
:

'· -.

.

•

.

,r; ·.; :' ~·'

ot Squadrons

' .. ""

KB-50 Tankers
Special Air Warfare Forces
C-123
other
Interceptor Fighters

F-89
F-102
Total Active

A/ C

Air National Guard ~
Tactical Fighters

F-84
F..a6

·'"

'

•

..
g -- ·''

F-100
F-104

.

~ {;.<:

-:~

•,

.,

,,

.•.

'

..•?'

....

F-105
Total

T~tical Bo~ber,

B-57

Tactical Recon·

0
<

RB-57
RF-84
RF-101
KC-97 Tankers
Total ANG

.

':

i
'

A/C

0 °CI

'

T

',.

;,
~

s

~

13 - GENERAL FURPOSE FORCES - AIR FORCE AIRCRAFI' PROcumMENT PROORAM
F'Y 61

FY62

F'Y 63

18o

231

107

30

307

FY64

F'Y 65

FY66

238

209

F'Y 67

FY68

F'Y 69

TYpe of Aircraft

F-105
F-4C
F-4D

275
52

F-4E

127

133

10

55

112

246

36o

144

47
__
2

~

6o

6o

44o
435 ~
=

286

306

F-111 (TFX)
RF-4c

2

24

RF-111 (R-TFX)
Total

18o

263

438

108

Procurement Cost
(In millions) rd

rd

Includes flyaway aircraft, Advance Buy, Peculiar AGE, and training device
costs. All spares and other support are not included.

=

420

TABLE 14 - AIRLIFT AND SEALIFT FORCES
(End Fiscal Year)
FY 61

Active Forces

FY 62

FY 63

C-91
C-118
C-121
C-123
C-124
C-130
C-133
C-135
C-141
Total Active

'

FY 64

FY 66 FY 67 .!!....§§ FY 69

FY 65

"'

~ .' '

.... ,

,

·-.'

Air Force Reserve

C-119
C-123
C-124

.. •. '

.,

~·

~--

.., ;

Air National Guard

C-97
C-121
C-123
Res & Guard-Total
L/R Airlif't
30-day lif't to:
S.E. Asia (tons-000) ~
Europe (tons-000) ~
Sealif't lj
Troop Ships
Cargo:
General Purpose
Roll-on/Roll-off
Special Purpose
Ta:okers
Forward Floating Base
Project Ships
Total

·._ """·'
''•'

~-

.

-.::.·
,f

··r

:_;.·." ..;

. ·p

,'

'< , __.,.

•

... ,,

f

1

,.

.,

•

.-,--<

.''""

• 0

'!:) Aircraft released from MATS will be used for interim modernization of the mission
support fleet, for modernization of the Navy's Fleet Tactical Support squadrons, or
for Air Force reserve components. Exact distribution is now under study.
E/ Increases to 320 U.E. aircraft by FY 1970.
c/ Based on active and reserve military capabilities; CRAF not included.
]/Increases to 73.3 in FY 1970.
!/ Increases to 140.7 in FY 1970.
!/ Does not include amphibious ships in Program III.
~ Phased-out ships will go to Ready Reserve Status or to amphibious forces in Program III.
Exact distribution is now under study.
EJ A new type Ro/Ro ship may be substituted beginning in FY 1967.
I/ Number of ships will increase beginning in FY 1966 if forthcoming tests are successful.

2).0

TABI.J;;

15 - AIRLIFT AND SEALIFT PROCUREHEIIT PROORAM

Airlift
C-l30B/E
C-l35A/B
C-141
Total Aircraft
Cost

(~

!Ellions).!J

Sealift
T-LSU, Roll-on/Roll-off
T-AO Conversion
Cost ($ llillions)

$20

~27

~ Includes flyaway aircraft, advance bey, peculiar AGE, and training device costs.

All spe...,..,s and other support are not included.

2ll

~
TABLE 16 - SUMMARY OF STRENGTH, DRILL STATUS,
FOR RESERVE AND GUARD FORCES

me.

{In Thousands)
End Fiscal Year

1961

~

1963

1964

301.8

261.5

3~n

~
309.

237.0

~
.

264.0
8o.4

£1·

3l'i'4.4

393.8

361.0

36o. 7

376.0

£1

393.8

361.0

365.7

376.0

395.0

754.9

670.8

644.9

720.4

738.4

Naval Reserve
Paid Drill Training
other Paid Training
Total Paid Status

129.9
8.0
137.9

111.3

119.6

_L.2

119.2

~
9.

126.0
10.1
136.1

126.0
8.6

'i:'§'4:b

Marine Corps Reserve
Paid Drill Training
Other Paid Training
Total Paid Status

43.8
2.1
4b.O

46.6
2.0

46.3
1.8

45.5

45.5

Army Reserve
Paid Drill Training
other Paid Training
Total Paid Status
Army National Guard
Paid Drill Training
other Paid Training
Total Paid Status
Total Army Paid Status

Air Force Reserve
Paid Drill Training
Other Paid Training
Total Paid Status

Air National Guard
Paid Drill Training
Other Paid Training
Total Paid Status
Total AF Paid Status
Total Reserve Forces
Paid Drill Training
other Paid Training
Total Paid Status

64.5

-

!22.2.
285.0

~

3 3.

395.0

~
.9

~
.9

58.6

61.0

61.0

48.'6

li8.'l

58.4
10.7

75-9

b9.2

~
7.7

~

70.0

tH

70.9

50.3

74.3

75.0

75.0

...1Q:2

50.3

74.3

75.0

...12.&

146.8

119.5

142.0

145.0

143.5

1004.8
80.2
1085.7

889.1

896.5

947.5

987.5

.l:h2.

£1
£1

~
1o'K~
~
~
50.
9 .
95

'E:f Excludes reservists called to active duty during the "Berlin crisis".

£1

The programmed strength for the Army Reserve Components is 700,000,
Army Reserve 300,000 and National Guard 4oo,ooo. The figures shown
above are estimates of strengths that will actually be attained.

NOTE:

Detail may not add to totals due to rounding.

TABLE 17 - DEPARTMEN!' OF DEFENSE FROGRAMS SUPPORTING THE
FOUR SAFEGUARDS RELATED TO THE TEST BAN 'l'REATY
(TOA, $ Millions)
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0
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TABLE 18 - RECAPl'l'ULATION OF DOD SPACE DEVELOPMENT PRruECTS
(TOA, $ Millions)
F'i

1961

F'i

1962

F'i

1963

F'{

1964

F'i 196~

75.0
6.0

Spacecraft Mission Projects

Manned Orbital Laboratory
(Manned Space Flight)
X-20 (DYNASOAR)

7.1

2.4
385.7

10.0
13.6
70.0
35.0
76.6
26.9
27-9
2.7
6.0
51.0
3.0
14.*
337.

22.1

232.8
13.0
(3.0)
14.0

329.6
13.5
( 5.0)
30-9

G!Jo!Ila

58.0
1()9.4
55-2
3.1
23-6
8.2

Carom. Satellite

9-1
266.6

100.0
164.1
104.6
16.7
22.0
26.0
7.0

41i7.5

1.4
131.8
75-0
59.6
27-5
42.1
29.0
9-0
1·9

8.9
44.7
25.7
24.8
2.0
12.9
10.0
13-5
223.5

Ve~~~~~L -~in~__£_ompor:_en~l?:_evelopment

TITAl; III
Re-entry and Recovery
Standardized Space Guidance
Solid Propellant Motor Development
Liquid Rocket Engine Development
Other
Sub-Total

13.6

205.6
21.4
30.0
12.0
10.0
3.0
282.0

~:3

~2

48.4

10.5
384.5

3-3
4.1

6o.5
11.6
0.5
0.5
24.9
4.6

85.0
20.5
2.0
10.6
39-9
8.3

67.4
25-9
2.1
15.1
34-7
22.9

--57.8

102.6

166.3

168.1

39-3
10.1
9.1
196.8

65.1

148.6

144.9

146.9

149.1

420.7

531.2

574.2

578.7

622.7

813.9

1,298.2

1,579-3

1,.515.8

1,474.1

-

3-7
3-7

32.6

G:-ound 3Up££r_!

Atlantic Missile Range (Space-Related)
Pacific Missile Range (Space-Related)
White Sands Msle. Range (Space-Related)

35-5
14.9

Test Instru:Dentation (Space-Related)

Space Track

SPASill
Satellite Tracking and Control
Sub-Total
'"'uf;po_rti_ng Resear~h and Development
ncludes Applied Research and
Component Development)
General ~:p_o:-t

TCTAL3:

Defense Space Development
Project

2).4

83.2
35-1
2.6
17.4

':rABLE 19 - FllWiCIAL 6m1MARY OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

('1UA1 $ Millions)

Prior
Years

FY

FY

1962

RESEflllCH
Army

73

Navy
Air Force
ARPA
Total

73

~

89

225
355
292
224
1,096

243
344
305
237
1,129

243
337
308
238
1,126

10
ll
20

ll
8
18

26

12
ll
50
98
15
28

2
18

3
165

l2

226

19

8o

2
4
5
24
72
12
3

142
324
295
2.1.8
979

5

7
7
103
19

34

..

82
136

FY

35
337

l29
83
31
316

Arirry

1964

149
93
45
376

119
70
33
295

EXPLORA'IORY DEVELOPMEN'ffi
Navy
Air Force
ARPA
Total

~

FY

Y

84

ADVANCED DEVELOPHE:N'.IS
Arirry

Tri-8ervice V/STOL Concepts
New Surveillance A/C
Communications Satellite
NIKE X Experiments
Heavy Lift Helicopter
Anti-Tank Weapons
Air Defense Syste.:ns 1970's
Other Advanced Develop.
Sub-Total
Navy
Tri-Service V/S'IOL
HAWKER P-1127
Undersea Warfare (incl.
ARTEl1IS, TRIDE!lT1 and
other AS\1 projects)
Adv. Sea-based Deterrent
Air Cushion Ships/GEM
Spec. Warfare Navy Acft.
Other Advanced Develop.
Sub-Total

l
2

8o

l

6

12
2

10
3

108

33

57
15

l2

23
109

41
135

18
57

2.1.5

aOit&tEh

69

89

12
2
6

52

176

'rABLE 19 - FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF RBSEARCH AND IlEVELOPMEilT ( cont 'd.)

(IDA, $ Millions)
Prior
Years
/illV/iliCEJJ DEVELOPMEN'lS (cont'd)
Air Force
Tri-Service V/STOL
V/STOL Aircraft Tech (incl.
HAWKER P-ll27)
V/STOL Enc· Devel:>pment
Communications Satellite
Manned Orbital Lab
GE!,IDU (Manned Space Flight)

Re-entry and Recovery
Solid Propellant Motor
Develo:pment
Adv. Storable Liquid Prop.
Hic;h Energy Storable Liquid,

1

FY

FY

FY

1962

FY

1963

1964

12.§.2.

6

l2

13

16

2

5

12
10

5

22

75
6

109
184

100
164

132
75

52
10
14
70
35

8

26

29

3

2

14

3
14

10

14

14

31

12
7

10
7

10

9
15

8
l2

9

8

8

7

10

10

104
397
612

9
12
87
351
599

.

150
24

AHACS
Warning 1::
Control System)
Tactical Fichter Avionics
Other Adv. Developments
Sub-Total
TO~ ADV. DEVELOPI1EII'll3

l2

216

141
462
797

2l

3

52
379
6ol

9

TABLE 19 - FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOH!E!NT (cont'd)
( 'IOA1 $ llillions)
Prior
Year

FY

FY

FY

1962

1963

1964

ENGilreEP.:ll'IG DEVELOPI>!RN'JS
Army

836
NIKE-ZEUS Testine
liiKE-X
M::>bile Forward Area. Ai:r Defense
(IncludinG l.JAULER)
39
4
LANCE (Div.Support Missile)

272
36
1

3

-

NaV;:{

2

8

45
43
36
26
6
76
541

46
67
17
37
16
92
522

76
29
33
17
94
754

-·
-·

9
4

26
l3

20
18
6

l3

20

ll

23
7
9

-

9

-

42

3

4

78

44

55

61
6

17
7
26
97

24
4
48
157

9
8
67
233

220

207
26

156
73
155
330

-

l2

47
15
l2

-

Other
Sub-Tote.l
Ai:r FO!"ce

XB-70

Boo

4

MRBH
Be.llistic 1<ls1e Re-entr"<J Sys.

l2l

22

233

93
339
977

101
688
1;367

TITA!·l III

Standardized Space Guidance
Adv. Stre.t. Me.nned System
Hee.vy Log. Support a/c (CX)
Other
Sub-Tote.l
IDTAL ENGil!EERJNG DEV.

-·
217

~ 1\~'l i(f~
~~~:< 1:~' 1i
,• ...

·-

4o
334

76
47

-·

Adv. Desie;n ASW Des. Escort
Wire Guided Torpedo EX 10
.ASVl Rockets
Aircraft En,:;ines
Other ASW
Short Rance Guided A/S Vpn.
Med, Ranse Guided A/S Wpn.
Ti'PHOH
NORIDn sourro EnG. Tests

65 .
2~/

~

50
18

row

Main Be.ttle Tank
Combat Surv. & Target Acquis.
Comm. & Elec. Equipment
Ai:r llobility
Artillery ''pns & Atomic Munitions
Infantry Weapons
Other Army Encineerins Dev.
Sub-Tote.l

177g/

FY

10
49

773

1,760

51
58
24
ll
41
69
23
38
15
88
792

16
7
10

90

226

92
llO
165
206
30
5
7
65
68o
1,698

'

TABLE 19 - FINANCIAL SUMr.IARY OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (cont'd)
(IDA, $ H:Ulions)
Prior
Years

FY
1962

!2§

FY

FY
1964

!2§2.

54
145
199

65
145
210

. 74
16o
234

93
168
261

117
15
204
333

134
18
189
341

142
16
192
350

159
19
195
373

28o
5

232
3
661
896

231
666
897

6

11

1,486

1,542

101

150

FY

MAllAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
Army

Wbite Sands ~Isle. Range
General Support
Sub-Total
Navy
Pacific Missile Range
AUTEC
General Support
Sub-Total

-·

y·~

Air Force
Atlantic Missile Range
Def. Doc. Center
General Support
Sub-Total

\.e>

195
3
634
832

64o
925

DSA

ID"'...AL HAliAGEJ.rE!lT

e:

SUPPORT

1,364

1,476

EHE:RGEtiCY FUI!D
4,216

5,052

5,425

5,491

135
170
13
39

3
8
9
7
7
5

2
1
15
3
8
4
10
32

1
1
8

5
128

4
5
12
11
4
12
2

Sub-Total R&D
OPE..P.ATIONAL SYSTE!-S DEVELOPH!lliT
Army

!liKE-HERCULES
SERGEAliT

REDEYE
CHTIIOOK
J.!uJ..ti-Sys tem Test Equip.
Gen. Sheridan - AR/AAV
HAWK
SliD J ·EI .AGH

218

5

~

19 • FmANCIAL SUMMARY OF RESEARCH AliD DEVElOPMENT (Cont'd)
('roA, $ Millions)

OPERATIONAL SYSTEM3 DEV, ( Cont 1 d)
Navy
FBH Subs
F4B Equipment Improv.
COD A:ixcrai't
CH53A Assault Helicopter
Radar Height Findi.ni;
SQS-23 & 26 Sonar
llaval Tactical Data. Sys.
SA'lB
Torpedo HK 46
TE."lR:mR BT-3A & HT3
TALOS
~~

SPARROW

m

BULLPUP
SUBROC
EYE Weapons

Prior
Years

FY
1962

FY
1963

FY
1964

1,469

444

379
9

209

3

63
4

7

2l

6
2
6
6
7
14
l
2
6
4

2
l
8
4
2
17

15
4
25

6
3
28

5
4
16
68
16
38
52
59
109
31
25

84

-

l

Tactical Fighter F-lllB
Tactical Fighter F-lllB FC & MSl
Guided Msl Improv (Incl SAM & AIR) 2l
Marine i:orps Tact. Data. Systeo
Follow-on Lt. Attack A/c (VAL)
Other Operational Systems
SUb-Total

6
3
10
2
ll
5
7
4
5
6
34

--·
l:

7
6
3
7
7
2l

3
6
6
4
2
37
l
ll
22

8

6o

FY

12§2.

-·

...

4

73

8

6

14
568

8
566

26
4
34
58
497

5
59

6
14

l2

199
293
137
6
7
8
23
6
116
68
7

73

l
16
276
l
6

47
4
39

4o

345

Air Force

Emergency Rocket Comm. System
ATLAS
2,094
GAM 87 SKY.BOLT
149
TITAN
1,950
MD!UTEMAN I
1,189
MDWIDWI II
STRAT Air CCS ( 4651)

NORAD COC (425Ll
TAC Ftr F-lllA TFX)
C-141 Air Tra.nsp.

102
144
350
538

70

10

4
1
5
30
87

19
2
6

219

-·

84
16

84
95
287
5
8
16
l2

6
233
14
8

10
4
321
9
5

TABLE 19 - FINANCIAL SUMWIRY OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (Cont'd)
('IOA 1 $ Millions)
Prior
Years
OPERATIONAL SYSTEH3 DEV. ( cont 1 d)
Air Force
~-~\i-~-: :_. •, .-_
.. - ~.

:__7_.... :
·.

.

:

-.
'

''I

.

'

....

'

.

-

-

'

'

>

;

.

' .,

I

.

'

Aeronautical Support Activities
Weather Obs. & Frcst ( 4331)
Other Operational Sys. Dev.
Sub-Total
Def~~se A~encies

:

.

•

- Sub-Tbtal

Less Support :t'rO!Cl Other Approp.
'IOTAL OBLIGli.TIONAL AUTHORITY

Financing Adjustments

2/

_· ·.. '

.· . -

.

.

.
•

•

81
2

•

1,700

97
3
9
1,18$

193

199

163

224

2,637

2,563

2,184

1,810

6,8;53

7,615

7,609

7,301

-506

-5ll

-475

-524

6,347

7,lo4

7,134

6,m

-lll

-185

-55

6,993

6,949

6,722

5,368

4

Prior year program data are presented on the basis of comparability
to the program as sho;m for the FY 1965 budget.
Includes project 505 (2 million in FY 1963 and 6 million in FY 1964).
Includes comparability adjustment of 1,034.7 million.

220

-

137
3
5
1,421

2
33
1,719

-9791/

NE'1·/ OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY

J/

~

44
24

Sub-Total Operational Systems Dev.

1/

-~·--

TABLE 20 - GENERAL SUPPORT
(TOA $ Millions)

Individual Traini~ and Education
Recruit Training
Technical Training
Professional Training
Flight Training
other
Total
~

..

.

'

.

.

.

. .
'
~.

.

.
'

FY64

FY 65

$ 6oS
1012
225
639

$ 757
1053
248
646
441

$ 7ll
1066
276
766

$2s~

.

'

FY 63

.

.

.

'

.

'

. '.. .

.

0
~

$3144

. .

.

.

'

.

.

.

$ 8o6

$ 879

$ 890

$3036

$3167

$3145

Militarl Famill Housins - Total

$ 693

$ 652

$ 719

Medical Services - Total

$ 772

$ 762

$ 845

$ 779
1.22
46
144
20
2218
$3329

$ 929
128
86
92
20

$ 974
137
120
104
20

$~~l

~
39

$

$

Communications - Total
Lo~istic

SUEEort - Total

and SuEEort Services
Head(iuarters
Weather Service
Air Rescue/Recovery
Construction Support Activities

Head~uarters

DEEP FRE!!ZE

other Support Activities
Total
Total

Miscellaneous De~rtment-Wide Activities
Contingencies
Claims
Other
Total
GRAND TOTAL

*

*

$

69

$

14
22
81

15
19
88
$ 122

£ill

~1~124

~1~886

~14782

m

15
23
78

Excludes Retired Pay previously included in General Support as follows:
$1015 .

NOTE:

Detail may not add due to rounding.
221

$1229

$1399

.

TABLE 21 - FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF CIVIL DEFENSE
(TOA, $ Millions)
FY 62

FY 63

FY64

FY 65

58.4

9.3

7.8

9.2

A.

Shelter Survey

B.

Shelter Development

c.

Shelter in Federal Buildings

19.8

D.

Shelter Provisions

90.2

32.7

E.

Warning

6.8

4.1

F.

Emergency Operations

19.9

13.0

G.

Financial Assistance to States

18.9

H.

Research and Development

I.

Management

J.

Public Information

K.

Training and Education
TOTAL

'l)

175.0

rd

20.0
23.5

46.4

1.5

4.5

6.1

15.2

27.5

31.0

35.7

19.0

11.0

10.0

15.0

12.4

13.6

14.1

15.0

4.0

4~3

3.8

4.0

_1..:.2

~

~

18.0

~

125.4

111.6

~

El
El

Includes $2.3 million transferred from OCDM for construction of a
Regional Center.

Ef Excludes $2.2 million transferred to Army for civil defense warning
and communications networks.

222
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l

.,..,.,..
TABU: 22

~

DEPAR'lME!fr OF DEFENSE COST REDUCTIOII PROORAM
(In Millions of Dollars)

Estimated Savings to be
Realized. In:
'!!'!

A.

'!!'! 191'~b/

!'! 1965b/

293
133
670

373
134
6o7

13
2

19
4

16

15

1

1

14

15

2.

3·
4.

c. Secondary items
d. Technical manuals
e. Production base facilities
f. Technical data and reports
Increased use of excess ioventory in
lieu of nev procurement
a. Equipment and supplies
b. Idle production equipment
c. Excess contractor inventory

90

163
481
35

1
18

~~
481

266
144

320

14
13
23

155
564
14
16
47

164
1
18

284
7

394
13

7~
4b
1,093

116'E/
48b
1,555

620'E/

6
35'E/

20

20

Ellm1nat1ng "Gold·plating" (Value

Engineering)
Inventory item reduction

Total Buying Only What

t~e

Need

72

---w

T,""ffi"

~

176

216

37·1'/.
237

436

20.7'/.
436

145

~
1,722

BUYING Kr THE I.&EST SCUND PRICE
1. Shift from non-competitive to com-

petitive procurement
Total i competitive
Total amount of savings
2. Shift fran CPFF to fixed or
incentive price
Total '/. CPFF ef
Total amount of savings
3· Breakout for direct purchase
Total Buying at Lovest Sound Price

£1

c.
. operations
Consol. & stand. operations
a. DSA operating exp. savings !}
b. Departmental Qklr. exp. savi.Dgs
3· Increasing efficiency of operations
OCA & comm. systems savings
b. Improv. trans. & traffic mgmt.
c. _Imp:-ov. equip. maint. mgmt.
d. Improv. non-combat vehicle mgmt.
Reduced use of cont. technicians
f. Improv. military housing~·
g. Improv. real property mgmt.
h. Reduced cost of packaging
Total Reducing Operating Costs

2.

..
..

'l'Ol'AL PROGRAM

37.3'/.
237

38.4'/.
3o4

39· 9'/.
375

19.1'/.
12.3'/.
668
573
24
11
-clSff
"T;''b7

--m

---r'ib

--o52

-m

123

310

359

336

479

600

31

38

53
20

31
1

39
44

54
101

129

49
12
109
12
9
8
9
1

129'EI

66

7

8o

24

289

12
28
12
9
6
3
1
555

-m

1,386

~

2,461

2
6
23

!} In addition FY 1962 ''requirements" for major items of equipment were reduced

83'E/
24

24

3

24
191
12

289

6
23

20

12
34

27

lo6

613

__l

~

~ ~!I
by $24 billion.

In FY

1963, the Arrey reduced 1964 pipeline requirements by $500 million.

'E) Includes certain one-time savings not expected to recur in tuture years.
£.) Fi 1961 was 32.9i; total annual conversion from sole source by end F'I 1965 of $1.6 billion - savings
are 25~ per dollar converted.
~For the first 9 months of FY 1961, CPFF vas~; a reduction of $6.7 billion is required to reduce
that percentage to 12. 3'%>; savings are 10'% per dollar converted.

~I Goals reported to Congress "as estiJDated 1/15/63" vere F'I 1963 - $1,894 milllon; F'l 1964 - $2,689

!)

1967 Fran
1262 Thru:
FY 1965

BWING ONLY WI!AT \IE NEED

1. Refining requirements calculations
a. Major items of eq,uipment
b. Initial spares provisioning

B.

1963b/

Savicgs By !Y
Actions Initiated FY
~
FY 1§64
Azmual

million; F'i 1965 - $3, 444 million.
Excludes DS.A inventory drawdown vithout replacement of $234 milllon 1D Fi 1963; $153 million in
F'I 1964; and $03 million in FY 1965, a total of $470 million.

24
25

38

__l

...hl22
4

o44d

~

I Strategic

·-·

Appropriation Title

Retaliatory

MlLri'ARY PEPSOlUIEL

Milituy F8ncmnel 1

::~=-~De~~ecnDe1,

'l'C1l'AL - Operatioa IIDd

Air

F=e

. .,.

ot MilitarY AI

olo

DetenM

~

~

Proc~nt ot Equtpaent 11.1111 MieeUn, Anq
Proc:ure:aoeot or A.irc:rart IIDd Mt.. ae., llayY
Shipbuilding Aft<! C.O..Wirdan, llaVy
other Proc::un:meat, !laY)'
Proc::Ul"aaeDt, Miu"1De Corp•
.Urcratt. Proc:u.n=ent, Air Force
Mi . . Ue Procurflllleat, AU- Foree
other Procurement., AU- Foree
Procure.eot DetenM 1Y ncle•
'I'O'UL •

General
.....w

Detenae

Po~•

-

.

2,:l,';.o

1,

666.1
.

---

-

--

-

66,6
... 7

1,255-9
1,464.1

17 ·3
10.3

'

.,,2

568.3

561-5

--

----

.

3.3D-5

220.5

-

83.7

2,370.5
2,102.5
1,426.2

2.1

9.0

-

6.19.9
2,037-7
147.6

llO,T

705.2

-

42.5
130.8

i

''
'

rr8.T
1,387.]
167.9
242.7

-

8,581.0

456.9

'

I

200.8 I
- !
--

670.9

8o.2

I

.-

I

'

....

I Rellt!&reh

!
I

I

J.2lo.6
79.6

18.~

"'·"

-"' I

....,
••
59-5

158.5

61.5
.

969-5

265.0

164.4
87-5

27.4

92-5

12.7

95.1
29-9

57-T
251-3

4.6

222.7
--lBO.B

752.6

95-l

10.3

·-rt i
General

Develop-

---

210.6

I

956.0

4,218.9

5

--- I
- i

164.2
791.8
---

135-7

I

348.0

JBl-5

-

I
I

5,455.8

-

1 02£

7-1
26.5

650.4

-

224

.6
515.0

~~

"""
Foree•
"""''

l"oreee

1,26o.l!

,.,.2
608.8

Proc::lll"CCIIent.

...' ..

Seolltt

·~·

1,190-3

---

Operattcc • iliLiiiteMnce,
cpratloo • Mal.utezaance,
Opt-rat1c:a a. Mai.J:Ite011110e, MariDe Corps
Gp.ratic:a • Ma1.ttteDIIIICe, Air Force
OJ-rat1oa • Mai!lteDU~Ce, DeteQe Agenc:iu
Operatloa • MILiDteDUice, AntT llatioaal Guard
Operatioa a. MI.1Jrt.ezuaoce, Air !fatioaal Guard
KatiO!*l lloanl. tor the Pr<:aotioa ot R1t1e Practice,Anl:(
Cl.&1aa, Deterwe

==~~:-'et.

I

5<1.1
-7
50J,6

69-9
.2

Mllit&ry Per80mllt1

Of'Efi.AriCII AJID MAill"rEHAJJ:E

-·

Air ....

>u.. u.

101..1

Anq

NUttary PeriiODDel., !fayY
MUttary Per18011!1e1, M&rinll Corlle
Mill ta:ry Per.ocmel, .ur Fore:.
Reserve Per•ccne1, Anq
Reserve Perammel, lla"IY
Re"ne Per.oa~~~~1, MariDI! Col'P8
Re . .ne PerltOIUIII1, Air Force
llat10!*1 Guard Per•CJ~~n~~1, An!v"

'l'OO'AL -

~

1,276.6
1,051..9
169.5
1,522.7

-

--

- I
- I
--

1,229.0

4,04o.T

1,229.0

1,851.8
l,ll2.2
101.3
2,109.1
i!TI.T

-

I

'

i
I

---

.

!
-

----

-

6.1

333.6
1!4.3

-

-----

-

-

35-3

35 .o

-

7-9

10.5
1,001.6

8.1

26.1

-

364.8
43.2

667.9

192-5

82.8

2,250.4

-

221.]

.

--

-

-

I

i
i
i

-

-

'

il'inancing
AdJustmeots

- I 2,91'9-7 II
1.6
1.1 I 725.6
-- I 4,430.0
210,6
95.1
I
29-9
57-T
-- I 251.3
~.192.7

I

-- I
-- I
-- i
-

-

23.6

:~:}a

!!e'o' Obll-

cnttalal
Authority

I

-

5,687.1

-5

19.0

To'"'

Undis-

tributed
I

'<1.1

-

-

!
i

""""'

15:~

-----

-

-

I
I

Aaah-

---

-

29.2

14.2

Civil
Detenae

------

19.1

-

!

I

-

6.2
222.7

.
630.7

MUttary

....

j Retired

-

----

I

-150.0
-120.0

4,042.7
2,859. T

-

1!,375.0
210.6
95.1

-'
-55.0
--

1 ,:;:50

14,263.1~/

2.7

3,355-9- : 2,909.0
191.3
- 4,336.9
477.7
-- lBO.B
222.7
- I
-5
-- i 19.0

-

13,938.1~/

-- I
-- I
I
I

- I
- i

'

----

1.::50

-325.0

.5

-5

29-9

57. T
251.3

-

I

- I

725.6

3,355-9
2,9(19.0
191.3
4,336-9
47T.T
18o.8

222.7
-5

I

15:~

-- I
-

19.0
15.0

I ll,T09.2

- Ii

ll, 709.2

2,8')1.4
2, Tr4.4
2',1C).J

1,181.6
218.5
3, 793.4
2,469.4

+39-7
+ll4.7
-63-7
-6.4
-16.5

!
'

!
I

i

I
-327.4
-407.8

9~~:~

-76.8

16,450.4

-741!.4

-

I

.1 I
1

-5

2,931.1
2,88<}.1
2,059.6
1,11'5.2

202.0

3,385.6
2,142,0
878.3
43.2
15,106.0

--a u:
'tl\lllE 23 -

n

1964 lliiX1ET PllOOA.OO AXD MEW am..IGATIONAL Atrmo:un (cont.'d)
ily

Appr:lJ'riau.on 'I'1 tle

(1'.1lllara of Dol..lar6)

i'

Appropriaticm Title

~EARCH 1

1 Ratal.taton

-..

llEVEUlPKE:NT 1 TFST 1 AND EVAWATION
Re.earch, bii!v.=lop:.ent, Teat,
EV&luatton,
Reaearch, Developxnt, Taat, and Eval-tion,
Reaearch, DevelDpD~~nt, Teat, llll<1 Evaluation, Air Force
Reaearch, Develop~ent, Teat, & Eval.., Defense A€enclea
DefeDH

ana

.... "'

-

contlnen~

Strategic

,

-

TOrAL • Reaeueh, De-lopDIInt, Telt, and Enl.uat101l

..,

MILITARY CONSTRUC'I'ION
Miittary Con,truction,
M111t.&ry Constructloo,
M1l1ta:ry Constn.u~tiOII, Air Force
MUlt&cy Constnu:tton, Defense Agencies
ltilit.ary COCI.atructton, Army Reset"''e
M1lit.&ry Cooatruettcm, Naval Reserve
Military C011structlon, Air Force Reserve
Military Conatruct1o11, Arl1fl Matltmllll. Guud
Military Construction, .Ur HatiQIIIIl. Guard
Laran Stati01111 DetenH

I

Foree11

Air and

·-·

crvn.

OZFEHSE

bperetiOll alW1 Maintenat~ee, Civ11 Defense
Research.& Dllvelotaent Shlllter & Ccmtotr. CivU Det.

78.7
21'6.6

.

.

2)).2

15.0

.

.

697.4

""·'

588.5

.
1.7

2'j.2
•. 6

35-5
75.2

73·3

]2.8

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Reaearch

""
Forcee
""""'

Develop-

MU.itary

,_,..
Geueral.

"""

~"'

.

.

1.0

4,942.0

B'c.6

.
.

.
.

19.0

.

645.8
161.5

15-0

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

""'

-~

101.0

12.9

2,208.1

.

Mat a-

.

l,o4o.4

12.2

Civil

De feMe

"'·'

1,)14.0

1.0
.
.
.

.

Retired

.
.

6.0
7.0
5.0
8.2
18.0

.

""'·'

"'·'

'"·'..

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

20.;

.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

12').~

102.8
137.]

25.5

.
.
.
.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

UndiBtribut.ed

T<>hl.

P'ro~:r
('I'OA

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

...

.
.
...
.
.

1,422.7

1,545.0
3,625.)

439-9

Financing

!lev Obli-

Ad,)uat-

l':i!.tional

mente

Authori!Y

-)6.6
-4.3
-14).9

.

1,)66.1
1,540. T

3,1o81.4

101.0

.

4)9.9
101.0

7,133-9

-Hill. 7

b,<J49.2

21.0. 5
20].~

·9-9
-4.5

'8o.2
25·5
6.o

-11-9
-1.5

7.0

-l.O

5.0
8.2

~:~

-1.5
-1.0

-2.5

....,
200.6

198.9

,..,0
•• 5
6.0
..0
5.7

-2.0

16.0

9B'o.2

-35-T

,..,,

.

20.5

1.85 .•

10].1

14].5

12.2

44.2

so .•

415.4

.

.

.

.

.

.

651.7

.

.

.

.

651.7

-14.]

6]7.4

.

.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.

.
.

Z~:~

'>3

70.]

.

.

lll.6

.
.

"i

111.6

.
.
.

.
.

.

.
.
.

w..6

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1,150.0

.

1,150.0

-150.0

l,Q(X).O

1,9]6.8

18,142.]

1,305.1

1,959.8

5,410.]

1],885.9

1,22<).0

111.6

1,150.0

}.2

52,454.1

-1,1154.1

51,000.0

.

2fl9.2
191.1
1,457.8

6,]74.6
8,469.4
3,298.4

26,6

1,859-3
5,458.8

36.8
1,241.1

1,0111.2
376.9
541.1

.
.

1,366.9
1,189.8
2,454.2
379.4

3,612.2
2,856.5
6,002.6
1,414.6

.
.
.
.
.

-16o. i
-101.1
-1,025.8
-15.8

lll.6

.

12,569-9
14,882.0
19,429.4
3,007.2

.

.
.
.
.
lU.fi
.

12,730.6
14,983.7
20,455-2
3.023.0

.

.
.
.
1,229.0
.
.

1,150.0

-i5o.o

1,000.0

.

.

Mll.rr.uu ASSISTA!IC'E

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Re&erw

.

.

TOTAL - ClvU DetenN

.

•••

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

HOUiolng, Deten.e

Force a

,,6

PAMn.r HOOSDtG
~

""""H

Al.~rt

Sealift
Forces

35.4
.

2<>).6
""'.8

18]. 7

'ro'1'J.L .. MUlt.ary Can11truct1on

OeMnU

Miulle
Defense

.

-

-·-

TO.]

GRAHD 'ro'I'AL

7,J18.1
RECAPIT!AATION:

-rriparmeot of the Aray
Department ot the Navy
Dep&rtlllent ot the Air Force
DeteMe A,genciea/CSD
Office of Civil DefenH
Hllttary A. .i,te.Dce

~/

.
.
.

Include• propoted •uppl.elllental appropriation of $l,o8T.4 !Dillion.

a

225

3£

5

.
.
.

.
.

.

.
.

.

.
.

1,150.0

.
.

}.2

:I

W..6

SLERZ::

... """

Cont1Mnt.al
Strategic:

Ret.al~~~

Appropr1at1ao Title

NILl'l'ARY PERSOrntEL

iliii&I'Y

--

Pitrao~mel,

....,

MUit&ry Pltra~l,
M111t.ary l'll!riiOODel, Marine Corp.

"""""""'

.

...,.

..
-__

~lit of llqut~nt Ulll M1&11lea,
ProeureMnt ot Atrcr&tt Ulll .U.aU...1, Bal'Y
8b1pbllil41q Ulll COI:Iqraioa., lla'WJ'
other Pr~nt,
Pr~t.

..,.

""""

P~

Nia&U. ~nt, A1r Force
other ~t, Air Pore.
~t IlilhoDM-. .~1&&

.,

"""'" -

51.8

1, 709-9

Ani:!

~

.urentt Proeur..nt, A1r

2, 746.9

1,246.2

Operat1oa aa4 MaiD~,
ep.rat1oa &ad Na1DteD&DCe, MarlAe Corpa
ep.ratioa &ll4 MaiDtell&tiC., A.1r Porc:e
Op.rat1cm aa4 MIIJ.Dte-, n.t- A,altlle1U
OJ-rat1oa aDd M&Ulteoac., Arm::f Mat1ooal OU&r4
Operat1oa am MaiDteMDc:t~, A1r lat1onal ~
kt1oaal Board. tor tblo Pftaot1cm of RUb Praet1c.,Ar1Q'
Cl.a1aa, n.teo.rt.iDpDctaa, Det.-.
8&l.al"1ea & .b: DM& ct. ot MU1taq ~aU Dlltarwe
'I'O'I'.U. • Operat1oa aDd

1~ ...

-----

- M111taey 1'11~1

OPERA'r'IO!f AID ltll1I'1'EIWICE
opira'hon iD4 AllLiGI~,

75-0

••

BeN,..... V.r~l, lla'W1
Re•rre PeraOIDII!l, Marine Corp.
ReMrw. PbriiODDel, .Ur Poree
. .tloDal Guard flllrllalmDl, ~
Watiec&l QQud V.r.o=el, Air Porce
Betl.nd. h,r, Deten.e
a)
MU1!:!!:;[ hr.om.l ,~_, ~.10D
~

-..

1,170. 7

N111tal'y Pn.aDDel, A1r Force
ReHrte PeraolliMl,

226

W£C2LZ I

-·-·
C.~nl

M111a1le
Dot-

239.6

..... 2

-..
... :l

6J2·'-9
-----

AirlU't

..."'""" ...

""'

"'~·
7 .J
27-l
356.0

-----

new a,u.

Reaeareh

ReH~

Seal. itt

-··

Doftlop-

Force•

137-7

1[\!·'
.•

""·'

52.9

1,258. 7

":J
167.0

1,097.8

-

--

-----

5,679.1

390-5

l,o6o.l

2!10.5

6).0

1,2614.9

19.2

186.)

38.5

1,51). 7
82.0
629-5

10.5

-----

64).8

----

-

2]6.2

2~-9

99.2
)0.9

59-2
274.5
69-J

ea.,

5.0
96-9

28.0
13.4

----

610.0

1,oB1.8

711-5

3,5"10.1

265-9

lllo.7

41.4

-

27.1

1,6oo.)
2,1il).O
1,647.0
n9.8
170.8
1,508.5

-7

46.2
11.1

12.8
18.1

27-2

458-9

10.8

-

7-1

1~.2

35.8

463.6
1,225.5
125-0

8).8
1,.1

-

2,493.0

-

13 .0

-

302.9

----

~-1

.1

-

8,40).6

----

-693-7
24.9
746-5

---

188.0
2)6.0

----

..,

1~-2

1,5

.o
-

----

4,097-7

1,909.6
1,1&:l.3
100.8
2,177-7
517.0

_,-

<G-O

15:~
5,924.4

22.2
38.6

9.8

9-8

28.6

392.0
72.0
24.1
21.9-3
10.4
1,165.0
519.9
249.6

142.6

86.1

2,n4.4

12.7
-

12.4

-

-

62.1

gat tonal.

Military

........ ""
General

Retlt'ed

Civil

Aaal•-

Deran.e

-----1,399.0

'"""

Undilltributed

-

-------

-------

1,399.0

-

-

-

------

-------

-------

------

-----

------

-----

-----

-

-

-

-------

172.0

-

-

P1nanci.D.6

To<al

""""""'
4,)06.0

3,105.0

•• ifb1:8

A4J~at-

1111mta

-75.0
-50.0

-15.0

1,39').0
172.0

-----

14,969.0

-200.0

242.9
99.2
30.9
59.2

,.,._,
69-l

3,46).0
3,159.0
188.0
4,606.0
517.0
188.0
2)6.0

·'

2).0

":~

12,396.0

2,o8J..o
2,no.3
1,973.6
1,1~.2

2\lJ ••

3,963.0
1,&:}J+.6
852.0

62.1

14,889.2

-------

Authority

(........,_
-Driatton)

4,231.0
3.055-0

..IM:8
.... 9
99-·
)0.9

59.2

274.5
69-J
1,399.0
1'12.0

14,769-0

3,"6).0
3,159.0
188.0
4,6o6.o
517.0
188.0
2]6.0
-5
2).0
15.0
~-

12,396-0

-302-0
-195-3
-7.6
-91.2
-22.4
-)00.0
-164.6
-50.0

-.1

l, 779.0
2,515.0
1,966.0
1,058.0
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